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Abstract
This study applies the rationale of transaction cost economics to develop a positive 
theory for interpreting and predicting construction procurement behaviour. The client 

is assumed to be a decision-maker who chooses the optimal procurement method so 

as to maximise his/her profit function, i.e. (discounted expected) revenue minus the 

sum of transaction costs and production costs.

Three stereotypical and most popularly used forms of procurement methods are 
reviewed: traditional method (TM), design and build (DB) and management system 
(MS). By way o f transaction cost reasoning, this study discovers that, with the 

assumption o f fixed production costs across routes, revenue firom the project, 
transaction costs from process specificity and fi*om measurement difficulties 
constitute three pillars for comparing procurement methods. Moreover it is further 
claimed that it is to the presence of quasi rent, quality rent and design rent that we can 
ascribe the reasons why there are differentials in transaction costs between 
procurement routes.

From the theoretical view, this study puts forth the principle o f an inconsistent trinity, 
according to which, to determine the most efficient procurement method, the client 
will inevitably face the trade-off between (1) fast delivery of the project, (2) single 
point o f responsibility for design and construction (lower measurement costs) as well 
as (3) high flexibility in accommodating variations (lower transaction costs arising 
from process specificity).

Empirically, six variables are pointed out as relevant in affecting the client’s decision:

(1) the client’s opportunity cost of time; (2) uncertainty o f requirements; (3) costs of 
switching supplier; (4) the use o f partnering or not; (5) the scale o f the client; (6) 

degree of specialisation. With the help o f a Logit model, six hypotheses relating to 
these variables are tested, as predictions regarding relative frequency o f selection of 
procurement routes for projects of given sets o f attributes.

The analysis o f this study aims to provide a new way of thinking about the nature of 

the project coalition, risk management and the development o f tools for aiding the 
client in selecting the right procurement route.



Definition Of Key Construction Terminologies In This Study

(1) The client: refers to the investor who has the right to determine the use o f the 
land for serving a perceived market niche and to initiate a construction project to 

exploit this opportunity. Clients are divided into industrial and commercial.

(2) Construction procurement: refers to the construction client’s purchase of a 
capital project (specifically, commercial and industrial buildings)

(3) Procurement route, procurement system: used interchangeably in this study, 
stands for a mode of coordination, or a contractual arrangement by which the 
liabilities and rewards of all the client’s agents are defined. Three stereotypical 

types o f procurement systems to be discussed are traditional method, design and 

build and management system.
(4) Traditional Method (TM): by which the client has to retain an architect to 

complete the drawings and specifications of the project and then devolve the task 
of construction to the main contractor.

(5) Design and Build (DB): by which the client elicits construction proposals 
(including detailed design and construction plan) drawn up to conform to scheme 
design by pre-qualified DB contractors and then devolve the task o f detailed 

design and construction to a single most desirable D&B contractor.
(6) Management System (MS): by which the client has to retain a construction 

management firm (management contractor), who will be in charge of 
coordinating the remaining participating parties o f the project, including designer 
and trade contractors, and retain an independent designer, then divide the project 
into work packages and tender these sequentially so that design and construction 

can proceed in parallel.
(7) Trade contractors (or work package contractors): the undertakers of 

construction work undertakers in the management system.

(8) Subcontractors: the undertakers of construction work undertakers in the 
traditional method as well as design and build; this name shows the relative 
relation between main contractor and sub-undertakers, ie., the former sub-letting 

the construction work to the latter.
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List of Acronyms and Abbreviation

CM: construction management

COMSP: variable standing for “COMplexity o f SPpecialisation”

CV: consequence variable 

DB: design and build

DEGPS: variable standing for “DEGree of Process Specificity”

DMA: direct measurement approach

GC: items o f production costs in the grey area (cost items that are hard to be

classified into production cost or transaction cost)

GS: governance structure

IMA: indirect measurement approach

MAUA: multi-attribute utility approach

MC: management contracting

MS: management system

OPPCT: variable standing for “OPPortunity Cost of Time”

PARTR: dummy variable standing for whether PARTneRing agreement is used or 

not

SCALC: variable standing for “ SCALe of the Client”

TC: transaction costs 

TCA: transaction cost approach 

TCE: transaction cost economics 

TM: traditional method

UNCER: variable standing for “UNCERtainty”
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Chaper 1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation of Study
This study arises out of my long-term curiosity about what are the fundamental principles 

governing construction behaviour. Despite construction’s long-standing development in 

the human history and its indispensable role in any economy, we still lack a core theory 

that can be used as a foundation for spawning an all-encompassing theory suitable for the 

(microeconomic) characteristics of construction [Ofori, 1994]. Notwithstanding a large 

number of researches under the heading of economics of building, economics of con

struction and the like, their goals, in the main, focus on some aspects of engineering eco

nomic problems, the relationship between construction activities and the whole economy, 

input-output analysis of construction production, or how to apply neoclassical economics 

to deal with economic behaviour in construction, e.g., Hillebrandt, 2000. Just as William

son’s breakthrough contributions originate in his dissatisfaction with the state of the art of 

organisation theory, this study claims that construction economics should be restructured 

in a more systematic way that reflects the very reason why economics is enlarging its ter

ritory [Coase, 1978]. To wit, this study highlights the necessity of generating a holistic 

view on the functioning of construction industry. However, how to select a proper in

strument from the toolbox of economics? Presumably the best policy for head-on con

frontation with this thorny issue is to re-examine the nature of the problem, and then de

cide the point of departure.

Simply speaking, construction economic activities include the set of human economic 

behaviour engaging in construction. Two key terms need to be decomposed for further 

analysis: human economic behaviour and construction. First of all, in term of methodo

logical individualism [Hodgson, 1986], every economic agent is an entity with autonomy 

of decision. All of the (associated) intentional decisions will interact under an institution, 

e.g. market, and result in unintentional consequences. The exploration of this phenome

non is considered as the overriding task of a social scientist [Popper, 1965]. Following 

this line o f exploration, two issues appear to be of foremost relevance: behavioural as

sumptions; and the relation between individual decisions and an institution. The signifi

1



cance of the former lies not only in its role in model building, but also in changing the 

ontological nature of subject matter. The latter is concerned with the interaction between 

system and its subsystems. Both of them are cornerstones for generating refutable eco

nomic theory.

Another key term is construction. Construction activities are unique in the human 

economies. A word on this uniqueness is often thought of as a necessary step to help 

readers follow the analysis of a study of construction behaviour. As early as the 1960s, 

Turin has embarked on related research. Until the present, except for few studies, our 

grasp of the economic nature of construction is still limited to orthodox perspectives and 

cannot keep abreast of the progress of economic theory^ As a result, if  we desire to pick 

up this topic as the theme of a study, on the one hand, re-examination of some characteri

sation of construction is necessary, and on another, tailoring the established theories to fit 

in these features seems unavoidable.

1.2 Objective of Study
This study identifies itself as an attempt to put organisation theory in construction under 

review for the future development of a more ambitious and comprehensive enterprise, 

reorientation of the microanalysis of economic behaviour in construction. Evidently, this 

broader aim is far beyond the scope that a Ph.D. dissertation can handle. Then, where 

should we depart? The analysis of the client’s procurement behaviour is a sensible start

ing point because the construction product specification is customer-made, so the client’s 

preference on material, design style, and the like, decisively impinges on the direction of 

development of technology and industry structure. This observation implies that the deci

sions of the clients will in aggregate shape what the construction industry will be like^. 

As a consequence, we claim that, regarding the study of construction behaviour, the first 

priority we should place is on the analysis of the client’s procurement behaviour. As will 

be shown in Chapter 2, the state of affairs on this topic still lack a systematic theory by

' Ive(1995) should be, as far as I know, the first essay to approach construction problems by the lens of 
different approach, evolutionary economics.
 ̂In no doubt, the reality is not so simple and we will go back to this issue later.



which a coherent logic can be found. As a consequence, an attempt is made in this study 

to modify Williamson’s transaction cost theory so as to accommodate some unique fea

tures of construction. This study hopes to obtain the goal of providing a novel way of 

thinking the nature of constmction behaviour, ferreting out a suitable methodology, and 

framing an explanatory model for the analysis of the client’s procurement behaviour.

1.3 The problem, its significance and its scope

1.3.1 T he problem to be sorted out

The main theme in the study is why the client chooses the procurement route that he 

does in practice. If the problem is addressed this way, what is relevant here is not the 

process of decision-making, but the outcome of selection. Getting closer to this issue, we 

can realise that the problem of the client procurement behaviour, in fact, involves more 

than statically choosing a suitable procurement route. Many dynamic or processual fac

tors shouldn’t be omitted, which will made be clear in Chapter 4 and 6. This study pro

poses that the original statement of the problem can be reformulated: how does the client 

organises a project coalition in an economising way. Two related issues should be 

brought to the fore for further clarification: what are the key determinants that make a 

procurement route preferable to a client, and what is a project coalition.

First, now that this study intends to make sense of the existing procurement practice, an 

attempt inevitably should be made to identify the factors with greatest explanatory power. 

Inspired by Williamson( 1987,1988), this study develops a transaction cost economising 

approach to the analysis of constmction process and singles out the most essential vari

ables.

As far as the reformulated problem is concerned, the nature of the procurement decision 

might be reduced to the selection of mode of coordination, though which all partici

pants, such as designer, contractors and so on, can be organised in a least costly way. The 

nexus of contractual relationships between them is quite similar to a coalition, which in

dicates formal, long-term alliances between firms that link aspects of their business but 

fall short of merger [Porter & Fuller, 1986]. However, there are at least three points of



difference to distinguish project coalition from corporate coalition: (1) mode of coordi

nation, (2) horizon of planning and (3) feedback mechanism. The implications resulting 

from each of them merit attention in the economic analysis.

Roughly speaking, three stereotypical modes of coordination working in the contempo

rary society include: price, authority and trust [Bradach and Bccles, 1989]. Ordinary cor

porate coalition is by and large classified under the heading of trust, whereas the classifi

cation of the project coalition ranges from pure price mechanism to different degree of 

mixture of three modes.

As regards the time horizon over which decision is made, it is relatively determinate for 

the case of project coalition, approximately equivalent to the sum of planning and con

struction time, whereas the maintenance of corporate coalition is mainly determined by 

performance, indicating its duration of collaboration being indeterminate within the range 

from a couple of months to several decades. The most direct effect of this difference is on 

the calculation of costs and benefits from the coalition.

The last difference, feedback mechanism, a mechanism for transmitting information on 

historical performance to the next decision, has bearing on the creation, maintenance and 

breakdown of a coalition. It seems safe to say that the mechanism fimctions better in a 

corporate coalition due to its continuity of transmission. In other words, it im plies that 

the past record is more genuinely reflected in the corporate coalition than in project coali

tion. In fact, the root of the problem identified as “the rigidities of flexibility” in Winch’s 

term (Winch, 1996) principally stems from the malfimction of this mechanism in con

struction.

By way of this simple analysis, we can find that these differences render construction be

haviour hard to square with received approaches in economics. It seems indispensable to 

go back one step to contemplate philosophical foundations, such as ontological and epis- 

temological analysis, before methodological construction.



1.3.2 The significance of the problem

1.3.2.1 In theory

While there is no doubt that in the real world, the factors that the client needs to take into 

account in determining a procurement route are tremendously large and the means that 

can be employed are diverse [Masterman,1992], there should exist regularities lying be

hind the logic of the procurement route selection. This study will make a concerted effort 

to explore the mechanism leading to these regularities. The value of this undertaking not 

only lies in helping make crucial practical problems that practitioners “could feel but 

could not te ir  made explicit in a systematic way [Williamson, 1990], but also provides 

the possibility of developing an integrated theory for the microeconomic analysis of con

tracting markets in construction.

Fig. 1-1 Coevolutionary Process of the Construction Contracting Markets
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To develop a systematic approach for the analysis of construction development on the 

basis of methodological individualism, we need to forge the link between individual pro-



jects and the whole industry. A tentative conceptual assertion is made here that the long

term equilibrium distribution of organisation forms in construction is determined by a 

coevolutionary process of (1) selection of procurement routes, and (2) selection of con

tractor’s organisation form, shown as Fig. 1-1. According to the illuminating claim by 

Groak and Ive(1986) that “economic, technical and organisational factors should be 

considered in a unified way for the study of building process”, a more complete frame

work should take the evolution of technology into consideration. However, that would 

make analysis much more complicated. Here we take an expedient, which means tech

nology is ruled out from the framework but the implications of coevolution for innova

tion of technology are emphasised.

The logic of this coevolutionary process is this: the clients and contractors are located in 

a process of mutual adjustment, which moves toward to an equilibrium state. The client 

wants to take a least costly procurement route to complete the project; the contractor pre

fers utilising an advantageous form of organisation to cope with unpredictable workload. 

These two individual evolutions are directed by the performance of the project. For ex

ample, a client who originally favours design-and-build on the basis of his own cost- 

benefit analysis will revert to another route if experiences of implementation are fre

quently unhappy. If a majority of the clients feels the same way, the fragmented structure, 

the separation of designers from construction firms, is a sensible response to this ten

dency. In the evolutionary trail of this sort, resources, in fact, are allocated by way of two 

interacting processes: selection of procurement route and construction project process. 

The former one guides production resources, including physical capital and intangible 

human capital, to flow to producers with viable organisations. This determines what form 

of organisation will expand and dominate. The latter one is responsible for channelling 

project resources to divisions of a main contractor or subcontractors, the mechanism sin

gled out in Winch(1987). Obviously, construction process plays a subsidiary role of re

distribution of production resources. It is argued that the major allocation mechanism, 

selection of procurement route, will decisively influence the configuration of the con

struction industry in terms of resource allocation. What is more important is that the out

come of resource allocation in turn affects the nature of dynamic development and long-



term performance of production. This is the very issue that this study is concerned with.

While the framework set out here is not the core theory of the study, it is hoped that it 

will effectively assist the reader to assess the value of this study in terms of its role in fur

ther theoretical development. We want to enhance the understanding of the dynamic evo

lution of construction industry and answer Ive’s inspiring question [Ive, 1995]: why do 

not the ordinary economic forces o f self-interest and competition work sufficiently in 

construction to generate spontaneously a process o f  competitive innovation and hence 

continuous improvement in client value-for-money? A positive theory of the client’s 

procurement behaviour is an indispensable part as far as a complete explanatory frame

work for construction behaviour is concerned.

1.3.2.2 In practice

Successful strategies turn on the application o f consistent principles to constantly chang

ing business conditions [Besanko et. al.(1996)]. Similarly, the proper selection of the 

procurement route results from the recognition that the performance of a procurement 

route is simultaneously determined by different types of variables, rather than simply by 

the client’s preference. The discovery of these principles will greatly enhance the quality 

of decision. However, in essence, this study is not intended as a managerial study, so the 

intent is not to generate an apparatus for sorting out some specific management problems, 

but to reveal implicit mechanisms governing the decisions. The development of transac

tion cost economics (TCE) is good auxiliary evidence to elucidate the transformation 

from a positive study to its normative application. The emergence of TCE aims to pro

vide a theory for the analysis of governance. After sufficient empirical data verify the ro

bustness of this theory, original refutable hypotheses become guidelines for managing 

transaction relations [Rubin, 1990]. Whether this transformation will take place in the 

case of this study, of course, depends on to what extent the derived hypotheses can be 

borne out by real data. Undoubtedly, this expectation provides partial impetus to set this 

study in motion.



1 .3 .3  The sc o p e  of the problem

The variety of the client ranges from public authorities, professional client firms (like 

property developers), non-profit-seeking organisations, to once-and-for-all clients. There 

is no denying that the client’s motives for initiating a project are variegated. For a model

ler, the decision variables that can be accommodated in the model must be restricted to a 

tractable level, as must the objective that the client is assumed to pursue. These consid

erations seem to make it sensible that the focus of this study is only on the client for 

commercial and industrial buildings in that these two categories of clients reveal strong 

proclivity to enlarge investment profit as much as possible. That is to say, a standard eco

nomic behavioural assumption, optimisation of an objective profit function, is most likely 

to hold under this circumstance.

Besides, another dimension, planning horizon, is worthy of notice. Kay(1998) rightly 

points out that it is necessary to examine hybrid governance, such as joint venture, alli

ances and networks, at different levels. Take McDonald as an example. The merits of its 

procurement strategy that stresses standardisation and modularisation to reduce planning 

and construction time cannot be rationalised unless you take the operation of the whole 

company into account [Cox & Townsend, 1997, 1998a, 1998b]. In view of the dangers 

that an unclear level of analysis will bring about, this study will concentrate on procure

ment decisions made on the basis of project by project. That is, the range of factors con

sidered in this study is confined to those directly relating to the individual project. The 

issues associated with strategic procurement path at the company level or at the pro

gramme level (involving several sub-projects) is not the concern of this study.

1.4 Orientation Of This Study
In the face of such an unmanageable reality, in terms of still dominant Popperian perspec

tives in economic methodologies [Maki,1993], what is required maybe is to look for the 

determinants of a phenomenon and take advantage of logical inference to derive refutable 

hypotheses for testing them with empirical data and verifying the plausibility of the the

ory. Arriving at the goal of a scientific theory is possible by way of different approaches. 

Pursuant to Williamson( 1993), the progression of a scientific theory of organisation



might need to go through four stages: informal analysis, preformal analysis, semiformal 

analysis and fully formal analysis. Coase(1937) and Williamson(1975) belong to the first 

two stages, respectively. Williamson’s classic The Economic Institutions o f  Capitalism 

is classified as a work of the third stage. Finally, Williamson hopes that the formal model 

of VAg theory o f  incomplete contracting in its entirety^ can emerge. This present study, 

principally, belongs to semiformal analysis. For ease of exposition, mixed use of formal 

language (mainly, mathematics) and informal language is made, dependent upon which 

one is suitable. It is worthwhile to note that the foremost task of this study is to devise a 

refutable theory instead of building up a fully formal model.

1.5 Plan of this study
After justifying the significance of the core issue of this study and delineating its scope, 

the next task is to show how the ultimate goal can be reached.

To help make my stance explicit, I would like to draw a metaphor. Imagine the genera

tion and application of economic knowledge as some form of specialisation of a manu

facturing industry, e.g. chemical industry. Theoretical economists play the roles like 

those of intermediate goods suppliers, who a spire to promote their product for enhancing 

academic status and influence on society. Applied economists, who merely are interested 

in a relatively restricted scope of subject matter with more or less different analytic prop

erties, are like buyers for intermediate goods in the sense that they have got discreetly to 

find a suited method and assess its appropriateness and usefulness out of a bundle of 

competing paradigms so as to sort out their own problems. Their output can be consumer 

goods for government or practitioners or another sort of intermediate goods for other po

tential followers. To avoid being weeded out, applied economists on the one hand need to 

justify the tool they employ and on the other, ought to show potential users the validity 

and fruitfulness of their theories. This is the principle in formulating the research agenda 

of this study.

As shown in Fig. 1-2, this study constitutes ten chapters. After the introductory remarks of 

chapter 1, chapter 2 is a review of existing studies associated with construction procure-



ment behaviour, from which we want to point out what different insights this study can 

generate. Chapter 3 purports to shed light on the nature of transaction cost, its origin, its 

categories and its implications for economic analysis. In chapter 4, the mainstream theory 

of transaction cost economics (TCE) upheld by Williamson is systematically introduced 

for purposes of outlining the logic underlying the following chapters. Though it has been 

widely accepted in the economic theory of organisation, we should not stretch its analytic 

power too much without caution about its limitations. In Chapter 5, an effort is made to 

examine four basic premises hidden behind the TCE’s reasoning and analyse whether 

they are applicable to constmction and, if not, how to advance along the basic reasoning 

path of TCE by incorporating the characteristics of construction. After finding a possible 

solution to make TCE framework square with construction, we set out an analytical 

model in dhapter 6 for interpreting construction procurement behaviour. Chapter 7 elabo

rates upon an empirical model where all relevant variables are identified with reference to 

the theoretical analysis in chapter 6 and completes the process of deriving the testable 

hypotheses. In chapter 8, the focus is diverted to the problem of variable measurement. 

Chapter 9 presents the results of empirical investigation. The implications of the present 

study and conclusions of our findings are in chapter 10.
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Fig. 1-2 Research Agenda for the analysis of construction procurement behaviour

Chapter 2
Review the existing studies on con

struction procurement behaviour

Chapter 3
An illumination of the concept of 

transaction costs

Chapter 7
An empirical model for exploring 

construction procurement behaviour

Chapter 4
An analytical framework for transac

tion cost reasoning

Chapter 6
Building up a new paradigm for the 

study of procurement behaviour

Chapter 8
Development of questionnaire and 

survey design

Chapter 5
Examine the basic premises for applying 

transaction cost theory to construction

Chapter 9
The analysis of empirical results

Chapter 10
Conclusions and Suggestions
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Chaper 2 State Of Art In The Study Of Construction 
Procurement Behaviour

The value and necessity o f a Ph.D. research, in large part, depends on its novelty in 

providing new insights into reality. Before jumping to judgement, we have to realise 

what kind of knowledge has been generated, in what sense it has value and to what 

extent it is still insufficient to our satisfaction.

As far as the number of research papers is concerned, the study o f procurement routes 

is an active academic research topic, evidenced by the fact that from 1970 onwards, 

there are nearly 900 pieces o f work aiming their focus on this issue [Franks, 1998]. 

Notwithstanding that their purposes are somewhat diverse, the theme relating to the 

exploration of best procurement practice seems to have attracted particular attention. 

Against this backdrop, it is quite clear that the significance o f procurement route se

lection in affecting the outturn of the project implementation is widely recognised. 

However, the existing literature doesn’t provide a satisfactory theory to solve the core 

research problem of this study - ‘‘"the rationalisation o f  construction clientes pro

curement route selection behaviour”. Before canvassing the reason, it is essential for 

us to get a whole picture o f how this problem is currently handled. Four lines o f in

quiry will be critically assessed in turn in this chapter. The first approach uses the 

most preliminary induction method to discover the conditions suitable for each pro

curement route through the observations o f project implementation. These conditions 

can be used as guidelines for assistance in procurement route selection, so this method 

is labeled the guideline approach. The second one, the statistical approach, is an 

attempt to utilize statistical methods to improve the crude inference quality of the 

guideline approach. The third one pursues the aim o f providing normative advice for 

the client’s reference by applying the multi-attribute utility approach to develop a de

cision method, so it is named after its methodology, the multi-attribute utility ap

proach (MAUA). The last approach doesn’t exhibit a coherent line o f exploration, 

but instead tries to expose the problem through the lens o f different perspectives. Thus 

they are categorized into the group of the multidisciplinary approach. We will take 

a look at these approaches in turn.
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2.1 The guideline approach

2.1.1 introduction
The increasing number o f construction procurement guides being published in recent 

decades signifies a prevailing awareness o f the importance in finding a suitable pro

curement route in practice [e.g. Franks, 1993; Naoum, 1991; RICS, 1996; Knochar 

and Sanvido, 1998]. It implies that a well-founded theory o f procurement route selec

tion will be beneficial to the improvement of the client’s decision quality. However, 

what choice can be said to be right? A direct idea springing up to mind may be to con

sult with a panel o f experts who have experience on the issue in question, and pool 

their opinions together to form a reference base. Relying upon the mechanism of 

learning by doing is one o f the most primitive means o f knowledge accumulation. The 

repeated occurrence o f effect and end o f a phenomenon can give observers a certain 

level o f confidence to infer regularities that would have predictive power and that the 

robustness o f this inference will be reinforced as the number o f samples under review 

are expanding. Through past experience in adopting a specific route, some conditions 

suitable for the use o f a route can be obtained. For example, Masterman (1992) offers 

guidelines for selecting procurement systems, summarized in Table 2-1. These rule- 

of-thumb criteria can be a good starting point for the exploration o f the fimdamental 

mechanism behind the client’s decision. Let’s condense Table 2-1 into a number of 

principles:

1. Traditional procurement system

(i) Due to the availability o f complete drawings and specifications, potential contrac

tors are allowed to compete on bidding prices, which is likely to drive the win

ning price down. Moreover, quality is easier to be ensured on the basis o f the 

same reason.

(ii) Separation o f design and construction makes fast tracking infeasible; that is, the 

client has to bear the opportunity costs of longer total time o f design and con

struction.
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Table 2-1 Conditions to which procurement routes are most suited
[Masterman (1992)]

Traditional System

a) projects where competitive bids are required in order to ensure financial 

accountability and minimise tender price;ime is not o f the essence;

b) where there is a need to ensure that high standards o f quality and functionality can 

be achieved;

c) complex or/and prestigious projects where the design needs to be under the direct 

control o f the client;

d) design changes may need to be made during the currency o f the works and the cli

ent is prepared to accept the time and cost implications o f such changes.

Design-Build System

a) projects where the client requires the overall project period to be as short as possi

ble, but needs to be aware o f his financial commitment at tender stage;

b) where the client requires one organisation accept responsibility for both design and 

construction

c) where the client is able accurately to define his requirements at tender stage and is 

unlikely to wish to amend them during the currency of the project;

d) when the total project costs needs to be minimised.

Management System

a) when the commencement of the project needs to be accelerated in order to evoke 

speedy completion;

b) where early advice is needed from a management contractor;

c) where the client may wish to have flexibility available to incorporate design 

amendments into the project.

d) where certainty o f achieving completion dates is required;

e) when the project is o f high value and complexity and thus requires the use of so

phisticated construction and management techniques;

f) when the client wishes to be objectively involved in the overall management;

g) when the client, in the case of design and manage, wishes to appoint a single or

ganisation to be responsible for the design and management o f the works whilst, at 

the same time, acting in a consultant role.
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(iii) Because o f uncertainty, ex ante design may need to be modified, which conse

quently engenders the possibility o f cost variations. The client needs to be pre

pared to bear the costs of any changes initiated by themselves or by their designer 

if  they adopt this route which does however both allow for such changes and in

corporates procedures (unit prices in bills of quantities) for mitigating the costs of 

such changes.

2. Design-build system

(i) Partial overlapping o f design and construction can lead to shorter project duration 

with less opportunity cost o f time incurred.

(ii) Since design and construction team belong to the same organisation, the 

responsibility can be easily delineated and communication problem lessened.

(iii)Appropriateness o f these systems depends on whether the client is able to clearly 

specify his requirement ex ante.

(iv)Providing no design changes occurring ex post, applying this system can make the 

ex ante cost controllable.

(v) This system heavily penalises clients who initiate post-contract changes, and 

should only be used where the client assesses the likelihood o f such changes to be 

low.

3. Management system

(i) Need for extensive management advice is a reason to adopt this system.

(ii) It is desirable to use this method in carrying out a project with high value and 

complexity because of sophisticated management techniques involved in the pro

ject.

(iii)The use o f this system can shorten the delivery o f the project. Maximum overlap

ping o f design and construction can lead to shortened project duration and thus re

duce opportunity costs of time.

2.1.2 A critical assessment
Most of the existing procurement guidebooks set the scene by comparing the pros and 

cons of each procurement route and attempt to point out the conditions to which each 

option may be suitable. These findings are principally based on the perceptions of 

procurement route implementation performance in the past. Perhaps, the rules of 

thumb derived by this way sometimes can work, whereas, just as diagnosing diseases 

wholly on the basis of symptoms, we must be cautious about the danger of taking
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stock o f  the conditions fitting each procurement route purely on the basis of superfi

cial phenomena. This is because the same symptoms are likely to result from different 

reasons and need different medicine. Treating them indifferently could worsen the 

situation. And this is why it is important to develop physiology for understanding the 

fundamental mechanism of diseases. This doesn’t mean to deny the value o f reference 

that the guideline approach can provide, but to stress that, without thorough investiga

tion o f causal relations between the observed choice o f procurement routes and the 

underlying determinants behind the observations, the guidelines crystallised out of 

pure empiricism will be too crude to be scientific. Maybe for this reason, the statisti

cal approach and multi-attribute utility approach emerge to provide a more quantita

tive tack to improve the client’s decision on the selection o f procurement routes.

2.2 The statistical approach

2.2.1 Introduction

While the guideline approach can help transform dispersed knowledge on the imple

mentation of procurement methods in practice into some useful principles, the trade

off relations between different variables stay untouched. To go beyond the crude clas

sification o f the circumstances where each procurement route shows advantages, the 

quality o f inference can be improved by employing statistical methods to link up the 

correlation between project outturn and project attribute variables. For example, 

Molenaar and Songer (1998) use the regression method to explore the factors affect

ing the performance of design-build. The basic model is

S=Vp+8 Eq. 2-1

where S is a 5x1 column matrix, standing for five performance criteria; V is a Ixn  

row matrix, denoting n explanatory variables; p is a nx5 coefficient matrix; 8 is a 5x1 

column matrix for random errors.

They propose five criteria for measuring project performance: budget variance, 

schedule variance, conformance to expectations, administrative burden and overall 

satisfaction. Then, they set out a hierarchical structure for breaking down a large 

number o f  explanatory variables into four categories: project, owner, market, and rela

tionship. By way of the regression analysis, they find that the following variables are
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statistically significant for explaining at least one performance variable o f Design- 

Build projects:

(1) Project: scope definition, schedule definition, budget definition, project complex

ity.

(2) Owner: owner/agency experience, owner/agency staffing, design-builder experi

ence.

(3) Market: design-builder experience

(4) Relationship: design-builder selection, design-builder prequalification.

These variables mainly are measured by semantic differential scale, as listed in Table 

2- 2 .

Table 2-2 The measure of variables in Molenaar and Songer (1998)

Type I: Project

1. Scope definition:

(a) What was the level of design (percent complete) at the time o f bid or proposal?
(b) Was the project complete at the end of the design-builder’s contract or were addi

tional contract required?
(c) Were the specifications prescriptive based, performance or a combination thereof?
(d) Did the solicitation documents (request for proposal or invitation to bid) prevent 

or encourage additions to scope?
(e) Did the project have a flexible scope when the design-builder was hired (i.e. a 

need for the changes during construction was foreseen)?
(f) What was the level o f project scope definition when the design-builder was hired?

2. Schedule definition:

(a) At what level o f design (percent complete) was the project’s construction comple
tion date fixed?

(b) How crucial were the market factors or outside demands for the project to be de
livered?

(c) To what extent did the agency funding cycle drive the project schedule?
(d) Did the design-builders have sufficient time to prepare their proposal/bid?
(e) Did the owner have sufficient time to review the proposals/bids and select the de

sign-builder?
(f) To what extent was the construction completion date allowed to vary during the 

selection of the design-build team?
(g) How critical was staying on schedule to the project’s success?

3. Budget definition:
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(a) Àt what level of design (percent complete) was the project budget fixed?
(b) Was the budget conveyed to the design-builder as (i) constraint on scope (ii) 

maximum allowable (iii) not defined.
(c) What was the owner’s project contingency when the design-builder was hired?
(d) Was the project built with appropriated or non-appropriated funds?
(e) How critical was staying on budget to the project’s success?____________________

4. Project complexity:

(a) What was the level of design complexity?
(b) What was the level of construction complexity?
Was the project similar to others which have been built in your locale?

Type II: Owner

/ .  Owner/Agency experience:

(a) What was the agency representatives’ level of construction sophistication?
(b) What was the owner representatives’ level o f construction sophistication?
(c) How much experience did the agency representatives have with similar construc

tion projects?
(d) How much experience did the owner representatives have with similar construc

tion projects?

2. Owner/Agency staffing:

(a) After the design-builder was hired, was the agency staff adequately sized to 
answer design-related questions?

(b) After the design-builder was hired, was the owner staff adequately sized to answer 
design-related questions?

(c) After design-builder was hired, was the agency staff adequately sized to answer 
construction-related questions?

(d) After design-builder was hired, was the owner staff adequately sized to answer 
construction-related questions?

3. Design-Builder experience

(a) On average, how many prior design-build projects had the agency representative 
been involved with?

(b) On average, how many prior design-build projects had the owner representatives 
been involved with?

Type III: Market

1, Design-builder experience

(a) ^Tiat was the level of design-builder experience with similar types o f projects?

Type IV: Market

2. Design-builder selection

(a) What type of contract was used with the design-builder?
(b) Was the contract competitively bid or negotiated?
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2,Design-builder prequalification

(a) Was the design-builder selected solely on qualifications, solely on low price or 
some combination?

(b) Was there any prequalification of proposers/bidders?

On the basis o f this research, they develop a computer graphical interface Design- 

Build Selector (DBS) that consists of two elements:

(1) Input the value o f explanatory variables o f a new project in question into the re

gression model obtained in their research.

(2) Convert five performance indicators into an overall score and benchmarch the 

score o f the new project against an average score o f the projects surveyed in their 

study. This comparison will show whether this new project if  carried out by design 

and build will be more likely to outperform the average level o f those projects 

surveyed.

Relative to the guideline approach, this approach has made a stride forward, while 

there is still much room to improve. This is the topic that we will turn to in the next 

subsection.

2.2.2 A critical review
We can discuss the weaknesses of the methodology used in Molenaar and Son- 

ger(1998) from three respects. First, the nature of this approach is pure empiricism. It 

aims to filter the relevant variable from a bunch o f possible variables by the aid of re

gression analysis. The discovery of the explanatory variables wholly depends on 

whether these variables are significant in the statistical test, for example t-test. But 

due to lack of a theoretical underpinning, we don’t have a systematic model for think

ing about why the results are as they are and why some variables are negligible.

Second, setting the goal of discovering the statistical relations as the only concern in 

mind is liable to lead to “statistical tyranny”, implying that the alleged high-level-of- 

confidence variables may be just the consequences o f ignored but more fundamental 

factors. Leaving these variables out of consideration without notice may weaken the 

soundness o f the theoretical foundation of this method.
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Last, in application, this approach takes the average performance in the population as 

benchmark, which will arouse a critical methodology problem in that this point is 

floating along with the addition and deletion o f samples. It doesn’t mean that this 

benchmark has to be a constant, but it must display stability so that practical users can 

get a consistent guidance.

2.3 Multi-attribute utiiity approach

Among voluminous stock of studies related with construction procurement systems 

since 1970, multi-attribute approach is claimed to be the “foremost technique appro

priate for examining the criteria o f clients and the preferences o f experts’ weights for 

each method in the most objective way” [Love et al., 1998] and attracts considerable 

academic attention (e.g., Skitmore and Marsden, 1988; Chan, 1995; Love et. al., 1998; 

Ambrose and Tucker, 2000), so it is necessary for us to give a more thorough exami

nation on the rationale o f this approach.

2.3.1 Fundamentals of multi-attribute utility approach
Expected utility theory (EUT) is a mainstream approach in interpreting decision be

haviour in the social sciences. For a decision maker facing a multitude of alternative 

choices, each choice will lead to a different set o f possible consequences with differ

ent probability distribution, therefore achieving different degree o f satisfaction. The 

betting game is a good case. EUT dictates that choice x is better than y if  and only if 

the expected monetary utility coming from x is larger than that from y. Put in a formal 

way,

x y  y  if  and only if  U ( x ) > U  (y)  Eq. 2-2

U(x) = J ]P ,{a )R ,(a )
aeA

beB

where A and B are the sets of consequences brought about by strategies x and y; 

lower case a and b indicate the elements of each set; P x (a )  and P y (b )  are probabilities 

of each consequence occurring; R% (a) and R y (b )  are payoffs o f each consequence.
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However, decision problems in daily life are much more complicated than gambling 

in the sense that probability and payoffs of consequences are hard to estimate. In deal

ing with this case, objective measure o f probability can be replaced with subjective 

judgment [Savage, 1954] so that alternative options can be compared on an equal 

footing.

Sometimes, rather than a single-attribute payoff decision tree (e.g. in the case of gam

bling, the payoffs are measured by the monetary unit), the problem facing decision 

makers is the multiple-attribute payoff decision tree (e.g. the selection o f nuclear 

power plant site). To deal with this case, the multi-attribute utility approach is devel

oped, where the expected utility o f choice j  is determined by

n

Eq. 2-3
J=1

where jc,- is the value given to the attribute i o f a utility function, decided by the deci

sion maker’s subjective evaluation; Wÿ are the utility coefficients relating attributes to 

options. It is to be noted that the consequences o f each choice are no longer evaluated 

by individual events, but against a set of factors { xi } that reflects the preference 

structure o f decision makers. Take an example of car purchase. Apart from price, 

other factors, such as comfort, reliability, efficiency o f engine, noise, maximum speed 

all possibly impinge upon consumers’ preference over cars. Therefore, consumers’ 

satisfaction from each model of car can be described by a set o f the values of these 

attributes. As applied to policy issues, the attributes affecting public opinion can be 

used to assess the desirability of each option. An example is the selection of nuclear 

power plant site [French, 1989]. The construction o f this plant is likely to pose direct 

impacts in different aspects, including financial issues, safety issues, and environ

mental issues. These are different dimensions for the appraisal o f the consequences 

attendant on the construction o f the nuclear power plant. In fact, no matter what issue 

is under review, the appropriateness of employing multi-attribute approach lies in two 

links (see Fig. 2-1):

(1) Link 1: the attributes of the outcome should be able to fully reflect the decision

maker’s criteria for assessing consequences o f each option;

(2) Link 2: the effect of each option on these attributes of the outcome should be 

clearly identified.
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Fig. 2-1 The reasoning of multi-attribute utility approach

L ink l Link 2
Decision Attributes OptionsI I I  II ------------- luu

Maker
s

assign JC/ to determine wi

V
Evaluation o f 
each option

With these two links combined, we can compare options by assigning subjective 

evaluation to jc/ and objectively determine the weighting factors w,y. If  either link were 

to be broken, the result would be spurious. This perspective will be borrowed to ex

amine the problems inherent in the current application of the multi-attribute utility 

approach.

2.3.2 Multiple-attribute utility approach for procurement route selection
As applied to construction procurement systems, the multi-attribute approach involves 

four steps:

(i) Identify the priority variables in the client’s utility function

(ii) Fix the weighting factors relating achievement o f priority variables as outcomes 

to procurement routes.

(iii) Determine the value of priority variables according to the client’s preference

(iv) Sum up the weighted priority variables of each procurement route and choose 

the one with highest score.

For ease o f exposition, we reproduce a simplified version of a procurement route 

evaluation table used in Love et al. (1998). These four steps will be examined in turn 

by referring to this table.

2.3.2.1 Identification of priority variabies
What are the relevant factors in affecting the client’s choice o f procurement systems? 

In the literature, the factors regarded as crucial are to some degree subject to research

ers’ a priori judgment. Thus, the list and definition o f priority variables in the litera-
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ture differs from study to study, as shown in Table 2-3. There seems to have emerged 

a consensus on the importance of eight factors: (1) speed, (2) price certainty, (3) 

flexibility, (4) quality standard, (5) complexity, (6) risk allocation, (7) price competi

tion and (8) responsibility. That is, the client is assumed to select procurement sys

tems on the basis of these eight factors. Those factors considered in Love et al.(1998) 

are shown in the first column (Col.l) o f Table 2-4. For simplicity o f exposition, the 

table show all priority variables to have been assigned an equal weight by the client.

Table 2-3 Documented priority variables affecting the client’s decision on
procurement systems

Skitmore and 
Marsden (1988)

Bennett and Grice 
(1990)

Turner(1997) Love, Skitmore 
and Earl (1998)

1. Speed
How important is early comple
tion to the success o f  your 
project?

1. Time
Is early conpletion required ?

1. Timing
How important is early com
pletion to the success o f  your 
project?

1. Speed
How important is early comple
tion to the success o f your 
project?

2. Certainty
Do you require a firm price 
and/or a strict completion date 
for the project before you can 
commit yourself to proceed 
with construction?

2. Cost
Is a firm price needed before any 
commitment to construction is f  
ormed?

2. Price certainty
Do you need to have a firm 
price for the project construc
tion before you can commit it 
to proceed?

2. Certainty
Does your organisation require 
a firm price or strict completion 
time for the project before your 
organisation can commit to a 
building project?

3. Flexibility
To what degree do you foresee 
the need to alter the project in 
any way once it has begun on 
site?

3. Flexibility
Are variations necessary after 
work has begun on site?

3. Controllable varia
tion
Do you foresee the need to 
alter the project in any way 
once it has begun on site, for 
example to update machinery 
layouts?

3.Flexibility
During the course o f a building 
project, to what extent does 
your organisation feel it neces
sary to alter the project in any 
way once it has begun on site?

4. Quality level
What level o f  quality, aesthetic 
appearance do you require in 
the design and workmanship?

4. Quality level
Is high quality important?

4. Quality level
What level o f  quality do you 
seek in the design and work
manship?

4.Quality
What level o f  quality, aesthetic 
appearance do you require in 
the design and workmanship?

5. Complexity
Does your building need to be 
highly specialised, technologi
cally advanced or highly ser
viced?

5. Complexity
Is the building highly special
ised, technologically advanced 
or highly serviced?

5. Complexity
Does your building (as distinct 
from what goes in it) need to 
be technically advanced or 
highly serviced?

S.Complexity
Does your organisation require 
a technologically advanced or 
highly specialized building?

6. Price competition
Is it important for you to 
choose your construction team 
by price competition, so in
creasing the likelihood o f  a low  
price?

6. Certainty
Is completion on time impor
tant?
Is completion within budge 
important?

6. Competition
Do you need to choose your 
construction team by price 
conpetition?

6.Price Competition
Is it important to select the 
construction team by competi
tion?

7. Risk avoidance and 
responsibility
To what extent do you wish one 
single organisation to be re
sponsible for the project; or to 
transfer the risks o f  cost and 
time slippage?

7. Risk
Is transfer o f responsibility for 
the consequence o f slippages 
important?

7. Risk avoidance
Do you want to pay someone 
to take the risk o f cost and 
time slippage from you?

7.Risk Allocation
Does your organisation want to 
limit the amount o f speculative 
cost and design liability?
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8. Division of responsi
bility
Is single-point responsibility 
wanted?
Is direct professional 
responsibility wanted?

8. Management
Can you manage separate 
consultancies and contractor, 
or do you want just one firm to 
be responsible after the brief
ing stage?

8 Responsibility
To what extent do you wish one 
single organisation to be re
sponsible for the project; or to 
transfer the risks o f  cost and 
time slippage?

9. Accountability
Do you want professional 
accountability to you from the 
designers and cost consult
ants?

9.Arbitration and Dis
putes
To what extent does your or
ganisation wish to avoid dis
putes and arbitration?

Table 2-4 A simplified version of procurement route evaluation table in
Love et al.(1998)

Weight 
assigned 
by Client 
(0-1) 
(Col.2)

Procurement Options

Client’s priority 
Variables

Traditional method Design and Build Construction
Management

(C ol.l) Utility
coefficient
(Col.3)

Result
(Col.4)

Utility
Coefficient
(Col.5)

Result
(Col.6)

Utility
coefficient
(Col.7)

Result
(Col.8)

Speed 0.11 Ea 5.78 8.38 w 9.96

Certainty 0.11 9.74 9.93 6.12

Flexibility 0.11 8.32 6.56 10.52

Quality 0.11 11.00 6.66 8.10

Complexity 0.11 8.87 8.32 105 0 11.55

Risk Allocation 0.11 m 8.80 10.65 45 0 4.95

Responsibility 0.11 9.75 W 10.18 3.96

Arbitration and 
disputes 0.11 8.28 E3 7.79 6.41

Price competi
tion 0.11 B3 10.40 B 4.62 9.90

Total «1 ma 70.09 71.47

2.3.2.2 Correlate priority variabies with procurement methods
After priority factors are identified, the next step is to assign a weighting index (called 

utility coefficient in Table 2-3) (in Love et al. from 10 to 110) to correlate priority fac

tors with procurement methods. As proponents o f this approach assert, “[f]or this pro

cedure to be o f practical use it is necessary first to fix utility coefficients that relate 

these attributes to individual procurement methods independent o f individual pro

jects” [Love, et al., 1998]. The three shadowed columns (Col.3,5,7) in Table 2-4 dis

play the predetermined utility coefficients linking each priority variable to the ex

pected performance of each route in terms of these variables. According to Love et
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al.(1998), one possible way o f obtaining the estimate o f these utility coefficients is to 

elicit experts’ consensus opinions. Thus, it is not surprising to find that the coeffi

cients provided by different authors vary as the sources o f expert opinions.

2.3.2 3 Determine the weightings to priority variables
The client has to determine the relative importance o f priority variables to the success 

o f his/her procurement. The weighting assigned to each factor signifies the client’s 

priority to achieve these factors. For example, if  the client thinks early delivery is 

most important goal o f the project, other things being equal, the route that can best 

facilitate the achievement of this goal will stand out, i.e., construction management. A 

special set o f weightings with equal low figures (0.11) to each variable is shown in 

column 2 (Col.2) in Table 2-4\

2.3.2A Computation of utility index of procurement methods
Using Eq.2-3, we can compute the utility index that each procurement method would 

deliver in dealing with the project in question by multiplying client’s weighting to 

each factor (Col.2) by the utility coefficient of each procurement route with respect to 

each factor (Col.3,5,7) and totting them up. As shown in the bottom row in Table 2-4, 

traditional method is the most suitable route in this special case o f equal low weight

ings. Ideally, this index should fully reflect the extent that the client’s requirements 

can be fulfilled by each procurement option; otherwise, it will mislead the client’s 

choice. In the following section, we will investigate the weaknesses o f this method.

2.3.3 Where’s the problem?

2.3.3.1 Ignorance of the basic premise of MA UA
The basic idea underlying MAUA is that the client is suggested to select an appropri

ate procurement route on the basis of priority factors, while it is quite odd to find that 

to our knowledge, the issue o f why these factors are relevant hasn’t been addressed in 

the literature. The reason may be due to the consensus that these factors actually are 

the client’s considerations in practice. However, on theoretical grounds, we claim that 

the set o f factors requires careful scrutiny. To understand why the re-examination of

This arrangement o f weights is just for the purpose o f illustration in the following section.
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these factors is essential, the methodology o f MAUA should be reconsidered in the 

context of construction procurement route selection, as shown in Fig. 2-2.

The soundness o f decision that Fig. 2-2 can help make depends on the robustness of 

Link 1 and Link 2. Link 1 requires the priority variables be (different dimensions of) 

“ends”, not “means”, and Link 2 demands an affirmative relation showing the extent 

that the client’s needs can be satisfied by each procurement route in terms of priority 

factors (procurement routes as means to multiple ends). With a robust relation be

tween procurement systems and their expected performance evaluated in terms o f pri

ority variables, the client just needs to give a weight to each criterion, then the option 

with the highest utility index will be the most desirable one serving the client’s pref

erence. However, if  either o f two links were broken, decision principles formulated on 

the basis o f assigning the weight, jc,- ,to each factor will not truly reflect the relative 

desirability o f procurement routes.

Fig. 2-2 The reasoning structure of multi-attribute approach for 
procurement route selection

Client
Link 1

assign Xi to

Priority
factors

Link 2

determine ws

□ □□

Evaluation of pro
curement routes

Procurement
route

First o f all, it is necessary to be cautious about the condition under which the method

ology o f MAUA can be applied. We have stressed that only when priority factors rep

resent different aspects of the outcome o f the project implementation can the client’s 

assignment o f Xi be meaningful. However, as the next subsection shows, this point 

seems not respected in the literature. Second, every cell in columns 3,5,7 o f Table 2-4 

in principle should be able to reveal the desirability o f procurement routes with re

spect to each evaluation criterion (ie., priority variables). As will be discussed later, 

their reliability heavily relies upon an unreal assumption o f complete contracting, im

plying that ex ante promises will be fully and effectively enforced by contract.
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On the basis of these two considerations, we will argue in the following subsections 

on two fronts: (1) the first requirement is to distinguish what types o f variables should 

be used as priority variables; and (2) that even some priority variables o f the right 

type (as will be discussed later, this refers to consequence variables) used in the lit

erature should be reconsidered.

2.3.3.2 Wha t should be Included as priority variables ?
In the previous section, it has been stressed that, in applying MAUA, decision vari

ables should be attributes o f consequence o f an action (in this case the action in ques

tion being the selection o f a procurement route). Unfortunately, several variables used 

in MAUA don’t meet this requirement. In fact, the eight variables^ with high degree 

o f consensus in the literature belong to three categories o f different nature:

(1) Consequence variables (CVs)

Consequence variables are criteria against which the achievement o f the client’s goal 

(maximizing expected utility from the outcome) is assessed. According to the doctrine 

o f MAUA, they are the right desiderata in the utility fimction. The CVs used in Table

2-4 include: speed^; outturn price, decomposed into two stages, outturn price certainty 

(that final payment will not exceed bid price or estimate), and price competition (to 

drive down lowest bidding price); achieving the level of quality specified; and risk 

avoidance (by transferring risk to the contractor).

(2) Attributes of procurement routes:

This category of variable are attributes o f procurement routes that may assist clients in 

achieving their desired CVs for projects o f given attributes. Single point o f responsi

bility is a case in point.

(3) Attributes of the project:

This category of variables is the factors causing and requiring differentiation from 

project to project. Flexibility (likelihood o f changing requirements) and complexity 

(of the project) belong to this group.

We are not arguing against the importance o f these variables in affecting the client’s 

procurement route selection, but questioning the appropriateness o f the way they are

These terms follow the definitions used by the MAUA procurement literature authors (see Table2-3)
 ̂ In fact, speed can be classified either as a CV or an attribute of procurement routes.
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analysed in the literature. Theoretically, as the equation o f MAUA (Eq.2-3) is applied 

to the case o f procurement route selection, all the three categories of variables should 

be involved. First o f all, the CVs should be selected on the basis o f the client’s criteria 

used to evaluate the outturn o f the project. Second, utility coefficients (Wÿ) should be 

jointly determined by the attributes o f procurement routes and those o f the project. 

The determination o f project attributes itself is a reflection o f the ultimate purpose for 

which the project is built, e.g., housing, office or factory. This context is also a key 

determinant o f the priority that the client will give to each CV. Thus, the fi'amework 

in Fig. 2-3 describes a correct way to accommodate these three categories o f variables 

into the framework o f MAUA. The satisfaction of these three conditions can ensure 

the robustness of Link 1 and Link 2 and thus the reliability o f the suggestions derived 

from it.

Fig. 2-3 An account of the elements in MAUA in the context of 
procurement route selection

A ttributes of the utility function, ie.,
1—U consequence variabies (CVs),

U f=  E
I---------------  The priority given by the

client to each CV

Expert assessment of utility coefficients 
linking CVs to choice of route (j)

Nature of project context (et.
attributes of the /  Specific attributes---- ^ ------------- the type of the client, the uiti-

procurement project mate purpose of the project)

An intuitive understanding o f these assertions can be illustrated by the example of car 

purchase again. As said above, the reasonable CVs in this case include price, comfort, 

reliability, efficiency o f engine, noise and maximum speed. The utility coefficients 

must be determined by the characteristics of cars (model attributes analogous to pro

curement route attributes). For example, racing cars should get high score in speed 

and Cadillacs should be rated higher in comfort. Last, what weighting will the buyer 

assign to each priority variable? The answer depends in part on what’s the main pur

pose of buying this car. If the car is used as a commuting vehicle, reliability and com

fort will be given higher weighting, while if  used for a symbol o f status, price may top
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the priority list. By analogy, the purpose o f car purchase is analogous to the purpose 

of buying a building. The weightings assigned to each jc should be based on the char

acteristics o f the construction transaction. For example, the first priority o f building a 

hi-tech factory in the boom time is speed, while for a monumental government build

ing, quality may become most important.

We argue that, according to the doctrine o f MAUA, the effect o f the subjective pref

erence on single point o f responsibility, flexibility or complexity on the selection of 

procurement routes should be ruled out of the utility function. Instead, such project 

attributes should be taken explicitly into account in arriving at appropriate project 

specific Wij (utility coefficients) for each true CV.

For example, Skitmore and Marsden(1988) and Love et al. (1988) conflate an out

come or CV (transfer o f risk o f cost and time slippage) with a means to an end (single 

point of responsibility). Inclusion of the latter in the utility function only confuses 

matters, undermining the usefulness of MAUA.

2.3.3 3 What are CVs: the influence of contract incompleteness
Up to this point, it should be clear that only CVs are qualified to be elements in the 

utility function"^. We also show that the CVs actually considered in the literature are 

mixed with attributes o f procurement routes and o f the project. Then, one might ask 

whether the current application o f MAUA can be saved by just restricting the list of 

priority variables to CVs. This subsection attempts to argue that the answer is no, if  

the proposition o f incomplete contracting is adopted.

Generally speaking, short delivery time, low cost and high quality are upheld as the 

three principal goals of construction project management. The client’s utility function 

for procurement route selection should consist of the variables able to reflect the real

ised outcome o f the project implementation with respect to time, cost and quality. The 

connection between CVs used in the MAUA literature and the three final goals is 

shown in Fig. 2-4. First, it is necessary to point out an ambiguity in the definitions of

In our interpretation we make the simplifying assumption that the client gains no utility from their 
involvement in the construction process, but only from construction outcomes.
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quality used in the MAUA procurement literature. As will be explained later, quality 

of specification is quite distinct from quality of conformance (Winch et al., 1998). 

Second, with respect to time and cost, these appear to be linked in the MAUA litera

ture with four documented CVs: speed, certainty (of price and time); price competi

tion; and risk allocation (cost and time slippage risk).

Fig. 2-4 The relation between consequence variables in MAUA literature 
and the goals of construction management

Speed of 
project 
delivery

Risk
Allocation

Time Certainty

Cost

Quality

Price
Competition

Quality
requirement

However, in a world o f contract incompleteness, promise does not assure performance, 

and we must sharply distinguish between what is contracted and what is performed 

(actual outcome). The variables used in MAUA mostly relate to the former rather than 

the latter.

In terms o f contract, there are two conditions necessary to the achievement o f the cli

ent’s goals: (1) agents make an ex ante commitment on terms aligned to the client’s 

interests; and (2) the commitment can be effectively enforced. Following this logic, 

the role o f including price competition, certainty and risk allocation can be clarified. 

As shown in Fig. 2-5, at the pre-contract stage, by way of open tendering under tradi

tional procurement, the winner’s tender price can be lowered down to some extent and
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in conjunction with the selection of contract form, the client has the option to obtain 

an ex ante commitment on low price. By way of appropriate choice o f procurement 

systems, e.g. design and build, it is likewise possible for the client to get an ex ante 

commitment on the delivery time and upper ceiling of budget. Commitments alone 

however are not enough. The client also needs to be able to transfer risks likely to oc

cur in the course o f transaction to ensure the ex ante commitments can be realised as 

promised.

Fig. 2-5 The roles of three consequence variables
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The principle to be used for testing the qualification o f a CV is whether the efficacy o f 

procurement systems with respect to that CV is intrinsically different . In essence, 

speed and quality are separable and will be discussed as such. The remaining three 

variables are intrinsically independent. The extent that certainty and risk allocation 

can be fulfilled are dependent on the choice o f contractual arrangements (ie. procure

ment systems), so we will discuss them together by focusing on the role o f contract. 

However, the main purpose of price competition is to get low tender price. Whether 

the client can ensure the realization of that price depends on contract, so we have to 

discuss what the price signal stands for and its relationship with contract completeness.

2.3.3A Speed of project delivery
Speed is a sensible CV since the performance of procurement systems with respect to 

this dimension is intrinsically different due to different extent to which it is possible 

for design and construction to be overlapped. This assertion also gains empirical sup

port. The results o f BEDC (1988) in Table 2-5 shows that there is a categorical differ

ence in the performance of procurement systems in this respect.
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Table 2-5 Comparison of delivery time through three procurement routes
(BEDC,1988)

Percentage projects % 
(Site time)

Percentage projects % 
(Total time)

Faster Average Slow Faster Average Slow

Traditional 17 37 46 25 29 46

Design and Build 47 11 42 47 21 32

Management contracting 50 38 12 63 12 25

Note I ^Fast’ projects are those completed at least 10% faster than the norm. 

‘Average’, conpleted within 10% o f the norm.

' Slow’, taking at least 10% longer than the norm.

23.3.5 Quality
Quality will be discussed in Chapter 6, and here we just briefly outline the key points. 

The concept o f construction quality contains at least two levels: design quality and 

conformance quality. The design expressed in the form of drawings and specifications 

plays the role of yardstick for assessing conformance. Using the integrated route, like 

design and build, in one respect it will be easier for the client to implement quality 

enforcement (conformance) since the liability for any defect is clear (single point of 

responsibility). But on the other hand, in design and build the client lacks a technical 

specification against which to measure out-turn quality, and must instead rely on a 

performance specification. This may make it more difficult to detect quality non

performance, since it is intrinsically difficult to write complete and enforceable per

formance specifications. Relative to the traditional method and management system, it 

may be harder to maintain design quality by way o f design and build. In traditional 

method, ‘separation’ effects may make it easier to control design quality, but it may 

become more difficult to enforce conformance because of divided responsibility. We 

believe this is a tradeoff, implying no procurement system enjoys absolute advantage 

in quality delivery.

23.3.6 The Importance of contract Incompleteness
If  examined closely, the remaining three CVs, including price competition, certainty 

and risk allocation, in fact are just proxy variables for the client’s final goals, as 

shown in Table 2-6. What the client actually wants to achieve is certainty on final
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payment and date o f completion, while in Table 2-3 certainty in fact just indicate ex 

ante commitment made by the contractor. Similarly, the desire for lower final pay

ment is proxied by price competition, and that for risk avoidance by contractual risk 

allocation. The legitimacy o f taking these contract variables as CVs lies in the hidden 

assumption o f complete contracting. In a world o f complete contracting where all the 

possible contingencies occurring in the course of transaction can be efficiently gov

erned, you can always get what you contract for, ensuring contract variables are 

equivalent to outturn variables. This reasoning is manifested by what we argue are 

the “spurious” relations between priority variables and procurement routes (ie. Link 2) 

in Table 2-4 o f Love et al.(1998).

Table 2-6 The client’s desired consequences and their proxy variables

Proxy variables Desired consequences for
the client

Ex ante commitment on price and . Certainty on final payment
date o f completion implies and date o f completion

Extent of competitive tendering I Low final payment

If contract is
Risk transfer by way of contract complete Risk avoidance

The contract in construction is often used by the client as an instrument for achieving 

ex ante certainty on price and contractually allocating risks to the contractor. There is 

a general (implicit or explicit) presumption in much construction economics that, as 

long as the client requires, the contract will serve his/her demands. It implies that the 

function o f the contract is efficacious. This perspective deserves opposition both from 

the perspective o f theory and practice.

Along with the development o f transaction cost economics, we have become aware 

that the traditional assumption o f perfect rationality in economics needs to be relaxed 

for addressing the problems of organisation. If the costs of using markets were not 

sometimes prohibitive, markets would exercise their magic power to coordinate all 

economic activities. However, there are many problems leading to market failure and 

inhibiting the prevailing of market contracting [Milgrom and Roberts, 1992]. First o f 

all, perfect foresight on the future is unachievable in the sense that all contingencies
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cannot be foreseen in advance. Second, it is costly to formulate the available informa

tion about possibilities that can be foreseen into clauses and express them in written 

terms. Third, the enforcement of contract will be difficult if  its performance is not 

verifiable by a third party. Taking these three factors into account, we have no reason 

to place too much optimistic expectation on the efficacy o f contract in governing con

struction transactions. Moreover, excessive reliance on risk transfer by way o f con

tract may make the consequence worse. The reason can be made clear by another nu

merical example.

Let’s start by assigning the equal weight o f 0.11 to nine priority factors in Table 2-4. 

Comparing the summed weighted value o f priority variables, we find that the tradi

tional method is the most suitable one for the client indifferent between all priority 

factors. In dealing with the same project, if  the client becomes more risk averse, rais

ing the weight o f certainty and risk allocation to 0.3 (so the weightings o f other fac

tors are reduced to 0.059), the result will be different, design and build being the op

timal solution this time. Does this advice make any sense? The answer depends on 

whether the attempt o f risk avoidance can really reach its goal. We can contrast this 

case with the decision on the household’s investment portfolio. As a rule, bond mar

kets are less volatile than stock markets, so the risk-averse investor is often advised to 

hold higher proportion o f riskless bonds. That is, keeping more bonds can help inves

tors reduce risks and match the holding portfolio with their risk preference. However 

switching from traditional method to design and build purely on the basis of the cli

ent’s risk considerations is not quite the same story. A risk-averse client may attempt 

to insulate himself/herself from risk exposure by using design and build to deal with a 

high-risk project. How far this intention can reach its goal depends on the effective

ness of contract. As will be clear in Chapter 4 and Chapter 6, this intention in fact is 

likely to lead to an opposite outcome. A brief preview of the reasoning is given here. 

When the contract is not able comprehensively to cover all the contingencies, the 

loopholes may create the opportunity o f (economic) rent redistribution by way o f ex 

post renegotiation. If one party is vulnerable to hold up, the incompleteness of con

tract may induce the exploitation of this opportunity by other parties. This possibility 

may trigger a bout of rent-seeking behaviour, such as disputed claims, leading to ap

peal for third-party arbitration and breeding distrust, all o f which will be costly. The 

client’s vulnerability to hold up, given the set of project attributes, is limited in the
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last resort, by their ability to terminate a contract and switch to a replacement supplier. 

However, such switching will always be costly. The extent o f this cost though will, 

we argue, depend in part on the procurement route used,. Specifically, it will be more 

costly to replace a D & B contractor. The relevance o f project attributes (likelihood of 

need to make post-contract changes; project complexity) lies, in a TCE approach, in 

their effect on the severity o f the hold up problem. Specifically, for example, the 

greater the project’s likelihood of need for post-contract changes, the greater is the 

client’s potential vulnerability to opportunistic post-contract hold up. If  a decision 

supporting method for procurement route selection is not able clearly to identify the 

potential transaction hazards, the recommendation will be o f little value. For this rea

son, we claim that the sound advice on procurement route selection should be based 

on what the procurement systems can achieve in a given context, rather than the cli

ent’s risk preference itself.

2.3.3.7 The role of price
If the extent o f tendering price competition has any importance to the client, it must 

be the expectation that the client can thereby get a building completed for less money. 

Providing the keenness o f price competition varies as procurement routes, this factor 

is presumed to influence the client’s utility. The legitimacy o f this perspective should 

be built on the robustness of the relation between the contract price and the outturn 

price. That is, we are concerned with whether the lower price stipulated in the contract 

will necessarily turn out to be a lower outturn price, as the literature implies. On sev

eral theoretical grounds, we cast doubt on this.

First o f all, errors in cost estimation combined with the operation o f the “winner’s 

curse” may lead to the realised costs of the winning bidder systematically exceeding 

expectation and so increase the contractor’s downside risks. The greater their underes

timate, the more likely the contractor is, perhaps, to resort to opportunistic claims to 

recover their loss. This consequence is likely to nourish the client’s distrust, requiring 

more resource be devoted to precautionary measures, such as increasing the frequency 

of quality inspection and hiring more supervisory staff. Obviously this development 

can be relatively inefficient in terms o f total outturn cost o f the transaction to the cli

ent.
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Second, incompleteness o f information is likely given the contractor’s bounded ra

tionality or incomplete documentation from the client. The contractor is not endowed 

with perfect foresight on every contingency likely to happen in the course o f construc

tion, so the cost estimation must have errors. Besides, the documentation provided by 

the client is likely to be incomplete due to many reasons.

These two points create the ground for suspicion that a difference in bidding price be

tween bidder A and B may be a poor predictor o f difference in outturn price between 

A and B. To our knowledge, no empirical work exists to demonstrate that there is a 

significant correlation across the range of projects with given sets o f attributes, be

tween lower tender price and lower outturn price. In the absence o f such evidence, we 

believe it is prudent to take an agnostic or sceptical position on this point.

2.3.4 Conclusions of Sec.2.3
After carefully examining the logic of MAUA, it is clear that potential weakness in 

the application to procurement route selection derive from three respects: (1) selection 

o f priority variables; (2) spurious association o f procurement routes with priority 

variables due to the assumption of complete contracting; and (3) the insensitivity to 

project attributes o f the utility coefficients used to link routes to outcomes.

The possible alternative is founded on the transaction-cost-based approach developed 

in this study. This paradigm marks it off from MAUA in its stress on the alignment of 

procurement route with the attributes of construction transaction. That is, normatively 

this approach suggests the client should rest upon a procurement route most 

competent to attain his/her goal in the particular project context, rather than make a 

selection purely on the basis o f his/her preference, in particular risk preference. The 

whole logic will be clear after presenting the rationale o f the model in Chapter 4 and 

Chapter 6 .1 will go back to this issue in the concluding chapter, chapter 10.
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2.4 Multidisciplinary perspectives

In recent years, CIB’s  ̂working commission 92 attempts to enrich the research o f pro

curement routes by infusing multifaceted perspectives and extending the scope of 

analysis to higher level, that is, integrating the procurement route into the company’s 

whole operation strategy and placing this issue into the institutional context. In other 

words, the analysis o f procurement routes can be reviewed in three levels (see Fig. 2- 

6). The first level considers the selection of procurement routes on the project-by- 

project basis, this study being a case. The next level discusses this issue as a part of 

the company’s integrated procurement strategy, where a bundle o f projects replaces 

the individual project as the unit o f analysis. Sometimes, the analysis allows the 

change o f institutional parameters to accommodate the influence o f legal systems or 

culture. The effort of including wider range o f factors into consideration itself de

serves encouragement, while the complexity o f reality and the tractability o f theory 

always exhibit a tradeoff relation. No matter what foundation or perspective is re

sorted to, the theory must stand up to falsifiability. Unfortunately, according to the 

current research results shown in collected essays o f Rowlinson & McDermott (1999), 

it is difficult to identify the main cases or a coherent theory that this research pro

gramme intends to develop. Moreover, we are not sure whether the actual efforts will 

be made to make the theory falsifiable. Thus, it is too premature to give any confirma

tive assessment o f the academic contributions of those works.

Fig. 2-6 Procurement route research in three contexts

Level 1 
Single Project

Level 3 
Institutional Environment

Level 2
Company’s Operation Strategy

International Council for Building Research Studies and Documentation (CIB) is one of the largest 
international organisations for the studies o f construction.
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In the broader sense, transaction cost approach employed in this study should belong 

to a part o f this research movement. Though its focus is restricted to the project level, 

the basic framework is extendible and, what is more important, it can live up to the 

basic requirement for theory assessment used in the mainstream economic methodol

ogy: falsifiability.

2.5 Ending remarks of this chapter: where is the niche of this 
study?

The common goal among the four approaches classified in this chapter is to discover 

the factors affecting the merits and demerits o f procurement systems. The evolving 

path o f procurement routes research is depicted in Fig. 2-7. The most primitive 

method, the guideline approach, relies upon the observations o f the past experiences, 

from which the positive regularities and the normative advice are derived. We can 

learn a lot from these guidelines, while I still lack a coherent and systematic way of 

thinking about the nature of procurement routes and the tradeoff relations between 

variables. Thus, the best strategy that we should pursue is vague if  these crude guide

lines are being followed. The pervasive use o f this simple method o f induction, more 

often than not, symbolizes the nascent stage o f a research topic. The development of 

this topic moves forward along two branches: the multi-attribute utility approach and 

statistical approach. The overriding problems o f the MAUA arise out o f the selection 

o f decision factors. For one thing, the variables are chosen quite arbitrarily. For an

other, the assumption o f complete contracting is firmly held, leading to the fact that 

the efficacy of contract is overestimated so that the advice based on MAUA may be 

inappropriate. Another branch tries to apply statistical analysis to look for statistically 

significant factors in affecting the project performance, and objective relations be

tween variables, like regression equations. Without careful examination o f causality, 

we cannot tell whether the statistical associations are superficial or fundamental. To 

fill up the lacunae, the new direction-multidisciplinary perspectives try to encompass 

various aspects of the issues with respect to procurement systems. The attempt to sys

tematically explore these issues is on the right track, while the ambiguity and loose 

use o f terms should be overcome so that the falsifiable hypotheses derived from these 

perspectives can be tested; otherwise, it will be hard to assess the scientific value of 

these contributions.
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Fig. 2-7 The evolving path of the methods used in the analysis of construc
tion procurement routes
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After going through chapter 2 up to this point, some readers may pose a question: now 

that there have been a multitude o f studies on this issue, what can distinguish the pre

sent work from previous attempts? The difference mainly stems from reasoning. 

Since the main goals o f the existing studies are either to search for a method, which 

can guide the client to choose an appropriate procurement route, or to compare differ

ent types of procurement routes. In a sense, the purpose o f this study is complemen

tary to them. Standing on the established knowledge on procurement route selection, 

this study attempts to employ economic methodology to build up the causal relations 

between important variables found in the literature and observed procurement route 

selection behaviour. By means of the comparative institutional methodology, the the

ory set out in this study is both tractable and falsifiable and at the same time maintains 

the consistency and rigor of reasoning. What is more, its implications are likely to 

open up a new frontier in examining the nature of procurement systems (please see
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Sec. 10.4). This is a possible way to upgrade the state o f art o f procurement system 

research to a higher scientific standard.
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Chaper 3 An Introduction to Transaction Cost Reasoning

Drawing an analogy, Chapter 2 is just like an attempt to tear down an old building. 

However, destruction itself is not an end but a means by which the real problem can 

be thoroughly diagnosed, hi combination with the valuable elements in the debris, the 

new building should be able to deliver higher standard service to users. But, without 

carefully organised plan, rebuilding would be no better than leaving it as it was. As a 

result, it will be o f great help to set out a framework that can surely keep the progress 

o f rebuilding on the right track.

In search o f an apposite analytical apparatus for the purpose o f this study, the meth

odology o f transaction cost reasoning, or more generally comparative institutional 

analysis, can provide a well-founded underpinnings upon which further explorations 

can be built. However, in applying this methodology, there are two ways to go: one, 

called direct measurement approach (DMA), is to get the direct measurement of 

transaction costs; another one, called indirect measurement approach (IMA), is to op

erationalise the transaction and manage to empirically verify the postulated relations 

between the key determinants and governance selection. Before taking the next step, 

we have to fully take stock of their strengths and limitations. As will be discussed be

low, the key point lies in what elements of transaction costs are really relevant. In the 

ending section, an assessment o f IDM and DMA will be made.

3.1 The genesis of transaction cost anaiysis
3.1.1 The rationale of Coase(1937)
In the traditional theory of value and distribution, the role o f firm is no more than a 

black box in which a bundle of inputs are transformed into outputs. What the firm 

does is restricted to determine selling price and production quantity given exogenous 

product price. The key concern is how the magic of market can dole out scare re

sources to their most valued use. However, the lopsided weight o f analysis placed on 

the importance o f market mechanism is obviously incongruent with the fact that a 

large sphere of economic activities is coordinated within the firm. Inspired by this ob

servation, Coase poses an intuitive question: why the firm  exists at all. The answer he 

provided is that “there is a cost o f using the price mechanism” so that in some cases it
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is too costly to achieve efficient resource allocation through markets and the interven

tion o f the visible hand by means of internal control, can be used as a remedy.

Fig. 3-1 The value chain of a production process

Mode I: buy decision a —► lu
ATC.

Mode II: make decision B >  C

Intermediate goods b Activity C produced 
by producer C

► [ S

Output C

Once the firm comes into existence, the firm will expend until where the cost of carry

ing out an additional transaction within the firm and by way o f the market becomes 

equal. Let’s consider the value chain of a production process in Fig. 3-1. Activity D 

should be integrated if

ATCi+APCi < P  + ATC, Eq. 3-1

where ATC, is the average cost of organising activity D internally, ATCm average 

cost o f using market, APC, average cost o f internal production, P prevailing market 

price. If  APCi and P are cancelled out by assuming that D can be organised within 

the firms as efficiently as it is in a competitive market, the problems o f “make or buy”, 

as Coase claimed, is equivalent to the problems o f comparing costs o f coordination 

through the firm or the market.

3.1.2 The methodology in Coase (1937)

It is to be noted that, as a matter o f fact, Coeise (1937) deals with two problems: one is 

about the existence o f the firm and another is related to the boundary o f the firm. As 

will be shown later, the nature o f these two issues is quite different, while there is a 

common methodology underlying Coase’s reasoning: discrete structure analysis 

[Simon, 1978]. As its name dictates, the focus o f analysis now is to compare the rela

tive desirability of limited number o f organisation alternatives, rather than to deter-
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mine the condition of equilibrium at the margin. That is, the issues concerned here is 

like “under what circumstances an option will be more preferable”, rather than “at 

what quantity level the equilibrium conditions can be met”. Let’s see how Coase car

ried out his analysis,.

To fully grasp the reasoning in Coase (1937), there are two points deserving special 

attention: one is what alternative choices are under comparison and another is the ob

jective function of comparison.

First o f all, when speaking of the problem about the existence o f the firm, Coase de

parts from a proposition that production factor providers are specialized autonomous 

entities. Thus, organizing a production process completely by means o f market 

mechanism means that a factor o f production has to make a series o f contracts with 

whom he wants to cooperate. The firm can act as an intermediary role to reduce the 

number o f contracts to one, so the repeated costs o f using price mechanism can be 

saved. This is where the firm displays advantage over the market. This argument can 

be illustrated graphically. In Fig. 3-2, for simplicity, the core part o f production is as

sumed to include only four factors o f production A, B, C, D, each with transaction 

relationship with other three factors. Their external network of transaction like EFai~ 

EpAk is assumed to be no connection with each other. In this case, the extent of com

plexity o f market coordination that the firm can help alleviate strengthens as the num

ber o f core factors increases. Saving repeated costs o f using price mechanism then 

provides the fundamental raison d’etre o f the firm. From this example, it is clear that 

the pair o f alternative forms o f organisation under discussion is production through 

the transaction network between production factors versus production through internal 

management within the firm.

Regarding the boundary of the firm, the starting point o f analysis is slightly different. 

Given a firm that has engaged in a stage of production, the issue o f interest here is the 

best way of governing the production activity to the point where the costs of 

organizing additional transaction internally and procuring from the market become 

equal. In the mundane term, this is a choice between make or buy, as shown in Fig.

3-1.
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Fig. 3-2 Transaction costs savings due to the emergence of the firm

Boundary o f
the firmEF EF

EF EF EFEF

— o

EFEF

For a firm specializing in production activity E (see Fig. 3-3), the decision on whether 

it is desirable to integrate upstream activities (D, C, B, A) and how far it should go 

depends on the interaction two forces: on the one hand, due to limited attention of de

cision makers, managerial returns to scale is conventionally assumed to be diminish

ing; on the another, marginal transaction cost is expected to be lower as the volume 

increases. Coase asserts that the optimal scale of the firm is conditional on the point 

where the marginal cost curve o f management and market transaction are crossed. 

That is, in Fig. 3-3 the optimal boundary for the firm is B+C+D+E.

Fig. 3-3 The determination of the boundary of a firm

Marginal
Cost

Marginal cost of 
management

Marginal cost of 
market transaction

ScaleD+E C+D+E B+C+D+E A+B+C+D+E
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A summary table is shown in Table 3-1. In exercising discrete governance analysis, it 

should be borne in the mind what alternative options are under comparison and what 

are the conditions that the desirable option will compete out o f others; otherwise, the 

reasoning would be messed up. In fact, a lot o f confusion appearing in the works fol

lowing Coase’s lead results from the ignorance o f reexamining the premise of the 

analysis\ We will have more words on this point later.

Table 3-1 Comparison of two classical cases of transaction cost analysis

Problem Alternatives under comparison Objective Function

Why firms emerge
Production in the presence o f firms 

versus in the absence of firms Choose governance with 

lower transaction costs
Why firms integrate

Production with integration 

versus without integration

3.1.3 Some reflections on Coase(1937)
As far as Coase’s original intention is concerned, his theory is a consequence of com

promising tractability and reality of analysis. Its vague exposition notwithstanding, 

Coase (1937) has generated profound influences:

(1) To justify the fact that organisations supersede markets in some respects, he pro

posed that transaction costs should be added into the cost-benefit analysis of or

ganisation.

(2) The existence and boundary o f firm is a comparative exercise: among all altema- 

tives, efficient form of organisation will emerge and expand.

(3) In the comparative organisation analysis, production cost is implicitly assumed to 

be constant across different organisation.

We have witnessed that these concepts or principles have generated substantial 

repercussions on the evolving science of organisation in the last two decades. 

However, some issues attracting heated debate in academic seem to root in this essay 

as well. First o f all, his attempt to single out some important components according to 

the-stage o f contracting (pre contracting, contracting and post-contracting stage) gave 

' For example, in explaining why firms integrate, the premise is that firms have existed.
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stage of contracting (pre-contracting, contracting and post-contracting stage) gave a 

direct impetus to the birth o f the contractual perspective on the theory o f the firm, 

while lack of an operational definition makes this concept less likely to be empirically 

falsified, which is often ascribed to the reason why it is charged with tautology, fail

ing to be accepted as a legitimate explananda by economists before 1970s [William

son, 1975]. Second, the claim that the selection o f organisation can be interpreted in 

terms of transaction costs has merited critiques because o f two reasons: (1) efficiency 

(or transaction cost savings) is not the only relevant criteria in the analysis o f organi

sation and other factor like power should be taken into account; (2) even if  efficiency 

is viewed as of paramount importance, what should be economised is the sum of pro

duction costs and transaction costs, instead of the latter only.

3.2 Discrete structural analysis
From Sec.3.1, it is evident that Coase (1937) has made contributions in two respects:

(1) he introduces the concept o f transaction costs; (2) he sets out the rationale of com

parative institutional analysis. With transaction costs included in the comparative in

stitutional framework gives us a tool for investigating the relative advantages of gov

ernance structures. The power o f this tool was not as impressive as it is recognized 

today. The problem in the large part stems from the ambiguous expression of transac

tion costs, causing the sluggish development of the research methodology for transac

tion cost reasoning prior to 1970s. In view of these obstacles, the studies following 

Coase’s lead, on the one hand, have to clarify what is the operational meaning of 

transaction costs and on the other, develop a methodology that can make theory refut

able. O f course, these two problems are interlinked. This section will present a brief 

account o f the ways that the transaction cost reasoning can be implemented. The de

velopment of transaction costs will be left to the next section.

3.2.1 A general illumination
The overriding themes for organisational studies are to explain the selection of mode 

of organisation at the individual level and frequency dominance o f organisational 

forms at the population level. A rational model based on transaction costs entails 

showing there is a clear link between costs of organisation and organisation selection 

behaviour. Intuitively, a good reason for explaining why governance structure 1 (GSl)
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is chosen instead of GS2 lies in lower costs of using G Sl. Thus, whether a reliable 

comparison o f transaction costs between GSs can be made becomes a critical part of 

the transaction cost theory. To see the possible ways o f doing this, a simple mathe

matical example will be helpful. We are comparing two variables each capturing 

transaction costs: A and B. Variable A captures the transaction costs associated with 

G Sl, and variable B the TCs o f GS2. Their relative magnitude can be demonstrated 

by: (1) getting the real value of each o f the two variables; or (2) assessing the sign of 

A minus B though logical inference and testing to see if  G Sl dominates GS2 in fre

quency of use wherever the sign o f this inferred difference is negative, and vice versa 

whenever the sign is positive, i.e. Williamson s approach; or (3) presenting A and B in 

a common non-monetary numeraire (e.g. ‘number of disputes’) and comparing their 

respective coefficients.

Certainly, as we change the method to be used, the data requirements will vary. For 

IMA data is required on measurable transaction attributes and on relative frequencies 

with which governance stmctures are used, for transactions with different attributes. 

For DMA data is required on measurable transaction attributes, the relative sums of 

all transaction costs for transactions with similar attributes under different governance 

structures, and the absolute values o f the comparatively significant elements of total 

TCs. Data requirement can be thought of in two dimensions: the number of transac

tions on which data is required; and the number o f dependent and independent vari

ables to be measured per transaction. In terms o f the latter, the data requirement of the 

direct measurement approach (DMA) is, normally, higher. However, the number of 

transactions on which data is required will depend upon the number o f transaction at

tributes deemed relevant. If, for instance, only one attribute is judged relevant, then 

both the number o f transactions on which data is required and the number of elements 

o f TC needing to be measured per transaction will be less than in an analysis where 

multiple attributes are judged relevant, potentially varying independently and offset

ting one another.

It might intuitively appear that the number o f transactions required for a DMA study 

to yield statistically significant results would be smaller than in the case of an IMA 

study. However, once it is recognised that some o f the more comparatively important 

TCs (e.g. cost of disputes) have low probability o f occurrence but high impact when
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they do occur, on the one hand, and on the other that in IMA it is possible to conduct 

the analysis of the effect of each attribute independently in terms o f ex ante subjec

tive probabilities using software such as LIMDEP, it follows that this is not in fact 

necessarily the case.

One further distinction is that the DMA approach is potentially pragmatic. It is not 

essential, in this approach, to generate ex ante predictions o f the sign o f the differ

ence in TCs between GSs. It is enough to observe such difference ex post. Transaction 

attributes still have to be measured, but simply to ensure that like is being compared 

with like. Whereas, it is essential, in the IMA, to theorise the expected sign of differ

ence on the basis o f observed transaction attributes. Moreover, whilst the IMA has 

both normative (advice-giving) and positive (explanatory) objectives, it is fair to say 

that the DMA can (but need not) have mainly normative (advice-giving) ones. Any 

resulting explanation of why the difference in TCs has the sign it is found, empirically, 

to have, can be constructed retrospectively

The benefit o f making this distinction is to provoke thought about how to choose a 

appropriate research strategy for applying transaction costs. The next subsection will 

give a brief description of how the reasoning of these two approaches will run.

3.2.2 A Methodological Comparison of the DMA and IMA
The first, and intuitively appealing, way o f applying transaction cost reasoning is 

called direct measurement approach, requiring the identification and direct measure

ment o f the magnitude o f elements of transaction costs and the linking up of the sum 

o f these costs with the governance structure used (e.g. hierarchy or market). In con

trast, the indirect measurement approach is devised to seek the key determinants that 

explain the relative efficacy o f governance structures in terms o f transaction costs. We 

can compare these two approaches in a somewhat formal way.

Assume that using a governance structure, say the market, is attendant with n catego

ries o f transaction costs, labelled as T Q , 1=1.,,n. According to the DMA, the compo

nents o f TCi need to be identified first. Then, whether those costs are to be used as 

explanatory variables for organisation selection or simply used in empirical compari

son of TCs across governance structures, they need to be quantified. Summing up all
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the quantified items o f transaction costs can yield the total costs o f running a govern

ance structure. O f alternative choices, the one with lower ZTC; is regarded as more 

efficient. This means that in using DMA, the absolute level o f elements of transaction 

costs, and the relative or ordinal level of total transaction costs, must be known in or

der to determine the efficient organisation in most cases. Because there are several, 

perhaps many, elements o f transaction cost, and because the relative magnitude 

or weight o f each element o f transaction cost is not known in advance, DMA re

quires absolute or cardinal measurement o f such elements, even though it requires 

only ordinal ranking of total TCs. At this point it is important to note that, although 

there may be many categories or elements of TCs (e.g. legal fees for contract writing, 

court costs, quantity surveyor fees, inspection costs, contractor selection costs, insur

ances, performance bonds, etc.) mainly these can be traced to just two ultimate 

sources. Most TCs arise either as costs o f collecting information and measuring out

comes or as costs of opportunism. This will be significant later in the argument.

In contrast to DMA, the IMA stresses comparative difference. If there are two alterna

tive governance structures under review, their running costs can be expressed as

TC^ = V ” TC] and TC^ -  V ” TCf . The transaction costs difference between them 

is

Arc = TC' -  r c "  = '^ T C ' - ^ r c "
/= ] i=\

=  '^ATC, (Arc, = r c ' - T C f )  Eq. 3-2
J=1

Now, in the IMA, we are not concerned either with the magnitude o f each component 

o f T C \ and T C \ or SV i^T C i, but with what factors will contribute to their difference 

and thus to the sign of ATC. Put another way, we attempt to find out the following 

relation:

f^ATC, = f ( . X , X „ - , X , )  Eq. 3-3
/ •= !
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The variables X,, i= l.,.k, are often called transaction attributes in the TCE literature. 

In this way, we can get over the difficulties in measuring the absolute level o f transac

tion costs, while it is still possible to derive refutable hypotheses. Relevant attributes 

are generally suggested to include: degree o f uncertainty/complexity, degree of asset 

specificity and frequency.

The procedures for implementing DMA and IMA are summarised in Fig. 3-4. It is 

clear that the step o f identifying categories o f transaction costs that may occur in the 

course o f transactions is their common point o f departure. After identifying the 

sources o f transaction costs, we have to interpret why transaction costs will change as 

transactions are organised in a different way, leading to predicted frequency domi

nance o f one GS over another. These two approaches branch out here. If the DMA is 

adopted, transaction costs have to be broken down into a comprehensive list o f ele

ments for which we have no adequate a priori reasons to rule out their comparative 

significance (i.e. reasons to reject in advance the proposition that they may vary sig

nificantly between one GS and another). We can make a prediction purely on theo

retical grounds, such as: fo r  the transactions with attributes set A, total TCs will be 

lower in GSl than in GS2. A  corollary is that GSl is predicted to be more widely used 

than GS2, so GSl will occupy a larger proportion in the population. We thus have two 

predictions. If the first hypothesis is to be tested empirically, first o f all, all identified 

elements o f transaction costs or their difference between GSs have to be measured in 

the same unit. If the unit is money, we can obtain the estimate o f the real value of 

costs. If  the unit is an arbitrarily chosen numeraire whose ratios with each element of 

transaction costs can be relatively easily estimated, we can obtain the estimate o f costs 

in a different unit. With these data in hand, it is easy for us to generate statements 

about the actual sign o f ZaTC between GSl and GS2. Meanwhile, to test the second 

hypothesis, the actual frequency distribution of GSs for transactions o f given attrib

utes has to be investigated. At the last node, theoretical predictions are to be verified 

by examining whether the dominant GS has lower average transaction costs.
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Fig. 3-4 The flow chart of implementing DMA and IMA
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However, if  the IMA is adopted, we have to use theory to point out transaction attrib

utes that will make governance structures perform differently and then predict the 

predominance o f a governance structure according to these attributes. Take the stan

dard example of TCE. When hierarchy (GS 1) is compared with market (GS 2), their 

relative advantage will be changing as the degree of asset specificity. The refutability 

o f this theory is built on the following prediction:

r  I f  k>k  , then ATC>0, so GS2 will be dominant over GSl. 

I f  k<k , then ATC<0, so GSl will be dominant over GS2.

In other words, we focus on the conditions in which hierarchy (or market) is posited 

to be desirable. To prove the validity of this sort o f theoretical inference, transaction 

attributes and the actual selection of GSs have to be recorded so as to generate statis

tical regularities. From the direction of attributes acting on the selection o f GSs, given 

the assumption that behaviour is transaction cost minimising (profit maximising), the 

theoretical prediction o f effect of attribute on difference in TCs between one GS and 

another can be indirectly verified.

It is clear that the success of DMA is dependent on two factors: (1) completeness of 

the list o f elements of transaction costs; (2) accuracy o f measurement o f each element 

in that list o f transaction costs. First o f all, it will be ideal to draw up an exhaustive list 

o f transaction costs for every governance structure. O f course, if  it can be justified, 

the items o f minor significance can be ignored. Second, there may appear some prac

tical problems in measurement. Using Bq.3-2 to demonstrate GS 1 is advantageous 

over GS 2 entails

ATC = TC  ̂ -TC^ = -  TCj  ] >  0
j= i

This inequality can be determined by relative magnitude o f aggregate transaction 

costs of TC  ̂ and T(f.  In fact, not all categories o f transaction costs need to be esti

mated. Only the categories with a first-order difference need to be computed. The 

success o f DMA is conditional on whether the precise estimate o f these costs can be 

obtained empirically.
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In contrast, IMA is, in essence, a deductive method, by which we mean the explained 

phenomena are rationalised by its logic system, inferring from the first principle -  be

havioural assumptions. Thus, the validity of theory relies on that o f assumptions. Ac

cording to the mainstream economic methodology [Friedman, 1953], the touchstone 

for a scientific economic theory is not in the realism o f its assumptions, assessed di

rectly, but in the predictive power of the theory incorporating those assumptions. Thus, 

to what extent the theoretical prediction can fit the data is the main concern.

At the end of this chapter, we will come back to discuss which approach is more suit

able for the case o f this study. Before that, we first have to know what are the catego

ries of transaction costs that may really matter and why.

3.3 What Are Transaction Costs?
3.3.1 Why transaction costs exist at all?
Transaction costs originate from the observation that realising gains from specialisa

tion through markets costs something. However, where are these costs from? Stigler 

(1967) has given an inspiring answer: it is *the costs o f transportation from ignorance 

to omniscience ’. Between ignorance and omniscience lie two gaps [Dosi and Orsenigo, 

1988]:

(1) Information gap

Predicting the future always attracts enormous amount o f intellectual efforts. This en

during fascination seems to have something to do with the nature o f this task being 

unattainable. For the fact that what the future will become is beyond our grips at the 

point o f decision-making, the consequences of a commitment made in advance (often 

in the form of contracts) must involve uncertainty. In the expected utility theory, 

Knightian risk and uncertainty can be modelled as (objective or subjective) random 

variables. Collecting information and building up a complete decision tree are the 

main sources of costs. For Austrian economists, since we are ignorant about mean- 

and-end structure in advance, they emphasise the importance o f discovery process, 

discovering what is worth searching for [Littlechild, 1986], in contrast to neoclassical 

economists who stress to search information necessary in the given decision tree. 

Some radical subjective economists, like Shackle and Lackmann, assert that the future 

is not only waiting for being discovered, but needed to be created. Indeterminacy
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characterises this line of inquiry. Provided the idea of ‘ignorance’ or ‘indeterminacy’ 

is taken seriously, no longer are information problems appropriate to be treated as op

timisation within the constraints of information costs, and the existence o f information 

gap should be respected in the analysis.

(2) Competence gap

Were the future to be lack of radical uncertainty just as in the neoclassical world, will 

all information problems vanish? Not quite. There are two factors affecting human 

competence in dealing with complex problems [Williamson, 1975]:

(a) physical limits:

More often than not, grave decision problems contain much information than man can 

receive, store, retrieve and process so that it is costly to draw out complete state- 

contingent contracts.

(b) language limits

Communicating by the use of words, numbers or graphics possibly exists dissonance 

in mutual understanding, aggravating the effectiveness of contracts in governing be

haviour o f trading parties as transactions unfold.

From the above discussion, in principle, it can be said that transaction costs ultimately 

result from informational complexity and uncertainty [Dietrich, 1994]. Nonetheless, 

we need to know what kind o f information is o f utmost relevance. Ouchi’s view is 

pertinent here:

Transaction costs arise principally when it is difficult to deter
mine the value o f  the goods or service. [Ouchi,1980]

It follows that information about the (fair) valuation o f the goods or service deserves 

most attention. Focusing on the transaction per se can be a prolific research strategy 

and viewing the process of transaction in terms o f transaction costs can engender 

valuable insights on the functioning of institutions, as we have witnessed in the pro

gress o f New Institution Economics. This point will be developed further in Chapter 6.
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3.3.2 The concept of transaction costs
Transaction costs arise when goods and services are transferred across technologically 

separable phases o f production or distribution [Williamson, 1985]. How costly the 

process o f transferring is, has bearing on the governance structure being used, i.e. the 

way this process is organised. What reasons make trade incur costs? An intuitive 

guide is given in Coase (1960):

In order to carry out a market transaction it is necessary to discover 

who it is that one wishes to deal with, to inform people that one wishes 

to deal and on what terms, to conduct negotiations leading up to a 

bargain, to draw up the contract, to undertake the inspection needed 

to make sure that the terms o f  the contract are being observed, and so 

on.

Taking Coase s lead, Dahlman (1979) summarises the key items o f transaction costs 

according to the different phases o f transacting as shown in Table 3-2:

Table 3-2 Items of transaction costs in the different stages of transacting

Stage of 
Transacting

Pre-contracting
Stage

Contracting
Stage

Post-contracting
stage

Items of
transaction
costs

Search and informa
tion costs

Bargaining and 
decision costs

Policing and en
forcement costs

According to Dahlman, transaction costs are rooted in lack o f information. To get 

over the initial incompleteness o f information, both sides (buyers and sellers) have got 

to locate suitable trading counterparts, formulate acceptable decision criteria, negoti

ate for better terms and ensure the realisation of ex ante promises. All these efforts 

involve not only real resource consumption, like telephone bills, information subscrip

tion fees, transportation fees, but also the opportunity costs o f time spent. In principle, 

the costs o f increasing the available information would turn out to be worthwhile if  

the quality of decision can be correspondingly improved. And the extent of these costs 

will affect the efficiency of market relative to hierarchy. This line o f definition gives 

an intuitive understanding to transaction costs caused by, what we can call, the first 

round o f information problems. However, the consequences o f incomplete informa

tion are more than the necessity o f overcoming an information gap, since the strategic 

manipulation o f information by the informed party can be more devastating to the
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transaction relation. The later problem, in terms of TCE, results from the interaction 

between bounded rationality and opportunism. The rationality o f decision makers is 

bounded due to both the incompleteness of the current available information and some 

extent of ignorance o f the future as well as the neurophysiological and language limits. 

If the extent of incomplete information facing transactors is different, the opportunis

tic motives for taking advantage o f the other s vulnerability can be triggered to create 

the second round of information problems -  the informed party tries ex post to reap a 

larger share of gain from trade than agreed upon ex ante by disclosing distorted in

formation to mislead his/her trading party. Provided all the opportunistic strategies 

can be implemented with no resource cost, the efficiency o f carrying out this transac

tion won t be altered^, but the distribution o f benefits will be. In the general case, the 

story doesn t wind up here because few people are willing to give up the expected 

gains without struggling. If  opportunistic appropriation demands are made and re

sisted, the consequence for resource costs will be far-reaching. First o f all, renegotia

tion before the expiry of contract will be a required effect o f opportunistic behaviour 

and how costly it will be depends on the efficacy o f dispute resolution mechanism. 

Second, the lagged effect of a bitter experience will be reflected in the next transac

tion, leading to two costly outcomes: (1) To reduce the future occurrence o f renegotia

tion, more resources will be devoted to formulating the contract in more detail, pre

ventive actions will be taken, such as bonds, and an effective mechanism for settling 

disputes will be required to be set up. These all entail costs; (2) A possible welfare 

loss may happen due to less productive technology being employed to reduce asset- 

specificity and thus the vulnerability to such hold-up strategies. According to the 

above analysis, transaction costs should consist o f two parts:

TC= TCi + TCii Eq. 3-4

The first category or type (TCi) is caused by the first round of information problems, 

excluding the intervention of opportunism, while the second category or type (TCn) 

indicates the consequential costs arising from the strategic exercise o f information

 ̂This is because the total gain from this transaction is still the same, because it is determined by the 
surplus o f value of output over the resource costs of producing and transacting that output. This surplus 
is the ‘gain o f  trade’, and constitutes the economic rent whose appropriation by one party, rather than 
another, is the object of games of opportunistic strategy.
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asymmetry by the informed party. As will be clear in the next subsection, this is a 

key to understand why there are divergent views on transaction costs in the literature.

3.3.3 A Systematic Presentation Of Second-Round Information Prob
lems

The major information problems in the transaction are described in Fig. 3-5, from 

which five outcomes may result. First o f all, the producer has to make a decision be

tween (1) inefficient but less vulnerable technology (or GS) or (2) efficient but vul

nerable technology or GS. If the producer goes for the upper branch at Node I with 

the probability o f ;r i ,  the well-documented problem of under-investment in efficient 

technology (or GS) becomes the issue o f interest (Grout, 1984; Grossman and Hart, 

1986, Hart & Moore, 1988 ; Hart, 1995). The productivity shortfall arising from the 

adoption o f less resource-efficient technology (or GS) is tantamount to social welfare 

loss, A W  . If  the vulnerable path is taken, two possibilities may happen at node II: 

opportunistic behaviour will occur or not, with the probability o f tt 2 and 1- ;r 2. If  the 

vulnerability is not exploited by the trading party, the TCn will vanish. However, if  it 

is exploited, the vulnerable party (at Node III) may either accept the hold-up demand 

to bear an extra payment A P and/or value loss due to inferior quality v( A Q ) relative 

to the outcome to be expected under perfect competition, or refuse to yield to the 

threat o f hold-up. If the opportunist backs down after a series o f disputes and 

renegotiation costs (at node IV), the additional transaction cost occurring in this 

process is labeled as TCd. But sometimes, the dispute is taken to arbitration or the 

court. The outcome may be that (1) the held-up party wins the lawsuit, successfully 

avoiding extra costs due to unfair demand; but (2) in the worst outcome, the vulner

able party may be forced to accept the hold-up demand after struggling, thus incurring 

TCc2 (legal fees o f both parties plus costs of delay) in combination with extra costs, 

A P + v ( A Q ) \

Therefore, a more complete expression o f expected type-II transaction cost (TCn) 

consists o f three items as follows:

 ̂For simplicity, a assumption is made here that A P+v(A Q) is equal to the maximum appropriable 
quasi-rent. It indicates the upper limit o f the loss from conceding to the hold-up demand.
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Z, = ;r, AH'+(1 -  ;r, );T2 {jTj [ AP+v( A 0 ]+(1 -»j)[;r, PC,, + (1 -  ;r J  [(1 -7t, )(rC,; + AP+ v( A0)]]}

' - v - ^  '--------------- V--------------- '  ^ ^
Welfare loss due 

to inefficient 
production

Loss due to ac
ceptance o f  

hold-up demand

Loss due to refusal 
o f  hold-up demand

This formula delivers a clear message that, in essence, TCn are probabilistic concepts, 

implying that empirically large samples will be required to get a reasonable estimate 

o f representative values for the population. In this respect, TC, and TCn are different 

in nature.

Fig. 3-5 A structural presentation of information problems in a transaction: 

possible payoff (outcomes) for a party vulnerable to hold-up

C hooses
inefficient but less vulnerable GS or technology ( n 

2, efhcient but vulnérable  |

I  Opportunist backs down ( ;r  4 ) I
i Dispute taken to arbitration or to court ( 1 - ;r 4 ) |

A W

Node I 1" ^  I

A P+v(A  Q)

Node III
NodeqV

Node V 77-

Node. II T C c2 + A P+v(A Q)

pp p o rtu n ism  happens( n 2 ) 
^Opportunism doesn’t happens(l- ;r 2)

iHold-up offer is accepted ( -̂ 3 ) 
iHold-up offer is rejected (I- ;r 3 )

’ iWin the lawsuit ( ;r 5 ) 
Lose the lawsuit ( 1 - ïï" 5

3.3.4 The nature of T C | and T C n

From an overall perspective, the TCs that matter are real resource-incurring TCs, 

which reduce the total economic gain from transaction. However, from the perspec

tive o f a single transactor, trying to optimize their profit, behavioural uncertainty (es

pecially opportunism) gives rise to another kind of cost -  the negative difference be

tween the promise (on the basis o f which the transaction is agreed) and the delivery or
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outturn. We call this rent-transferring TCs. This is admittedly an appropriation or 

transfer o f economic rent from one transactor to another, rather than a resource-cost. 

This type o f TCs may either be anticipated or not. Where they are anticipated, they 

result in loss from refusal to engage in a potentially efficient transaction. This loss 

(the opportunity cost) is measured by the difference between the total economic net 

benefit that would have accrued from the aborted transaction, in the absence of oppor

tunism, and the economic net benefit o f the best alternative arrangement or transac

tion chosen instead. Where they are not anticipated, they result in a loss of expected 

return to the transactor, which may reduce return below opportunity costs.

We classify the elements o f TCi and TCn according to the nature o f those costs, re

source-incurring or rent-transferring, in Table 3-3. By definition, TCi is caused by the 

first-round information problem in the absence o f opportunism. All the costs used to 

fill up the information gap, as listed in Table 3-2 are o f resource-incurring type. 

However, this is not the case for TCn , which meanwhile contains resource-incurring 

TCs, such as legal fees and opportunity cost o f delay, and rent-transferring TCs, such

as extra payment (A P) and loss due to inferior quality (v( AQ )). The purpose of in

troducing this classification system is to highlight that the fundamental distinction of 

TCi and TCn lies in differential measurement difficulties. This is the key point that 

we will make for distinguishing the applicable scope of the IMA and DMA.

Table 3-3 A classification system of transaction costs

TCi TCii

Resource- 

incurring TCs

1. cost o f information collection and 
search costs

2. cost o f bargaining
3. cost o f measuring performance of 

agents or quality o f products

1. legal fees and opportunity cost of 
delay (TQ )

2. welfare loss due to adoption of 
inefficient technology or GS

3. (AW)

Rent-transferring
TCs

extra payment (A  P) or loss due to 
inferior quality (v( A Q ))
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3.3.5 The ways of modelling transaction costs
Outside o f the comparative studies of economic organisation, the most common way 

o f theorizing transaction costs is to treat them as another category o f cost, that can be 

“formalized in a transaction cost function analogous to a production function” (Nie- 

hans, 1987). In the simplest form, the transaction function is often treated as in pro

portion to the number or volume o f transactions. The transaction cost simply plays the 

same role as a tax, taking away a part o f revenue from the receiver (Allen, 1991). This 

setting can be frequently seen in the works o f financial economics and monetary eco

nomics, but rarely found in the studies o f comparative economic organisation and 

economic history. Why? The key point lies in whether the trading parties are able to 

manipulate private information to change the counterparty s evaluation o f this transac

tion to their own benefit. If  the price cannot be determined independent of the trader s 

actions, the information problem will not terminate in the first round and its side- 

effect should not be ignored. Put another way, if  the value o f the underlying object of 

transaction is a stochastic variable, determined by acts o f God, TCi is the principal 

component o f transaction costs and its magnitude will generally vary as the number or 

volume o f transactions. Buying shares is a case. The expected return o f this invest

ment is not affected by the individual buyer or the seller, so the costs o f this transac

tion mainly belong to the category o f TCi, increasing as the volume o f trading. Buy

ing shampoo in the neighbouring store o f Boots, Drugstore or Tesco is another exam

ple. To find the best offer, the time and travel cost spent in every search is quite simi

lar. The transaction cost in this case is proportional to the number o f searches. As a 

result, it is sensible to treat TCi as a tax-like cost in modelling. However, this is not 

the case when the second round of problems may be triggered by moral hazard and 

asset specificity. Difficulties in enforcing the performance o f the agent as well as the 

irreversibility and lock-in effect o f lump-sum investments are two contributing factors 

to transaction problems. The transactions subject to these two problems are character

ized by (1) the dependence on the agent s efforts to produce goods or service; and (2) 

a longer period o f transacting time than spot exchange. Because the outcome value of 

the transaction object, such as quality, can be changed by the trading parties, its value 

is not only affected by uncontrollable uncertainty (acts o f God), but by behavioural 

uncertainty due to the manipulation of asymmetrical information. Meanwhile, if  the 

transaction requires a period of time rather than being completed on the spot, the in

fluence of post-contractual interaction between trading parties will be growing
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weighty, making TCn dominate over TCi When the different types o f transaction 

costs become dominant, a principal effect will be on the appropriate mode o f their 

modelling. For the category of TCi - dominant transactions, transaction costs can be 

approximately depicted as a tax. However, for the category o f TCn -dominant trans

actions, transaction costs are not the fixed costs per transaction, but are governance- 

dependent. That is, the right way of approaching transaction costs in this case is not 

from the number or volume of transactions but from the way that the transactions are 

organised, in that the consequential costs arising from behavioural uncertainty are a 

joint function of attributes o f transaction and attributes o f governance structures. Only 

when the chosen governance structure is best suited to the characteristics of the pro

ject can the transaction costs be minimized relative to other alternatives. In fact, the 

theoretical role o f transaction cost o f the first category is quite different from that of 

the second category. More often than not, the theorists are forced to consider the ef

fect of transaction costs just because of explanatory failures o f the ftdctionless model. 

Thus, transaction costs are treated as another category of cost like production cost in 

the marginal analysis. In contrast, the transactions o f the second category are gener

ally associated with the organisational issues where involve coordination o f trading 

parties in a certain period o f time.

Table 3-4 A Summary table for the comparison of TCi and TCn

TCi TCn

a

Î!
Is large lump-sum  
specific investment 
involved?

No Yes

Alterability of the 
value of outcomes by 
strategic behaviour

No Yes

Sources o f  Uncertainty Parametric uncertainty Parametric uncertainty 
Behavioural uncertainty

Way o f  modelling Transaction cost as a tax Transaction cost as the cost 
o f governance

Standard Case
Purchase of shampoo 
from the neighbouring 
stores

Comparative institutional 
analysis, such as choice of 
procurement route
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The points o f difference between these two approaches are summarised in Table 3-4. 

Whether there is the lump-sum specific investment and alterability o f the outcome 

value of the transaction object by trading parties are two important characterisations 

o f transactions that can be used to distinguish the condition under which each ap

proach is analytically advantageous. This factor has direct bearing on the sources of 

uncertainty prevailing in the transaction. Parametric uncertainty is uncertainty facing 

all parties and itself will not be affected by an individual party s strategy. The ex

pected return of shares in the perfect competition financial market is a case. In con

trast, uncertainty may be caused by the possibility that the strategies taken by the 

traders may drift out of contract stipulations. Actually, this is a manifestation of the 

incomplete contract.

Finally, from the above analysis, the best research strategy for modelling transaction 

costs should be determined by the composition o f TCi and TCn of the transaction at 

issue. Transaction cost as a tax is a sensible simplified view o f examining the effect of 

transaction costs if  TCi »  TCn, while we have to put the analysis o f transaction 

costs into the context of governance structure if  TCi «  TCn This provides a basic 

reason why these two views coexist in the literature.

3.3.6 Which Way To Go: DMA V.S. IMA

With reference to Table 3-5, the DMA and IMA are distinguished from the perspec

tives of (1) reality o f assumptions, and (2) measurability requirements. The DMA has 

advantage in requiring less demanding behavioural assumptions, that is, whether the 

agent is able to find the optimal solution is not critical to the verification o f the theory 

in that transaction cost itself has to be measured. In this respect, the IMA seems more 

vulnerable to critiques fi*om economic methodologists. In a pure deductive model, the 

result o f analysis can be derived from the basic premises, the proof o f mathematical 

theorems being the case at issue. This has been the ultimate goal for natural or social 

scientists. But the problem is that the reality is so complicated so that we can hardly 

find a premise that is both realistic and tractable. It is obvious that most researchers 

appreciate the latter more than the former. This view leads to the pervasive acceptance 

of assessing the theory by way of its predictive power instead o f realism of assump

tions. Following this mainstream perspective, the question asked o f the IMA is
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whether the more or less unrealistic assumption will bring too many errors so that the 

validity of the theory is severely affected. Moreover, if  unexpected results are ob

tained, the interpretation may be ascribed either to (1) the mistaken selection of vari

ables, (2) inappropriate measurement of variables or (3) the wrong behavioural as- 

sumption(s). However, the test of hypotheses by empirical investigation is actually 

sensitive to (1), (2) and (3). That is, only when all three premises are valid can we ob

tain statistically significant results.

Table 3-5 Comparison of advantage and disadvantage of the DMA and IMA

Dimension for 
Comparison

Direct Measurement Approach Indirect Measurement Ap
proach

Advantage Disadvantage Advantage Disadvantage

Reality of 
assumptions

No need to as
sume ex ante 

efficiency.

The quality of 
inference heav
ily relies on the 
validity of as

sumptions.

Measurability 
of require

ments

Need to obtain 
reliable meas

ures for transac
tion cost ele

ments o f first- 
order impor

tance

The actual 
choice can be 

easily observed 
and transaction 

attributes can be 
measured.

Regarding measurability requirements, there is no way out o f context to make a judg

ment about which approach is better. Any reasonable comparison has to be made on 

the basis o f the decision context. As enunciated before, modelling transaction cost as 

a tax is a sensible way to simplify the problem for dealing with the transaction with 

parametric uncertainty only. This is also where the DMA is relatively more feasible in 

that the costs in proportion to the number or volume o f transactions can more easily 

be estimated reliably. In contrast, if  the main sources o f transaction costs stem from 

behavioural uncertainty, the potential costs incurred will go beyond resource- 

incurring transaction costs and include rent-transferring transaction costs such as ex

tra prices paid or downgraded quality accepted. To reveal the complete picture o f the 

effects of behavioural uncertainty, both of these two components have to be taken into 

account. But, this will pose a tremendous obstacle to those who want to undertake the
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actual measurement. Third-party measurement of quality shortfall is intrinsically dif

ficult, for obvious reasons. Moreover, whilst it may be feasible to measure the 

difference between renegotiated or outturn price and contract price, it is not legitimate 

to assume a priori that all o f this difference is necessarily a rent-transferring 

transaction cost arising fi-om opportunism.

Regarding T Q , the difficulty is even greater. TCc has to include the opportunity cost 

o f delay, legal bills and so on. Obviously, the magnitude o f these costs varies consid

erably among transactions. Now the problem facing us is how to infer a representative 

estimate for the population fi-om the limited samples. In other words, what we want to 

explore is not whether some particular transaction using GSl has lower transaction 

costs than those using GS2, but rather the proportion o f GSl transactions with lower 

costs in the population. However, due to the stochastic nature o f TCn, we need to have 

substantially large samples to eliminate the biases caused by its high variability. 

Therefore, for most research topics where TCn is dominant, the costs o f meeting this 

requirement will be too substantial to be practical. And this is where the DMA is least 

likely to be applicable.

3.4 Concluding remarks
To sum up, since the potential measurement difficulties vary as the nature of transac

tion cost types, the relative desirability o f the DMA and IMA is naturally dependent 

on what are the principal elements o f transaction costs with comparative significance, 

which in turn is affected by what are the alternative GSs under comparison. Accord

ingly, to give a fair assessment o f which one o f the IMA and DMA is more suitable to 

the analysis o f construction procurement routes, we have to deepen our understanding 

about the main sources o f transaction costs that may occur in the construction project. 

This is one of the issue that will be dealt with in Chapter 6.
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Chaper 4 The Doctrine Of Transaction Cost Economics

It is clear in Chapter 3 that the IMA is comparatively more suitable to the organisa

tional analysis. This is evidenced by the phenomenal revival o f institutional studies 

since 1970s, often called new institutional economics. The reason o f propelling this 

trend lies in the intention to seek an approach that can avoid the charge o f ad hoc 

specifications of the DMA but still can make theory refutable. Two seminal contribu

tions made by Alchian and Demsetz (1972) (A&D hereafter) and Williamson (1975) 

broke up a new frontier for economic organisational analysis. They are branched out 

into two streams: asset specificity branch and measurement branch. This chapter will 

reorganize the Williamson’s and A&D’s methodology around a common theme of 

comparative institutional analysis: operationalisation of transaction.

4.1 Williamson’s three-stage comparative institutional analy
sis

Transaction cost economics is almost single-handedly established by Williamson. 

Tracing the development path o f his theory in Williamson (1975,1985,1996), we can 

find that his concerted efforts are devoted to the construction o f a workable method

ology for comparative institutional analysis. This approach is clearly enunciated in 

Williamson (1988) where he sets out a three-stage scheme for operationalising trans

action costs. '‘The first stage entails comparative contractual analysis o f  a microana- 

lytic k ind\ 'The second stage entails a concerted effort to develop refutable implica

tions based on the logic o f  discriminating alignment". And the third stage is 'an ex

amination o f  intertemporal process differences among modes".

Developing in parallel with Williamson’ transaction cost theory, Alchian and Dem

setz (1972) and Barzel (1982) lay a foundation for viewing organisational issues in 

terms o f measurement problems. Their purpose is also to pursue the operationalisation 

o f theory and make theory testable. In other words, the common question they ad

dressed is to discover the key determinants that can best differentiate the relative effi

cacy o f GSs. In the 1980s, the focus of analysis is mainly directed to the operationali

sation o f transaction attributes. However, we gradually come to recognize that the 

symmetrical issue, the dimensionalisation of GSs, has to be worked out so that the 

alignment o f transaction attributes with GSs can be systematically analyzed [William
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son, 1991]. Thus, to put all the elements into an integrated framework, the analysis 

scheme set out in Williamson (1988) has to be extended. First, the three stages for op

erationalising transaction costs are condensed into a single stage. Second, the dimen

sionalisation o f GSs is treated as an independent part.

Fig. 4-1 Three-stage Scheme for Comparative Organisational Analysis

3.1 Objective function

1.4 Operationalisation 
of transaction

1.3 Analysis o f relevant 
items o f transaction costs

1.2 Interaction structure of 
trading relations

1.1 Behavioural assumption 
o f decision makers

2. Dimensionalisation of 
governance structures

3. Alignment of governance 
structures with transactions

1.Operationalisation of 
construction transac
tion________________

2.1 Analysis o f relative 
efficacy o f govern
ance stmctures

2.2 Interpretation o f effects 
of governance features on 
transaction costs

3.2 Determine conditions that 
each procurement route is 
most appropriately applied.

This modified trilogy represents a complete explanatory structure o f transaction costs 

reasoning, as shown in Fig. 4-1.From the first stage, we can uncover the key attrib

utes with respect to which governance structures differ and realise how transaction 

costs will change in dealing with transaction of different attributes. From the second 

stage, by way of examining the contractual and informational nature o f GSs, we 

likewise hope to point out the major dimensions as to which the comparative advan

tage o f GSs on transaction costs can be revealed. Combining the analysis results ob

tained at the first and second stage, the last step aims to align the attributes of trans

action with that o f GS in a discriminating way. By discriminating what we mean is 

the extent that GSs can satisfy the objective function. Minimising transaction costs is 

assumed to be a reasonable approximation to the “actual” goal o f organisation selec
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tion. It is worth noting that the meaning o f the operator “minimising” here is differ

ent from that in the marginal analysis. In contrast to production cost minimisation 

that requires the ratio o f factors of production, say labour and capital, equal to the 

ratio o f their relative prices, i.e., wage and rent, at the margin, transaction costs can 

be said to have been minimised as long as there is no better GS available.

As mentioned at the start o f this section, there are two lines o f transaction cost reason

ing with different point o f emphasis. One line ascribes the main transaction hazards to 

the presence o f asset specificity; another line upholds measurement difficulties as the 

explanatory variable. Which one is weighty is largely conditional on what are the al

ternative governance structures under comparison. We will discuss more about when 

the balance will tip in Sec.4.4.

4.2 The asset specificity approach
Williamson labels his approach as governance branch o f transaction cost theory. The 

governance structure, by definition, is "the institutional matrix in which the integrity 

o f a transaction is decided" [Williamson, 1996]. The way a transaction is governed 

will decidedly affect how costly it will be. However, to get around the obstacle to di

rect measurement o f transaction costs, a detour can be taken by producing the predic

tions on the basis o f transaction attributes instead of transaction cost itself. This sec

tion will expand on how Williamson achieved it.

4.2.1 The unit of analysis: ‘transaction’
Coase (1937) takes market transactions as the focus o f analysis. Coincidentally, 

Commons (1932) put forth a similar perspective that a transaction is an informative 

unit o f analysis, despite out o f different consideration. Coase’s research strategy can 

be said to come from the positive motive in the sense that the exploration of market 

transactions is carried out for rationalising a fact: the existence o f the firm. In contrast. 

Commons employs a somewhat normative way to “seek” an appropriate answer. He 

proposes three key components needed to be considered: conflict, mutuality and order. 

Rephrased in modem terms, they correspond to sub-goal pursuit, interdependence and 

continuation. Using transaction as the unit o f analysis, he reckons, can capture all 

these aspects. As a matter of fact, this view should be thought o f as a counteraction to 

the neglect o f the relations between man and man in the classical and neoclassical
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economics, where the only origin o f uncertainty faced by us is nature [Medema, 1992]. 

Founded on this authority, Williamson further attempts to integrate the man-man and 

man-nature relation into a unified framework.

There is no denying that, to get over some analytic difficulties, Williamson trims off a 

few elements originally pinpointed by Commons, such as ongoing power relation

ships, trust, habit, custom and so forth. Instead, he defines a transaction as the trans

ferring o f a good or service across a technologically separable interface [Williamson, 

1985]. This definition evidently has a bearing on his proclaimed focal problem -  ver

tical integration. The choice of the unit o f analysis can be different varying as the na

ture of the problem, whereas '’the critical dimensions with respect to which that unit o f  

analysis differs need to be identified [;] otherwise the unit will remain non- 

operationaV [Williamson, 1993] and non-refutable. This is the essence o f his demand 

that the symmetry o f  examination should be done in assessing the rival theories. Only 

if  refutable predictions can be derived from the theory, it is possible to tell the chaffs 

from the wheat. This criterion for theory appraisal will be discussed in Chapter 5.

4.2.2 A four-step scheme for operationalising transaction costs
If we examine Williamson’s logic in scrutiny, the process o f identifying transaction 

costs actually includes four steps (included in the first stage in Fig. 4-1):

(1) Behavioural assumptions:

In the tradition o f methodological individualism, human behaviour must be inter

preted in terms o f individual behaviour, which is guided by some principle, often in 

the form o f behavioural assumptions. The purpose o f these assumptions is to specify 

the goal o f individual decisions. For example, in pursuit o f utility maximisation is the 

postulated behaviour criterion for the rational consumers.

(2) Interaction structure:

Economists get accustomed to examine the interaction relationships between people 

through the lens o f incentive structure. Game theory is a standard case, according to 

which payoff structure in combination with the assumption of optimisation constitutes 

the decision situation and decision makers will choose a course o f actions so as to 

maximise the expected gains. Unlike Dahlman (1979), Williamson conceives of
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transaction costs as a function o f the strategy that trading parties may take, and ex

plores its implications.

(3) Itemisation:

Before going into operationalisation, Williamson also gets through the task o f itemis

ing the crucial components o f transaction costs that are likely to happen in a series o f  

related transactions. In particular, he highlights the importance o f process analysis, 

which marks another feature o f his analysis.

(4) Operationalisation:

Distinct from that in North (1986), the purpose of operationalisation in Williamson’s 

framework is to '‘relate the relative merits o f  alternative institutional arrangement to 

observable attributes o f  transactions’’ so as to ‘[generate] an array o f  refutable impli

cations regarding the institutions and organisational form s used to govern production 

and exchange’’ [Masten, 1995].

How this four steps work in transaction cost economics (TCE) will be spelt out in the 

following four subsections.

4.2.3 Behavioural assumptions interaction structure in TCE
The concept o f bounded rationality, despite its intuitive appeal, has been dismissed as 

unworkable for a long period o f time since it was first espoused in Simon (1957). One 

may wonder why this notion is elevated to such a prominent status in TCE. A direct 

answer is that this assumption can endow “organisation” with a role to play in eco

nomic theory -  as an apparatus for coping with real uncertainty. This assertion needs 

a bit more expositions.

According to Simon, an economic man is assumed to be “intentionally rational, but 

only limitedly so” [Simon, 1961]. This intention to be rational reflects an implicit 

premise that the pursuit o f economising is the ultimate goal, but thanks to limited ca

pability and information, it must be admitted that the conditions o f unbounded ration

ality sometimes are unachievable. At this point, we are facing an intriguing problem. 

Because bounded rationality is defined by way o f another term, perfect rationality, it 

is natural for us to inquire about what perfect rationality is. In the neoclassical eco
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nomics, rationality is not defined by itself, but by means o f a process for achieving it. 

Optimising an objection function is the standard setting-up for modelling “rationality”. 

Taken to the extreme, it leads to Arrow-Debreu general equilibrium theory in which 

comprehensive contracting is possible by assuming that contracts for all goods and 

service across all future contingencies have existed at the point o f making a decision. 

Living in this imaginary world, all agents won’t expect any surprise because every 

contingency has been stipulated in the contract. It follows that transactions through 

markets are always efficient, making economic organisations redundant. Accordingly, 

Williamson has to relax the assumption o f rationality to address the problem of in

complete contracting, while at the same time, he still wants to stick to some powerful 

analysis concepts, such as economising and equilibrium. This ‘eclectic’ attitude has 

been doubted because, now that rationality is bounded, how is it possible to achieve 

an optimal outcome. In the face o f this challenge, Williamson shifts the focus of this 

controversy to higher level of philosophical debate. We will come back to this issue in 

Sec.6.2.3.

4.2.4 Interaction structure in TCE
In comparison to bounded rationality that is pervasively accepted by heterodox 

economists, opportunism is a peculiarity o f TCE. Williamson extends the classic be

havioural assumption o f self-interest seeking to encompass strategic exercises of ad

vantages in information. An opportunistic trader is assumed to have the proclivity to 

disclose the incomplete or distorted information so as to ''mislead, distort, disguise, 

obfuscate, or otherwise confuse” his/her trading partners [Williamson, 1985]. 

Whereas opportunism is treated as one o f two pillars o f TCE’s behavioural assump

tions, its function is to signify the interaction structure o f trading parties. Let’s make a 

brief comparison. The assumption o f bound rationality states that the rationality of the 

decision-makers must be bounded, while opportunism just indicates that opportunistic 

behaviour is apt to happen, particularly under certain circumstances. Have a closer 

look at the standard definition of opportunism -  self-interest seeking with guile. 

Same as bounded rationality, the first part is an affirmative assumption that an eco

nomic agent must be going to act on the behalf o f his/her own interest. However, the 

component o f guile conveys a distinctly probabilistic concept. That is, the vulnerabil

ity of a party may be taken advantage and ex ante promises are not always binding.
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Plainly, opportunism takes into considerations the various possibilities of the strate

gies that may be adopted. The conjuncture o f incomplete contracting and opportunism 

characterises the property o f open-endedness in TCE, which is the reason why it is 

grouped into the open-system organisation theory [Scott, 1987] and why there is an 

ontological difference between TCE and Alchian & Demsetz (1972) [Foss, 1994]. 

WeTl go back to this issue in Sec.4.4.1.

4.2.5 Itemisation of transaction costs: a process perspective
Taking as the cutting line whether the contract is signed, Williamson (1985) distin

guishes two kinds o f transaction costs: ex ante and ex post transaction costs. The for

mer refers to 'the costs o f drafting, negotiating, and safeguarding an agreement'. The 

latter includes (1) maladaption costs, (2) haggling costs, (3) costs o f dispute resolution 

and (4) bonding costs. In contrast to Dahlman (1979), Williamson downplays the sig

nificance o f search costs, maintains the costs of negotiation and transforming costs of 

enforcement into that o f adaptation in this framework. The picture he intends to depict 

is a livelier interaction process during the transaction: if  the governance structure isn’t 

suitable to deal with uncertain future, maladaption will occur, renegotiations for better 

terms may be necessary, appeal to third-party arbitration will ensue provided disputes 

cannot be settled, and extra bonds to prevent it from happening again will be required, 

all o f which incur costs. For the single transaction analysis, the story will end here. 

But, for Williamson, it is the beginning o f a series o f events. He insists “farsighted 

contracting” and considers the transactions “in its entirety” [Williamson, 1996]. 

This claim entails slow digestion.

First, Williamson is aware that delayed effects o f the past experience in carrying out a 

type o f transaction will be passed on to the next decision [Williamson, 1993]. To real

ise this mechanism, it’s right time to put the arguments in these three steps together. 

Under the assumption o f bounded rationality, the completeness o f contract is ruled out, 

so certain trading party is likely to fall victim to vulnerable positions caused by uncer

tainty. I f  this does happen, both parties’ suffering from ex post transaction costs can 

be expected. And this memory will reinforce the victim’s incentive to take precau

tionary actions next time, increasing ex ante costs. This is a vicious cycle. To the con

trary, if  the transaction process always goes smoothly, the preventive measures will be 

seldom prepared, reducing ex ante costs. This is a virtuous cycle. It is to be noted that
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the possibility o f opportunistic behaviour is a function o f vulnerability, which in turn 

is a function o f uncertainty. Uncertainty represents the fact that we cannot foretell 

what will turn up and when. Thus, one time of safe experience doesn’t mean that an 

efficient governance structure is being employed, that may be just lucky. For avoiding 

this bias, we ought to include a series of related sequential transactions into the ho

rizon o f decision-making. O f course, this is a normative suggestion. Its rationale is 

founded on positive evidence. The transformation from a positive theory to normative 

guidelines lacks a link: weak-form selection. Simply speaking, through weak-ffom 

selection, only can the organisations without remediable gains survive. If  the hypothe

ses derived from this proposition line up with the reality, it is corroborated that the 

governance structures selected by far-sighted contracting are efficient. If you want to 

make a right choice as well, far-sighted contracting is what you ought to follow. Fail

ure to make this point explicit would obscure the underlying interpretation that TCE 

opts for: intentional or functional explanation [Knudsen,1993].

4.2.6 Operationalisation
It is the task o f operationalisation to point out '’the factors responsible for transaction 

cost differences' [Williamson, 1985]. Three factors are demonstrated to be relevant: 

asset-specificity, uncertainty and frequency. However, they are not with equal footing. 

The last two factors just serve as the subordinate roles. Only when the condition of 

asset-specificity holds, neither o f them matters. The following subsections will exam

ine these factors in turn.

4.2.6.1 Asset specificity

Asset specificity arises when an investment is idiosyncratic to a transaction, making 

its value greatly reduced in the second best use. Once the investment becomes irre

versible, the dedicated resources will be locked in to this relation. The reduction in ex 

post opportunity costs of the investment leads to the presence o f quasi rent. This con

cept can be illustrated with the aid of a paradigmatic case- vertical integration. With 

reference to Fig.3-1, the condition that can induce a producer to engage in production 

activity E is

Seller’s rent=pQ-TVC-I > 0 Eq. 4-1
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where p is the price per unit, Q quantities produced, TVC total variable costs, I the ex 

ante opportunity cost of the investment. After the investment is sunk (e.g. the plant is 

built and machinery is installed), the value of the original investment can be different, 

varying as the degree o f specificity. The condition that makes the seller stick to the 

relation can be expressed as

Seller’s quasi rent = pQ -TVC -  S > 0 Eq. 4-2

where S is the ex post opportunity cost of the investment. Consequently, a quasi rent 

represents the excess above the return necessary to maintain this production flow 

(TVC+S) [Alchian and Woodward, 1987]. Assuming that at the onset, large number of 

bidders measure up to perfect competition, i.e., economic rent being squeezed to zero, 

we can get = üg±Z. Substitutingp  into Eq.4-2, we can find that the quasi rent re

sults from the difference between ex ante and ex post opportunity cost o f the invest

ment, I S .  It can be interpreted as costs o f  illiquidity in the sense that the physical 

capital is less liquid than money.

Since the producer is not easy to switch elsewhere without costs, the seller’s quasi 

rent appears appropriable by the buyer. But this can be realised only when unantici

pated events are present or more exactly when the situations are not stipulated in the 

contract and/or cannot be arbitrated by the third party. Simply speaking, this concept 

tries to describe a scenario: when the opportunity o f snapping up extra gains comes 

out and the possibility o f success o f this attempt is high, this situation turns out trou

blesome. How troublesome it is depends on how large the targeted pie is, which is 

proportional to the degree of specificity given a constant investment scale.

After introducing the basic idea of asset specificity, we needs to link up this factor 

with the costs itemised in Step 3. As is explained in the last paragraph, when quasi 

rent appears easy to catch, the incentive for renegotiating a better term intensifies. 

This tug-of-war is likely to go through bargaining, arbitration, litigation, all o f which 

are just like ex post transaction problems enumerated in Sec4.2.5. This experience 

certainly will give a negative feedback to the next decision. Once the vicious cycle is 

triggered, the trouble of transacting through markets is going to be getting worse, in

creasing the incentive to shift from one governance structure to another. Since asset
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specificity can suitably reflect the sources of transaction difficulties, it is reasonable to 

view transaction costs as a function of this factor.

4.2.6.1 Uncertainty

In the most economic analysis, the future is often treated as the probability distribu

tion o f risk or uncertainty. However, the real uncertainty must involve the possibility 

o f surprise. Not confined to “the God”, the sources o f surprise may come from the 

opportunistic behaviour, termed behavioural uncertainty. No matter how uncertain is 

the environment, as long as the market is teeming with alternative trading partners 

that can be switched to without much cost, real uncertainty will do no harm to the 

transaction relation. The presence of asset specificity is a necessary condition that can 

make uncertainty have effects on transaction costs. This inference is well corroborated 

in most empirical studies [Shelanski and Klein, 1995].

4.2.6.3 Frequency

Why frequency is relevant? Williamson(1985) sheds a light on this problem: ‘[t]he 

cost o f specialised governance structures will be easier to recover for large transac

tion o f a recurring kind; [HJence the frequency o f transactions is a relevant dimen

sion’. The cost o f specialised governance referred here plainly includes more than 

transaction costs (listed in Sec.4.2.5). The pendulum of focus has swung to production 

costs, in particular set-up costs o f the investment. Ceteris paribus, the more frequent is 

the commodity or service needed to the whole operation, the more likely for the buyer 

to be willing to bear a large number of installation costs (plant and machinery), and 

the more likely to take an integration strategy. This argument is based on the same 

level of asset specificity. While the transaction is not idiosyncratic, even the most fre

quent demand can be met by means of price mechanism without much trouble. Con

sequently, similar to uncertainty, the importance o f frequency is not on its own but on 

its interaction with asset specificity.

4.3 The measurement approach
4.3.1 Alchian and Demsetz’s theory of team

The theory o f team espoused by Alchian and Demsetz (1972) starts off with the prem

ise that technology can be non-separable, so organising the production activities in the 

form of a team is necessary. Perhaps the output of a team may be easily measured, but
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it is not the case for the output of individual workers. Because o f the measurement 

difficulties, the wage is often not directly linked to marginal productivity, leading to 

free-rider problems, which means that someone may choose to shirk at the expense of 

total output. An agent in charge of monitoring can curb this kind o f intention. To 

avoid shirking, the reward scheme of the monitor should be correlated to the residual 

product above the prescribed level. Besides, a metering system is to be effective if  the 

monitor has the right to 'revise the contract terms and incentives o f individual mem

bers without having to terminate or alter every other input s contract^ [Alchian and 

Demsetz (1972)]. Put all together, the ownership o f the capitalist firm is characterised 

as 'a bundle o f rights (1) to be a residual claimant; (2) to observe input behaviour; (3) 

to be the central party common to all contracts will inputs; (4) to alter the member

ship o f the team; and (5) to sell these rights '.

Not only does the significance o f this work lie in its intuitively appealing, but also its 

manifestation o f investigating the condition that can discriminate the relative efficacy 

of the market and the firm. The finding that the nature o f the output o f each produc

tion stage (whether easily being measured) determines which type o f organisation is 

more efficient brings about the further development along this line o f inquiry, which 

is called measurement branch o f  transaction cost theory. This is the topic to which 

the next subsection will turn.

4.3.2 Measurement costs and organisations
According to Lancaster’s consumer theory, the good is a mixture o f different charac

teristics, which are the ultimate sources o f utility [Lancaster, 1966]. The force of 

competition determines the market value o f the commodity with given attributes. In 

exchange, those attributes with ambiguous properties will be in the public domain, 

from which potential rent comes. For the buyer, inspecting quality incurs costs and for 

the seller, reducing quality risks losses if  detected. The rent-seeking behaviour at least 

will waste a portion of the potential rent, whence the arrangements, such as share con

tracts, warranties, trust, brand name or repeat purchases, exist to lower these losses 

[Brazel, 1982]. Among others, vertical integration has the benefits of saving meas

urement costs as well. Referring to Fig.3-1, if  the quality of product D is very difficult 

to be determined at the point o f transaction, its buyer may need to monitor the whole 

production so as to know the value of inputs as well as added value from activity D
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itself. Thus, 'when inputs have to be measured at two successive junctures, a ration

ale for an integrated firm emerges'. The trade-off behind this inference is between the 

costs o f measurement required in the exchange as well as the costs o f inspecting the 

quality o f input and production process. It is to be noted that market price and produc

tion cost are not mentioned in this framework.

Reliance on measurement costs as the only explanatory variable for vertical integra

tion has aroused head-on confrontation with asset-specificity explanation. What 

weight should be given to each has been a topic of keen debate. Why their focuses are 

so different? What are the conditions for determining the weight that should be placed 

on each factor? These questions will be explored in Sec. 4.4.

4.4 Comparison of asset-specificity and measurement ap
proach

4.4.1 Ontological differences
Before proceeding to the comparison o f asset-specificity and measurement approach, 

it can be helpful to give a brief review o f their tenets. TCE claims that incomplete 

contracting, arising out of bounded rationality and uncertainty, can give rise to vul

nerable positions in the presence of asset specificity, which is subject to the possibility 

o f being exploited by trading partners. The motivation o f reaping additional rents is 

the site o f transaction problems (with reference to Fig. 4-2).

Fig. 4-2 Logic o f asset-specificity branch of transaction cost theory

Bounded
rationality

i
TT * . *  ̂ Incomplete
Uncertainty  ► contracting

Asset specificity ----- ► Transaction ^ -------- Opportunism
costs

The measurement approach holds the view that the ambiguity o f quality requirement 

affects the rent distribution between transactors, so the seller is likely to conceal or
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manipulate the asymmetrical (true) information about quality for the realisation of 

additional rent from lower quality. The fear o f quality certainty may evoke the buyer 

to reinforce the intensity of inspecting the assembled products in the exchange until 

inspecting internally the production process becomes less costly (with reference to 

Fig. 4-3).

After cosmetic comparisons, some ontological difference is surfacing in sight. TCE is 

dealing with the triangle relations of a decision-maker, his/her trading partner and real 

uncertainty, while in the measurement approach, real uncertainty is reduced to the na

ture of the commodity. It follows that the transaction problems come from what is be

ing transacted only, regardless o f how the external environment is changing. It is this 

close-endedness that distinguishes two approached in terms o f ontology [Foss, 1994].

Fig. 4-3 Logic o f measurement branch of transaction cost theory

Ambiguous attributes 
of goods or service

i
Uncertain intrinsic 
value of goods or 

service

i
Opportunism ----- ► Measurement

costs

4.4.2 Why measurement costs are downplayed in TCE
4.4.2.1 The role o f measurement costs in TCE

In Williamson (1985), measurement cost is not totally ignored, but treated case by 

case. His standard assertion is as follows:

Although the measurement branch plays a less substantial role in the 

analysis o f problems dealt with in this book (partly because the prob

lems selected fo r  study have a bilateral trading quality), it is neverthe

less important, [p. 112]
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But under what circumstances will measurement costs seem non-negligible relative to 

the hold-up problem? Williamson doesn’t address this question, not to mention answer 

it. Nonetheless, he does seriously contemplate the importance o f measurement costs 

in certain contexts. The first appears in the interpretation o f manufacturing firms ex

tending their operations into distribution [p. 112]. Owing to the spillover effect o f the 

individual distributor’s efforts in promotion, the manufacturer cannot meter their per

formance by their volume o f sales only. Difficult measurement problems obviate the 

feasibility o f an output-based reward scheme, so sub-optimal level o f effort prevails. 

A possible remedy for this is vertical integration.

The second case is related to the organisation of work [p.212]. In talking of internal 

organisation, Williamson is concerned with principal-agency relationship on the simi

lar ground to Alchian and Demsetz (1972). To check the employees opportunistic 

behaviour, two alternatives can be effective: (1) reducing the incentive by way of 

different contractual arrangements, e.g. changing from output-based contract to wage- 

based one to curb the proclivity to increase productivity at the expense of quality; (2) 

decreasing the measurement costs by means of product redesign and task reorganisa

tion.

Whereas the use o f measurement costs disperses across several topics, there is some

thing in common -  difficulties in measuring the performance o f the agent. This diffi

culty is often considered as a function of the quality characteristics o f the goods or 

service. However, in construction it is the joint function o f project characteristics and 

procurement routes. We will return to this issue in Chapter 6.

4.4.2.2 A preliminary analysis

In discussing the paradigmatic problem of make-or-buy decision, Williamson justifies 

the omission of measurement costs by arguing that the problems selected for study 

have a bilateral trading quality [Williamson, 1985,p.ll2]. Regarding search costs, no 

apology is expressed, as if they didn’t exist [Alchian and Woodward, 1988]. To delve 

into the reason, we need to focus on how measurement costs and search costs are 

changed after integration.
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For the following discussion, the principle o f cost transferability requires discussion 

first. Under the circumstance of large-number bidding, the producer’s rent will be 

squeezed to zero ex ante, that is

Seller’s rent = pQ  -  TVC -  TTC - /  Eq. 4-3

where p is the price per unit, Q quantity produced, TVC total variable production 

costs, TTC total transaction costs, I the ex ante opportunity cost o f the investment. As 

a consequence,

TVC + TTC -k I
P = Eq. 4-4

This equation indicates that the selling price contains average (seller’s) transaction 

costs, implying that the costs o f co-ordinating internal production will be transferred 

to buyers through the market in the form of increased price. Though the transferred 

proportion o f transaction cost varies as the condition of competition, it does not make 

sense to preclude the possibility that this cost will not be absorbed by its direct bearer. 

One reason for this is that competition is always changing; another is that ignoring the 

possibility o f cost transfer is liable to camouflage the potential hazards o f contracting. 

To make a sound appraisal o f organisation forms, the redistribution of transaction 

costs through contracting cannot be ignored.

M ode I: buy decision

Fig. 4-4 Buy or make decision 

0—

P Core production
B ---------► activity

ATC„ C

Mode II: make decision | A |
Core production

activity

Intermediate goods b Activity C produced 

by producer C

Output C
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We can examine the significance of search costs and measurement costs by consider

ing the paradigmatic case - vertical integration. In Fig. 4-4, when B and C are 

independent firms (mode I), firm C purchases product b from the market with unit 

price p  and incurs average transaction costs ATCm ATCm covers search costs for 

finding producer B and measurement costs for checking the quality o f goods 6. To 

constrain employees shirking and assure quality o f production, firm B needs to bear 

costs for setting up an internal inspection system. Meanwhile, searching for producer 

A and buyer C as well as measuring the quality of product a are also transaction costs 

that need to be considered.

Table 4-1 A comparison of search costs and measurement cost influenced by

Firm C Firm B

Mode I

TCS(i):search costs for finding and 
bargaining costs with producer B 
TCS(2):measurement cost for assur
ing the quality of product b

TC®i(i) : search costs for finding and 
bargaining costs with producer A 
TC®i(2)I measurement cost for assur
ing quality o f product a 
TC%3): measurement costs o f inter
nally controlling product b 
TC®i(4): search costs for finding and 
bargaining costs with buyer C

Mode II

TCSi(i):search costs for finding and 
bargaining costs with producer A 
TCSi(2):measurement cost for assur
ing quality o f product a 
TCSi(3):measurement costs of inter
nally controlling the quality of prod
uct 6

After production activity B is internalised (mode II), firm C is facing internal costs of 

quality control and search costs for finding supplier A and measurement costs for 

checking product a. All types o f these costs are listed in Table 4-1. Now we need to 

address a question: whether measurement costs and search costs matter (i.e. differ) 

under different governance structures, market or hierarchy? First, thanks to integration, 

apparently the total (search and measurement) costs that firm C needs to bear change 

from TC% )+TC% ) to TCSi(i) +TC % 2) +TCSi(3). But we should not omit the fact that 

in mode-I transaction costs originally incurred by firm B will be transferred to firm C 

by way of selling price of product b. That is, from the perspective o f firm C, we are
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interested in the question of whether TCS(i)+TC‘̂ i(2)+TC®i(i)+TC®(2)+TC®i(3)+TC®i(4) 

will be much different from TCSkd +TCSi(2) +TCSi(3).

Next we introduce the assumption that firm C and B face similar costs whichever of 

them undertakes the activities of dealing with A and internally controlling the quality 

o f product b. This makes T C \d  = TCSkd, TC®k2) = TCSi(2) and TC®k3) = TCSip). 

When the aforementioned three items are cancelled out, the three items left are the 

costs of using the market for product b. The benefit o f using hierarchy for saving 

these costs was first systematically introduced into economic analysis in Coase (1937). 

This becomes one o f the most fundamental reasons why the firm exists. Thus, an in

teresting question is why these costs don’t merit equal emphasis in Williamson’s TCE. 

A possible justification is to take the assumption o f TCi «  TCn, meaning that, 

compared with opportunism-derived costs, resources used for collecting and verifying 

information are relatively trivial so that they can be ignored as items o f second-order 

significance \  Whether this assumption is sensible depends on the actual relative 

magnitude o f these types o f costs. Obviously, this is an empirical problem. However, 

as explained before, in principle, we can make a judgement according to the severity 

o f opportunism, which is affected by how much quasi-rent will be present [Klein et al., 

1978]. The larger is the lump-sum specific investment in the first place, the more 

substantial is TCn and the less is the error resulting from the omission o f TCi. In 

terms o f empirical evidence as documented in Shelanski and Klein (1995), the predic

tive power of TCE seems not to be blunted by exclusion of TCi. It seems safe to say 

that, for most vertical integration cases, this assumption can be maintained. However, 

whether it still hold in the case o f construction. This is the issue we want to explore in 

Sec.6.5.1.1.

4.5 Dimensionalisation of governance structures
There are two key dimensions singled out by Williamson as relevant to distinguish 

market and hierarchy: adaptation and instruments [Williamson, 1991]. In the eco

nomic literature, adaptation connotes two kinds of meanings:

(1) Hayek (1945) perceptively pinpoints that “the m arvel of the m arket” comes 

from the participants’ ability to take the timely action to respond to changing en-
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vironment. Since economic information disperses everywhere, the most efficient 

way o f running an economy is to allow everyone to make autonomous decisions 

according to perceived price signal.

(2) In contrast, Barnard (1938) emphasises “the marvel o f internal organisation”, 

which is the manifestation of “ kind o f cooperation among men that is conscious, 

deliberate, pu rp o sefu l Through cooperation, it is less costly to arrive at coordi

nation.

The adaptability o f governance structures is chiefly conditional on the instrument that 

can be employed within them. Instruments to which Williamson refers include (1) dif

ferential incentive intensity and (2) differential administrative controls. Incentive in

tensity represents the degree o f the actor’s incentive to reduce costs and adapt effi

ciently. Market is o f high-powered incentives in that one’s own efforts are closely 

linked to rewards or losses. In contrast, 'internal organisation degrades incentive in

tensity and added bureaucratic costs resuW [Williamson, 1985]

Administrative controls mean resources are allocated by fiat rather than by competi

tion. Hierarchy can impose tighter controls on the actions of employees by monitoring 

or career rewards or penalties. Therefore, it is more suitable for sequential decision 

making in that repeated bargaining between members within the firm can be reduced 

to a minimum by administrative orders. By dint o f exercising the instrument in the 

right situation, the transaction can be governed in a more efficient way. Then why 

does the feature o f these instruments decisively affect the magnitude of transaction 

costs? As regards this question, a more detailed account is needed.

A governance structure can be said to be more adaptable if it is less costly to accom

modate new information into the new economic decision. In the perfect competition 

market, equilibrium is restored instantaneously in the presence o f disturbances, so 

economic actors can modify the decision in response to the new prices. However, it is 

not the case for the transaction o f bilateral dependency. When the specific investment 

is sunk, the producer will have little trading partners to choose. Once unanticipated 

events intrude, the gap of incomplete contract will be widening, which is likely to

* In the sense o f Taylor s expansion, the terms of higher orders can be ignored.
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trigger a bout of renegotiations on prices and quality. In the process o f attempting to 

effect realignment, determining new terms through bargaining seems unavoidable if 

both parties are autonomous entities. ^Such bargaining is itself costly. The main costs .. 

are that transaction are maladapted to the environment during the bargaining inter

val Also the prospect o f ex post bargaining invites ex ante prepositioning o f an ineffi

cient kind.' [Williamson, 1991] In this case, hierarchy is a better alternative.

Hierarchy has advantages over market in coping with adaptability problems in the 

situation o f high specificity. For instance, when the headquarter o f a company per

ceives some modifications for the product is needed for meeting the market demands, 

this requirement can be more easily implemented if  the product is manufactured inter

nally as a result that f l )  proposals to adapt requires less documentation, (2) resolv

ing internal disputes by fia t rather than arbitration savers sources and facilitate 

timely adaptation, (2) information that is deeply impacted can more easily be ac

cessed and more accurately assessed, (4) internal dispute resolution enjoys the sup

port o f  informal organisation, and (5) internal organisation has access to additional 

incentive instruments -  including especially career reward and joint profit sharing -  

that promote a team orientation' [Williamson, 1991]. Otherwise, this company is 

highly possible to be overcharged because o f limited supply channels.

In summary, transacting through market can fully reap the benefits o f specialisation 

and with the pressure of competition, the incentive to lower down production costs 

will prevail in the market. However, as interdependency is deepening, its awkward 

ability to make sequential adjustments through market will offset its advantage of 

high-powered incentives. Accordingly, the problems becomes what condition will 

make market or hierarchy dominate. This is the task o f alignment in the following 

section.

4.6 Alignment of governance structures with transaction 
dimensions

A graphic illustration is an informative way to grasp the alignment o f governance 

structures with transaction features. With reference to Fig. 4-4, let’s consider a deci

sion scenario in which firm C decides to buy or to make intermediate goods. Hierar

chy will be advantageous if
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TCi + PC; < PQ + TCm Eq. 4-5

where TC; is cost o f organising activity B internally, TCm cost o f using market, PC; 

cost o f production internally, P  prevailing price in the market. Eq.4-5 can be ex

pressed as difference equation o f asset specificity k

AG(k)+AC(k) <0 Eq. 4-6

By definition, AG is the difference between costs o f bureaucracy and costs o f using 

market, and AC is the difference between the cost o f producing internally and the 

price o f procuring firom the market. As shown in Fig. 4-5, AG is a decreasing function 

o f k < 0) with positive intercept with y-axis, po- This setting indicates that when

k< k  (the investment is relatively redeployable), transaction costs through the market 

mechanism is less costly than costs o f internal management, while once k>k , the 

governance costs o f market will exceed that of internal organisation in that coordina

tion through authority can more effectively respond to changing environment and 

more efficiently allocate quasi-rent as mutual dependency deepens.

Likewise, AC is a decreasing function of k as well, meaning the adverse

effects o f internal production on scale of economy and/or scope o f economy will ap

pear trivialised as asset specificity is getting large and the market is getting thin. Add 

up the curves o f AC and AG vertically to get AC+AG (see Fig. 4-5) with intersection 

point with horizontal axis at k*. k* is the critical value that can distinguish the relative 

efficacy o f market and hierarchy. By solving Eq.4-7, we can find the algebraic solu

tion o f k*:

AC(k‘)+AG(k*) = 0 Eq. 4-7

Only when k>k*, hierarchy has advantage over market; on the contrary, when k<k*, 

market becomes dominant.

From the above analysis, a complete transaction cost reasoning must consider both 

transaction costs and production costs. Sometimes keeping production costs constant 

can be viewed as a sensible approximation, but this assumption needs to be justified. 

Besides, theoretically, we can tell comparative advantage o f hierarchy fi’om market
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according to the degree o f asset specificity. But we cannot say that hierarchy is advan

tageous as long as asset specificity is present. This is a comparative undertaking!

Fig. 4-5 Comparative Production and Governance Costs 
[W illiam son,!985]

AG+AC
AC

AG

^  Hierarchy -preferred areaMarket -preferred area

AC = production cost of producing internally -  
production costs o f the suppliers in the market

AG = transaction costs of internal production -  
transaction costs of using the market
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Chaper 5 An Examination of the Basic Premises of TCE

Chapter 4 outlines a structured account of the rationale o f TCE. To ensure the suc

cessful application o f this approach, it is fundamental to compare the nature of prob

lems at issue to those of the paradigmatic cases out o f which TCE has developed. In 

principle, the more clearly we can identify the underlying assumptions upon which 

TCE rests, the more closely the application can be fitted to the nature o f construction 

procurement systems, and the more rigorous can be the reasoning. Thus, it is worth 

devoting a chapter to exploring this issue.

As will be explained in Sec.5.1-5.4, there are five premises in TCE relevant to this 

study: (1) invariability o f revenue across GSs; (2A) irreversibility o f lump-sum in

vestment and (2B) continuous production; (3) exogenous design; (4) invariability of 

production costs across GSs. These assumptions have not always been made explicit. 

In this chapter, we would like to take a step further to canvass the plausibility of the 

hidden assumptions in the standard case o f manufacturing vertical integration, and 

then investigate these issues in the context of construction procurement in Sec.5.5.

5.1 Assumption 1 : Invariability of revenue across GSs
The first item ignored in the standard TCE objective function is the revenue from pro

duction. Referring to Fig. 5-1, now we have two alternative ways o f organizing pro

duction activity D. One mode is to purchase intermediate goods d  from the producer 

D  in the market; another mode is to produce goods d  internally, perhaps in one of the 

divisions o f company E. Suppose company E  sells goods e directly to consumers. 

Then the revenue obtains from the sale o f goods d  is determined by the competition 

condition o f market for goods e. This means that the revenue from goods d  to com

pany E  is independent of the way that goods e are produced, market or hierarchy.

For the more complicated case where activity E  is to assemble a number o f inputs, 

including goods d  to produce goods e, the same conclusion can be made by assuming 

that, in analysing the mode I and II,

(1) the composition o f quantities of inputs required per unit output o f goods e is kept 

constant;
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(2) the price o f other factors o f production and intermediate goods are exogenously 

determined by their individual markets;

(3) the competition condition o f market for goods e is exogenous.

Fig. 5-1 The Production Chain of the final product E

Mode I: buy decision B
Cd Market for 

goods e

Mode II: make decision b]  ► [c] Market for 
goods e

-►  [U  — ►

Intermediate goods b Activity C undertaken Output C ^

► by producer C w

Under these premises, the assumption o f revenue invariability can hold in dealing 

with the case o f vertical integration. But, the reasons for justifying this assumption are 

not applicable to the analysis o f construction procurement systems, so some modifica

tions has to be made. We will turn to this issue in Sec.5.5.

5.2 Assumption 2 : irreversibility of investment and continu
ous production

The transaction attribute of foremost importance in TCE is asset specificity, indicative 

o f the extent that the value losses o f the lump-sum investment may be reduced if  it is 

switched to alternative use. The losses, in fact, results from two reasons:

(A) Irreversibility o f investment:

By irreversibility what we mean is that once a lump-sum investment is made, the de

cision cannot be reversed to the original point without losing a large part of value of
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that investment. This condition may be due to the immovability^ o f a physical invest

ment (e.g. factory construction and machine installation) or time spent (e.g. training) 

or other reasons. In the context where the decision maker cannot reverse without a 

cost, what may happen due to this decision in the transaction process needs to be con

sidered in the first place. This is one o f the main reasons why TCE argues for using 

the process perspective to scrutinise the mechanism of GSs in detail^.

(B) Continuous production:

According to the discounted cash flow (DCF) valuation model, the value of the in

vestment is equivalent to the discounted value of its future revenue stream. Before the 

investment is made, money is money without any illiquidity problems. But after the 

investment is sunk, money is transformed into production capital, the value of which 

will be varying as the profits that this investment can bring in.

Assume that a producer decides to make an investment in physical capital goods with 

the economic life o f n years. The cash flow of this investment can be visualised in Fig. 

5-2. For the purpose o f illustration, the expected profit is assumed to be driven down 

to zero by keen competition, i.e.

0 = '^ [p ,Q ,-T V C ,-I ,^ ,  Eq.5-1
t=\

where pt is the selling price per unit at time ^ , Qt is the total quantity sold at that time, 

TVCt is total variable costs. It is the ex ante projected opportunity cost o f the capital 

goods at time t and 5t is the discounting factor. It is to be stressed that It is a series of 

cost estimates in different periods on the basis of ex ante costs o f capital without con

sidering the lock-in effect.

After the investment is made, the residual value o f the investment at each period may 

not be as expected. The value o f this investment at this time is

' Immovability o f the machinery/equipment is defined by the cost o f moving them. In fact, factory or 

installed machine can be movable if they are dismantled. But it is costly, so it can be said to be immov

able.

 ̂Further discussion please see Sec.6.2.
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Eq. 5-2
t=\

where It is the ex post realised opportunity cost o f the capital goods at time If I  < S  , 

it means that ex ante the alternative use o f the capital goods is not as valuable as it 

was ex ante. Apparently this can make the profit swell, whereas this swollen profit is 

not a real profit, but an appropriable rent in that the cost o f a lump-sum investment is 

completely sunk at t=0. The vulnerable party actually may be willing to accept a de

mand on the redistribution of quasi rent ex post in return for getting back the money 

stuck in this investment by maintaining the positive revenue stream ( p t Q t - T V C t  >  0, 

t=  The calculation o f gaining more in the future by sacrificing now is the ul

timate reason making asset specificity relevant. That is, if  production flow generated 

by the capital goods is not continuous, p t Q t - T V C t  will not necessarily provide 

enough incentive to induce the vulnerable party to accept the overcharge of E[It-St]ôt. 

As a result, whether the production flow can last as long as the economic life o f the 

capital goods will fundamentally influence the severity of hold-up problem.

Fig. 5-2 The benefit and cost flow of a capital good investment 

P l Q l  P 2Q 2 P n Q n
Inflow

Outflow

t= l t=2t=0

This clarification appears superfluous in most applications o f TCE. Continuous pro

duction is a sensible condition for the manufacturing firms because the production 

line often operates continuously to make products. The manufacturing production 

process is often modelled as a continuous function of mapping inputs into outputs. 

This continuity o f mapping is only an approximation only when the same capital 

goods can produce the same products with different intensity (quantity per unit time). 

And only when the recovery of the investment costs depends on maintaining the
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transaction relation (producing the same products), the appropriability o f quasi rent 

poses the threat to the vulnerable party. Though the quasi rent, a portion o f gains from 

trade that can be redistributed, is an inducement to opportunism, the ultimate reason 

of one party being held up is his/her being ajfraid o f losing the value of the investment 

due to the disruption o f the production flow.

But, this is not the case in construction. Specific location o f construction site o f an 

individual project and unique design make it impossible to set up a fixed production 

line, so the importance o f sunk capital investment, like equipment and machinery, is 

not as critical as it is to the manufacturing firms in affecting organisational choices. 

Construction doesn’t meet this (too-basic-to-be-mentioned) proposition. For this rea

son, it is imperative for us to meticulously examine the robustness o f this factor in ap

plying to construction (see Chapter 5.5).

5.3 Assumption 3: Exogenous design
The third implicit assumption of TCE is exogenous design, namely that the product 

design is common knowledge between traders. The producer knows exactly what to 

make and the buyer clearly knows what to purchase. The quality is assessed against 

the predetermined standard. The measurement problems mainly depend on how costly 

it is to check the extent that received quality deviates from the yardstick. If this mutu

ally accepted quality standard becomes the norm of the market, the quality disputes 

will relatively easily be resolved by a third party. Under this assumption, how design 

is decided and the possible impact of design on transaction process will not be o f con

cern. This assumption is most likely to hold for the case o f intermediate goods where 

the attributes o f goods have been standardized or/and modularized so that industry 

standards can be easily followed. In contrast, for the tailor-made production, due to 

uncertain design, the quality is not as easily verified as it is in the case o f standardized 

products. The measurement problem is not only in quality variations relative to given 

specifications, but also the assurance that the product quality can fully satisfy the 

buyer’s demands. Owing to the inclusion of design factors, the efficacy of court- 

ordering or other arbitration mechanisms will be weakened, so the transaction hazards 

arising from design problem can be more severe under some circumstances.
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Obviously, design plays a pivotal role in construction and so it is necessary to take 

design into account in the construction procurement system analysis. In the conclud

ing section, we will take a step further to discuss how we should do this.

5.4 Assumption 4: invariability of production costs

Whilst the objective function o f TCE is claimed to be minimisation o f transaction 

costs and production costs [Williamson, 1985], the actual attention is paid to transac

tion costs by assuming that production costs are invariant to governance structures 

(hereforth invariance assumption). In the literature, this assumption has been attacked 

on three grounds -  (1) inseparability of production cost and transaction cost, (2) 

economies o f scale, and (3) tacit knowledge. The same concern has been expressed in 

applying TCE to construction (e.g.. Winch, 1996; Walker and Wing, 1999). As a re

sult, the ignorance of production cost cannot be taken for granted in the analysis of 

construction organisation.

The invariance assumption in fact involves two different versions. The strong form 

entails production costs are equivalent across governance structures, while the weak 

form just requires the difference in production costs between governance structures is 

trivial relative to the differences in other items of costs or revenue so that the igno

rance o f production costs in the objective function won’t degenerate the prediction 

power o f theory. The testing o f the appropriateness o f this assumption may either rely 

on real data or theoretical analysis. This paper prefers the later to the former in that, 

apart from the formidable costs of data collection when the former approach is used, it 

is extremely difficult to find identical projects carried out by different procurement 

systems. Without real data, it is impossible to test the strong form of invariance as

sumption. Owing to this reason, the objective o f this paper is to examine the weak- 

form invariance assumption in a specific construction context along the existing three 

lines o f critiques. Through the analysis, an attempt is made to demonstrate it is a rea

sonable approximation to consider production costs invariant to procurement systems.
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5.4.1 Three lines of critiques

Critique I: Inseparability of production costs and transaction costs

The first critique is based on a premise that transaction costs and production costs are 

hard to separate, if  not inseparable (Demsetz, 1988; Goldberg, 1985). Lack of a neat 

delineation between production costs and transaction costs naturally will pose a bar

rier to properly measure transaction costs and hence the reasoning on the basis of 

transaction costs cannot be falsified.

Critique II: Ignorance of economies o f scale

The second objection arises from the ignorance o f the effect o f organisation form on 

the scale o f production. As the case made in Milgrom and Roberts (1992), it is a gen

eral practice for the patent-controlling electronic company to give another competitive 

company license to produce the same product. In doing so, his/her potential users’ 

fear o f being held up can be alleviated, which is conducive to the acceptance o f this 

new product. However, this benefit is gained against the loss o f production scale. In a 

industry requiring the large initial capital expenditure, the effect o f economies of scale 

can be a critical factor and the ignorance of this factor may make the analysis go awry.

Critique III: Unreal assumption of constant competence

The third line o f attack stresses that the producer s competence is tacit knowledge that 

cannot be conveyed by way o f audio and visual media, such as language, graph, so, 

unlike information, it is not tradable and should be accumulated by way o f a long pe

riod o f learning process (e.g., Langlois, 1995;Langlois and Foss, 1996). Under this 

proposition, the identity o f producers will change production costs, making the invari

ance assumption less likely to hold.

5.4.2 The Analysis
5.4.2.1 M ethodology

In economics, production costs are measured by opportunity costs o f inputs that are 

consumed in a production process. The inputs may be devoted to three levels o f ac

tivities: production activity level, production management level and business man-
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agement level. In Fig.5-3, a company, for the purpose o f illustration, is assumed to 

consist of two production units (e.g. factory), both o f which are made up of two pro

duction activities (e.g. two production stages in a assembly line). And all o f the re

source consumption are broken down into two basic types o f factors o f production: 

labour and capital^. In this example, what should be classified as production costs? 

The key to this question lies in what can be regarded as production activities.

Fig. 5-3 Three types of production costs

Business
management

level

Production
management

level

Production
activity

level

Actlvltv 1B Actlvltv 2B

K2B L2B
Actlvltv 2AActlvltv 1A

Kia Lia

Production Unit 1 Production Unit 2

Management

First o f all, few people will disagree that the resources spent at the production activity 

level (e.g. wages paid to workers and costs o f capital employed) are production costs. 

Second, to reduce the shirking o f workers, ensure the quality o f outputs and coordi

nate different production activities, some supervisory and administrative personnel 

need to be hired. It is generally accepted that the cost o f monitoring are transaction 

costs. For example. North and Wallis (1994) take a position that “ hiring a foreman to 

supervise workers is a transaction cost, since it changes the property rights attached 

to the labour services by transferring the right to direct labour from the worker to the 

foreman. ” Last, for the functioning of the whole company, at business management 

level, specialised divisions, including accounting, procurement, marketing and so on, 

may be required. The classification of these costs may be disputable.

 ̂The third basic type o f factor o f production, land, is not directly relevant in the following analysis, so 
it is ignored.
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To address three lines of critiques in a single framework, the strategy o f analysis is to 

restrict the scope o f production costs to a smaller set containing items generally ac

cepted as production costs. Those items with unclear classification are grouped as 

grey costs (GC).

In the literature, production costs per unit output can be affected by two factors: one is 

the producer’s competence (mainly in technology); another is the volume of produc

tion. That is, production costs can be expressed as

PC = F(Q,K) Eq. 5-3

where Q is the quantity o f production and K the producer’s competence. Based on this 

framework, we want to explore: under what circumstances the aforementioned three 

lines o f attack are effective? The answer lies in what are the alternative governance 

structures under comparison. Thus, in the following, the invariance assumption of 

production costs will be examined in different pairs o f organisational choices.

S.4.2.2 Comparison of two intraorganisational forms

The first case to be placed under review is the comparison of two internal organisation 

forms, e.g. labour-owned firm versus capitalist firm. Since these two organizational 

forms are to be implemented in the same firm, production scale, which is dependent 

on market conditions, or producer’s competence can be held constant. However, the 

problem as to inseparability of production costs and transaction costs will matter if  the 

cost items in the grey area are quite different. Most o f the disputable items of costs 

come from management activities associated with production, such as administrative 

outlays o f procurement division in the headquarter o f a company. Majority o f the 

costs o f this sort are of the similar level in different governance structures. For exam

ple, the costs o f retaining staff in charge o f arranging material delivery are unavoid

able expenditure, no matter what the firm is labour-managed or capitalist. As long as 

the classification of these costs is consistently applied, the difference o f GC between 

two intraorganisational forms will be trivial. Thus, the doubt about vague boundary 

between production cost and transaction cost is not as serious as it seems.
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S.4.2.3 Comparison between intraorganisational and interorganisational forms

If  we shift the focus o f analysis to mundane decision on “make or buy”, there are two 

production processes for comparison: one is to produce internally; another is to buy 

goods from the upstream providers. In this case, economies o f scale would be an im

portant factor in affecting production costs, in particular for the capital-intensive in

dustries, such as IC manufacturers. If the scale of internal production is much smaller 

than the production scale that the upstream providers can achieve, it will be disadvan

tageous to produce internally, making the assumption o f constant production costs 

inappropriate. This point can be illustrated by Fig. 5-4, where AC and AG stand for 

production cost and transaction cost difference between hierarchy and market (hence 

AC+AG is the différé nee in total cost). The magnitude o f |5AC/5k| is an indication of 

the degree o f economies o f scale. When |ôAC/5k| increases (from ACi to AC]), the 

line o f AC+AG will shift to the right, making the threshold value o f asset specificity 

move from ki to k]. In comparing two alternative organisation choices, if  the real cost 

difference ACi is inappropriately assumed to be AC] , ie. the effect o f economies of 

scale is ignored, the transaction with asset specificity in the range o f ki to k% will be 

wrongly classified as the transactions suitable for the possible error o f prediction will 

be

G =——— xlOO%
K

Therefore, the quantity o f production matters in deciding vertical integration if 

economies o f scale are significant.

Second, owing to the similar reason, the differential production competence will have 

an impact upon the relative efficacy of alternative governance structures in that the 

producer will be different between the choice o f make or buy.

Last, since part o f the costs o f internal production is hard to neatly classify, we can 

separate this disputable items o f costs into grey area. However, in this case, the clear 

criteria for cost classification don not need to be known, since, as long as the criteria 

are consistently applied to both firms, the difference in the grey area will become triv

ial.
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Fig. 5-4 Comparative Production and Governance Costs 
[Williamson, 1985]

AC,+AG
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AC = production cost of producing internally -
production costs of the suppliers in the market

AG = transaction costs of internal production -  
transaction costs of using the market

5.5 An examination of the basic premises of TCE in the con
text of construction procurement

5.5.1 Three stereotypical categories of procurement systems
It has been stressed that the plausibility o f the five premises depends on the nature of

procurement systems under comparison, so in the first place it is essential for us to 

realise the implementation procedure for different procurement systems. With refer

ence to Frank (1998), the process charts o f the three stereotypical types o f procure

ment systems -traditional system, design-and-build system and management system 

are exhibited in Fig.5-5.

The first type is named the traditional system after its popular use in Britain since 1 

century. In this system, after perceiving its construction demands, the client has to 

formulate a brief and retain a design team to crystallize these ideas into a complete set 

o f drawings and specifications. In principle, with complete design, the quantity sur

veyor can then give a reliable ex ante estimate o f the construction cost on the basis of 

bill o f quantities, from which the tendering price be objectively assessed. Secondly, 

because bill o f quantity reduces cost of tendering to each bidder (they share the bill of 

quantity produced by the client), it facilitates large number bidding.
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Fig. 5-5 (a) Traditional system
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Thirdly, because in principle all bidders are undertaking to constant design and bill 

o f quantity, it encourages use o f lowest price as bid evaluation criterion. This is why 

the traditional system is often characterized by its ability to drive down construction 

cost by dint of price competition, bi the most cases, the project is awarded to the 

contractors with lowest price. The designer then takes up the responsibility of super

vision, checking whether construction work is done as instructed.
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If  D & B is the procurement system used, the job o f the client is to prepare a brief ac

count o f his/her requirements, then elicit design and construction proposals from 

qualified contractors and then award the project to the contractor submitting the most 

satisfactory plan. The client meanwhile has to organize a team for reviewing the detail 

design and to supervise the outcome o f construction along with the unfolding of the 

project.

In contrast to D & B where responsibilities are concentrated on the single party, man

agement system tries to separate the project into a reasonable number o f parts and in

troduce a professional organization to coordinate the sophisticated contractual rela

tionships between trade subcontractors and the client. In this system, the client still 

needs to find a designer first and ask for consultation from the quantity surveyor to 

get the preliminary estimate o f construction costs. In the first three steps, manage

ment system is quite similar to but less complete than the traditional system. A key 

difference is that design is incomplete when the contractor is appointed. However, this 

time the information available up to this step is used to select management contractor 

(MC) instead of main contractor. MC is in charge of subcontracting work packages 

and coordinating different trade contractors involved in the project.

Fig. 5-6 Contractual structures within three procurement routes

(A) Design and Build (B) Traditional Method (C) Construction Management
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With the aid o f these process charts, the contractual structures within these three pro

curement routes can be exhibited in Fig. 5-6, in which for convenience o f exposition 

the project contains two work packages only. From the contractual perspective, there
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is no difference in the total number of contracts used in the three procurement routes. 

What differs is the boundary of the dotted rectangle and its accompanying effects on 

the efficacy o f procurement routes. Each contract can be said to be a transaction, 

thereby involving transaction costs. With the dotted area shifting, the bearers o f each 

item of transaction costs change as well. This is an essential point to the analysis of 

transaction costs in construction.

5.5.2 The assumption of revenue Invariability
The value o f a project is often measured by the discounted revenue stream generated

from it, i.e..

Z R , - C Î - c l  , RV
(1 + r ) ' (1 + r ) '  Eq, 5-4

t = \

where Rt is the revenue stream directly generated from the completed project at time t, 

C®t is the operating cost at time t, is the cost outlay for land purchase at time t,R V  

is residual value of the project after n period and r is the discount rate.

In the equation, Rt -  Ct describes the net revenue stream. In principle, the earlier it 

turns into surplus, other things equal, the more profitable is the project. Thus, the date 

of completion is a critical variable in the client’s utility ftmction.

Since the procurement systems in fact play the role o f instruments with differential 

ability in achieving the schedule goal" ,̂ so the revenue from the project will be differ

ent due to the selection of procurement systems. This means that revenue, an element 

of the utility ftmction omitted in TCE has to be reconsidered in the analysis of con

struction procurement.

5.5.3 The assumptions of irreversibility of lump-sum investments and 
continuous production

The underpinnings of asset specificity are based on two premises: the irreversibility o f

investments and the continuous revenue stream from the investment. The more costly

Please refer to Sec.6.9 for details.
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it is to reverse the investment decision and the more important to maintain a continu

ous revenue stream, the more serious is the hold-up problem. In other words, the acid 

test for the explanatory power of asset specificity in construction is to examine how 

far is construction deviant fi’om the standard case in TCE.

First o f all, construction is characterized by project-dependent construction site, pro

ject-specific design and hence wide varieties o f technology composition across a 

firm’s portfolio o f projects, so construction is a sort o f batch production, namely a 

whole project as the unit o f production. With no possibility o f setting up a mass pro

duction line, most construction equipment and machinery are movable and devised for 

general purposes. Accordingly, from the contractor’s perspective, the physical capital 

invested for undertaking the project is not generally specific to the project.

In addition, the postulated continuous production stream resorting from the lump-sum 

investment is much weaker in construction because the economic life o f the construc

tion machinery and equipment is, more often than not, much longer than the duration 

o f the project. To make it more explicit, assume that the contractor has to purchase a 

precious construction machine with economic life o f n years for undertaking the pro

ject with the duration o f m years. If the machine is continuously employed, the NPV 

o f its quasi-rent (QR) is

QR = f j_ R ,-T V C ,-S ,^ ,
t=\

where Rt is the value o f production at the time t, TVCt is the operating costs of the 

machine at the time t, and St is the opportunity costs o f the machine, often evaluated 

by rental price. If the project duration is longer than the economic life of the machine, 

i.e., m>n, then the total QR can be appropriated by the client, just like the case of 

manufacturing firms. However, in the majority o f construction projects, m<n, the ap

propriable QR in a project becomes

q r  = Y ,I R ,- t v c , - s ,-^,
t=l

That is, a part of QR,

Q R,= Ÿ ^ [R ,-T V C ,-S ,^ ,,
t=m+\
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is not in the grip o f the client, so the degree of asset specificity in this case will be 

much alleviated in comparison to the case of m>n

Moreover, the significance o f asset specificity bears some positive relation with the 

ratio o f lump-sum investment cost vi to transaction value vj.

It implies that the more capital intensive is the production, the more serious are the 

asset specificity problems, were the lump-sum investment to be locked in the transac

tion.

Putting two factors together, we can construct an indicator for showing the severity o f 

standard types o f asset specificity o f physical investments in the mainstream TCE:

w = ( i - ^ ) 2 k .  0 < S < 1
Q R \ r

In the extreme case where w approaches 1, namely that the economic value of the in

vestment can be fully exploited during the period o f a single transaction and the costs 

o f making this investment is nearly equal to the value o f the transactions, the specific

ity o f the investment will have the greatest influence on the extent of the potential 

transaction hazards. Conversely, where the duration o f transaction is relatively shorter 

than the economic life o f the machine and its value is only a small part of the transac

tion value, the importance o f asset specificity o f this machine in affecting the transac

tion relationships will be much weaker. This is the case in construction. On the one 

hand, the value o f most construction machinery and/or equipment relative to the value 

scale o f the project is insubstantial; on the other, the duration o f a project is often 

much shorter than the economic life of the equipment. Thus, asset specificity of stan

dard types in TCE will lose much o f its power in predicting construction procurement 

system selection.

5.5.4 The assumption of exogenous design
It is typical in construction that design varies as project. What is required in design 

will determine what is to be constructed on site. We assume quality can be repre

sented as a proportion o f 100% delivery o f the design as specified (as q=l). Hence the
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value scale of the project, v, is a function of both design D and quality index q, 0 < q 

< 1.

V = F(q ,D)

In construction, there are two types of decision sequences as to design and construc

tion, as simplified in Fig.5-7. In the first mode (corresponding to traditional system 

and management system) the client has to decide a preferred design at the first stage, 

then the contractor needs to choose a conformance quality level o f the project accord

ing to that design, and finally the client (or his/her representative) has to inspect the 

quality level q against the chosen design requirements. In the second mode (corre

sponding to design and build system), initially, the client has to formulate a brief to 

instruct the design and build contractor. According to the client’s requirements in the 

brief, the contractor chooses detailed design and delivered quality standard q .

Fig. 5-7 Two types of decision sequences of design and construction
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The first mode is analogous to the standard case in TCE in the sense that design is in

dependent o f the production decision. The amount of added value created in the pro

duction process is the function of delivered quality standard. Nonetheless, the second 

mode is quite a different case. When design and construction are under the control o f 

the same agent, i.e., D&B contractor, the problem is not just how to slice a pie of 

fixed size, but how to slice a pie o f adjustable size. As a result, searching for a good
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way to accommodate this factor into the analysis is the issue to be tackled. We will 

return to its analytic implications Sec.6.6.2.

5.5.5 The invariance assumption of production costs
Now we turn to the issue of whether the difference o f production costs across pro

curement systems can be ignored. In answering this question, let’s examine the three 

lines of critiques (hard separation of TCs and PCs, economies o f scale and tacit 

knowledge) on the assumption o f production cost invariability in turn. In the follow

ing analysis, reader’s basic understanding of construction procurement systems, such 

as traditional method, design-build and management system is assumed.

5.5.5.1 Vague boundary between TCs and PCs

In comparing transaction costs o f two governance structures, the unclassifiable costs 

in the grey area (GC) would create a problem if  it is probable that the relative propor

tion o f or mix o f transaction costs and production costs in the grey area are signifi

cantly different between governance structures under comparison. To explore this is

sue, the analysis start with a narrow definition o f production cost (PC), so that resid

ual is GC+TC. Then apply this method to a construction project procurement setting.

Production costs in construction

The definition of production costs in the construction process would be a bit compli

cated. For the client, the money paid to his/her agents, such as designer and contractor, 

may be considered as production costs, while the costs incurred for effecting the pro

ject may be treated as transaction costs. However, the payment the contractor receives 

can still be decomposed into production costs that the contractor pays to the subcon

tractors and transaction costs that are used to bid and manage a construction project. 

Therefore, defining the production costs according to where the payments go is not 

helpful in the different context o f procurement systems. A better way to explore the 

relation between production costs and transaction costs in construction should go back 

to its original definition, i.e., the opportunity cost o f labour and capital which is di

rectly connected to design and construction. Any managerial expenditure, no matter 

who incurs it (designer, main contractor, or subcontractor) should be treated as trans

action costs in terms o f the whole system. This classification system can help sharpen 

up the concept o f production costs.
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Given this narrower definition of production costs, the justification o f production cost 

invariability with respect to the critique o f inseparability o f transaction cost and pro

duction cost entails demonstrating that (1) PC will not vary as procurement systems 

and (2) to which groups o f costs GCs are assigned will not change the result o f trans

action cost analysis o f procurement systems as long as the rule is consistently applied.

Analysis of PC:

Production comprises two main processes -  design and construction. Each uses labour 

and capital inputs to produce output. Production costs are the opportunity costs of 

these inputs. Assume that the opportunity costs o f inputs (therefore their shadow 

prices) are the same across routes. If this holds, then even if  market prices depart from 

shadow prices, we can still compare PCs across GSs by comparing quantities of in

puts multiplied by market prices o f inputs, since any deviation will be o f similar pro

portion in each GS. Now we need to show:

(1) all routes exist within same factor markets, and thus have common factor prices;

(2) that there is not significant difference in input quantities to produce same output, 

between GSs.

The first point seems highly plausible. What about the second point? We need not to 

define what mean by ‘same output’? Because design and construction are integrated 

in one o f the GSs, the analysis needs to consider the combined PCs o f design and con

struction (unless we say that relative production costs o f design are trivial in relative 

to production costs of construction, and thus can be neglected; in that case, we need to 

show only invariance o f production costs o f construction). We assume that all clients 

proceed fist by writing a performance or functional output specification; and second 

by applying value engineering process to design prior to approving them (if this re

main a client role, i.e., if  a non-integrated route is chosen). This value engineering for 

the client we assume produces parallel convergence o f finally adopted design on the 

production cost minimizing design to that achieved by an integrated producer apply

ing their own value engineering or buildability heuristics.

Analysis of GC

As mentioned before, we may not have consensus over the categorisation of some 

cost items, GCs. If the invariance assumption has to hold, what needs to be shown is
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that, no matter what types o f these costs are classified, this part o f costs will be can

celled out when alternative procurement routes are compared and won’t affect trans

action cost reasoning. We have a reason to claim that it is the case because the total 

GCs varies as the total number o f procurement activities in a construction process, 

which can be considered as nearly constant for a given design.

S.5.5.2 Economies of scale

Second, in the industry with homogenous products, the orders firom different buyers 

(say A, B, C) can be added together to generate the effect o f economies of scale, as 

shown by the bold arrow in Fig.5-8. However, construction is a sort of project- 

oriented production, so there are no obvious spillover benefits when undertaking 

many projects at the same time. Put it more formally, the totality o f the production 

costs o f carrying out the project X and Y sequentially won’t make too much differ

ence to that o f carrying out X and Y at the same time, i.e.

C(X) + C(Y) « C(X,Y)

Consequently, this critique can be dismissed fairly quickly.

Fig. 5-8 The effect of economies of scale

Unit
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5.S.5.3 Tacit knowledge

The challenge that tacit knowledge is non-transferable so that production costs cannot 

be equal between competing producers is important in construction process as a whole. 

But this concern is not relevant in the analysis o f construction procurement system 

selection because most o f that tacit knowledge is held by specialist subcontractors, not
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by coordinators. The procurement setting is about appointment o f project coordinators. 

But however the appointed coordinator will draw upon the same pool of specialist 

subcontractors, and thus the same pool o f tacit knowledge in this respect.

S.5.5.4 Summary: production cost invariability in three contexts

The results o f the analysis in Sec.5.4 and Sec.5.5 are summarized in Table 5-1, from 

which we conclude that the assumption of production costs invariability is most likely 

to hold in dealing with the problems of procurement system selection since for this 

case, there are plausible defence against each o f the three lines o f attack.

Table 5-1 Relevance of three lines of attack to the three sets of alternative gov-
ernance struc tures

Points of attack 
Governancè^..^^
Structures under^^^^^  
Comparison

Vague boundary 
between transac
tion costs from 

production costs

Scale economies Tacit knowledge

Labour-owned firm vs. 
capitalist firm Irrelevant Irrelevant Irrelevant

Producing internally vs. 
Outsourcing Irrelevant Relevant Relevant

Traditional method, de
sign and build, manage
ment system

Irrelevant Irrelevant Irrelevant

5.6 A summary of chapter five
Through examining the five premises in TCE in the context o f procurement systems,

some conclusions can be made, as summarized in Table 5-2.

(1) The NPV of the revenue from the project can be quite different if  different pro

curement systems are used, so the revenue cannot be assumed to be invariant to 

procurement systems.

(2) On the one hand, construction equipment and machinery are more or less remov

able, so the degree o f irreversibility of the investment is much slighter than that in 

the manufacturing industry. On the other, even for projects which require expen

sive specific machinery, the duration o f the project is often much shorter than the 

economic life of that machinery, so the threat of expropriating quasi-rent is not as 

severe as the general case of continuous production. Putting these factors together
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leads us to doubt whether the standard types of asset specificity provide the same 

explanatory power to the construction case.

(3) Exogenous design obviously is not a reasonable premise for tailor-made produc

tion, like construction.

(4) Fixing production costs in carrying out the benefit-cost analysis o f procurement 

systems can be regarded to be a sensible approximation from the comparative 

perspective.

Table 5-2 Comparison of five assumptions in TCE as applied to construction
procurement system selection

Assumptions in 
TCE

Assumptions 
(Hold or not)

1. Invariability of revenue 
from production No

2.A Irreversibility of lump
sum investment

slight
Most construction equipment/ machinery are movable and for gen
eral purpose

2.B Continuous production
No

Project duration is much shorter than the economic life o f the spe
cific machinery.

3. Exogenous design No
Design is not given.

4. Invariability of production 
costs

Yes
The difference o f production costs across procurement systems is 
relatively minor to that of transaction costs, so production costs can 
be assumed to be invariant to organization.

To remove the barriers on our way to successfully apply transaction cost reasoning to 

the problem of construction procurement system selection, we have to modify the 

original TCE framework in the following respects (see Table 5-3).

First o f all, revenue will change as procurement system choice, so the postulated ob

jective should be changed from minimization o f transaction costs to maximization o f 

profits. Second, the weak power o f standard types o f asset specificity in differentiat

ing the relative efficacy of procurement systems, together with the observed impor

tance o f hold-up problems in construction, gives rise to the need to reexamine the ori

gin o f the transaction hazards and discover the new factor that can replace the func
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tion o f asset specificity in TCE. Last, the economic implications o f including design 

into the model have to be fully explored. All three points will be the focus o f analysis 

in the next chapter.

Table 5-3 The modifications of TCE for the analysis of construction 
procurement systems

Assumption not valid in the 
case of construction

M odification to b e  m a d e  in C h ap ter  6

Invariability of revenue from 
production

Add revenue into the objective function

Irreversibility of fixed invest
ment + continuous production

Identify process specificity as the origin of quasi
rent in the construction context

Exogenous design Identify the source o f rent generated from exoge
nous design
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Chaper 6 A theory of construction procurement behaviour 

6.1 An overview of the theory
6.1.1 The basic logic
The construction procurement process can be regarded as a special form of economic 

organisation, so the basic principles o f transaction cost economics enunciated in 

Chapter 4 can be applied. Nonetheless, to incorporate the unique features of 

construction (see Sec.5.5.2-5.5.5), a significant and substantial modifications and 

extensions should be made.

Fig.6-1 The trilateral relation between procurement routes, decision function
and observable factors

Observable
factors

Project procurement 
routes selection

Objective function of 
the client

As TCE’s logic is applied to construction procurement, we in fact are dealing with the 

problem of discovering the trilateral relation between procurement route selection, 

decision function and observable factors (see Fig.6-1). That is, we need explicitly to 

point out the observable conditions under which one procurement route becomes 

more likely to achieve the clientes objective function than others. If procurement 

routes are conceived of as instruments for achieving the client’s investment objective, 

those factors affecting the effectiveness of these instruments will be our concerns. To 

interpret the regularities underlying the client’s choices, some observable factors need 

to be found for connecting up the causal link between the revealed outcomes of the 

client’s choice and the postulated objective function. Three observable variables will 

be proposed in this chapter as relevant: (1) the client’s time value, (2) process 

specificity and (3) degree o f specialisation (between subcontractors or trade
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contractors). Different combinations of these three factors constitute the set of 

conditions under which each procurement route is most desirable. We can use one of 

the conclusions in Sec.6.7 as an example: from the theoretical perspective, it can be 

inferred that high cost of time, high process specificity and low degree of 

specialisation will be the conditions making management system most likely to 

achieve the client’s goal of profit maximisation. Lying behind this kind of conjecture, 

there should be an explanatory model justifying the implied causal relations. The 

methodology of TCE presented in Fig.4-1 can serve as a blueprint for building up this 

model.

6.1.2 A brief overview of the model
Since the construction client is assumed to pursue the goal o f profit maximization 

instead o f transaction cost minimization, an additional step - operationalisation of 

revenue function - should be added into the framework in Fig.4-1. A modified 

three-stage scheme for the analysis of construction procurement route is exhibited in 

Fig.6-2.

Fig. 6-2 A modified trilogy for the analysis of construction procurement routes
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transaction attributes

Sec. 6.7
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In addition to the objective o f transaction costs minimization being replaced by profit 

maximization, the second difference of this model from mainstream TCE lies in its 

stress on the role o f measurement costs. In the tradition of Klein et al. (1978), it is 

claimed that the presence of quasi rent is the origin o f major contractual problems. 

Another source of rent - quality rent - underlying the foundation o f measurement 

branch o f TCE is in large part downplayed in Williamson’s theory. This study 

attempts to restore its significance out of two considerations. The first stems from the 

observation that the relative importance between quasi rent and quality rent will tip 

towards the latter in the service-intensive transaction where smaller initial fixed costs 

are sunk and the complete description of mutual agreed quality standard is hard to 

specify in the written form ex ante. Another is the presence o f design rent, a special 

form of quality rent, due to inclusion of design in the analysis. For these two reasons, 

measurement costs are elevated to be the third pillar (other two being the client’s time 

value and process specificity) for interpreting construction procurement behaviour.

The third point distinguishing the methodology o f this study from TCE is the 

introduction of a new type of asset specificity: process specificity. As will be 

explained further in Sec.6.5.4, the ultimate reason for explaining the occurrence of 

process specificity lies in a unique feature o f construction production: product is fixed 

on a site provided by the buyer. Because the loss of scraping the partially completed 

project is much dearly than that o f finding a replacement contractor, the client will 

choose to the latter option rather than the former. That is, the feature o f on-site 

assembly is a major reason o f making the client vulnerable. This source o f specificity 

only takes place in construction, so process specificity is a special type o f asset 

specificity that have never been identified in the literature.

6.2 The process perspective in the context of construction
The demand for construction services is derived from the final demand for 

constructed products, such as buildings, roads and plants. To make the project be 

completed on time, within budget and with required quality, the initiator (the client) 

has to bring together related trades and professionals (architect, contractor, 

subcontractor) to form a project coalition to take part in the process of project delivery. 

This process can be examined in three contexts (see Fig.6-3).
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Fig. 6-3 Viewing the construction transaction process in three contexts
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The first context is a standard economic decision problem, in which decision is made 

by looking forward, i.e., taking the expectations of decision variables and discounting 

them to the present. The second context attempts to capture the interaction between 

trading parties in the course of transaction. In the last context, the decision maker has 

to assess the decision made in the first context with reference to the realized outcome 

and explore the implications for the decision in the first context. This framework of 

analysis is a manifestation of the thorough implementation o f Williamson’s farsighted 

contracting in its entirety [Williamson, 1996].

6.2.1 Context I: looking forward
According to the basic economic principle, the condition for the client to launch a 

new project is the presence of non-negative economic ren t\ i.e.,

V - 2  Pi > 0 Eq. 6-1

where V is the value o f the project and Pi is the payment to agent i. On the same 

ground, the incentive for all the agents to participate the project coalition is their 

non-negative rent, i.e.,

V/ Pi - Ci > 0  Eq.6-2

Economic rents are defined as ''the portion o f earnings in excess o f the minimum amount needed to 

attract a worker to accept a particular job or a firm to enter a particular industry y  [Milgrom and 

Roberts, 1992]
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where C,- is the cost incurred by agent i. It follows that

2(Pi - C|) > 0 Eq.6-3

Combining Eq.6-1 and Eq.6-3 gives the condition for the existence of a project 

coalition,

V - E Ci > 0 Eq. 6-4

This means that, when the initiation o f a project is profitable to every party involved, 

this transaction will take place. In contrast, such will not be the case, if

V - E P i  > V - E C i  > 0 Eq. 6-5

This signifies that, whilst fi*om the point of view o f the client (the first sign of 

inequality) and the whole system (the second sign o f inequality), the project coalition 

will emerge, some agents will suffer losses in engaging in this transaction due to 

EPi-C| <0. However, why would some agents voluntarily enter an agreement to lose 

money? According to observations, some contractors in the period o f recession may 

undertake projects purely for the reason of cash flow. These cases are relatively 

infi’equent and should not be of main concerns. The real problems lie in the 

divergence between ex ante commitments and ex post realizations. Before forming the 

project coalition, all the participants have to estimate Q  according to available 

information, upon which the formulation of pricing strategy is based. What the client 

is concerned with is not the estimate of C , , but the price agreed upon by the agents. If 

the offer P; is attractive enough, the client will still carry on the project even though 

some agent i may suffer losses (i.e.. Pi-Ci < 0). If Pi is deliberately set below than the 

expected costs Ci ex ante and agent / seeks compensations by downgrading quality or 

reducing quantity ex post, then the apparent cost saving o f |Pi-Ci| will backfire to the 

client. Accordingly, the positive economic rent for both the client and his/her 

individual agents, i.e., requiring Eq.6-1 and Eq.6-2 to hold simultaneously, is a safe 

condition to avoid dissolution o f a project coalition ex post.

6.2.2 Context II: dynamic process of construction
The construction procurement route in fact is a process o f organising project

participants. After the agreement is entered into, the estimated costs will be realised

gradually. A complete description of the dynamic process o f a construction

transaction contains two parts: one is accounting-based cost-benefit analysis and

another is opportunity-cost-based cost-benefit analysis. To play a role in a project
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coalition, all participants need to spend “actual” resources in exchange for the 

expected profits, while at the same time they also lose the opportunity to switch the 

dedicated resources to the alternative use without costs. These two systems are 

complementary, one showing how much money has been spent and earned and 

another indicating how wisely you have exploited the economic value o f the resources 

that you manage. In principle, opportunity costs play the role o f choosing the right 

means to achieve the goal o f increasing accounting surplus. And the dynamic 

changing of opportunity costs and accounting costs will affect the interaction relation 

between trading parties in the course of transaction.

Different from the paradigmatic case of vertical integration explicated in Chapter 4, 

the vulnerability in the construction process tilts to the client. Analytically, as 

discussed above, the condition under which the client is willing to initiate a project is 

the presence of non-negative economic rent at t=0, i.e..

Client’s rent CR = V -  P > 0 Eq. 6-6

where V is the value o f the project to the client and P is the total payment to the 

agents involved for covering production costs incurred by them. We are concerned 

with the hold-up problem facing the client, were the project to be disrupted. This 

problem can be discussed in two scenarios: design process and construction process.

6.2.2.1 Hold-up problem in the design process
This specifically refers to the interaction between the client and the designer in the 

traditional method. In the first place, the initiation of the design process must be based 

on the client’s non-negative economic rent CRd, i.e.,

CRd = Vd — P d ^ O  Eq. 6-7

where Vd is the client’s evaluation of design work; Pd is the total payment to the 

designer. Likewise, we can express the designer’s rent as

DRd — Pd " Cd Eq. 6-8

where Cd is production cost incurred by the designer. Since the nature of hold-up 

problem lies in the opportunity cost and the sunk cost o f the vulnerable party, we need 

to address the problem of quasi-rent from the standing point o f both parties.
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Client’s quasi-rent during the design process

At a point o f time, say t= l, in the post-contract stage, the client’s valuation on this 

design is made up of two parts: evaluation on the finished part o f design work, Vdi 

and that on the unfinished part, Vouf (i.e., V=Vof+ Vouf). In terms o f cost, if  we 

denote the design fee to be paid for the remaining part o f design Pdu, the payment 

gone to the designer for the completed part o f design ( P d- P du) is sunk and thus should 

be expressed as the value o f the completed part of design in the alternative best use, 

Vf. As explained in Sec.4.2.6.1, quasi rent shows the condition under which 

transactors are willing to stick to the original contractual agreement. In this case, the

greater value o f the uncompleted part o f design than its cost is a condition inducing

the client to carry on the original contractual relation with the designer. Formally, this 

can be shown that

CQRd = (V-Vf) - P du

= (Vof+Vouf — Vf) — Pdu ^  0 Eq. 6-9

To simplify the following discussion, we assume that, at t= l, the client evaluates the 

uncompleted part of design in the same way he/she did ex ante, i.e., Vouf =Pdu- Under 

this assumption, Eq.6-9 can be reduced to

C Q R o^V of — Vf Eq. 6-10

This equation means that the client’s quasi rent comes from the difference between 

the client’s ex ante evaluation on the completed part o f design and its ex post value. 

For ease of giving this statement an intuitive interpretation, a further assumption is 

made that the client’s ex ante rent is zero^, i.e., V = Pd . It follows that

CQRd = (Pd"Pdu) ~ Vf Eq. 6-11

On the right side of this equation, the first term is the client’s ex ante willingness to 

pay (for the completed part o f design) and the second term is the value of that 

partly-completed design in the alternative best use. It means that the origin o f this 

difference lies in the fact that the combined value priced according to individual 

constituent parts o f  a design work is less than the value o f  a design work priced as a 

whole.

A numerical example will be helpful to understand the economic meaning of Eq.6-11.

 ̂ The following argument can run and the same conclusion be reached by relaxing this assumption, but 
the discussion would be more complicated.
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Assume the client’s willingness to pay for the design work is £  100,000 and the fee 

will be paid according to the percentage of completion. At the point of 30% 

completion, the client should have paid the designer £30,000. This amount of 

money also indicates the client’s evaluation on this part o f work under the 

precondition that the design will be completed. However, in terms o f the opportunity 

cost o f this part of design, 30% of drawings and specification is of little value, say £

5,000, if  the design is not to be continued. When the hold up demand from the 

designer occurs, the client is in a weak position to bargain with the designer since the 

value o f the partially-completed design in the alternative use is low. This means that 

CQRd (in this case £  25,000) is an appropriable rent.

Designer’s quasi-rent during the design process

Based on our above discussion, at t= l, the designer’s quasi rent can be expressed as

DQRd ~ Pdu “ Cdu Eq. 6-12

where Pdu is the payment to be received; Cdu are the cost to be incurred by the 

designer. If we maintain the two assumptions that (1) the ex ante rent o f the client is 

zero and (2) the cost expectation, at t= l, o f the uncompleted part o f design (C du) is 

consistent with ex ante expectation, i.e., Pdu= Cdu, then designer’s quasi rent at t=l is 

zero. This means there is no lock-in effect on the designer’s side. This result will hold 

even if  the ex ante economic rent is positive. For the case where the expected profit 

rate is tt, i.e., Pd = (̂ 7+Ti) Co , designer’s quasi rent becomes n Cdc. The rent is not 

appropriable since the rent is a part of realised profit margin. The client is not able to 

appropriate this rent since the designer’s sunk cost has been fully reimbursed.

Who is more vulnerable between the client and the designer?

According to the above discussion, the client seems much vulnerable than the 

designer. However, it is to be noted that the principal reason making the designer free 

from hold-up problem relies on a hidden premise that payment and cost are 

synchronised. In practice, the interim payments are often held until the client is 

satisfied with the progress and quality of design work. This practice will substantially 

weaken the designer’s position to refuse to modify design as the client demands. If 

Pd-Pdu is only a fraction of the money that should have been paid, CQRd will be
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lower, meaning the client is not as vulnerable as it appears under the assumption of 

synchronisation of payment and cost.

Besides, to get over the problem of information asymmetry prevailing in the 

construction design market, the client heavily relies on the track record to prequalify 

the competence of designers. As a result, the reputation effect in the construction 

design market is also a critical instrument to discipline the designer. For these two 

reasons, the hold-up problem in the relation between the client and the designer is not 

severe.

6.2.2.2 Hold-up problem In the construction process 

Client’s quasi-rent in the construction process

We now turn to the hold-up problem that may happen after construction starts on site. 

The first scenario is that, were the project to be discontinued, the client as last 

resource is to alter the final purpose of the partly-completed project. In this case, the 

client’s quasi rent will be

CQRci = (V — V c) — Pcu Eq. 6-13

where Vc is the return of the completed part o f the project in its alternative best use 

and Pcu is the payment for the uncompleted part of construction work. Thus, Bq.6-13 

stands for the cost-benefit appraisal of the remaining part o f the project.

Correspondingly at this point (i.e., t= l ), the original payment scheme can be divided 

into two parts: (1) payment made (Pcr) and (2) payment to be made (Pcu)- These can 

be regarded as the client’s evaluation of the project in terms o f costs. For simplicity, 

we assume that the ex ante economic rent is zero due to competition in the market for 

which the project is built, i.e.,

V = Pcr+Pcu Eq.6-14

Substituting Eq.6-14 into Eq.6-13, we can get

CQRci == Pcr " Vc Eq.6-15

Normally, the value of a partly-completed project is appreciably lower if  the project is 

not completed to serve the planned function, i.e., Pcr » V c  . As long as CQRci>0, the 

client will stick to the original contract to carry on the project. Thus, P cr- Vc is a 

source o f the appropriable rent.
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In the second scenario, the client may choose another option, that is, finding a 

replacement contractor to take over from the original contractor. In this ease, the 

client’s quasi rent CQRcz is equal to the cost of switching^.

Fig. 6-4 Client’s quasi-rent at one point of time during construction process

CQRci

O "
e /5

Thus, a measure for the lock-in effect on the client’s side can be defined as

CQR = Min {CQRci ,CQRci}.

The graphical presentation of this function is shown in Fig.6-4. CQRci is descried as 

a vertical line, i.e., a constant because Pcr » V c  and, at a point of time, Pcr is given. 

In contrast, CQRci will change as design/technology characteristics of the project, so 

it is a straight line going through the point of origin. When CQRci>CQRci, CQR is 

varying from 0 to CQRci; when CQRci<CQRci, CQR=CQRci It means that the 

value of the partially-completed project in the alternative use is given, dependent on 

the final use of the project, but the cost of switching is endogenous, changing as 

design or technology adopted. This definition tries to capture the spirit of opportunity 

costs. More explicitly, the alternative option that the client has will always impinge 

upon his/her bargaining power in the current transaction, which will in turn affect the 

transaction hazards and the severity of the accompanying rent-seeking problems. We 

assume that the original function and scope of the project is chosen by way of sound

We will scrutinise the econom ic meaning o f  this term Sec.6.5.4..
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feasibility study, implying that scrapping a project halfway will be much more costly 

than replacing the contractor. Thus, in this study, CQRcz is treated as the binding 

condition.

Contractor’s quasi-rent in the construction process

The contractor’s hold-up problem involves fixed investment, which makes the 

analysis more complicated. For convenience of the following analysis, a simplified 

form"  ̂ o f the contractor’s (expected) rent at t= l is expressed as

B R c =
r=l

where Pc is the total payment for undertaking the construction work; VCct is the 

variable cost, such as project overhead, or wages paid to supervisory personnel and 

payments to subcontractors; let refers to the lump-sum investment for machinery and 

equipment. The subscript t indicate the cost incurred at the period o f t; tw is the whole 

duration o f the project.

At the post-contract stage, say t], the contractor’s quasi-rent becomes

BQ Rc= P c ,-'Z (^ C ^ .+ S a )  Eq. 6-16
t - t ^

where Pcu is the payment to be received; Vet variable cost; Set ex post opportunity 

cost of the lump-sum investment. Assume the ex ante profit is zero, so with reference 

to the expectation made at

Eq. 6-17

Substituting Eq.6-17 into Eq.6-16 gives

BQ Rc= X ( / c , - ^ c )  Eq. 6-18

From Eq.6-18, we can realise contractor’s quasi rent comes from the same source as

the case discussed in Chapter 4 -  the difference between ex ante and ex post

opportunity cost of lump-sum investment. Take a numerical example for illustration. 

If we have the following information.

We don’t consider discounting factors in this formula.
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(1) a contractor spent £1,000,000 for purchasing a machine at the outset of a project;

(2) the prevailing interest rate is 8% per annum;

(3) the rental income of contractor’s newly purchased machine is 3% of its 

purchasing price per annum;

(4) the total duration o f the project is three years and ti is at the end of the first year.

Before the machine is purchased, the contractor can earn interest by depositing one 

million pound in the bank. However, after this investment is sunk, the alterative best 

use of this machine is assumed to be used for rent. For simplicity, we further assume 

that discounting is ignored and all income payment is made at the end o f each year. 

Then at t], the contractor’s quasi rent is equal to
3

BQRc = l,000,000x ^](0 .08-0 .03)=100,000
t=2

This means that, if  at ti, the maximum rent can be expropriated by the client is £

100,000. Beyond this amount o f money, the contractor would rather stop the project 

and rent the machine to other contractors. Nonetheless, generally speaking, most 

high-valued equipment and machinery in construction are removable and not specific 

to a particular project, so relative to the scale o f the whole project, Ic - Sc is not 

expected to be large.

Who is more vulnerable in the construction process?

From the above discussion, we come to realise that the client appears to be more 

vulnerable than the contractor at the post-contract stage since it is more costly for the 

client to find a replacement contract than for the contractor to switch the machinery or 

equipment to an alternative use. As a result, in modeling the interaction between the 

contractor and the client, it seems reasonable to treat the contractor as net rent 

advantage party {NRA party).

One may be interested in the question as to whether the contractor’s advantage on 

relatively slighter lock-in will be weakened by retention or postponement of payment 

as in the analysis of the designer. The answer is yes, but to a much lesser extent. There 

are three reasons. Firstly, the contractor can mitigate the negative effect of payment 

retention on cash flow by taking the strategy of ‘pay when paid’ to subcontractors.
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Take an analogy o f reservoir. This is just like controlling outflow in response to 

inflow so as to keep the reserve o f the reservoir stable. If the contractor can easily 

transfer the pressure of keeping positive cash flow, the function of retention in 

disciplining the contractor will be weakened.

Secondly, to achieve the purpose of positive cash flow earlier, the contractor is liable 

to ‘ffontload’ the payment by setting the unit prices of cost items incurred at the early 

stage higher than it would be and evening out the unbalanced payment by lowering 

down the unit price of items incurred at the later stage. This strategy makes the 

contractor’s payment ahead of cost, implying under this condition retention is not as 

effective as it appears to be.

Last, the strategy of payment retention is at best a preemptive instrument, and is not 

able totally to curb the potential opportunism from the contractor. Our reasoning is as 

follows. Payment retention is not the money that the client is entitled to determine 

whether to pay unilaterally. When disputes between both parties arise, the final 

resolution of disputes has to go through a pre-agreed-upon mechanism, such as 

third-party arbitration or the court. The key point is still whether the client can afford 

to the loss arising from going through this process. If no, the client’s bargaining power 

coming from holding a part of payment due will lose a lot of its preemptive function.

In this section, we try to argue that payment retention that can be used as a powerful 

instrument for disciplining the designer is not effective enough to counterbalance the 

client’s weak position. This conclusion leads this study to explore how the client can 

mitigate his/her vulnerability by choosing an appropriate procurement system in 

Sec.6.6.

6.2.3 Context III: Equilibrium process
When a transaction goes to the final point of t2, the client has to assess the 

performance o f a chosen procurement system. Profit is a standard indicator. The 

positive profit signifies that the right GS has been made. The same decision will be 

followed next time. On the contrary, if  the return is not large enough to compensate 

the revenue loss resulting from giving up the opportunities of using the resources in
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the alternative best use, the principle of decision needs to be modified to improve the 

outcome of the next decision. In the organisation analysis, the reasonable response to 

the bad performance of the currently used GS is to switch to alternative GS next time. 

In equilibrium, the transaction can be dealt with by the most appropriate GS so as to 

maximise the gains from the transaction. This process must be very complicated, 

involving a multitude of factors acting on it. In the neoclassical economics, the 

achievement of equilibrium is assumed, rather than explored explicitly. This 

assumption makes the inference of theory determinate and parsimonious, but it also 

attracts critiques on different grounds, unrealism being the most prominent. There is 

no denying that those attacks have made some mark. But, most refutable hypotheses 

derived from equilibrium analysis have been proven to stand up to empirical testing 

(in particular those derived from TCE), so this assumption still firmly stands in the 

economic literature. This study follows this tradition and assumes that in equilibrium 

the client is able to make an appropriate choice o f procurement routes.

6.2.4 Why process perspective?
The three contexts - looking forward, dynamic process o f transaction and 

equilibrium process, corresponds to the key issues emphasised in the three streams of 

contemporary economic theories of organization - agency theory, transaction cost 

theory and evolutionary theory. Agency theory concentrates on the role of contract in 

providing incentive and allocating risks. The contract is assumed to be a complete 

framework under which every possible contingency is well stipulated by written 

clauses so that trading relationships can be effectively governed. In this setting, the 

second context is redundant because potential transaction problems have been 

assumed away. In contrast, transaction costs theorists try to unravel the black box of 

the transaction process, placing the main attention on the relation between process 

dynamics and efficiency of GSs. Both agency theory and transaction cost theory rely 

heavily upon the hidden premise that the force of natural selection will weed out the 

inefficient type of organisation and leave the efficient one to survive. Thus, in 

equilibrium, the observed choices o f organisation are all optimal as if  they follow the 

theoretical principles to make the decisions.
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This assumption has been criticized by the proponents o f evolutionary theorists 

[Hodgson, 1988]. As its name shows, this method is characterized by stressing the 

evolutionary process and selection mechanism, not just focusing on the outcome of 

evolution. However, up to the present, an unified framework is still awaited.

Though, o f the three approaches, no approach enjoys absolute dominance, 

transaction cost theory seems to have shown its advantages in two respects: (1) more 

realistic assumptions relative to agency theory and (2) its ability to develop a 

refutable theory for explaining new issues, such as the boundary of the firm. The 

logic underlying Williamson’s theory is the comparative institutional analysis, by 

which alternative institutional arrangements are assessed against each other in the 

context of transaction process. We have witnessed the impact of this approach on the 

economic analysis o f organisation. Along with the unpacking o f the “black box” of 

internal organisation, some interesting issues, like the boundary o f the firm, can be 

addressed. Our concern is not restricted to the function o f contract in risk allocation, 

but furthermore to explore the efficacy o f organisation in governing the whole 

transaction. Let’s compare the fundamental difference between contract paradigm 

and governance paradigm (see Table 6-1).

Table 6-1 A comparison of process perspective and contract perspective in the 
analysis of construction procurement systems

Points of difference Process perspective Contract perspective
The effectiveness o f  
contract Incomplete Complete

Nature o f  procurement 
systems

A type o f governance 
structure A form of contract

Main issue o f  analysis
Alignment o f governance 
structure with transaction 

attributes
Incentive compatibility

Focus o f  analysis with 
respect to time The process in its entirety A point in time

To model the transaction behaviour, the trading rules have to he specified. Contract in 

the standard principal-agent theory is assumed to be a perfect instrument for enforcing 

the predetermined division o f economic rent. The incentive structure is embedded in
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the form o f contract, under which the range of actions that all parties can choose in 

response to different contingencies is well defined. Hence, trading parties just need to 

negotiate for mutually beneficial terms of transaction with reference to their risk 

preference, and the efficient outcomes will be assuredly obtained, i.e., the total utility 

will be maximized. In this setting, the whole transaction process is treated just as a 

point in time. All o f the transaction problems originate from whether the incentive 

clauses are properly specified in the contract, ruling out the potential hazards likely to 

arise in the course of transaction.

In contrast, the proponents of TCE start from an opposite proposition that contract 

must be incomplete under the constraint o f bounded rationality. The relaxation of 

unbounded rationality makes TCE shift the focus o f analysis to the implications of 

incomplete contracting on the efficacy of organization. Under this paradigm, the 

presence o f loopholes in contract may lead to inefficient redistribution of quasi-rent. 

This study attempts to demonstrate the implication o f this process perspective as 

potentially able to generate the similar impact on the analysis of construction 

procurement systems.

6.3 The unit of analysis; construction transaction
6.3.1 The nature of construction transaction
In the analysis of construction procurement system selection, construction transaction

is taken as the unit o f analysis. It consists of the process o f designing and constructing

a construction project. That is, what to be exchanged in this transaction are design and

construction of a project. It is desirable for the client to ensure the process of this

transaction is well organised so as to get the project delivered against as the targets set

ex ante. This process can be organized in various ways. The way this process is

organised can be viewed as a governance structure by which the relations between the

client and his/her agents are specified normally by way o f contractual arrangements.

The client’s concern is with design and construction delivered by the agents who bear

direct contractual obligations to the client. Varying as procurement systems, the

project governance structures involve different agency relationships as a result. Both

in the traditional system and management system, there are multi-agents directly

responsible for the single principal, the client. In contrast, in the design-build system,
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the client has a bilateral trading relations with D&B contractor. Whilst the relationship 

between the client and his/her agents change as procurement systems (bilateral 

transaction or multiple agency relationship), the subject matter o f analysis is still the 

same, ie., how costly it would be for the client to achieve the managerial goal (ex. 

profit maximisation) by way o f different contractual arrangements. As a result, the 

essence o f taking transaction as a unit o f analysis is about the “content” of a 

transaction and explore why the efficacy of different governance structures will 

display differential competence for different types o f transactions., but not about 

governance structure itself.

6.3.2 Efficiency of procurement systems
One of the most important functions of an economic organisation is effectively to 

coordinate all trading parties involved so as to complete a value-generating process. 

The value added by the producer stems from the surplus generated from higher selling 

price o f exchanged goods or service than opportunity costs expended in production 

and transaction. Due to the intermediation of economic organisation, a great deal of 

profitable business ventures can possibly be realized.

When it comes to efficiency of running an organisation, the principle of wealth 

maximization is often applied [North, 1990]. In a world where uncertainty prevails, 

this principle is not as straightforward as it seems in Sec.6.2 and entails detailed 

scrutiny.

First of all, the organizational efficiency can be assessed on the basis of wealth 

maximization only when three assumptions can hold: (1) risk neutrality, (2) no 

financial constraint, (3) common belief. If trading parties share the same belief about 

the future and are neutral to risk allocation, the total risk o f the transaction should be 

shared evenly by both parties through bargaining. With the assumption of perfect 

capital market, financing availability will be unlimited, i.e. any transaction can get 

external finance. Then, the change of wealth of every agent will fully reflect the 

change o f utility. But we wonder why wealth maximization implies efficiency? 

According to the standard criterion o f efficiency -  Pareto optimality - the situation 

can be said to be optimal when no one can be made better off without making other
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people worse off. If the measure for “better o ff’ or “worse o ff’ is in monetary unit, 

wealth-maximizing organisational arrangement indicates that the gains from 

transaction are on the attainable frontier. One party’s extra gain will signify the other 

party’s loss. Thus, wealth maximization is an equivalent goal o f efficiency. It is to be 

noted that when wealth effect is present, the situation will be more complicated. 

Wealth effect means that the marginal utility o f one unit increase in wealth is lower 

for the rich than for the poor. Thus, it is possible to find non-wealth-maximizing 

arrangement is efficient as well. For example, the organization is made up of two 

members, high wealth agent (HWA) and low wealth agent (LWA), with different 

initial wealth W®hw and wVw- If GSl can increase the wealth of two agents by the 

amount o f W^hw and w V w  (both of which can be positive or negative), so the total 

utility is

U’'=U(W*HW+ W'hw )+U(W®lw+ wVw)
When the wealth effect is present, i.e.,

U’(W"hw) < U ’(w Vw )

It is possible for us to find a pair o f X and Y so that

u W ( W ° H w +  W 'hw -X )+ U (W " lw+  W 'lw+ Y )

Keeping the total utility at the same level, the wealth effect gives

X > ¥

If a GS2 can deliver this performance, the total wealth of HWA and LWA is 

W®HW+ W^HW“X+W®LW+ W V w + Y  <  W®HW+ W^HW+W®LW+ w \ w  

This means that both GSl and GS2 are efficient GSs, but only GS2 is the 

wealth-maximizing one. Thus, when the marginal utility o f wealth varies as the 

initial wealth, the efficient GS is not necessarily the wealth-maximising one. In 

determining the relative desirability of alternative GSs, the utility function of the 

trading parties should be taken into account. And this will make the analysis much 

more complicated. Assuming away the wealth effect can greatly simplify the 

analysis o f alternative GSs by comparing their ability to create wealth.

The wealth effect often takes the form of financial constraints. The more stringent is 

the financial status, the higher is the marginal utility o f a loss. A standard assumption 

taken in organisational studies is that the constituent parties have similar financial 

constraints. For example, in analysing the selection o f hierarchy and market, the
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objects of analysis are two firms, so the assumption of no wealth effect is more 

likely to stand than the case o f analysing the employment relationship where 

employer and employee obviously face different financing conditions. In this study, 

the key concern is the influence o f the interaction between the client, the designer 

and the contractor on the efficiency of procurement systems. Perhaps, generally 

speaking, the client is relatively easier to get external funding than the contractor and 

the designer. However, if  we consider the fact that the client bears much heavier 

financial commitment in the construction process, the different level of financial 

constraints facing each party in a project will not be a serious problem. As a result, 

the wealth effect is assumed way in the following analysis.

6.4 Operationalisation of construction transaction(i); 
revenue

The value of a project depends on its final use. For the commercial building project, 

such as office and speculative housing, the ownership o f the buildings is divided into 

small units for sale or rent. For the industrial building project, the revenue stream is 

generated from the operation of the project. Regardless o f the source of revenue, the 

value of the project can be evaluated in terms of discounted revenue. For a project 

with the delivery date of ta and the economic life of n, the net present value (NPV) of 

the net revenue (NR) of the project can be expressed as

Z J i , - C , ° - C / - C f  R V

( l  +  r ) ' " + '  ( l  +  r ) ' « + "  Eq. 6 - 1 9
t = \

where Rt is the revenue stream directly generated from the completed project, ( f t  is 

the operating costs of the project, (ft is the cost of purchasing land, (f t  is the cost of 

financing for construction and for purchasing land (so RrCft is the expected net 

income from the completed project at period), J^Kis residual value of the project 

after n period and r is the discount rate.

This formula is an exact form for the evaluation o f revenue from the project, from 

which it is evident that the timing of the project delivery is a determinant of NPV. We 

want to explore what kind o f transaction attributes will make this differ between 

procurement routes. The answer lies in the client’s time value, which can be measured
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by the average opportunity cost of time (OPPCT) between two delivery dates. For ease 

of notation, we will simplify Eq.6-19 as a linear function,

NR(ta)=-axv + b
where a and b are constant, standing for the slope and intersection of the line. In 

Fig.6-5, the bold line indicates the meaningful range o f delivery time, tae and tai are the 

earliest and latest delivery date. The slope is average opportunity cost o f time (of the 

project).

In principle, the larger is OPPCT, the more important it is to get the project delivered 

earlier. This also implies that under this condition, the fast-track strategy will appear 

to be more desirable. As a result, it is a factor responsible for differential efficacy 

between procurement routes with respect to discounted (net) revenue.

Fig. 6-5 A graphical illustration of the client’s time value
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6.5 Operationalisation of construction transaction (ii): 
transaction cost

From this section on, we will implement Williamson’s three-stage transaction cost 

reasoning shown in Fig.4-1 to the context o f construction procurement. Regarding the 

first stage, the assumption of bounded rationality and opportunism is taken, so we 

start the analysis by exploring the important items of transaction costs with 

comparative significance and move on to the issue o f discovering significant 

construction transaction attributes by an illustrative model.
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6.5.1 Identification of transaction costs in construction
6.5.1.1 Itemisation of transaction costs in construction
Which items of transaction costs in construction have comparative significance 

between different procurement routes? We can approach the answer by putting 

together all types of transaction costs that have been pinpointed in the literature, then 

proceeding to comparative analysis.

Gruneberg and Ive (2000) proposes a list o f the important items o f transaction costs in 

construction, including:

(1) Search costs o f finding out information about who is offering what products or 

services and at what prices.

(2) Product or service specification costs

(3) Contract selection, contract design and negotiation costs

(4) Supplier selection costs

(5) Contract performance monitoring costs

(6) Contract enforcement costs o f legal bills and delays

Compared with Dahlman (1979) and Williamson (1985), this list is by and large based 

on the former without much attention to the latter except for the last point. Similarly, 

Ismail (1997) also asserts that the quantifiable items of transaction costs in 

construction include tendering costs, simultaneous management costs^ and costs of 

dispute resolution. After surveying these costs occurring in three procurement routes - 

traditional system, integrated design-build and integrated design-build with subsidiary 

contractor - a conclusion is made that '’'transaction costs can be quantified in 

procurement routes”[p.39]. In this section, we claim that it is likely to prove futile to 

attempt to provide explanatory foundation for procurement behaviour by 

quantitatively measuring each important item of transaction costs in the construction 

process, since a majority o f costs with comparative importance are fairly difficult, if 

not impossible, to estimate.

 ̂ This cost allegedly comes from the overlapped responsibility of in-house project manager, architect 
and quantity surveyor in monitoring the process.
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Table 6-2 A comparison of measurement cost in three procurement systems

The client The contractor and designer

Traditional
method

TC^tm(I): tendering costs for finding 
designer
TC^TM(2): measurement cost for assuring 
the performance of designer 
TC^TM(3): tendering costs for finding 
main contractor
TC^TM(4): measurement cost for assuring 
the performance o f main contractor

TC®tm(i): tendering costs for finding 
subcontractors
TC®tm(2): measurement cost for 
monitoring the performance of 
subcontractors
TC®tm(3): main contractor s tendering 
costs for bidding for the project 
TC\M(i): designers tendering costs for 
bidding for the project

Design and 
Build^

TC^DB(i): tendering costs for finding 
main contractor 
TC^DB(2):nieasurement cost for 
monitoring the performance of main 
contractor

TC®db(1): tendering costs for finding 
subcontractors
TC®db(2): measurement cost for 
monitoring the performance of 
subcontractors
TC%B(3): main contractor s tendering 
costs for bidding for the project

Management
System

TC^MS(i): tendering costs for finding 
designer
TC^MS(2):measurement cost for assuring 
the performance o f designer 
TC^ms(3)-’ tendering costs for finding 
construction manager 
TC^MS(4) : measurement cost for assuring 
the performance of constmction manager 
TC^ms(S): construction manager fees 
covering tendering costs for finding 
qualified package contractors and 
monitoring their performance

TC®ms(i): construction manager s 
tendering costs for bidding for the 
project
TC%s(i): designers tendering costs for 
bidding for the project

With reference to Table4-1, we can attempt to build up a similar table, Table 6-2, to 

compare the significance of different items of transaction costs^. From the standing 

point of the client, construction management carries the highest direct transaction 

costs, next is traditional system, and the lowest is integrated system. However, from 

the perspective o f the whole system, including the client and his/her retained agents, 

these may be no noticeable difference in the sum of type-I transaction costs. For the 

client, the change in identity of the bearer of transaction costs doesnt mean they 

disappear. Much depends on whether the principle o f cost transferability applies. 

Maybe, sometimes in some special cases, it will not apply. But, peculiarities should 

not be mixed up with the economic principle. To reveal the potential transaction

 ̂ Assume that designers are all directly employed by the main contractor.
 ̂ It is to be noted that our focus here is only on type-I transaction costs. Discussions about type-II ones 

are left to the next subsection, (refer to definitions o f these types in sections.3)
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hazards, we propose that the principle of cost transferability should be considered. 

Keeping this principle in mind will help us undertake the following analysis.

Lets go back to Ismail(1997) to examine the comparative importance of the 

quantifiable costs. First o f all, according to observations, the client s direct costs of 

tendering for a contractor in the three procurement routes - TC ‘̂ tm(3), and

TC^Ms(3) - are different. TC^db(I) tends to be higher than the other two. However, the 

clients tendering costs actually encompass TC^tm(3)+, TC^db(I) and TC^MS(3)+ 

TC^Ms(i). Taking TC^tm(I) and TC^ms(I) into account will greatly weaken the relative 

disadvantage o f design-build in tendering costs.

Second, regarding simultaneous management cost, Ismail claims that the quantity 

surveyor in the traditional system is an extra monitor of construction process relative 

to design-build. This seems to imply that the fee paid to quantity surveyor is an 

additional transaction cost to the client if  traditional system is used. What s the 

problem here? It is a fact that design-build can provide the client with an ex ante 

commitment to cost ceiling. Nonetheless, the tasks of assuring value for money are 

still to be done. Without the aid of a quantity surveyor tracking the cost record, the 

client needs to appoint a project monitor periodically to review the construction plan 

submitted by the main contractor and keep an eye on the quality o f what has been 

done. Accordingly, the mission of cost monitoring is just being transformed into the 

form of intensified inspection of quality. How wide would this difference in 

transaction cost be? It is not as large as it first appears

Last, there is no estimate of costs of dispute resolution shown in Ismail(1997) because 

no interviewed clients have experienced arbitration. But it does not necessarily follow 

that there is no cost incurred due to opportunism. The loss from opportunism may 

take the more subtle form of concession to hold-up demand (and thus cost overrun), 

delay, and extra costs o f intensifying quality inspection. Unfortunately, these costs are 

very hard to quantify. We need to find other way out.

Sometimes the fees for construction manager are deemed as the peculiar item of 

transaction costs in using construction management. As emphasised in the principle of
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cost transferability, the cost of co-ordinating subcontractors or trade contractors 

appears in all routes. In the traditional system and design-build, the cost is included in 

the awarded contract price; in the construction management method, it is paid as the 

agent s fees. They may not be absolutely equal, but their difference in comparison 

with the costs attendant with the second-round information problems is not 

paramount.

As a result, from the above discussion, it seems safe to say that the differences of 

TCi across procurement routes are not significant. But what are the relevant items of 

transaction costs? This question will be answered in the following subsection.

6.5.1.2 What are the relevant Items of transaction costs to the selection 
of procurement routes?

The previous subsection demonstrates that measurement and search costs are of little 

comparative significance in comparing construction procurement routes. This finding 

is understandable. To complete a transaction, there is information that you need to 

know, but you don t know. The costs of obtaining this kind of information won t be 

much different across governance structures. What may be different is the bearers of 

costs. In contrast, Williamson places slight attention on these can-be-expected type-I 

transaction costs, but concentrates on unexpected type-II ones. These costs are the 

outcome of interaction between an uncertain future and possible strategic reactions of 

other parties. When the contingency falls outside o f the stipulation o f the contract 

clauses, renegotiating a term is inevitable. For example, when ground conditions force 

the original design to be modified, the client is vulnerable to be overcharged for the 

additional or modified works resulting from requirement changes. If the client is 

determined to defy the unfair demand, a bout o f haggling occurs with consequent 

costs o f delay to the client. This story may end in the client’s yielding to taking the 

extra costs, or appealing to third-party arbitration or, even worse, litigation. How 

painful is the process is conditional on how efficient is the procurement route in 

dealing with the re-distribution of ex post quasi-rent. Because the adaptability of 

every procurement route to unanticipated events is distinct (see Sec.6.6), their 

differentials in the magnitude of the type-II transaction costs must be significant. 

Compared to TC], the possible losses caused by delay, dispute resolution and
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litigation may be very huge. This is why we claim type-I costs should be relegated to 

the minor role. It bears emphasising that asset specificity is not the only important 

factor, in that measurement problems associated with opportunism and rent-seeking 

behaviour cannot be assumed to be constant under different procurement routes. A 

complete explanation of this difference will be put forward in Sec.6.6. Suffice it to 

say here that type-II transaction costs in construction are not only affected by the 

characteristics of the project, but also by the way designer and contractor are 

organised. For example, the design-build route is more plastic^ than the other two in 

the sense that the main contractor has a wide range o f legitimate decisions within 

which he/she can choose. As a consequence, a complicated project executed by way 

of this route may consign to the client severe quality control problems. This may 

make the rent-seeking problem even worse. As a result, we take the same position as 

Williamson that TCn will be dominant over TCi and the focus o f analysis should be 

placed on how TCn will vary between different procurement routes under different 

conditions.

6.5.2 The basic reasoning of operationalising transaction
The key point of making TCE refutable lies in the operationalisation of transaction. 

Most empirical works just rely upon those factors pointed out in TCE as the 

explanatory foundation for the organisational issues of interest, while, for the case 

failing to meet the basis propositions of TCE, like construction, it is imperative to 

re-examine the way of discovering the factors responsible for transaction cost 

differences between procurement systems.

As introduced in Chapter 4, Williamson’s comparative institutional analysis is made 

up of three parts: operationalisation of transaction, dimensionalisation of GSs and 

alignment o f transaction attributes with GSs (Williamson, 1996). This three-step 

scheme indicates a complete procedure for implementing transaction cost reasoning, 

while it is not explicit about how to achieve each step. This is not a problem for the 

case where the basic premises o f TCE, like continuous production and exogenous

The definition of plasticity is taken from Alchian and Woodward (1987). More details please refer to 

Sec.6.6.
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design, can be met. However, as explained in Chapter 5, construction procurement 

route selection is not such a case. Thus, unlike some TCE empirical works which can 

directly use the key variables, such as different types of asset specificity, pointed out 

as theoretically relevant, we have to investigate the process o f operationalisation.

Behind Williamson’s analytical framework, in fact, lies an rent-based reasoning set 

out by Klein, Crawford and Alchian (1978). The basic assumption is that the 

transaction costs derived from the process of tussling for redistribution o f quasi-rent is 

a function of appropriable quasi-rent (AQR). It follows that the larger is AQR, the 

more lucrative the opportunities to exploit the other party’s vulnerability and the more 

resources will be incurred in the non-productive activities. With this basic principle, 

Williamson’s three-step scheme can be reformulated in terms o f AQR. First o f all, we 

have to discover the conditions under which the magnitude of AQR is different; 

second, explore why AQR can be affected under different organizational setting; third, 

align GSs with transaction attributes so as to efficiently govern the transaction hazards 

arising from AQR. The purpose of this reformulation is to show that AQR-based 

argument provides a helpful guidance on carrying out operationalisation in dealing 

with the new case that hasn’t been discussed in TCE. In the following two sections, 

we will investigate the two main sources o f AQR in the literature [Williamsons, 1985; 

Alchian and Demsetz, 1972].

6.5.3 A transaction cost theory of exchange
In this section, we try to illuminate two key concepts of this chapter, quality rent and 

quasi-rent, by using a simple model. For ease of discussion, firstly we will focus on 

the ex post measurement problem by putting the hold-up problem aside for a while. 

We then shift the focus to hold-up problem by holding measurement problem constant. 

Finally, an attempt is made to explore the possible consequences o f the interaction 

between these two problems.

6.5.3.1 Quality rent: definition
In order to give quality rent a clearer definition, we will set up a simple model in

which a buyer purchases a type of intermediate goods from a large-number

competition market. The development of decision scenario is shown in Fig.6-6. At t=l,
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the buyer determines the optimal quantity q for given ex ante specified quality 

standard s (=1) by reference to the market equilibrium price p. Then, the buyer 

contracts with one of the suppliers at t =2. To ensure the delivered quality, the buyer 

has to determine the level of quality inspection at t =3.

Fig. 6-6 The timing of decision 

t =1 t =2 t =3

The buyer chooses a 
surplus-maximismg 
quantity q* for given 

ex ante specified 
quality standard s 

(=1)

The buyer goes 
into the contractual 
relationship with 

the seller

The buyer determines 
the optimal control 
level o f quality, s*

The buyer is a monopsonist who can freely choose a surplus-maximising quantity q 

for given ex ante specified quality (s=i). For ease of discussion, q* is set to be one. 

The condition inducing the buyer to engage this transaction comes from the excess of 

his valuation on the transacted goods over their purchasing prices. Let the buyer’s 

valuation function V varies as quality index, s, 0< s< l, so we can express the buyer’s 

rent as

Rb(s) = V(s) - p > 0

Likewise, if  the producer’s average production cost AC  varies as quality produced, we 

can express the producer’s rent as

Rp(s) = p - AC(s) > 0 Eq. 6-20

To find more specific results, we have to make some assumptions that R (s) >0, 

R (s)<0 , AC (s)>0, AC (s)>0. In this setting, total rent is V(s)-AC(s), varying as 

quality level. Since price is usually determined according to a given quality 

requirement, we can interpret quality index as the extent of this requirement being 

fulfilled. As shown in

Fig. 6-7, for the buyer, the minimum acceptable level of quality is 5/ , where the 

buyer’s rent becomes zero. Along with the quality received changing from s= l  to 

s=si , the buyer’s ex post rent is shrinking from V(l)-p to 0. At the same time,
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producer’s rent increases from minimum p-A C (l)  (equal to zero since ex ante 

large-number competition between sellers is assumed) to maximum p-AC(si). In 

principle, the buyer can be aware of this situation and take some measures to ensure 

the quality o f the delivered goods as promised. On the contrary, the producer has an 

incentive to reduce the quality standard so as to enlarge his rent ex post. This 

misalignment of incentive in quality is a potential seat o f transaction problems.

Fig. 6-7 A graphic illustration of buyer’s and producer’s rent

Rent,
Price
Cost

SS= S i S=1

Next, we introduce the costs o f quality inspection, C,(sJ (C i>0 and C ü>0), indicating 

the minimum costs that the buyer needs to bear for assuring the quality standard o f s. 

It is assumed to be a concave function of s, namely that improvement from high 

quality costs more than that from low quality. Where opportunism and complexity are 

absent, this curve is almost a horizontal line with much smaller positive intercept 

with x-axis (the implications is that checking small samples suffices safely to infer 

the quality o f the whole population)^. Once we verify the small part o f the product is 

fine, the rest o f them can be expected to be fine (except for random variations) in that 

opportunism and complexity are excluded. This belongs to pure cost o f cognition in 

Matthews’s sense [Mattew,1986]. What is important here is the quality gap between

 ̂ B arzel(2000) makes the similar assertion that “ [w ]ere the specim ens o f  each com m odity  strictly  
uniform, fu l l  inform ation w ould  be ob ta ined  by counting  the num ber o f  specim ens an d  m easuring ju s t  
one."' (p.9)
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the transmission o f the buyer’s quality requirement and the delivered quality of the 

final product.

After adding Ci(s) into framework, we can find that the buyer’s optimal level of 

quality is determined by the marginal condition o f R'j(s)=C'i(s) (see Fig. 6-8). Thus 

setting the intensity o f quality inspection for assuring the delivery o f S2 is the optimal 

choice to the buyer. When the seller takes costs o f quality inspection into account, 

AC (1)-AC(s2), is an appropriable quality rent (r )̂. However, in practice if S2 is 

unknown to the seller and the buyer’s controlled level o f s exceeds the seller’s 

provided level, the seller runs the risk o f being detected. Thus, to the seller, quality 

rent would be a probability distribution. For simplicity, we can assume the expected 

value of quality rent is AC(l)-AC(s2). Whenever the magnitude o f this rent is not 

trivial, the producer’s motive for rent-seeking can be prompted by, for example, 

providing inferior quality goods.

Fig. 6-8 A graphic illustration of buyer’s and producer’s rent

Rent,
Price
Cost

P

S
S = S i

Since it is costly to evaluate the true value o f the goods with ambiguous bundle of 

attributes, Cj(s) will increase much faster as the required quality is approaching the 

perfection level (s=l). Along with Ci(s) shifting up to C^i(s) (C^j(s) denotes the costs 

of inspection with complexity), the optimal quality level will become S3 , increasing 

the quality rent to AC(l)-AC(ss) (see Fig.6-9). As the quality rent is enlarging, the 

seller’s incentive o f taking advantage o f asymmetric information on the product 

quality (i.e. providing lower-than-promised quality) will intensify, likely to result in
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the dissipation of rent. According to Barzel(1982), this is an explanation of why 

integration occurs. However, this is only half of the story. Another part lies in the 

consideration o f correction costs in the event that opportunistic intent gets caught. It 

seems sensible to speculate that the producer will try to reap the quality rent only 

when the expected value of quality rent exceeds that of correction costs. In fact, what 

are considered as remedies for quality problems in Barzel(1982), like brand name, 

repeated purchase, all can give rise to the effect of increasing the (discounted) 

correction costs (in the broader sense) in that today’s record of inferior quality will 

occasion tomorrow’s distrust from the buyer, resulting in more costs for saving the 

bad reputation. As a result, in some measure the costs o f correction would 

considerably reduce the net quality rent (quality rent minus correction costs), thereby 

thwarting the motive of opportunism. It seems safe to contend that measurement 

problems matter in the interpretation of organisation selection only when the net 

quality rent instead o f just quality rent appears substantial.

Fig. 6-9 A graphic illustration of buyer’s and producer’s rent

Rent,
Price
Cost

S
S = S i S=S3 S=S2 S = 1

Ci(s): costs of inspecting in absence of complexity 

Cfi(s) \ costs of inspecting with complexity

6.S.3.2 Quasirent
The quasi-rent-based argument, developed along the line of Williamson (1971) and

Klein et al. (1978), commits itself to relating the presence o f vulnerability to
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contractual remedies. The reduced ex post opportunity cost o f the irreversible 

investment is claimed to be disadvantageous to the producer. When the specific 

investment is reduced from I to h , AC(s) will be replaced hy ACi(s) (see Fig.6-10). 

This movement of the curve doesn’t affect the buyer’s optimal quality inspection level, 

but the distribution o f rent. The producer’s advantage resulting from quality rent 

AC(1)-AC(s2) will be offset to some extent by quasi rent, AC](s)-AC(s). Net balance 

of quality rent and quasi rent will determine which party is more vulnerable.

Fig. 6-10 The effect of idiosyncratic lump-sum investment

Rent,
Price
Cost

AQR AC(s)

Q(s)

s
S = S i

6.5.3.3 The interaction between quaiity rent and design rent
Here we have an intriguing question to address: when two types o f rents are balanced 

out, whether will the rent-seeking behaviour be contained? The answer is “not 

entirely”. In a system where counterbalancing forces are acting at the same time, the 

equilibrium can possibly be maintained at the outset, but it is not necessarily stable. In 

an open system, the equilibrium will be readily disturbed as external factors intervene. 

The concept of incomplete contracting is characterised by the possibility that contract 

may drift out of incentive alignment owing to unforeseen contingencies. These 

triggering events would stretch the tension of unstable equilibrium beyond the critical 

point since the party with net rent advantage (henceforth NRA party) may find rent 

seeking strategies lucrative due to higher probability o f success under certain 

circumstances.

However, it is to be noted that in essence quality rent differs from quasi rent in how to
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detect the occurrence of rent being appropriated. The producer’s intention to snap up 

quality rent cannot be known unless inspection efforts are made (so costs are 

incurred). In contrast, the buyer’s quasi rent seeking strategies often take the form of 

ex post renegotiation for terms disadvantageous to the vulnerable party. This 

distinction would help explain their interaction.

Let’s consider a case where buyer and producer are considering the choice of 

opportunistic or non-opportunistic strategy. In the following analysis, we take the 

standard game theory assumption of common knowledge, which means that if 

information is known to all player, each player knows that all o f them know it, each of 

the them knows that all o f them know that all o f them know it, and so forth 

[Rasmusen, 1989]. Assume that both parties are able to estimate the magnitude of 

quasi rent and quality rent ex ante, thereby calculating the payoff matrix of each pair 

o f strategies^®. The buyer is a NRA party with expected appropriable quasi rent o f 4 

units and the effective level o f inspection cost is 1 unit given the producer acts 

non-opportunistically. The producer is assumed to have 2 units o f (net) quality rent to 

his advantage. On the basis o f the above basic information, without considering the 

rippling effects of these strategies (i.e. TCn), the payoff tree is described in Fig.6-11.

Buyer decides 
whether to 
appropriate 
quasi-rent

Fig. 6-11 A payoff tree

(buyer’s payoff, seller’s payoff)
Seller decides 

whether to 
appropriate 
quality-rent

(4-1-2, -4+2) = (1,-2)

(4-1,-4) = (3,-4) 

(-2-1, 2) = (-3,2)

(-1, 0) = (-1,0)

The payoff structure in Fig.6-11 can be summarised in Table 6-3. For instance, in the

It is to be noted that we consider the payoff o f these strategies in isolation, namely that the payoff 
refers to the extra revenue coming from this strategy.
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right upper cell, the buyer takes an opportunistic strategy with expectation to receive 4 

units of quasi rent subject to non-opportunistic response from the producer, so the net 

return is 3 units (net of quasi rent (4) and inspection costs (1)). For the producer, 4 

units o f quasi rent being exploited are equivalent to 4 units of loss ex post. The rest of 

cells are computed in the same way.

Table 6-3 Payoff matrix of buyer and producer’s strategy selection

Producer’s strategy

Buyer’s
strategy

Opportunistic Non-opportunistic
Opportunistic 1,-2 3,-4

Non-opportunistic -3,2 -1,0

Given this payoff structure, the strategy mix of (opportunistic, opportunistic) will be 

dominant. In the face of this situation, precautionary actions are much more likely to 

be adopted than collaboration due to the nature of information asymmetry. In other 

words, the buyer’s goodwill to give up the opportunity to take advantage of 

producer’s weak positions will not necessarily be appreciated by producer, and vice 

versa. It follows that, for fear o f the producer’s adoption of opportunistic strategies 

such as quality downgradation due to uncertainty as to whether the producer will 

exploit quasi rent, the buyer may impose more stringent quality inspection above the 

optimal level (because the optimal level is unknown in practice), leading to more 

costs incurred but with less effectiveness. As a result, generally speaking, quality 

inspection problem will deteriorate the severity of quasi-rent-seeking behaviour.

6.5.3A A summary of Sec.6.5.3

In Sec.6.5.3.1~ Sec.6.5.3.3, we intend to demonstrate how the possibility of rent 

redistribution is prompted. From the doctrine o f governance branch and measurement 

branch of transaction cost theory, rent is conceivably generated from two sources: (1) 

quasi rent exists due to the non-redeployability of the durable investment; (2) quality 

rent is generated from the provision of inferior quality by saving production costs.
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Certainly, they are interrelated. The possibilities of appropriating quasi rent are on the 

buyer’s side and can be expropriated by forcing the producer’s to lower the price. 

Every time the buyer succeeds in reducing the procurement price, the seller’s rent 

begins being nibbled.

Quality rents arise from the fact that the complete attributes of the goods are 

ambiguous and can be reaped regardless o f whether asset specificity is present. 

However, its significance should be assessed by the magnitude o f net quality rent 

rather than quality rent per se.

6.5.4 Process specificity in construction

6.5.4.1 Types of asset specificity in the literature

In TCE, asset specificity, a term used to describe the degree o f interdependence 

between transactors, can be measured by the decrease in value if the original 

transaction is not carried on. The party who suffers higher losses due to the disruption 

of the transaction will be more vulnerable to hold up from other parties. As explained 

in Williamson(1983), lock-in effect may be caused by different types of asset 

specificity:

1. site specificity: A “cheek-by-jowl” relationship between the buyer and seller is 

often based on the consideration of saving transportation and inventory costs. An 

example is the construction of a steel plant near an ore mine. When the factory 

starts operating, resorting to other mine supply will become much more costly 

and this will subject the plant to unreasonable over charges from the mine owner.

2. physical asset specificity: For the case where a transaction involves a substantial 

lump-sum investment in transaction-specific machinery or equipment, the 

producer can recover only a small part of that investment (i.e., salvage value) if 

the buyer terminates the transaction unilaterally.

3. human asset specificity: In a transaction entailing an investment in 

relationship-specific human capital through the leaming-by-doing process, this 

investment will be o f no value when the personnel with special expertise are 

transferred to other transactions.

4. dedicated asset specificity: When an investment is made for tapering economies 

o f scale, the premature cancellation o f orders can leave the producer with excess
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capacity and thus in a weak position to bargain with the seller.

According to Winch (1989), none of them is relevant to construction. However an 

item newly added in Williamson (1996), temporal specificity, infuses new blood to 

this concept. By way o f examining the distinctive features o f construction operations, 

Masten et al. (1991) found that ’delays become a potentially effective strategy for 

exacting price concessions’ when ’the timely performance [o f  material suppliers] is 

critical’. Put another way, the presence of hold-up problems doesn’t necessarily 

involve the specificity of the durable investment. As long as there are huge losses due 

to discontinuity of production flow, the party whose tasks are on the critical path in 

the production process will have an advantageous position to increase the price to 

seize the rents generated by temporal specificity. Pirrong (1993) applies a similar 

concept to the analysis of the bulk shipping industry. He claims that 'time and space 

factors in shipping markets may create "temporal specificity ’’ that encourage costly 

haggling between shippers and carriers over quasi rents if  they rely on spot markets.’ 

Compared with Masten et al. (1991), he finds that “space” factors also lead to 

temporal specificity. In his case, only a vessel with special apparatus can transport 

some commodities. If  there is only one suitable ship in the neighbouring harbour, the 

sender may be subject to temporal hold-up problem, the severity of which depends on 

the transportation costs and time delay in getting another vessel available in the same 

harbour. Hubbard (1999) conducts a quantitative test o f the relation between temporal 

specificity and contractual arrangement in the trucking industry, concluding that 'the 

contractual implications o f hold-up-based theories extend beyond circumstances 

where specific investments are large and sunk’. This assertion can bolster our 

confidence in finding out other possible sources of asset specificity.

6.5.4.2 A new type of asset specificity: process specificity

The process of a construction project is a kind of production flow. Once it commences, 

keeping the flow running without stop until the end will be beneficial to all parties 

involved since the realisation o f their expected economic rent depends on whether the 

project unfolds as expected. In the event that the continuity is disrupted, all parties 

will incur costs of delay or even worse, costs of switching to other projects. On the
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client’s side, this cost can be defined as the additional cost for restoring the production 

flow. More exactly, the magnitude of process specificity can be expressed as:

PS=vx(ti+t2)+Ce+Crp+Cd Eq. 6-21

where (1) ti and tz stand for the time for finding a replacement agent and the time for 

the replacement agent to carry on the unfinished project, v is the average cost o f time. 

Thus, the first term indicates the potential loss arising from the opportunity costs o f 

time, were the project to be disrupted. Ce is the extra costs due to repeated set-up on 

the construction site". Grp is used to indicate the risk premium asked by the 

replacement contractor for uncertain quality o f work done by the first contractor. The 

last term, Cd is indicative o f the cost incurred due to difficulties in identifying 

liabilities between original and replacement contractor, were defects found in the 

interface between them.

In Eq.6-21, v is an attribute of the project (see Sec.6.4). Other elements, including t i , 

t i , Grp , Gd and Gg change as both design and/or technology and procurement systems 

used in the project.

To distinguish from the temporal specificity arising from lack of alternative choices 

ex ante due to time or space factors, the specificity resulting from the cost of 

disruption can be called process specificity to indicate the interdependent relation 

between parties in the construction process. On the side of contractor and designer, 

the personnel devoted to this project will be redundant if  this project stops and they 

cannot be transferred to other projects at once. As a result, during the construction 

process, the client and his/her agents are in the condition of bilateral monopoly. But 

the degree of exposure to hold up is not symmetrical, so the exploitation of other 

party’s weakness is likely to occur^^. As explained in Sec.6.2.2, the value reduction of 

the partly-completed project in the course o f construction makes the client face a 

weaker position than his/her agents. Hence, in the analysis o f procurement route 

selection, we will focus on the problems of process specificity on the client’s side.

11 This cost includes costs for installing construction machinery, administrative facilities (say 
temporary office), management hardware (say computers), and so on.
12 Otherwise, the bilateral monopoly would be in the balance of tension since nobody will get the net 
gain under the condition o f symmetrical degree of specificity.
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6.5A.3 A Comparison of process specificity with other types of asset 
specificity

In this subsection, the concern will be whether process specificity is intrinsically 

different from those identified in the TCE literature and only applied to construction.

Seven types o f asset specificity are put under scrutiny in Table 6-4, from which the 

sources o f quasi rent in fact can be understood in terms o f the option-like model 

introduced in Sec.6.2.2.2. Put explicitly, the vulnerable party has two options in 

response to hold-up demands: one is to give up the original investment and switch 

the invested resources to other uses with the loss Li; another is to find a replacement 

trading partner to complete the original transaction with the loss L% For a rational 

decision maker, the option with lower loss will be chosen. The magnitude o f this loss 

can be defined as a measure o f degree of asset specificity (DAS). That is,

DAS = min (Li , L 2} Eq. 6-22

When seven types of asset specificity are classified according to Eq. 6-22, two types 

o f asset specificity can be identified:

Type I: Li >  L2

This type o f asset specificity is originates from the increased costs of switching to 

alternative one from the original trading partner. Site specificity, dedicated asset 

specificity, temporal specificity and process specificity are examples.

ly p e  II: Li <L2

For this type of asset specificity, including physical asset specificity and human asset 

specificity, the losses result from switching dedicated resources to alternative uses. 

Li is much less than those resulting from finding an alternative trading partner L2 

because there is no other parties who want to employ the resources in the same way 

and thus L 2 can be considered as infinity. For example, in the case o f General Motor 

versus Fisher Body, Fisher Body needs to make an investment on dies and stamping 

machines specific to GM’s requirements (i.e. physical asset specificity), so no other 

car manufacturer will buy this type of car body. Another example is human asset 

specificity. For a marketing company, if  the on-job training o f its salesmen is 

designed only for the products this company is promoting, this knowledge will be of
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no value for its salesmen in undertaking other jobs and the knowledge of the new 

salesman hired from outside is also of little value to this company. For these two 

types o f asset specificity, the termination of transaction means only the salvage value 

o f the sunk investment can be recovered.

Table 6-4 Sources of quasi rent arising from seven types of asset specificity

Types of asset 
specificity

Example
Vulnerable

party
Sources of quasi rent

Physical asset 
specificity

Car
assembler 
and car 
body-making 
company

Car
body-making

company

Value depreciation caused by 
switching the specific investment, 
including stamping machines and 
dies, to other uses

Site asset specificity

Ore mining 
company 
and steel 
plant

Steel plant

Increased costs in transportation and 
inventory when switching to 
alternative suppliers

Dedicated asset 
specificity

Costs o f maintaining excess capacity 
when the original transaction doesn’t 
carry on

Human asset 
specificity

Salesperson
and
marketing
company

Marketing
company

Costs o f training salespersons with 
company-specific knowledge if  the 
experienced salespersons leave

Temporal 
specificity -  timing

Contractor 
and material 
suppliers

Contractor
Opportunity costs o f delay caused by 
postponed delivery o f materials

Temporal 
specificity -  space

Cargo sender 
and cargo 
carrier

Cargo sender
Opportunity cost o f delay caused by 
finding a replacement cargo carrier in 
the neighbouring harbour

Process specificity
Construction 
client and 
contractor

Contractor
Increased costs o f switching to a 
replacement contractor for resuming 
the disrupted project

Now we are wondering whether process specificity is intrinsically different from
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those types in the literature. The concept of process specificity is put forth to 

describe the interdependence in the construction process between the client and the 

designer/contractor. The losses resulting from resuming a disrupted project is an 

ultimate source o f process specificity. The costs of switching are a most general term 

for these kind o f losses. In fact, all types of asset specificity listed in Table 6-4 occur 

because o f this reason. The difference between them is what reasons cause these 

losses. For the type-II asset specificity, the value depreciation of the sunk investment 

makes the carrying-on of the transaction critical. For the type-I asset specificity, the 

relevant option is to find a replacement trading partner to consummate the 

transaction because it is relatively more costly to give up the original use o f the sunk 

investment, i.e., Li >  Lz But in going further to explore why Li is so high for the 

type n  asset specificity, various reasons can be identified:

1. Sunk physical investment: For site specificity and dedicated asset specificity, the 

consideration o f recovering the sunk lump-sum physical investment makes it 

worthwhile to bear extra costs (ex. transportation cost and inventory cost in the 

former case and excess capacity in the latter case).

2. Embedded in a large transaction: In a temporal-specific transaction, it is more 

desirable for the vulnerable party to find an alternative trading partner if the 

original one demands too much extra charge, because the ongoing transaction in 

which the held-up transaction is embedded is much more valuable than the 

held-up transaction itself. For example, for a cargo sender, the cost of 

transportation may be relatively trivial compared with the value o f the cargo. For 

a contractor, the value o f the whole construction project normally greatly 

outweighs that o f an individual building material. As a result, being embedded in 

a large transaction is the ultimate reason for making Li >  L% in the case of 

temporal specificity.

3. Built on a fixed site: In the case of process specificity, the client will choose to 

resort to an alternative contractor, were the project disrupted, because scraping 

the project that has been partly fixed on site is much more costly.

This comparison clearly demonstrates that the origin of process specificity is

intrinsically different from other types of specificity because the product is fixed on

the land provided by the client. The interim payment to the contractor for this part of
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the project amounts to an irreversible cost to the client. This is the ultimate reason 

why the client is in a vulnerable position.

6.5.5 Quality rent and design rent in construction
According to the measurement branch of transaction costs theory, the measurement 

problems are varying as the characteristics of the goods or service. Their focus is on 

the difficulties in assuring value for money. In this case, the costs o f inspection are 

the main concerns. To discuss this problem in the context of construction, an effort is 

made here to extend its scope to cover three aspects: (1) inspection o f design quality; 

(2) inspection of construction quality (conformance quality or fitness for purpose) 

and (3) costs of making project defects corrected. Distinct from the analysis of 

manufacturing firms, the feature of this distinction lies in the inclusion of design 

factors and costs of defect correction. Let’s discuss them in turn.

Leaving design out of the framework is a regret o f transaction cost economics 

[Williamsonl988]. Construction is a right case to take it into consideration. Having 

design factors in mind, we want to explore furthermore: is there any effect of design 

on the creation of rent? The answer depends on whether designer and contractor is 

the same agent. When design and construction are undertaken by different agents, the 

responsibility of the contractor is to produce a project in accordance with design and 

specification controlled by the client. In this case, standard quality rent arises from 

contractor’s intention to downgrade the required quality. Nonetheless, when in some 

measure the producer has the right to determine the basic design of the project, the 

rent can appear by changing the way the project will be built. This point can be 

illustrated by Fig. 6-12. Let Di be the original design that the client expects ex ante, 

and D] be the design plan the contractor submits. For simplicity, it is assumed that (1) 

different design doesn’t alter the cost of monitoring, Ci (̂s) and (2) the average cost 

can be reduced if D] is used, that is AC(s;Di) shifting down to AC(s;D2). At this time, 

two types of rents arise from measurement problems. The first part, 

AC(l;Dj)-AC(l;D2>,comQs from the change of design irrelevant to controlled degree of 

quality (s=l), while the second part, AC(l;D^-AC(s3;D  ̂ results from lower quality 

standard for given design D2. To distinguish it from quality rent, the former is called 

design rent. Where both rents are present simultaneously, the severity o f rent-seeking
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behaviour will be ameliorated.

Fig. 6-12 Quality rent and design rent in construction

Rent,
Price
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Design rent 
Quality rent
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Another distinctive aspect of measurement costs considered here are the costs of 

correcting defects. Why should this cost ignored in case o f manufacturing industry be 

elevated to such a prominent place? The reason is simple. In the general commercial 

transactions, the sellers bear the responsibility to assure the quality they provide and 

correct defects according to contract or law. However, in the construction process, 

there is something different. As the description in Eccles(1981), ‘[a ]t  any point in 

time a number o f  these specialities will be simultaneously involved on the project and 

often the work o f  one cannot proceed until a phase o f  work has been completed by 

several others'. The production with this characteristic is likely to pass on the error of 

the previous stage to the next one, making the identification o f liabilities more 

difficult. According to the current practice, most trade contractors (or subcontractors) 

are autonomous entities. If the responsibilities cannot be clearly identified, it is 

impossible to claim back the loss. How costly it will be is one o f our concerns. 

Another concern is related with subcontractors’ ability to bear the compensation for 

the loss that they cause. Generally speaking, the capitalisation o f subcontractors is 

much smaller than that o f main contractors so that their capability o f absorbing risks 

would be relatively limited, implying it is more likely for the client to encounter the 

situation where the loss cannot be reimbursed. These two considerations generate 

another source of quality rent. Following the same logic in Sec.6.5.3.1, if it is very
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costly to identify the bearer of responsibility and get the loss compensated, the client 

will not necessarily intend to control quality to no-defect standard, whereby quality 

rent appears. It is to be noted that quality rent and design rent have the common 

origin in measurement problems, whereas their effects on rent-seeking behaviour are 

different, which is the subject the next subsection will turn to.

6.5.6 The interaction effect of quasi rent, quality rent and design rent
In contrast to the case o f vertical integration where opportunity to appropriate quasi 

rent and quality rent is in the hands of the buyer and the seller respectively, in 

construction, the client will be facing harder situations since all the three rents are 

controlled by the contractor^ ̂  First o f all, the rent from process specificity can be 

exploited in different ways. The first possibility is to require the client to pay higher 

price with some alleged excuse, like hiking costs o f building materials. The second 

possibility is to exploit the client’s weakness once a change order is initiated. The 

third possibility is by way of submitting a design with less construction costs, but 

with lower client’s satisfaction.

The strategy o f exploiting design rent becomes feasible only under the integrated 

route. As a matter o f fact, the presence of design rent per se will do no harm to the 

client if  process specificity vanishes in that the client can then reject any proposal 

he/she dislikes with no fear of switching to alternative contractors. In fact, design rent 

is a special form of quality rent arising from integration of design and construction. 

Its magnitude depends on the controlled quality standard set by the client and 

complexity of the project (which affects Ci(s)).

From the perspective of transaction cost economising, which procurement route is 

more efficient depends on the trade-off between transaction costs arising from seeking 

of quasi rent, quality rent and design rent. Only when the conditions that affect the 

severity of rent-seeking behaviour are pointed out can the refutable hypotheses be 

derived. And this entails further empirical investigations.

13 It is assumed that the client’s costs o f dismption are higher those of the contractor.
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Table 6-5 Comparison of procurement systems in terms of contractual
characteristics

Degree to which design and construction can be overlapped

H M L
d

: |
II
o  ^

H Management systems

M Traditional method

L Design and Build

6.6 Dimensionalisation of procurement routes
This step aims to answer the question: why will three main types o f procurement 

systems display differential competence in dealing with projects with different 

transaction attributes? The explanation lies in their different contractual arrangement.

In principle, the procurement systems can be characterised by two dimensions (see 

Table 6-5): (1) the extent to which design and construction can be overlapped and thus 

faster completion be achieved and (2) degree of fragmentation. Fragmentation is 

defined as the inverse o f concentration of responsibility to the client. According to the 

arrangements of the three main types o f procurement systems to be examined in this 

study, fragmentation can be achieved by two ways: one is to delegate design and 

construction to different agents (i.e., designer and main contractor); another is to split 

the whole construction work into small parts and assign them to different work 

package contractors. As will be explained later, the fragmentation of procurement 

systems will give rise to two opposite forces at work (see Fig.6-13). More exactly, as 

the degree of fragmentation increases, adaptability to change will be better, while the 

efficacy of ensuring conformance quality becomes weaker.

This section attempts to explain why different contractual arrangement is an 

intrinsically decisive determinant affecting the efficacy o f procurement systems with 

respect to three dimensions: time value, process specificity and measurement 

difficulties. An overview of the expository framework is exhibited in Fig. 6-14. The 

analysis is made up of two steps:
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Fig. 6-13 The effect of fragmentation of procurement routes
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Fig. 6-14 The matching of characteristics of procurement routes with objective
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(1) The first step aims to wrestle with the problem as to the relation between the 

characteristics of contractual arrangement across procurement routes and their 

effects on the differential efficacy of procurement routes;

(2) The second step is to fill up the gap between the dimensions o f procurement 

routes and their effects on the elements of the objective function, i.e. profit 

function (revenue net of transaction costs for fixed production cost). Transaction
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costs have two origins: one type arises due to process specifieity; another arises 

because o f measurement difficulties.

In the following, how these two steps are linked with respect to the three elements of 

objective function will be explained.

6.6.1 Delivery time
Different contractual arrangement of the project coalition can give rise to different 

delivery time. The traditional method follows the sequence o f design, review of 

design, tender and construction, while fast track strategy tries to overlap the task of 

different stages, so the total time can be compressed (an example is shown in 

Fig.6-15). However, what kind o f arrangement can render fast track strategy more 

feasible? Let’s examine three procurement routes in turn.

The traditional method is characterized by the sequence o f “design then tender”. This 

makes it harder to use fast tracking strategy. As a matter o f  fact, it is possible to use 

accelerated traditional method to speed up the completion o f the project. However, it 

will be subject to the costs of sequential bargaining on price with eontractor, so the 

traditional method can be said to be least suitable for fast tracking.

Fig. 6-15 Comparison of traditional method and fast-track method
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In contrast, this strategy can be more easily implemented by design-build and 

management system. Nonetheless, to help the bidding D&B contractors formulate a
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proposal based on sufficient information, it takes more time for the client to prepare 

preliminary design in advance. As a result, the benefits o f fast tracking in shortening 

delivery time can be more fully crystallised by management system. The above 

inference is consistent with empirical evidence. According to Building Economic 

Development Council’s Faster Building for Commerce (1988) (see Table6-6), 

regardless of site time or total time, management contracting is most likely to deliver 

the earliest date of completion. Design-build comes second and the traditional 

method is the slowest route.

Yet, why do we need to be concerned with the time o f delivery? That’s due to its 

effect on the discounted revenue from the project. In principle, for the commercial or 

industrial clients, time is money. It seems safe to assume that the discounted revenue 

is a decreasing function of delivery time. The order of delivery time by three 

procurement routes is îms < toB < hM, so we can infer that the order of the 

corresponding discounted revenue will be NR(tMs)^ NR(tDB) > NR(trM). This is an 

effect of a procurement route attribute on revenue from the project.

Table 6-6 Comparison of delivery time through three procurement routes
(BEDC, 1988)

Percentage projects % 
(Site time)

Percentage projects % 
(Total time)

Faster Average Slow Faster Average Slow

Traditional 17 37 46 25 29 46

Design and Build 47 11 42 47 21 32

Management system 50 38 12 63 12 25

Note I 'past’ projects are those completed at least 10% faster than the norm. 

‘Average’, completed within 10% o f the norm.

‘ Slow’, taking at least 10% longer than the norm.

6.6.2 Adaptability to client-originated design changes
The second dimension of procurement systems is the differential flexibility in 

accommodating design changes during construction. An indicator for the degree of 

flexibility is the cost o f implementing change orders. The key issue here is how this 

cost varies as the contractual arrangement o f procurement systems. We want to argue 

from two respects (see Fig.6-16): contractual arrangement o f procurement systems
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will, on the one hand, alter the extent of process specificity and, on the other, the 

efficacy of court ordering. Both o f them have bearing on the cost o f making changes 

to the client’s requirement. In the following two subsections, we will try to build up 

these two links.

Fig. 6-16 The link between procurement systems and adaptability to design changes
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The key issue here is how this cost varies as the contractual arrangement of 

procurement systems. We want to argue from two respects: contractual arrangement 

o f procurement systems will, on the one hand, alter the extent of process specificity 

and, on the other, the efficacy of court ordering. Both of them have bearing on the 

cost o f making changes to the client’s requirement. In the following two subsections, 

we will try to build up these two links.

6 .6 .2 .1 Procurement systems and process specificity
Let’s discuss this problem from two scenarios, at the pre-contract stage, the client can 

elicit market prices of any constructed product with given design from all the 

potential bidders. However, at the post-contract stage, the price o f a design change is 

determined by the outcome of negotiation between the client and the winner 

contractor. The difference is, in the latter case, the loss of options for switching to 

alternative contractor without a cost. The issue of interest is why the degree of process 

specificity will change as contractual arrangements.

In principle, as the route becomes more fragmented, the process specificity becomes 

less severe. In other words, the time spent in finding a replacement contractor and the 

time the replacement contractor needs to ‘warm up’ will decrease as degree of
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fragmentation. When the responsibility is more concentrated on one party (like design 

and build), more o f the tacit knowledge obtained in carrying out this project (in 

particular defects in design and construction) cannot be transferred, and the more 

difficult it is for other agents to continue the unfinished tasks (longer 2̂) , the fewer 

contractors that are willing to take over this task, so the more time is needed to find 

the replacement contractor (longer ti). Moreover, using an integrated procurement 

system will increase the danger o f quality uncertainty since the problem of 

information asymmetry as to quality will be more severe. This will increase the risk 

premium required by the replacement contractor Crp or/and the difficulties in 

handling the interface problem, i.e., higher Cd. In respect o f Ce, if  design-build or 

traditional method is used, temporary works and construction machinery or equipment 

has to be set up by the main contractor. When the original main contractor is replaced, 

all these set-ups need to be removed. In the management system, thought the major 

part o f temporary works are arranged by the management contractor, the individual 

trade contractor is responsible for installing machinery for his own use. Thus, Ce, is 

much smaller in the management system than in other systems. The above discussion 

is summarised in Table.6-7. It evidently shows that it is most costly to replace the 

contractor in the design-build, implying this route puts the client in the weakest 

position to bargain with the contractor for the pricing o f ex post requirement change. 

This means that design-build is least appropriate to deal with these projects with high 

possibility of changing the original requirements in the brief. For such projects, 

traditional method comes next and management system is the most desirable one.

Table 6-7 The effect of contractual arrangement on process specificity

Traditional method Design-build Management system

tl Medium Long Short

h Medium Long Short

Crp Medium High Low

Cd Medium High Low

C. Medium High Low
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6.6.2.2 Procurement systems and efficacy of court ordering
The presence o f quasi-rent is the ultimate reason inducing rent-seeking behaviour. The 

severity o f this problem is dependent on both the magnitude o f the rent and the 

likelihood of successfully appropriating it. The later is considerably affected by the 

differential efficacy of court-ordering under different circumstances. The origin of this 

differentiation mainly lies in the plasticity o f the decision at issue. Plasticity involves 

two aspects: (1) the range of legitimate options that can be chosen by decision-makers, 

and (2) the costs of monitoring [Alchian & Woodward, 1987]. Others things being 

equal, the more choices the agent can take, the more plastic is the case. However, the 

number o f choices just reflects half of the story, and the other half depends on whether 

reliable and less costly monitoring instruments are available. If it is easy for the 

principal to check the performance of his/her agents, how many options are open to 

the agent to choose won’t be o f concern to the principal. On the contrary, if 

monitoring cost is prohibitive, even though options were few, the principal’s interest 

is still not secure.

When the procurement route becomes plastic, the efficacy of court ordering will be 

weakening because it is relatively more difficult for the third-party to make a 

judgment on the basis of an ambiguous yardstick. O f the three main procurement 

routes, design-build is most plastic since the detailed design is open at the time when 

the contract is placed and the contractor is given more latitude in determining 

undecided design as well as selecting technology and construction procedures 

[Ndekugri and Turner, 1994; Rowlinson, 1987]. In the management system design is 

also not finished at the stage of appointment o f the management contractor, but what 

differs is that drawing and specification are offered by an independent agent of the 

client, the architect. In contrast, in the traditional method design has completed before 

tendering, while, as far as the plasticity o f the contractor’s decision is concerned, 

these two routes are of the similar level.

6 6.2.3 A conciusion
It is claimed that adaptability to design changes o f a procurement system is

conditional on both its effect on process specificity and differential efficacy of

court-ordering under different contractual arrangements. The results of the above
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discussion can be summarised in Table 6-8. It manifestly shows that, in terms o f both 

of the two dimensions, design-build is the least efficacious route to accommodate 

design changes ex post. In contrast, management system gives rise to slightest 

process-specificity effect for given attributes o f the project and the similar level of 

court-ordering effect as traditional method, so it follows that management system 

would be the most desirable route to carry out these projects with high process 

specificity.

Table 6-8 A comparison of adaptability to design changes of procurement
systems

Traditional
method

Design-build Management
system

Extent of process specificity Medium High Low

Efficacy of court ordering 
on design quality

High Low High

The relative efficacy of procurement systems in dealing with process specificity: 

a mathematical representation

For ease of notation in Sec.6.7, transaction costs are expressed as a function of three 

variables:

(1) v: the client’s time value

(2) m: technology/design related process specificity

The degree of process specificity is affected by two attributes o f the project: 

opportunity cost o f time (v) and technology characteristics. To separate the influence 

of v on degree o f process specificity, in the following discussion, process specificity is 

referred to technology-related process specificity by holding v constant.

(3) k: degree o f measurement difficulties in dealing with interface problems between 

trade contractors or subcontractors.

That is,

TC = TC(v,m,k)

To distinguish the variable in focus and the variables kept constant, alphabets in italic 

stand for given values of variables. For example, v is a variable, but v is the value of
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it.

With the help o f this notation system, differential capability of three procurement 

routes in dealing with process specificity can be expressed in a mathematical form:

TC DB[v,m,A:] > TC TM[v,m,A:] > TC Ms[v,m,A:] Eq.6-23

This order implies that as the degree o f process specificity is deepening, the marginal 

transaction costs with respect to process specificity, m, will be rising relatively more 

quickly if an integrated route, like design-build, is used.

6.6.3 Degree of efficacy in assuring construction quality
Apart from the cost o f monitoring design discussed in the previous section, 

measurement costs are made up o f two other components: (1) costs of inspecting the 

completed parts o f a project; and (2) costs of getting defects corrected. To make these 

costs comparable under the three procurement routes, the following analysis proceeds 

on the basis o f the same design.

As analysed in Sec.6.5.1, the costs of inspecting should be of the similar level across 

procurement routes. Thus, we will focus on the difficulties in getting defects corrected. 

Single point of responsibility is more efficient in dealing with this problem. 

Design-build contractor has no scapegoat to get rid o f responsibility once something 

has gone wrong. In the traditional system, the grey area of liability between designer 

and contractor may give one party the opportunity to impose charge upon another. 

The arrangement of management system would make the situation even worse since 

in this setting, designer, management contractor, trade contractors are all autonomous 

entities who are responsible for their own faults. For the client, this would lead to a 

big trouble in clearly identifying the bearer o f liabilities. On the basis o f this logic, it 

implies that marginal transaction cost arising from measurement difficulties will 

increase most substantially by using management system.

As a result, the relative competence of three procurement systems in dealing interface 

problems between trade contractors or subcontractors can be presented in the 

following relation,

TC'Ms[v,«i,k] > TC'TM[v,/M,k] > TC'DB[v,iM,k] Eq.6-24
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6.6.4 Implications
6.6.4.1 An inconsistent trinity
The overriding task o f procurement systems dimensionalisation is to discover the 

attributes o f procurement systems that have direct bearing on the profit function. 

Contrasting Table6-9 with Tabled-10, we can find that the intrinsic distinctions in 

terms o f the extent to which design and construction can be overlapped and of 

fragmentation manifest themselves in the differential competence o f procurement 

systems in the three dimensions: delivery time, adaptability to changes and degree of 

measurement difficulties.

Table 6-9 Micro-economic characteristics of three main procurement routes

Characterizations of 
procurement systems

Traditional
Method Design & Build Management

System

Extent to which design and 
construction can possibly be 
overlapped

L M H

Fragmentation o f procurement 
routes M L H

Table 6-10 Micro-economic features of main procurement routes

Traditional
Method

Design and 
Build

Management
system

Delivery time Slow Fast Very fast

Adaptability to 
design changes Weak Very Weak Strong

Ease of identifying 
liabilities of agents Less difficult Easy Difficult

As exhibited in Fig.6-14, fast delivery is mapping to higher net present value of 

revenue stream from the project, lower degree o f fragmentation (or single point of 

responsibility) reflects less severe burden on the measurement o f performance (of 

each participant) and high adaptability to design changes gives contractor less
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opportunity to take advantage of the client’s quasi-rent. As a consequence, to 

maximise profit function, a procurement route with the feature o f fast delivery, single 

point o f responsibility and high adaptability would be the ideal option. Unfortunately, 

this is unobtainable. The dilemma facing the client in selecting the procurement route 

is similar to that facing a monetary authority in selecting exchange rate policy. 1999 

Nobel laureate Robert Mundell put forth a very famous “impossible trinity”: a country 

cannot pick free capital movement, a fixed exchange rate and an effective monetary 

policy at the same time. Likewise, it is impossible for the client to choose a 

procurement route meeting these three conditions simultaneously. This inconsistent 

trinity connotes the necessity of seeking balance between counteracting factors.

6.6.4.2 A formal présentation
Assume the same project is carried out by three procurement routes; the profit

function corresponding to each route can be expressed as

tttm “  NR(tTivi) - TCtm - PC Eq.6-25

TiDB ~ NR(tDB) - TCdb " PC Eq.6-26

TiMC “  NR(tjvic) - TC mc - PC Eq.6-27

where discounted revenue stream NR(t) is a function o f total time of design and 

construction; TCtm, TCdb and TCtm are transaction costs o f three routes; PC is 

production cost, kept constant across procurement routes by following the standard 

assumption o f TCE.

In the discrete structural analysis, the determination o f the efficient governance 

structure is a comparative undertaking. Thus, we subtract Eq.6-25~Eq.6-27 

permutively by each other, i.e.,

TToB'TlTM" [ R ( f  D B )-R (f T m)]~[TCdb“TCtm] Eq.6“28
7tMS"̂TM~ [R(tMs)”R(tTlVl)] ~ [TCmS"TCtm] Eq.6'29
7tMS“̂ DB~ [R(tMs)“R(tTM)] ~ [TC MS"TCtm] Eq. 6" 3 0

For ease o f notation, the average cost o f time, v, is introduced to express the

difference in revenue of two different delivery times. For example,

R (tD B )" R (tT M )~  V X ( txM -toB)

Besides, from Eq.6-21, we can find two categories o f project attributes affect process
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specificity: average cost of time and design/technology. If we denote

design/technology derived process specificity as s and assume a linear relation 

between delivery time and revenue, Eq.6-28~Eq.6-30 can be transformed into

7Idb"7Ttm~ v x (  tx M -tD B )~ [T C D B (v ,in ,k )-T C T M (v ,n i,k )]  Eq.6-31

7Ims-7Itm= v x (  tT M -tM s)- [T C M s (v ,m ,k ) -T C T M (v ,m ,k ) l  Eq.6-32

7Ims-7Idb= v x (  tD B -tM s)-IT C M s (v ,m ,k ) -T C D B (v ,m ,k ) ]  Eq.6-33

To get a more specific finding, we assume there is a fixed relation between tm , toB 

and Imc . For simplicity, tMc and Iqb are assumed to be proportional to tjM with a 

given ratio of a  and p respectively (l> a,p> 0). For a project, the expected delivery 

time by traditional method can be estimated ex ante. This is, tjM is given. Then, 

Eq.6-31-6-33 are simultaneous equations, consisting o f three equations and three 

unknown variables. The problem of interest is whether there is a condition under 

which the desirability o f the three routes is indifferent to the client. Put it in a 

mathematical way, this problem requires to find the solution o f Eq.6-31-6-33 by 

setting noB-T̂ TM Its solution (v*,m*,k*), if any, stands for a set

o f transaction attributes where the three routes will perform equally well (see 

Fig.6-17). In other words, in dealing with the project with the attributes of (v*,m*,k ), 

the client will be indifferent over using any of the three procurement systems. Except 

for this type o f project, the choice o f procurement routes will influence the efficiency 

of project implementation.

Fig. 6-17 Point of indifference in procurem ent route selection
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6.7 Determination of the efficient procurement route
6.7.1 Opportunity cost of time
Since in the m ost commercial and industrial projects, the earlier completion often 

brings in higher discounted value o f revenue. For convenience o f  the following 

discussion, discounted revenue is assumed to be the ftmction o f  delivery time (t) (an 

attribute o f procurement routes) and opportunity cost o f  time (OPPCT;v) (an attribute 

o f  the project), ie., R=R(t,v). However, as OPPCT becomes larger, process specificity 

also increases as indicated in Eq.6-21. Thus, it is essential for us to distinguish the 

origin o f process specificity. On the one hand, the degree o f  specificity depends on the 

availability o f construction technology employed in the project, labelled as m. On the 

other, OPPCT can alter the opportunity cost o f time in delay, were the contractor to be 

replaced. Thus, asset specificity is a joint function o f v and m.

After these factors are taken into account, a complete expression o f Eq.6-25~6-27 is 

7Ttm(v) = NR(v, tTAfhT̂ CTM - PC Eq.6-34

7Tdb(v) = NR(v, /ps)-TCdb(v,im,A:) - PC Eq.6-35

7Tms(v) = NR(v, ^Mf)-TCMs(v,w,Â ) - PC Eq.6-36

In this set o f equations, technology-related process specificity m and measurement 

difficulty k are held constant and the delivery time o f  three routes (txM , tos , (ms ) are 

given. All the exogenous variables are expressed in italic fond. Thus, the only variable 

here is v. The relative location o f  Eq.6-34-Eq.6-36 in a graph is determined by their 

slope and interception with y-axis o f each curve.

First o f all, regarding the relative slope o f three curves, we have to do the first 

differentiation w ith respect to v to Eq.6-34-Eq.6-36, giving

7t'tm(v) = NR'(v, txM) -  TC'tm(v,i«,A:) Eq.6-37

7t'db(v) = NR'(v, W  -  T C 'db(v,/m,A:) Eq.6-38

tt'ms(v) = NR (v, tMs) -  TC ms(v,/«,A:) Eq.6-39

Because design-build is the most inappropriate route to deal with the project with high 

process specificity, we can get the order o f

T C 'db(v ,i« ,A :)>T C 'tm (v ,/m ,A :)>T C 'm s(v ,/« ,A :). Eq. 6-40

Concerning the ability to implement fast-track strategy, management system > design
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and build > traditional method. In a mathematical term, we can get

NR'(v, W  > NR'(v, tiys) >  NR'(v, îtm) Eq.6-41

Combining Eq.6-40 and 6-41, we can know the slope o f tî s is the steepest, but the 

relation between ti'™ and ti' db cannot be determined, ie.,

^ , Ti'oB Eq.6-42

For a maximisation problem, there are two possibilities: (1) 7t'ms> tt'tm, 7t'db> 0 and 

MS, 7i " d b <  0 ; or ( 2 )  0  > 7t ' m s >  t t ™ ,  t i ' d b  and t t ' ™ ,  t i " d b >  0 . These two 

cases will be discussed in turn.

To locate three curves, apart from the relative slope o f three curves, we have to know 

the interaction o f three curves with y-axis. Without further assumptions, from 

Eq.6-37-6-39, we cannot decide the relative magnitude o f tc'tm(O), 7t'db(0), 7t'ms(0). 

However, with reference to the fact that all three routes appears along the continuous 

line o f V, if we can rule out the cases where there is any one route always dominant'"^, 

the location o f three curves can be easily identified.

Fig. 6-18 The determination of the efficient route with respect to time value:
Case I

(a) 7 i ' m s >  7 I ' t m > 7 T ' d B >  0

AEF
TM

M y only defence for this practice relies on W illiam son’s authority (W illiam son, 1991). If H(k) and 

X(k) denote governance costs o f  hierarchy and hybrid organisation as a function o f  asset specificity, k. 

W illiamson assumes X (0) < H(0) ''s ince o them nse  the hybrid  m ode co u ld  be dom ina ted  throughout by 

the least-cost cho ice o f  e ither m arket or h ierarchy which m ay occur fo r  certain classes o f  transac tion '.
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T ,\t(  0) 

'̂ db(O)

Tl.\ts(0)

(b) TT'mS  ̂TC'oB > 0

AEF

V/ V

Case 1:7r\,s> , tt̂ b > 0

For this case, there are two possibilities of the location o f three curves, as shown in 

Fig.6-18(a) and (b). The bold curves mark the attainable efficient frontier (AEF) of 

two cases. In both case, when v > v/, Ums> t̂ db , Thus, management system is the 

most desirable procurement system under this condition. However, when v />  v >  v?, 

the most desirable route can be traditional method in Fig.6-18(a) and design-build in 

Fig.6-18(b). That is, the relative desirability o f design-build and traditional method 

with respect to time value is indeterminate.

Fig. 6-19 The determination of the efficient route with respect to time value of
the project: Case II

(a) 0 > 7i'ms> 7i'tm>7t'db

AEF

MS

V
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(b) 0> 71'ms> 7r'DB>7l'TM

A E F

M S

VV/

Case II: 0  >  7i’m s> tcVm , ti d b

In this case, three curves are negatively sloped. Fig. 6-19 shows that there are two 

possibilities. From Fig. 6-19(a), we know that,

(1) when V > v/, Kms> Hdb , Thus, management system is the most desirable 

procurement system under this condition.

(2) when v />  v > V2 , tijm > Hdb , "̂ ms- Thus, traditional method is the most desirable 

procurement system under this condition.

(3) when v < vj, Hdb > Thus, design and build is the most desirable

procurement system under this condition.

In Fig. 6 -19(b), the reverse order between Hob and Hjm gives a different result on the 

condition under which traditional method and design-build is applicable, namely the 

former is more desirable for the projeet with low OPPCT and the latter for the project 

with medium OPPCT. This means that we cannot differentiate TM and DB a priori in 

terms of OPPCT.

6.7.2 Degree of process specificity
As explained above, process specificity is affected by v and u simultaneously. In this 

subsection, we focus on techno logy-related process specificity, by holding the effeet 

o f time value, v, constant.

In terms o f transaction costs, we can unambiguously identify the range of each

procurement system being more advantageous with respect to process specificity.

However, if  we taken revenue term into consideration, the situation will be more
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complicated. In fact, what really concerns us is the comparison of the profit that can 

be generated by each procurement system, i.e.,

7iTM(m) = NR(v,/„/) -  TCTM[v,m,Æ] - PC Eq.6-43

ttdb (m)= NR(v,^z)b) -  TCDB[v,m,Ar] - PC Eq.6-44

7iMs(m)= N R (v ,W  -TCMs[v,m,Ar] - PC Eq.6-45

When we try to plot 7iTM(m), 7iDB(m) and 7iMs(m) vs. m on the same diagram, we have

to know the slope and y-axis intersection o f each curve. First o f all, we need to

compare the first order differentiation of Eq.6-43-6-45 with respect to m. From our 

discussion on process specificity, we can infer

T C 'D B lv,m ,^]>TC 'TM [v,m ,/^ l>T C '.v,s[v,m ,^l

It follows

^  ^  |^\isl Eq.6-46

Likewise, if we preclude the case where any route is always dominant over others.

The only possibility is shown in Fig.6-20, from which we can find that

(1) if m > ntj, management system is the most desirable one;

(2) if /ii2 > m > ni/, traditional method is the most efficient one;

(3) if m < /«/, design-build will stand out.

Fig. 6-20 The influence of process specificity on transaction costs

A ttainable efficient fron tier

M S

m

6.7.3 Measurement difficulties
The effect o f measurement difficulties can be examined by holding other factors equal. 

The set of objective functions to be compared is
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7iTM(k)= NR(v,^„^) -  TCTM(v,m,k) - PC 

tidb ( k ) =  N R ( v , W  -  T C D B (v ,/w ,k )  - PC 

7TMs(k)= N R (v,W  -TCMs(v,/w,k) - PC

Eq.6-47

Eq.6-48

Eq.6-49

To determined the location o f these curves, we have to make use o f the analysis 

results o f

TC\,s(v,s,k)>TC'cM (v,5,k)>TC'oB(v,5,k)

, it follows that

^  ^  |tiVb| Eq.6-50

Considering these conditions and excluding the cases where any route is always 

dominant other others, the only possibility is shown in Fig.6-21, from which we can 

find:

(1) when k > A: 2 , design-build is the most efficient procurement route;

(2) when &, < k < & 2 , traditional method stands out;

(3) when k < A:/, management system becomes the most efficient route.

As a result, we can be sure that when serious measurement difficulties make design 

and build more advantageous and slight measurement difficulties can make 

management system more desirable. Moreover, the possible condition suitable for 

traditional method will be between two ends.

Fig. 6-21 The influence of measurement difficulties on transaction costs

AEF

TM

k
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Fig. 6-22 The alignment of procurement routes with transaction attributes:
reasoning
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6.7.4 Concluding remarks of this section
6.7.4.1 The logic of alignment
The way that procurement systems are aligned with transaction attributes is illustrated

in Fig.6-22, In the middle lie the constituent elements o f the objective function:

revenue, transaction costs caused by asset specificity and by measurement difficulties.

To achieve the goal of profit maximisation, we search the conditions (a certain set of

transaction attributes) under which each procurement route becomes most desirable.

On the right hand side, three attributes of the project are the key determinant in

affecting the objective function: high client’s opportunity cost o f time makes the

earlier completion matter, high degree of process specificity and complexity of

specialisation between trade or subcontractors makes the rent-seeking problems more

serious. But, why the competence o f procurement systems is different with respect to

these three dimensions? The answer lies in the differential capability o f procurement

systems in three respects: the extent to which design and construction can be

overlapped, adaptability to design changes and degree o f responsibility concentration.

These three dimensions are mapping to three elements of the objective function,

namely that high degree of design and construction being overlapped can deliver

higher net present value of revenue, high extent of responsibility concentration can

help reduce transaction cost caused by measurement difficulties and high adaptability
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to design changes can alleviate the rent-seeking behaviour caused by process 

specificity. This framework enables us to choose the route best able to handle projects 

with different attributes.

6.7.4.2 Conditions under which three routes are most suitable
Regarding the properties of procurement systems, conclusions can be drawn as 

follows. Client’s opportunity cost o f time matters in comparing the present value of 

revenue that can be generated by different procurement systems. If the delivery time 

of the project makes the revenue stream different, the fast tracking route will be 

favoured. From the theoretical analysis, we can only identify the condition under 

which high OPPCT project is most suitable for management system. The relative 

desirability o f traditional method as well as design-build is indeterminate.

The second critical factor, process specificity will impinge upon transaction costs due 

to the differential capability o f procurement routes in accommodating unforeseen 

changes. Management system is best for the condition where process specificity is 

very high, traditional method may be suitable for the project with medium process 

specificity and design and build is most competent to deal with the projects with low 

process specificity.

Fig. 6-23 Alignment of procurement routes with transaction attributes: results 
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The last factor concerned in this chapter is measurement difficulties in identifying the 

liability o f contractors involved in the project. The dispersion of responsibility makes 

it hard for the client to find the right agent to blame. This problem can be overcome 

by devolving the project to a single party. Thus, when the interface problem between 

participating parties are serious, design-build becomes the most suitable choice. As 

the severity o f this problems is alleviated, more fragmented routes can be applied. 

That is, traditional method and management system can be used to deal with the 

project with medium and low measurement difficulties.

The above discussion is summarised in Fig. 6-23. It indicates the combinations of 

three factors under which each route is most desirable. Apart from these three 

conditions, which route is better depends on the relative strength o f these factors.

These factors are upheld as the theoretical underpinnings of the model of construction 

procurement behaviour due to their theoretical significance in operationalising the 

construction transaction. Moreover, the importance o f these factors is on their own, 

rather than depends on the presence of other factors. For example, as explained in 

Chapter 4, the effect o f uncertainty on transaction hazards is conditional on the degree 

of asset specificity. Thus, this kind of variable is considered as of secondary 

importance.

6.8 Conclusion
It is found that the current literature is unable to demonstrate causality behind 

empirical facts. These works perhaps are sensible starting points, but definitely not the 

end. Developing a model by using the deductive method, like economic approach can 

deepen our understanding to the nature o f procurement route selection. In fact, 

without a theoretical (economic) analysis, it is hard to check whether the pure 

empiricism would go wrong. In this sense, transaction cost based model can be a 

complement approach, able to fill up the vacuum of theoretical reasoning and enrich 

our understanding of the interaction between the participating parties of a project. 

Because the postulated objective function is profit maximisation, the model is most 

suited to explain procurement system selection for commercial and industrial 

buildings. However, it can be extended to other types of projects by including more 

relevant factors into the objective function.
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Chaper 7 Empirical Investigations Of Construction Procurement
Behaviour

Chapter 6 arrives at an essential theoretical conclusion that in selecting an appropriate 

construction procurement system, the client in fact is facing an inconsistent trinity 

since there is no procurement system can achieve fast delivery, low process specific

ity and low measurement difficulties simultaneously. To test the validity of this 

proposition empirically, we need to seek suitable proxy variables to capture the influ

ence o f client’s time value, process specificity and measurement difficulties on the 

profit function. As a result, this chapter aims to: (1) describe the process o f searching 

observable variables that have direct bearing on the three key components o f profit 

function; (2) illuminate the empirical methodology -  reduced-form analysis; and (3) 

develop hypotheses.

Fig.7-1 Three stages of operationalising transaction costs in construction 

Operationalisation Stage I Stage II Stage III

Revenue
function

Transaction costs 
from process speci- 
 ficity______

Profit
function

Transaction costs 
from measurement

► OPPCT

UNGER

DEGPS

PARTR

SCALC

► COMSP

Measurement 
of variables

7.1 Preview of empirical investigations
Theoretical analysis o f governance structures in TCE often stops where Chapter 6 has 

done, while its empirical testing starts from there. To make three key factors identi

fied in Chapter 5 more operational, the step of operationalisation in Fig.4.1 ought to 

be extended into three stages as shown in Fig.7-1. Two follow-on stages are devised 

to conjure up the variables that have direct impact upon the revenue function, transac-
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tion cost from process specificity and that from measurement difficulties (stage II), 

and work out the problems as to how these variables can be measured in a feasible 

way (stage III). The proposed procedure has been pervasively employed in the TCE 

empirical studies in the 1980s and 1990s. Masten (1995) compiles a good record of 

literature along this line.

In Fig.7-1, the output o f chapter 6 -, are taken as input to chapter 7 and an attempt is 

made to further explore the relevant variables directly affecting the three components 

underlying the profit function. Then the focus shifts to problems o f measurement of 

these variables in chapter 8.

7.2 In search of observable variables
7.2.1 T h e principle o f search
Fig. 7-2 displays the link for searching for relevant factors that can most effectively 

distinguish the relative desirability of procurement systems in terms o f three compo

nents of the objective function: revenue, transaction cost from process specificity and 

that from measurement difficulties. The differential capability o f two governance 

structures in generating profit can be represented by two categories o f variables: the 

client attributes and the project attributes. The factors that considerably affect the 

magnitude o f difference in revenue and transaction costs across procurement systems 

are those for which we are searching. The following subsections aim to elaborate on 

the process of finding these relevant factors.

Stage I

Fig. 7-2 In search of observable variables

Stage II

Revenue

Linkage

Difference in NPV of revenue 
for different completion dates

Influenced variables

Transaction costs 
from process speci- 
 ficity______

Magnitude of specificity

Severity of rent- 
seeking bebayipur

Transaction costs 
from measurement 

difficulties -►Costs of defects correction
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► COPMSP
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7 .2 .2  An ex a m p le  in the literature
Before we start searching for relevant critical factors, it will be helpful to give an ex

ample of how this is done in the TCE literature.

Most TCE empirical works depart from the hypotheses derived from the theoretical 

analysis, as shown in Chapter 4. Masten et. al. (1991) is the first work to use the con

cept of temporal specificity. Pirrong(1993) follows this line to explore the contracting 

practices in shipping markets. He argues that 'forward contracts economise on trans

action costs in markets where tem poral specificity is im portan f. 'To determine 

whether actual contracting practices conform to this pattern, one must identify condi

tions that affect the magnitude o f  the tem poral specificities. ’ Three factors are pointed 

out as relevant: (1) the availability o f geographically dispersed alternative cargo 

sources for the shipper, (2) thickness o f the market, (3) specificity o f vessels. He then 

attempts qualitatively to compare the contractual form in practice with theoretical pre

dictions.

By means o f this brief account o f the explanation structure of TCE empirical studies, 

it is evident that the focus of this chapter should be directed to ferret out the key de

terminants that will impinge upon discounted revenue, process specificity and meas

urement difficulties of the project.

7 .2 .3  F actors affecting reven u e  d ifferen ce

First, as far as AR is concerned, we want to address the question: what is the factor 

that may widen the gap in revenue if  the project is delivered at different dates? The 

answer has been mentioned in chapter 5: opportunity cost of time (OPPCT), which 

can be understood as a cost change in financial units of a one-period increase in time 

taken. Suppose procurement system 1 and 2 can deliver the project in ti and ts days 

{ti>ts). For the client, the differential revenue defined in Sec.6.5 will be

AR = OPPCT X (ti-ts)
'— ^

Attribute of the Attribute of the
procurement systems
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If the hidden costs of late completion are high, AR will go larger and the date of com

pletion becomes more critical to the success o f the project. For the project with this 

attribute, the advantage of fast-tracking strategy will be more obvious to the client. 

That is, the procurement system with the attribute of shorter delivery time of tg (< t| ) 

is more suitable to the deal with this type of project. Other things being equal, the 

procurement routes that can serve the client’s demand for fast delivery will be more 

likely to be chosen.

However, as stressed in Sec.6.7.1, as OPPCT increases, the process specificity in

creases as well, making design-build less desirable. Thus, only management system 

enjoys the relative advantage in this dimension.

7 .2 .4  F actors affecting transaction c o s ts  from p r o c e ss  specificity  (I) - D E G PS
Next, we want to explore what determinants have bearing on the magnitude of trans

action costs arising from process specificity. This question is a bit more complicated. 

From Chapter 4 and Chapter 6, it can be seen that the troubles caused by process 

specificity are not only dependent on its extent per se but also on its interaction with 

other variables, like uncertainty. Thus in fact this main question comprises two parts: 

one is, what factors are responsible for the degree of process specificity? And another 

is, what are the factors that may aggravate the severity o f process specificity? This 

subsection will focus on the first question.

Process specificity is indicative o f the degree of interdependence between trading par

ties in the construction process, so the degree o f process specificity (DEGPS) is a vital 

factor in affecting the balance of bargaining power between the client and the contrac

tor. A good indicator for this is the cost o f switching, defined by the extra costs of 

changing contractor post-contract. The sources of these costs include opportunity cost 

of delay, repeated costs for temporary facilities, risk premium charged by replacement 

contractor for uncertain quality, and costs in resolving the disputes of quality prob

lems arising from the grey area o f liabilities involving the original and replacement 

contractor. The totality o f these costs signifies the importance o f production continu

ity to the client and affects the bargaining power o f the client relative to his/her agents. 

When the potential loss from disruption is substantial, the client will be in a weak po

sition to prevent the post-contractual redistribution o f economic rent. The higher is the
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appropriable quasi-rent, the more attractive is the opportunistic strategy, and the more 

resources will be devoted to unproductive activities. Thus, DEGPS is a variable that 

we should consider.

7 .2 .5  F actors affecting transaction  c o s ts  from p r o c e ss  specific ity  (11-1 ) -  un
certainty (UNCER)

Before answering the second question, it is worth repeating that transaction costs from 

process specificity are rooted in the occurrence of opportunistic intentions. Thus, the 

factors that can mitigate or aggravate the proclivity to exercise opportunistic strategies 

should be encompassed in the list. With reference to TCE, the first factor coming to 

mind is uncertainty. As the occurrence of unanticipated events increases, the co

operation relation between the client and he/her agents may deteriorate due to rent- 

seeking behaviour. The incompleteness of contract makes uncertainty appear threaten

ing to the client’s interest under some circumstances. This is a factor on the negative 

side.

On the positive side, we have to explore what factors might mitigate the likelihood of 

rent-seeking behaviour. A direct answer is trust. However, owing to its multifaceted 

connotations, an effort should be made to clear away the confusion that the term may 

cause, to which the next subsection will turn.

7 .2 .6  A d igression : th e  role o f trust
The basic premise o f the theory o f human behaviour (or action) seems to be fairly 

different in sociology and economics. Economists are used to take the postulate that 

self-interest seeking is the motivation of paramount importance in guiding human 

behaviour. In contrast, sociologists show great uneasiness with this assertion. This is 

evidenced by the majority o f fierce attacks on Williamson’s assumption of 

opportunism coming from sociologists. Are self-interest seeking and trust really 

completely inconsistent? This question entails careful scrutiny.

In TCE, transaction cost is regarded as an equivalence of friction in the physical 

world. By the same analogy, trust acts like the lubrication oil that facilitates the 

smooth working of the economy. In the real world, the main barrier to transaction lies 

in the incompleteness or asymmetry of information. The presence of trust can help
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enhance the predictability of trading parties’ behaviour. As a much-quoted definition 

of trust in economics shows,

[w]hen w e say we trust someone or that som eone is trustworthy, w e implicitly  

mean that the probability  that he w ill perform  an action that is beneficial.... is 

high enough fo r  us to consider in engaging in som e form  o f  cooperation with 

him. Correspondingly, when we say that som eone is untrustworthy, we imply 

that that probability  is low  enough fo r  us to refrain from  doing so. [ Gam- 

betta ,1988]

The predictability of behaviour comes from different origins. In the literature, many 

different classification systems have been proposed. For example, Sako (1992) in her 

work on the comparison of inter-firm commercial relations between Britain and Japan 

classified trust into three types:

(1) contractual trust, which means entrusting a person to endeavour to fulfill their 

contractual agreement;

(2) competence trust, which means entrusting a person on the basis o f his/her ability 

to carry out the task;

(3) goodwill trust, which is based on the expectation o f one party’s willingness to do 

more than contractually stipulated.

Another important work by Shapiro, Sheppard, and Cheraskin (1992) points out three 

reasons that can create trust. First, trust can be said to exist if  the punishment is seri

ous enough to discourage the proclivity to opportunism. This kind of trust, labeled 

deterrence-based trust, can be maintained due to the positive benefit o f abiding by 

the original promises. Another type o f trust can be built owing to informational 

advantage on the decision style o f trading parties. This is called knowledge-based 

trust. The third type o f trust, identification-based trust, comes from the deliberate 

design of incentive compatible terms and conditions o f transaction so that both 

parties’ preferences can be fully aligned in the contract.

We can try to interpret the above six types o f trust for purposes of this study. First of 

all, the nurturing of trust may rely on the efficacy o f contract by fine-tuning the way 

that risk is allocated or resort is made to court ordering. Second, trust can be culti-
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vated by collecting the critical information about the trading partners, such as their 

competence or decision style. Third, trust is a natural consequence o f repeated trans

actions in that what you do today will determine what you will get tomorrow, sanction 

or reward, and will also be influenced by what the transactor did yesterday. Folk 

theorem in game theory gives a good example of why prisoner’s dilemma can be 

sorted out when transactions are likely repeatedly to occur.

Because the basic proposition of TCE is risk-neutrality, the identification-based trust 

is not directly relevant in this setting. The second category of information-related trust, 

like competence trust or knowledge-based trust, is important in the analysis of organi

sations. Whether the contractual arrangement of the procurement system can improve 

incompleteness or asymmetry o f information will change the likelihood o f vulnerable 

positions being exploited and alter the desirability of the ‘vulnerable’ procurement 

route, like design-build. The deterrence category of trust can be understood as follows. 

If  we extend the horizon of decision into the inter-temporal setting, one important 

kind o f deterrence that can discourage contractor’s opportunistic behaviour is the loss 

o f opportunity to get the future works. Corresponding to these two categories of trust, 

we can find two factors relevant: whether partnering is used and the total demand of 

the client.

7 .2 .7  F actors affecting transaction c o s ts  from p r o c e ss  specific ity  (11-2): part
nering a g reem en t

Use o f a partnering agreement between construction clients and their agents, like con

tractors or designers, has gained attraction in construction practice in recent years. In 

response to the long-term complaints from the client side about the confrontational 

atmosphere in construction, the infusion of trust element is popularly accorded recog

nition as an encouraging way forward to soothe the tension. Two o f the principal 

characteristics of long-term partnering are open book costing and the continuity of 

workload.

Open book costing

A direct benefit o f transparent cost record is to alleviate distrust owing to asymmetry 

of information. When the information affecting the distribution o f quasi-rent is public 

to all stakeholders, the ex ante commitment can relatively easily be enforced and the
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potential disputes from unforeseen contingencies can be resolved with less cost. This 

will discourage the motivation for exercising opportunistic strategies, reducing the 

unpredictability o f behaviour arising from tussling for quasi rent. Thus, trust can be 

growing.

Continuous workload

Another important spirit o f partnering is providing the possibility o f continuous work

load. As analysed in Sec.6.7, in the course o f construction, the contractor and the cli

ent are playing a game with loss-loss result. To avoid going into the vicious cycle, 

performance-dependent provision of future workload as an inducement to make the 

contractor give up opportunistic strategies can serve the function o f building deter

rence-based trust, which implies behaving in a cooperative way, otherwise losing cer

tainty of continuous workload. This result has been theoretically demonstrated in the 

game theory literature.

In Kreps (1990), the effect o f trust is captured by a game where player 1 chooses to 

Trust or Not Trust player 2 and player 2 then decides to honour or betray player I ’s 

trust. The extensive form of this game is shown in Fig.7-3. The game assumes that, if 

player 1 offers trust first, he/she will possibly get the return of S if  player 2 honours it 

or suffer a loss of L if player 2 betrays it. If  player 1 doesn’t take the strategy of Trust, 

the game terminates, meaning both players leave with payoff o f zero.

Fig. 7-3 The extensive form of a trust game 

Player 1

Not Trust Trust

Player 2

Honour Betray

S ,S - L , S+H

The game can be solved by backwards induction, i.e., inducing backwards one node at 

a time along the decision tree. First, when player 2 chooses the strategy between Be-
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tray and Honour, the former will be favoured because its payoff, S+H is higher than 

that of the later (S). With this knowledge, player 1 would rather stop this game in the 

first place with no gain than trust player 2 and suffer the loss o f L. It is obvious that 

this result is socially improvable since the strategy set o f (Trust, Honour) will make 

both players better off. This dilemma can possibly be overcome by repeating the game.

Suppose player 2 is facing a two-period decision: (1) honour player 1 ’s trust offer and 

gain the player I ’s trust in the second period or (2) betray player I ’s trust offer and 

get nothing in the next period. The condition for inducing player 2 to take a coopera

tive strategy is

(l + - ) 5 > ( 5  + / / )  
r

where r is the discounting rate of player 2. That is, when player 2 ’s time value is less 

than S/H (r < S/H), it is more desirable for player 2 to pursue long-term benefits (i.e., 

honouring player I ’s trust offer) rather than realise the short-term gain (i.e., betray 

player I ’s trust offer). Thus, the new equilibrium will be (Trust, Honour). This result 

signifies the effect of repeated transactions in repressing the occurrence of opportunis

tic behaviour out of short-termism. From this result, it seems reasonable to infer that 

the use o f partnering agreement can reduce the likelihood o f opportunism happening 

induced by process specificity when the vulnerable route, like design-build is used. 

And this factor will possibly affect the client’s selection of procurement systems.

7 .2 .8  F actors affecting transaction c o s ts  from p r o c e ss  specific ity  (11-3): pros
p ec t o f future w orks

Besides the use o f partnering agreement, another factor playing the similar role is the 

size o f the client, measured by the total scale of projects that the client commissions 

every year. The repeat client enjoys more bargaining power with his/her agent by giv

ing preference in the award of the next project in exchange for the cooperation in this 

project. Therefore, the amount of construction demand that a client can provide indi

cates the extent o f deterrence that a client can exercise. That is, given the same project 

attributes, the vulnerability o f design-build will not be o f the same level for the large 

client as for the small client. The large client will enjoy the benefit of owning the
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“hidden” deterrence power and face lower risk in making himself exposed to the vul

nerable positions.

7 .2 .9  Factors affecting transaction c o s ts  from m ea su rem en t difficulties: 
C O M SP

Lastly, as claimed in Sec.5.8.2, measurement problems in the analysis of procurement 

systems come from the costs o f defect correction. What factors will make this cost 

become crucial in distinguishing the efficacy of procurement routes? The answer lies 

in the complexity of specialisation (COM SP). In principle, as the types and number 

o f subcontractors or trade contractors increase, the more serious are the interface 

problems between them, the more difficult it becomes to clearly identify the bearer of 

liability. This situation may induce the subcontractors to exploit quality rent, and the 

second round o f information problems may ensue. A single point o f responsibility can 

help alleviate this problem, that is, an integrated procurement route will be favoured.

7.3 The empirical methodology: reduced-form analysis

In Williamson’s TCE, to get around the problem of transaction costs unmeasurability, 

the ingenuous solution of comparing alternative GSs by operationalising transaction 

attributes is introduced. In the reduced form, the difference in the cost of governance 

structure o f GSj and G S j, TCj and TCj , can be expressed as

T C i - T C j = a X + s

where a and X stand for coefficient vector and independent variable vector, respec

tively and 8 random disturbances. As a result, the absolute magnitude o f transaction 

cost is of no significance in this discrete structural analysis [Williamson, 1996]. What 

are relevant are the key determinants that will impinge on the differential cost of two 

governance structures.

According to typical marginal analysis, efficiency requires that prices and quantities 

be adjusted to the margin. But in dealing with organisational problems, like how to 

determine the boundary of a firm, this sort of second-order economising (adjusting the 

margin) should give way to first-order economising (getting the choice of governance 

structures right) because of the discreteness o f the choice set.
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As is explained in chapter 5, the criterion by which the client selects the procurement 

route is to maximise the discounted profit function, net o f revenue and transaction 

costs. We follow a core proposition in TCE that transaction costs are very difficult 

directly to measure, if  not directly unmeasurable, whereas by means o f discovering 

the determinants able to distinguish the differential competence in coping with vari

ous transaction relations, it is possible to predict the choice of governance structures 

from some observable factors. The keynote of this approach tells us that factors matter 

only in the comparative institutional sense. Therefore, the question needed to be 

brought to the fore, is what factors would impinge upon the difference in revenues 

and transaction costs under different procurement routes?

7.4 Conditions to which the three procurement systems are 
more desirable

7.4 .1  T he a n a ly sis
Following the analysis in Sec.6.7, we can express the difference in profits generated 

from three routes as
5

^ DB ~ '^ T M  "  ^ ̂  OtM ~~ ^DB )  ~ DB-TM  ) Eq.7-1
/=1
5

^MS ~'̂ TM ~ M̂S ) ~ ^  i^i ) Eq.7~2
j=l

5

^ M S  DB { ^ d B ~ ̂ MS ) ~ ^  ̂ ' ^ ^ M S - D B  (^i ) Bq.7-3
1=1

where v is the opportunity cost of time; îtm, tDB, t ŝ are delivery time that can be 

achieved by three routes; x$ are the transaction attribute variables. To find the condi

tions to which each of three procurement systems are more desirable, let’s examine 

six variables contained in the equation set o f Eq.7-1 7-3 in turn by holding other

variables constant.

Compared with Sec.6.7, there are three factors in common: OPPCT, DEGPS and 

COMSP, so in the following subsections, we concentrate on the other three factors: 

UNCER, PARTR, SCALC.

7 .4 .2  Uncertainty
Uncertainty is one of the most critical features of economic decision-making. Its 

significance should not only be understood as a stochastic factor in the ex ante sense 

but, what is more important, its interactions with other factors ex post. From the
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what is more important, its interactions with other factors ex post. From the viewpoint 

of TCE, uncertainty becomes relevant not in its own right, but due to its role in trig

gering the vicious cycle o f rent-seeking behaviour when the transactors are closely 

interdependent. The basic logic can be described in Fig. 7-4, which shows two catego

ries o f factors at work: uncertainty and process specificity. The outcome of their inter

actions is what we want to explore. We can elaborate upon the story this way.

(1) The likelihood of renegotiation for dividing up quasi-rent ex post will be increas

ing as uncertainty facing the transactors increases, so uncertainty has a positive effect 

on the likelihood of renegotiation, labeled as +. The direct consequence of increasing 

the opportunities for renegotiation is to give the advantageous party the motive to 

bargain for extra share of trading gains ex post.

(2) Process specificity indicates how costly is it for the client to switch to alternative 

contractor to resume the disrupted project, so high process specificity naturally fore

tells the presence of large appropriable quasi-rent.

(3) Two factors jointly affect the site of transaction problems in rent-seeking behav

iour. It is seems reasonable to model the severity o f rent-seeking behaviour as the 

function of two variables: one is how lucrative is the opportunistic attempt; another is 

how likely it is to succeed. The former is determined by the degree of process speci

ficity o f the project, i.e., how large the appropriable quasi-rent would appear ex post. 

The latter is, to a large part, affected by the uncertainty o f the project. The presence of 

quasi-rent is the ultimate reason for opportunism and uncertainty is only the trigger 

for making it happen.

Fig. 7-4 The interaction of uncertainty with process specificity 

Uncertainty ^
Likelihood of 
renegotiation

Process
specificity

Size of 
quasi-rent

Keenness of the 
contractor for 
rent seeking

Magnitude of 
transaction costs
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From the above analysis, the transaction cost arising from uncertainly can best be 

mitigated by the same means that will mitigate process specificity. In other words, 

ceteris parabus, the higher the high uncertainty o f a project, the greater relative effi

ciency advantage of the management system.

7 .4 .3  Partnering a g reem en t

As illuminated in Sec.7.2.7, the effect o f partnering agreement on transaction costs 

relied upon its ability to mitigate the hazards from opportunism. Unlike the other five 

variables in Fig. 7-2, this is a binary variable, labeled as 1 for the case of the partner

ing agreement being used and otherwise 0. If  this factor is taken into account by the 

client in choosing procurement systems, its effect would be to enlarge the range for 

which design-build can be desirable, that is, increasing the possibility o f design-build 

being chosen as a whole. The reason lies in the nature of partnering agreement.

For most proponents of construction partnering, this method should stand in its own 

right. However, for convenience of the following analysis, we would like to view it as 

a supporting contractual arrangement for solving the mounting transaction problems 

appearing in the fimctioning o f each procurement route. In using the traditional 

method and design-build, the main contractor is the principal party with whom the 

client intends to form the close collaboration relation by entering into the partnering 

agreement. In using management system, the designer or sometime construction man

agement firm is the most frequent party with whom the client can effectively improve 

cooperation atmosphere by partnering. Now the problem is how much the original 

problems can be alleviated after partnering is introduced.

In the contractual arrangement o f management system, the responsibilities of con

struction are so dispersed to several trade contractors that the efficacy of partnering 

agreement in constraining opportunism arising from measurement difficulties will be 

more blunted. In principle, the more concentrated the responsibilities in the procure

ment system, the more efficacious is the partnering agreement. Thus, we have a priori 

ground for claiming that the use o f partnering will have much more obvious effect on 

design-build than on other two routes.
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7 .4 .4  T he s c a le  o f th e  client
As explained in Sec.7.2.8, the role of the client’s scale is an important factor in gener

ating deterrence for opportunism, so the possible effect o f this factor is similar to the 

use of partnering agreement. In principle, the more the expected construction expendi

ture in the future, the more able is the client to bargain with his/her agent to give up 

the present appropriable rent in exchange for the future awarding o f workload. The 

effect of alleviating short-termism by giving future works intensifies along with the 

scale o f the client. As a result, the postulated order of relative desirability of procure

ment systems as this variable increase is: design-build > traditional method > man

agement system.

7 .4 .5  Sum m ary
To sum up, using Eq.7-l~7-3, in conjunction with the analysis in Chapter 6 and 

Sec.7.4, we can construct the conditions under which each procurement system is 

most suitable, and therefore most likely to be chosen by rational clients. The sets of 

conditions are as graphically presented in Fig.7-5.

Fig. 7-5 Alignment of procurement routes -  empirical predictions

L

OPPCT

UNCER

DEGPS

SCALC

COMSP

Management
System

Traditional
Method

Design and 
Build

1. When (a) time value is very high, (b) uncertainty o f the project is medium, (c) de

gree o f process specificity is medium, (d) the scale o f the client is medium, (e) the 

interface problems between subcontractors or trade contractors are not serious, 

management system is the most suitable procurement strategy and so more likely 

to be chosen.
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2. When (a) time value is very low, (b) uncertainty of the project planning is low, (c) 

the degree o f process specificity is low, (d) the scale o f the client is medium, (e) 

the interface problems between subcontractors and trade contractors are average, 

traditional method is the most suitable procurement strategy and most likely to be 

chosen.

3. When (a) time value is high, (b) uncertainty o f the project planning is very low, (c) 

the degree of process specificity is low, (d) the scale o f the client is large, (e) the 

interfaces problems between subcontractors and trade contractors are very serious, 

design-build is the most suitable procurement strategy and so most likely to be 

chosen.

Apart from the five variables, partnering agreement can more effectively improve the 

relative desirability of design-build than traditional method and management system.

7.5 Development of Hypothesis
The section tries to transform the results concluded in Sec.7.4.5 into hypotheses. 

Combined with the variable o f PARTR (use o f partnering), six hypotheses can be de

rived. The effect of each variable on the selection of procurement systems is formu

lated in the form that X  variable is higher, procurem ent option R w ill be more 

likely to be chosen relative to option Q, other facto rs  being equal"  The relation of one 

route being more likely to be chosen than another one is expressed as R  > Q.

7.5 .1  Opportunity c o s ts  o f tim e (O PPC T )
Opportunity costs of late delivery relate to the client’s sensitivity to the timing of 

completion. Higher OPPCT will enlarge the advantage of fast-track route in increas

ing (discounted) revenue but at the same time by increasing process specificity en

hance the disadvantage of an integrated route. Thus, a proposition can be stated as fol

lows:

H y p o th esis  1
The higher is the opportunity cost o f time, the more desirable and therefore the more 
likely for the client to employ a fast-track strategy for shortening the total time. How
ever, higher opportunity cost o f time also leads to more serious process specificity 
problems, making an integrated route less desirable. The joint effect of these two 
forces leads to the order o f management system > design-build, traditional method.
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7 .5 .2  U ncertainty (UNCER)

This variable is intended to encompass the exogenous factors that may cause the ne

cessity o f renegotiating the price and quality standards ex post. Provided the execu

tion o f the project is full o f uncertainty, the client possibly will be forced to change 

requirements and design. This kind of variation is initiated by the client himself, 

rather than due to designer’s error. Whose fault is relevant here. If the liability is on 

the designer side, the client can stave off this risk by choosing design-build. If not, the 

client will face the problem of re-negotiation with contractors during construction. 

This will aggravate the hazard o f process specificity. In this case, an integrated route 

like design-build may make the client vulnerable to be held up, increasing transaction 

costs. According to the analysis in Sec.6.6, management system is more flexible than 

traditional method and design-build. Thus, a hypothesis can be formulated as follows:

H y p o th esis  2
The more uncertain factors are involved during design and construction, the more 
likely for the client to need to renegotiate with contractors after contract is signed, and 
the more likely for him/her to employ a flexible strategy. Thus, management system 
> traditional method > design-build.

7 .5 .3  D eg ree  o f p r o c e ss  specificity  (D E G P S)
The degree of process specificity can be measured by the cost o f switching. If an 

alternative contractor cannot easily be found, the client would be in a weak position to 

bargain with the current one. This situation would be worse, if  the integrated route is 

used. Accordingly, we can get the following proposition:

H y p o th esis  3
The more costly to switch to a replacement contractor, were the project to be dis
rupted, the more desirable and therefore the more likely for the client to adopt a frag
mented route. Thus, management system > traditional method > design-build

7 .5 .4  Partnering a g reem en t (PARTR)

As explained in Sec.7.4.3, the use o f partnering agreement can more effectively miti

gate the transaction hazards arising from rent-seeking for the project using design- 

build than that using management system. Thus, the hypothesis will be:
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H y p o th esis  4

When a partnering agreement is used in the project, the more desirable, and therefore 
the more likely for the client to adopt design-build. That is, design-build> traditional 
method> management system

7 .5 .5  T he s c a le  o f th e  client (SCALC)

As claimed in Sec.7.4.4, the scale of the client, measured by the total construction 

outlays in a period o f time, can reduce the occurring likelihood o f rent-seeking behav

iour, so the hypothesis can be stated as follows:

H y p o th esis  5
The more future works that the client can provide, the less threatening is the rent- 
seeking behaviour and the more desirable is the integrated procurement system. That 
is, design-build > traditional method > management system.

7 .5 .6  C om plexity o f sp ecia lisa tion  (C O M SP)
This variable is associated with how many number and types of subcontractors will be 

involved in the project. The increase in the number of independent subcontractors will 

increase the difficulty o f monitoring quality in that there are many grey areas existing 

between the responsibilities of subcontractors. When COMSP becomes severe, the 

disadvantage of using management system is evident. Thus, we can infer that

H y p o th esis  6
When the degree of ambiguity o f interface between autonomous subcontractors be
comes severe, a more integrated procurement route will be more desirable because it 
is able to reduce measurement costs in identifying the liability of defects o f the project. 
Thus, design-build > traditional method > management system.

7.6 Testing of hypotheses
7.6 .1  E conom etric  m odel
Among econometric models, qualitative response model is designed for the analysis 

o f discrete choices. A popular technique is the logit model [Greene, 1993]. In this 

study, the client has three alternatives: traditional method, design-build, and manage

ment system. Six main variables are identified as critical in affecting the client’s 

choice: OPPCT, UNCER, DEGPS, PARTR, SCALC, COMSP. The logistic response 

function used to represent the impact of these six effects is expressed below.
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If we use the logit specification, the probability o f each procurement route being cho

sen is as follows:

Pdb — P{DB) —

/=1

P „ ,= P (M S ) =

/=i

P „ = P (T M ) =  i ------

1=1

Eq. 7-4

Eq. 7-5

Eq. 7-6

where X is row matrix of independent variables, including OPPCT, UNCER, DEGPS, 

PARTR, SCALC, COMSP and a constant; Pi and p2 are column matrix of the esti

mated coefficients. Eq.7-4 ~ Eq.7-6 represent the probability that the client chooses 

design-build. Taking the natural logarithm of both sides in Eq.7-4 ~ Eq.7-6 yields the 

relation between the factors and the log odds ratio:

In

In

DB

TM

In

MS

TM

MS

DB

= AP, 

= ^ 2

Eq. 7-7

Eq. 7-8 

Eq. 7-9

For example, Eq.7-7 indicates the relative probability of design-build being selected 

compared with traditional method. This probability is affected by six variables, so the 

complete form of Eq.7-7 is

In DB

TM

= P I  4- p\O PPCT  -f PiUNCER  + p ;  DEGPS -H p ^  PARTR + PI SCALC  4- p," COMSP

Eq. 7-10

By the same way, we can get.
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In
P
P̂TM

= P i  + p\OPPCT  + PlUNCER + PlDEGPS  + PlPARTR  + P\SCALC  + ^ICOMSP

Eq. 7-11

In
p
P̂DB

= (P i  ->?,") + (P\ -  P\ )OPPCT +  (P i -  P i )UNCER + ( P l - ^ l  )DEGPS 

(Pi  -  P i  )PARTR + (Pi  -  Pi  )SCALC + (Pi  -  PI )COMSP Eq. 7-12

The coefficients can be estimated by maximizing the likelihood function:

N  ' ' 1 - D
Z(Z) J X ^ . ; P ) =  Y \ P \ D j  = \ \ X  J  = \ \ X

y=i

where N  is the number of samples collected by survey.

7 .6 .2  A brief a cco u n t o f logit m odel
In the social science, lots of issues of interest involve limited discrete choices. Due to 

discontinuity o f dependent variable, the traditional regression analysis is no longer 

applicable since the estimation o f coefficients is not efficient. To see the reason, a 

simple example is given for illumination.

For example, we might be interested in the condition that makes a household own a 

car. In this case, the qualitative dependent variable can be defined as follows:

D|=l if  ith household owns a car 

Di=0 if ith household does not own a car

For ease of exposition, suppose the income level is taken as the only explanatory vari

able. Thus, the linear model can be specified as

Vi Di= po + Pili + £i Eq. 7-13

Assuming E ( 8 i ) = 0 ,  we then have

Vi E(Di)=Po + PiIi Eq. 7-14

The expected value o f/)/ has an intuitive interpretation. According to the definition,

E(Di)=lxPr(Di=l)+0xPr(Di=0)= lxPi4-0x(l-P;)= P;
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That is, E ( D i)  is simply the probability that household i owns a car. Thus, we can re

write Eq.7-14 as

Vi Pi=Po + Pili Eq. 7-15

This linear probability model indicates that the probability of the î  ̂household buying 

a car is determined by substituting the income level into the regression equation. The 

estimation o f Eq.7-14 can be done by OLS. However, there arise problems because 

the error term s,- is binomial distribution rather than normal distribution. Using Eq.7- 

13, we can get

E; =1 - Po “ Plli if  Di=l

E; =  -  Po -  P l l i  i f  D j= 0

Thus,

Var (£:,.) = E{ef)  = Pj x (value of when Dj = 1) + (1 -  7̂ .) x (value of when D; = 0) 
= P , x { \ - p , -  + (1 -  p;.) X { - p ,  . p ,I J :

= f , x ( l - 7 ^ ) : + f / x ( l - f J
= P,x{ \ -P^)

Obviously, the variance of error terms varies from household to household. This 

means that Eq.7-15 is heteroskedastic, violating the basic assumption of classical re

gression analysis that Var(8j)=constant. Though the estimators themselves are still 

unbiased, the estimated standard errors will become unreliable.

A possible way to sort it out is to introduce a latent variable L, defined by

L = Po + Pil+Sj

In our example, L might be explained as an unobservable index of the willingness to 

own a car. Its expected value is

E (L * )  =  p o + p i I

To link the unobservable L* with observable outcomes, we can simply specify

Di=l if  L * > 0  

D i= 0  if  L * < 0  

To obtain the expression of Pj, note that

Pj = Pr(Di=l)=Pr(L*>0)=Pr(Po + piIi+Si>0)=Pr(Si>-(po + Pi I;))

Therefore, P; depends on the way in which G, is distributed. A popular model is called 

logit model. The year 2000’s Nobel laureate Professor MacFadden is credited as mak-
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ing substantial contributions in developing the multinomial logit model, which is used 

in my study.

The basic form of logistic function is

P: =
1

It is easy to see that

1 +  e x p [ - (^ o  +  +  8 .)]

6xp [-(^ o  +  PJ +  £■,)]
\ - P :  =

so that

Eq. 7-16

This is called odd ratio and its natural logarithm as the logit. If we put D, directly into 

the logit Ri, we get:

= In(^) if a family owns a car

R. = ln(Y) if a family doesn’t own a car

Obviously, these expressions are meaningless. However, matters change when we 

switch to predicting the behaviour o f N  actions. To give the odd ratio an intuitive in

terpretation, we can use the hypothetical example in Table 7-1 for explanation.

Table 7-1 The frequency distribution of a hypothetical example

II Ni (number of fami
lies at income Xi)

nt (number of families 
owning a car

6 40 8

8 50 12

10 60 18

13 80 28

15 100 45

20 70 36

25 65 39
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As this table shows, corresponding to each income level Xi there are Ni families, n, 

among whom own a house. Therefore, if  we now compute the relative frequency

which is an estimate of the true P; corresponding to each Ni. Using the estimated P , , 

we can obtain the estimated logit as:

Ri — ln(^ p )  -  P2P + 8■ Eq. 7-17

In short, given the grouped or replicated data, one can obtain the dependent variable, 

the logits, to est imate Eq.7-17.

Conversely, if  we find a household with the income level of Ii, the probability of this 

household having a car can be computed by substituting fr into Eq.7-17. Suppose we 

get a result, say, 0.6, then what does this prediction mean? It means, if  ten families 

have the income level o f It, we expect to find six families owning a car.

Table 7-2 The actual observations and predicted results of a hypothetical example

^ " \ ^ e d i c t e d

Actual
Families own cars

Families don’t own 

cars

Families own cars 4 6 50%

Families don’t 

own cars
3 7 50%

35% 65%

We can hypothetically tabulate the actual and predicted distribution of whether fami

lies own cars in Table 7-2. There are 11 (4+7) out of 20 successfully classified. What 

does this success rate mean? That shows that if  we collected 100 families with the in

come level of Ii, the outcome (owning a car or not) could be correctly predicted by 

the model for 55 of them. In reality, what we observe is a single outcome, owning a 

car or not, at a first glance, probability prediction seems meaningless. However, we
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shouldn’t forget that the prediction of logit models is based on grouped data or hypo

thetical repeated observations. That is, if  we had another 100 samples grouped to

gether according to the same income level, the logit model can help us correctly iden

tify 55% of the samples in the ex ante sense.

7 .6 .3  How to verify h y p o th e se s  by w ay o f logistic m odel
This subsection aims to explain how to test hypotheses listed in Sec.7.5 by logit

model. First o f all, the hypotheses state a logic that for a given attribute, a procure

ment route is desirable relative to others due to its superior efficacy in dealing with 

this kind of project so that the client’s objective can be best satisfied. What the logit 

model can do is corroborate the statistical relation between the probability of each 

procurement route being used and the attributes of transaction. Relative higher fre

quency o f a procurement route being selected means that that route is preferable to the 

client for the given conditions. Under the assumption that the client is rational, the 

frequency of a procurement route being used is tantamount to showing the extent that 

this procurement route can satisfy the client’s objective for the given attributes. Thus, 

the higher frequency o f a procurement route relative to others means that it is the most 

efficient procurement route under that set of conditions. The logic can be summarised 

as follows: (1) theoretical prediction that higher factor A makes procurement route 

PRi  relatively desirable, and (2) the client is assumed to choose the most efficient 

route, so (3) higher factor A will increase the likelihood of procurement route PRi  

being chosen, meaning (4) the coefficient o f factor A will be positive in the log odd 

ratio of PRj  relative to other routes. This is, if  the higher value o f a variable leads to 

the increased likelihood of traditional method being chosen relative to design-build, 

the sign of coefficient of this variable will be predicted to be positive. In contrast, if  

the higher value o f this variable causes the log-odd ratio to reduce, the sign of coeffi

cient o f this variable will be expected to be negative. Following this logic, the logit 

model o f Eq.7-10 ~ 7-12 can be employed to test the six hypotheses listed in Sec.7.5.

For example, from hypothesis 1 ~ 6, we can know that design-build is more favour

able than traditional method for the project o f lower uncertainty, lower process speci

ficity and higher measurement difficulties and when the partnering agreement is used 

and the scale o f the client is larger. Transforming this set of hypotheses into the pre

dicted sign o f coefficients of variables in Eq.7-10 where design-build is compared
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with traditional method gives five predictions as shown in Table 7-3. On the basis of 

the similar reasoning, the predicted sign of coefficients of each variable in Eq.7-11 

and Eq.7-12 can be found, as shown in Table 7-4 and Table 7-5.

Table 7-3 Expected results of logit estimation: Eq.7-10

Equation 7-10:
Dependent variable: Design-build 
Reference: Traditional method
Parameter Expected Hypothesis tested

sign
Constant
O PPCT +/- Hypothesis 1
UNCER - Hypothesis 2
D EG PS - Hypothesis 3
PARTR + Hypothesis 4
SCATS - Hypothesis 5
COM SP 4- Hypothesis 6

Table 7-4 Expected results of logit estimation: Eq.7-11

Equation 7-11 :
Dependent variable: Management system 
Reference: Traditional method
Parameter Expected Hypothesis tested

sign
Constant
O PPC T + Hypothesis 1
UNCER + Hypothesis 2
D EG PS + Hypothesis 3
PARTR - Hypothesis 4
SCATS + Hypothesis 5
COM SP - Hypothesis 6

Table 7-5 Expected results of logit estimation: Eq.7-12

Equation 7-12:
Dependent variable: Management system 
Reference: Design-build
Parameter Expected Hypothesis tested

sign
Constant
O PPC T + Hypothesis 1
UNCER + Hypothesis 2
D EG PS + Hypothesis 3
PARTR - Hypothesis 4
SCATS - Hypothesis 5
COM SP - Hypothesis 6
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8 Development Of Questionnaire And Survey Design

Chapter 7 concludes the stage for searching for relevant variables that are most likely 

to affect discounted revenue, transaction costs from process specificity and measure

ment difficulties of the project, i.e., going through stage I to stage II in Fig.7-1. This 

chapter continue the development from stage II to stage III for dealing with measure

ment of variables.

8.1 Development of measurement
8.1.1 The process of questionnaire design
Using a semantic scale to ask for the respondent’s subjective evaluation can easily 

lead to errors without careful design. Every effort has to be made to minimise the pos

sible sources of errors. Churchill (1995) suggests a sequence o f steps that can be fol

lowed to develop valid measures (as shown in Fig. 8-1). Corresponding to the purpose 

o f this study, we can formulate the design procedure as follows:

Fig. 8-1 A suggested procedure for developing measures [Churchill, 1995]

Step 3; Collect data

Step 4; Purify measure

Step 2; Generate sample of items

Step 1 ; Specify domain of the measure

i
Step 5: Assess validity

Step 1 : Review literature to find the multifaceted dimensions o f the six variables used 

in the hypotheses.

Step 2: Attempt to develop the first version of questionnaire so as to capture the mul

tifaceted dimensions o f the six variables.

Step 3: Pilot that questionnaire to test the answerability o f the questions and modify it 

to generate the second version of questionnaire with reference to feedback 

opinions.
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Step 4: Conduct the survey of the second version of questionnaire and analyse the 

result with an aim to improve the validity of measurement o f variables by 

testing the reliability o f set questions that are devised to measure the different 

aspects o f a variable and eliminate the questions with low correlation with 

others.

In implementing these four steps, this study went through a three-stage process for 

questionnaire design and survey design (see Fig. 8-2). At the first stage, the questions 

were sent to five clients that have close connection with my tutors at UCL with the 

aim of finding two things: (1) what kind of questions can be answered and (2) 

whether the wording o f questions are clear enough to avoid confusion. This step took 

one month to get back questionnaires and complete the analysis. After communicating 

with the respondents, the phrasing o f the questions was modified and some questions 

are deleted that were hard to answer according to the received comments.

Fig. 8-2 The flow chart of questionnaire and survey

1 month

3 months

3 monthsFull-scale survey

Further test the design 
of questionnaire

Test the wording and answerability 
of questions in the questionnaire

Then, at the second stage, 100 clients were selected randomly from Glenigan database 

to test the content validity of the questionnaire. Eliciting responses from larger sam

ples can provide additional information. O f the 35 returned questionnaires (i.e. return 

rate is 35%’), 15 projects (43%) used traditional method, 14 projects (40%) used de

sign-build, and the rest 6 projects (17%) used management system. Though it is found 

that categorising procurement systems only into three types is too crude, we still can

It should be noted that this return rate is obtained after follow-up actions, like phone calls.
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get some basic idea about the approximate proportion of procurement systems cur

rently used. At the final stage, the full-scale survey was conducted. Three months is 

spent for preparing and administering the survey. The results o f the survey are dis

cussed in Chapter 9. This chapter just focuses on the process o f finding sensible 

means of measurement of the variables.

8.1.2 Demands for new microeconomic data in ICE
Operationalisation is a critical step in TCE to derive refutable hypotheses. By this

term we mean the process of “relating the relative merits o f alternative institutional 

arrangements to observable attributes of transactions” [Masten, 1995]. According to 

this definition, discovering the factors that are intimately linked with the relative per

formance o f governance and that can be measured practically will be our goal. If we 

successfully achieve it, a set o f variables can be obtained. The problem then is how to 

measure these variables. As will be seen, these variables mainly fall into the category 

of qualitative variables, distinct from quantitative variables, such as price, interest rate 

often used in the economic empirical studies. Because this type o f variable is liable to 

be criticised as lacking objectivity due to the errors resulting from personal judgement, 

many social science disciplines, such as psychology, marketing and sociology have 

been struggling to cope with them, and generated a vast stock o f useful techniques. A 

sensible starting point is to review psychometric theory o f measurement errors [Nun- 

nally & Bernstein, 1994] and attempt to employ some guidelines for questionnaire 

design prevalently accepted in management studies, such as Churchill (1995) and 

Kinnear & Taylor (1991).

As aforementioned, TCE attempts to develop a refutable theory by analysing (and 

measuring) microeconomic features of economic organisation. In contrast to other 

branches o f economics, there are few quantifiable variables readily available to the 

study of organisation. In face o f this situation, Simon’s perceptive analogy between 

physical science and economics provides a good starting point o f thinking:

In the ph ysica l sciences, when errors o f  measurement and other 
noise are found  to be o f  the sam e order o f  magnitude as the ph e
nomena under study, the response is not to try to squeeze more in
form ation  out o f  the data by sta tistical means; it is instead to f in d  
techniques fo r  observing the phenom ena a t a higher level o f  reso-
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lution. The corresponding strategy fo r  economics is obvious: to 
secure new kinds o f  data a t the micro level. [Simon, 1984]

For researchers who are interested in organisation, the difficulties in variable meas

urement must be somehow sorted out. After over two decades o f development, a 

phenomenal burgeoning o f academic interest springs out o f this issue. After examin

ing nearly 200 pieces o f TCE empirical work with topics ranging from vertical inte

gration, hybrid contracting modes, long-term commercial contracts, informal agree

ments, and franchise contracting, Shelanski and Kline (1995) observe that

[tjypically , these characteristics (asset specificity, uncertainty, f r e 
quency) are estim ated based  on surveys or interviews: f o r  example, 
a manager might be asked to rate on a Liker-type scale o f  1 to 7 the 
degree to which an investment has value in outside uses.

Whilst there is no denying that ^such measurements are o f  course subject to the gen

eral lim its o f  survey data \  the potential errors can be greatly reduced through me

ticulous design o f survey questions. Generally speaking, this is often relied upon as 

the last resort for the cases where the variables of interest are too soft to be quantified 

or a way of quantification is not available yet. The situation facing this study is the 

latter. While most o f the variables used in this study, such as uncertainty, process 

specificity and complexity, are quite soft, we don’t need to be too pessimistic about 

the possibility of quantifying these variables. As far as the current states of art are 

concerned, many attempts have been made to measure this kind o f variables (see 

Sec.8.1.3). Certainly, more efforts should be constantly directed to improve the qual

ity of measurement. However, this issue is beyond the scope that this study can cover^. 

At this point, it seems sensible to say that, to find a practical solution for variable 

measurement, a compromise has to be made between practicality and precision. This 

is the main reason for this study to adopt the discrete (semantic differential) scale in 

the questionnaire design.

8.1.3 The established practice in TCE
An effort is made here to summarise the way that the variables associated with this 

study are measured in the TCE literature. The mainstream approach to the design of 

questionnaire mainly follows the line of scale rating or classification, such as Monte-

2 A further exposition o f variable measurement please refers to Sec. 10.5.2.
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verde and Teece(1982), Masten(1984), Anderson and Schmittlein(1984), Ander- 

son(1985,1988) and Masten, Meehan and Snyder(1991).

Table 8-1 The measurement of variables in TCE

Main issues of 
this study

Key variables 
in TCE

Proxy
variables

Measurement Source of 
data

Monteverde 
& Teece 
(1982)

Buy-or-make 
decisions for car 
components

Human asset 
specificity

Engineer
ing effort

10-point scale rating fi:om 
“none” to “a lot” o f engineering 
investment

A design 
engineer 
who is privy 
to the data

Compo
nent

specificity

Dummy variable
(if the component is specific to
a single assembler)

A replace
ment parts 
wholesaler

Masten
(1984)

Buy-or-make 
decisions for 
aeroplane com
ponents

Asset
Specificity

Dummy variable 
(if the item is highly special
ised)

Rating sys
tem used 
internally by 
the company

Uncertainty Complex
ity

Dummy variable
(if the item is rated as complex)

Procurement 
team of the 
company

Masten, 
Meehan & 

Snyder 
(1991)

Make-or-buy 
decision in the 
naval ship
building indus
try

Temporary
specificity Schedule

A ranking of the importance of 
having the component or 
performing the task on schedule 
(1 to 10)

A team of 
the assistant 
to the vice 
president for 
production 
and the 
managers of 
the produc
tion plan
ning and 
purchase 
specifica
tions de
partments

Human asset 
specificity

Worker’s
knowledge

the degree to which skills, 
knowledge or experience of 
workers are specific to this ap
plication

Engineer
ing effort

A ranking of the amount of en
gineering effort involved in 
developing the component

Dedicated
specificity

The degree to which facilities 
and equipment used in the pro
duction process are specific to 
this application

Uncertainty Complex
ity

A ranking of the complexity of 
the component or task

Anderson & 
Schmittlein 

(1984)

Choice between 
independent and 
integrated sale 
forces

Human asset 
specificity

Nature of 
the com

pany

Measured as a 7-point scale 
from “disagree” to “agree” in 
response to the statement “/ ( ’s 
difficult to learn all the ins and 
outs o f our company that a 
salesperson needs to know to be 
effective'".

Sales
managers

Nature of 
the product

Extra number o f weeks of  
training that a new salesperson 
needs to familiarise the products

Confiden
tial infor

mation

Measured as a 7-point scale 
from “disagree” to “agree” in 
response to the statement ''An 
experienced salesperson i  inside 
information could do us a lot of 
damage if it got out. ”
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Nature of 
the cus
tomer

Measured as a 7-point scale 
from “disagree” to “agree” in 
response to the statement “io be 
effective, the salesperson has to 
take a lot o f time to get to know 
our accounts. ”

Customer
loyalty

Measured as a 7-point scale 
from “disagree” to “agree” in 
response to the statement ‘''Per
sonal relationships between our 
salespeople and accounts have 
little influence on sales o f our 
product line. ”

Environme
ntal

unpredict
ability

Expected deviation between 
forecast and actual sales in the 
next year in percentage

Uncertainty
Difficulty 
o f evalu
ating per
formance

Measured as a 7-point scale 
from “disagree” to “agree” in 
response to the statement ‘‘‘It is 
very difficult to measure equita
bly the results o f individual 
salespeople. ”

Human asset 
specificity

How much time is required for a 
newly hired salesperson with 
experience in the industry to 
become adequately familiar 
with your product and custom
ers? (months)

John & 
Weitz 
(1988)

Choice between 
direct or indirect 
marketing chan
nel

Uncertainty

Environme
ntal

Measured as a 5-point scale in 
response to "How would you 
describe these products com
pared to other products in gen
eral?"' in terms of
(1) stable y.s. volatile market 

shares
(2) easy to monitor trends v.s. 

difficult to monitor trends
(3) stable industry volume v.s. 

volatile industry volume
(4) sales forecasts are quite 

accurate v.s. sales forecasts 
are quite inaccurate

(5) predictable v.s. unpredict
able

Sales
Manager

Behav
ioural

What is the typical time be
tween an initial contact con
cerning the product and the ul
timate placement o f an order? 
(months)

From Table 8-1, it is clear to find that the measurement of asset specificity or uncer

tainty mainly relies on the evaluator’s perceptions instead of objective observations. 

To successfully apply this practice, how to minimise measurement errors is the first
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and foremost objective in the design of survey. To explore this issue, in the following 

subsections, we will examine some methodological issues.

8.1.4 Selection of an appropriate measure scale

Psychometric theorists have developed measurement techniques that can minimise 

errors in measuring uncountable variables. They claim that measurement errors are 

inevitable, but can be reduced by devising a composite measure o f the variable. 

[Nunnally & Berstein, 1994]. According to the classic measurement theory, “z/ we 

take not one but a set o f  items a ll designed to measure the sam e underlying attribute 

or continuum in a variety o f  different ways, and i f  we score these items and add up the 

scores fo r  each respondent, then this total score w ill be a better, more reliable m eas

ure,'" [Oppenheim, 1992] in that random errors can be cancelled out. As a result, ap

proaching an abstract concept from different aspects can help reduce errors.

A good composite measurement can be “reliable” if  all items o f the measure can 

maintain internal consistency. Typically, reliability is assessed by computing 

Cronbach’s alpha, an indicator ranging from 0 to 1. By convention, values over 0.7 

are widely considered adequate for basic study. If the alpha is lower than that 

threshold, the next step that should be taken is to carry out the factor analysis, with 

which the “garbage items” can be identified [Churchill, 1979]. By resorting to this 

theory as theoretical foundation, scaling method is widely used in the social sciences. 

The selection of scale mainly depends on the statistical method used in the analysis. 

In principle, for research only focusing on the association o f variables, 5-point, 

6-point and 7-point scales are often applied. However, if  the study uses econometric 

tools, like logit, probit model, higher-resolution scales are required. Thus, many of 

important TCE empirical studies (as listed in Table 8-1), like Monteverde and Teece 

(1982), Masten et al. (1991) take this method. Following this tradition, this study also 

adopts a 10-point scale to measure the variables.

8.2 Measurement of variables
Just as most TCE empirical literature, a majority of the variables in this study are not 

easy to obtain objective estimates. In determining the way these variables should be 

measured, we encounter a trade-off between reliability and availability o f the data. In
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principle, if  there are lots of alternative choices of measures, objective variables are 

the first priority, subjective direct measure is the next, and the last one is subjective 

indirect measure.

To demonstrate the practical importance of these measures, the present study heavily 

relies on the survey information from “Faster Building for Commerce” conducted by 

Building Economic Development Council (1988), in which information is collected 

by the case study of 60 commercial projects and survey from 260 projects, covering a 

wide range o f buildings, such as speculative office, sports centre, warehouse, super

market, shopping mall, hotel, restaurant. By reference to that report, it can be shown 

that some assumptions as to matters o f fact taken in this study are representative of 

results from the actual observations in construction practice.

The final version of the questionnaire is exhibited in Appendix. In the following six 

subsections, we will discuss why the questions are formulated as they are.

8.2.1 Opportunity costs of time (OPPCT)

8.2.1.1 Key dimensions
Although conceptually OPPCT can be expressed in a precise formula (see Eq.6-19), 

the exact number is hard to obtain from the client because in most cases, it is either 

not estimated or kept as confidential information. However, the client does know how 

critical it is to set the target o f completion date and keep the programme of the project 

on schedule. It is manifested in two respects: one is to require completion before a 

targeted time, e.g. opening before Christmas; another is to require project delivery as 

early as possible, such as factories. Both cases will make difference in the date of 

completion become the client’s serious concern.

It is generally observed that the client for commercial buildings tends to put four fac

tors as top priorities in assessing the urgency of the project [BEDC, 1988]:

(1) longer periods with capital tied up, incurring extra bank borrowing charges or loss 

o f return;

(2) loss of business;
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(3) greater uncertainty in managing business assets when opening dates or letting 

dates cannot be fixed;

(4) opportunities for the competition to get ahead.

These four points are the key determinants affecting the client’s perception on time 

value in executing the project. Thus, in the pilot study, an attempt was made to cap

ture these dimensions by asking the respondents to answer the following questions 

with reference to the scale of 1 to 10:

To what extent do you agree with the following statement:
7. To what extent w ill the revenue o f  you r business be negatively influenced by later  

completion (than your targeted date)?
2. To what extent w ill your com petitive position  be influenced by la ter completion  

(than you r targeted date)?
3. To what extent w ill the prolonging o f  uncertainty in asset management caused by 

la ter completion (than your targeted date) influence you r company.
4. P lease indicate to what extent w ill the capital tied  up in this p ro jec t affect your  

organisation i f  the pro ject cannot be com m issioned a t your targeted date.

From the responses, we found that these questions encounter a common difficulty that 

the importance of these four dimensions of the time value available have to be meas

ured against a baseline -  the targeted date of completion. This is the site of the prob

lem. When the early project delivery would lead to much higher discounted revenue 

stream, delay must be something that the client is keen to avoid. And the intensity of 

the client’s aversion to delay should be higher as the four dimensions become non

trivial. However, the result is not quite as expected. This is because the selection of 

target date is largely based on both the operational requirement o f the project and the 

procurement system used. Once the demand for earlier completion has been factored 

into the targeted date, the severity of delay won’t necessarily be able to correctly re

flect the client’s true valuation of time o f the project in question. That is, what really 

needs to be explored is why the targeted date is determined as it is. But how? We need 

to recognise one thing: there is a wide range of clients with different background and 

needs^, so we have to find a way of measurement that can be easily understood and 

answered by the respondents and that can fully capture the theoretical meaning of 

OPPCT. Finally, it was decided to use the concept o f “the client’s willingness to pay

 ̂ Commercial and industrial buildings include office, shop, supermarket, club house, hotel, food retail 
warehouse, shopping centre, restaurant, factory, and so on.
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in exchange for earlier completion” as the proxy for OPPCT. Actually, it has been 

tried at the first stage o f pilot study to formulate the questions in the quantitative way 

by asking, like

Please indicate the amount (as % o f contract price) by which, at pre-contract stage, a 
bid would have had to be reduced in order to compensate fo r  it being for a contract 
period one month greater. (£/day)

Unfortunately, the comments returned on the practicability o f this question were quite 

negative, mainly because the answer is at best a guess, potentially involving substan

tial extent o f error. Thus, this kind of question is discarded. In the full-scale survey, 

we instead used semantic differential scale so that the client’s willingness-to-pay can 

be measured by the following questions:

To what extent do you agree with the following statement:
1. You are willing to pay a higher price in exchange for earlier completion o f this 

project.
2. Getting the project completed as early as possible, even with higher costs, would 

do much good for the success o f this project.
3. Earlier delivery o f the project will greatly increase the positive benefits o f this 

project to your organisation.
4. The benefits o f getting the project completed earlier would by far outweigh the 

extra costs o f achieving it.

8.2.2 Uncertainty (UNCER)
Looking up construction risk management textbooks, we can find that lots o f kinds of 

uncertainties may appear in the construction process. However, only those that will 

worsen rent-seeking behaviour should be considered. According to the doctrine of 

TCE, uncertainty causes much trouble due to its interaction with asset specificity. In 

chapter 6, it is shown that the presence o f design rent and quality rent would give rise 

to substantial transaction costs. Rent-seeking behaviour on the contractor side may 

take the form o f asking for increased payment or forcing the client to accept lower 

quality level. Then this problem is, under what conditions will these situations be 

more likely to happen? The main reason lies in the possibility o f variations or ex post 

design changes.

In general, variations refer to ''works which are not expressly or impliedly included in
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the original contract and therefore are not included in the contract price., whether 

they represent a change or alteration o f  the original w ork or sim ply an addition to or 

omission o f  i t ’ [Wallace, 1994] . The occurrence of variations often renders the eco

nomic rent of all participants liable to be redistributed. If adjustments to deal with the 

new situations are inefficient, the relation between the client and his/her agents will be 

more confrontational. According to BEDC’s investigation, "on severa l pro jects ap

paren tly  superficial changes requested by the custom ers caused inordinate upheaval 

and extensions to program m e' [BEDC(1988), p.76]. In fact, it has been well docu

mented that in practice a large part of disputes arise fi*om variations [Chan and Yeong, 

1995 and references there]. As a result, a tentative conclusion can be made that high 

expectation or possibility o f variations happening in the course o f construction will 

make the flexible route (like management contracting) more desirable. That is, the 

differential capability between procurement routes varies as uncertainty. The more 

uncertain is the project at the moment procurement route is selected, the more desir

able to use management system.

Then, what sources o f uncertainty can be considered as contributing factors that make 

the client change his/her original requirements? There are six categories of factors to 

be pointed out in the following subsections: (1) speed o f obsolescence o f original de

sign, (2) uncertain site conditions, (3) volatility o f expected revenue from project, (4) 

regulatory uncertainty, (5) change of budge, and (6) design complexity o f the project.

8.2.2.1 Speed of obsolescence of original design
"Commercial [and  industrial] building operates in a fa s t  m oving and com petitive en

vironment. Developm ents in process technology, information technology, fashion, etc, 

may cause building users to change their requirements fo r  accomm odation and fa c ili

ties quite suddenly. As a consequence, many custom ers consider it necessary to make 

changes to the design ... even late into construction.' [BEDC(1988), p. 101] For the 

client falling into this category, the design o f the project should be carried out in a se

quential way, namely that the procurement route should make allowance for the flexi

bility in accommodating the update requirements from the market. To elicit the cli

ent’s perception of the need to alter design due to the changing market demand, the 

question is asked in the following way:
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To what extent do you agree with the following statement:
It is highly likely that the original b r ie f  o f  this pro jec t m ay need to be changed to cope  
with changing external market requirements after the engagement o f  the detailed  de
signer.

8.2.2.2 Uncertain site condition
The high frequency of unforeseen ground conditions appearing during construction 

may pose serious challenge to construction management. One in two projects sur

veyed in BEDC(1988) are adversely affected by this kind o f uncertainty. Two princi

pal reasons are underlined: (1) ‘a site  survey had fa ile d  to detect the problem s' and (2) 

'‘the close fo llow -on o f  redevelopm ent after demolition d id  not have a thorough inves

tigation o f  the site' [p.77]. Another two sources o f disturbance from site are interfer

ence with utility lines [Kumaraswamy, 1997] and restricted access to the site [Semple 

et al.,1994]. In most cases, these problems just hamper construction and won’t be se

rious enough to require the design modified. These two aspects can be comfortably 

ignored.

In the event that site conditions are Shacklean surprises, there is no way for the client 

to foretell them in advance. However, the client would be able to take stock of the 

ground uncertainty by the information that he/she possesses. In principle, an extensive 

ground survey can reduce the likelihood of altering foundation design. Thus, the fol

lowing question is asked to elicit the client’s awareness of this type o f uncertainty:

To what extent do you agree with the following statement:
It is highly likely that this pro jec t may encounter ground conditions that may change 
the original b r ie f  after the engagement o f  the deta iled  designer.

8.2.2.3 Voiatiiity of revenue from project
The scale o f the project is chiefly dependent on the expected revenue from it. If the 

revenue is too volatile to be foresee in advance, it seems imperative to reserve more or 

less flexibility in scaling up and down the project during design and construction. 

Thus, this factor can be measured in the following way:
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To what extent do you agree with the following statement:
The expected revenue stream from  the project, com pared with other com m ercial or 
industrial buildings in general, is highly likely to he revised during the construction  
period.

8.2.2A Regulatory uncertainty
In Britain, there are three main types o f statutory regulations on commercial and in

dustrial buildings: planning and building regulation approvals and fire certificates.

Let’s consider them in turn.

The purpose of imposing planning control is to assure harmonisation o f the new 

building with its neighbouring environment. In particular, in the central metropolitan 

city, the supply o f easy-to-build-on sites falls short o f demand. Many projects need to 

overcome some problems with regard to meeting civic concerns, such as noise, traffic 

control caused by construction reasons. Strong possibility o f opposition would in

crease the possibility of changing the plan ex post. '’D evelopers w ere usually aw are o f  

the difficulties and risks attached to particu lar sites' [BEDC(1988), p.96]. This 

awareness will make integrated route less desirable in that a flexible route can modify 

design more easily.

Building control may result in uncertainty to the client as well. Most o f the projects 

won’t face difficulties in getting approval, while the projects with uncommon and in

novative components would be different. '’Problem s arose m ostly in connection with 

new designs, such as atria, or with the use o f  m aterials that could be associated with 

known fa ilures o f  f ire  and health risks -  notably steel fram es, claddings, glass, p la s 

tics -  where building officers p ro ved  difficult to convince, even in the fa ce  o f  well 

substantiated arguments' [BEDC(1988), p.97].

Lastly, the different interpretation of fire control regulations would pose uncertainty 

on the acceptability of the project design. For example, stricter fire safety standard 

required by the officer would lead to '’redesign o f  foundations and changes in the con

figuration o f  the fram e, amendments to ro o f  supports and, m ore frequently, increases 

in the space needed to accom m odate p lan t and services' [BEDC(1988), p.77].
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In the pilot study, we separated the uncertainty arising from statutory regulation into 

three parts, but afterwards we found that doing so places too much weight on this 

factor (3 out o f 9 questions). Thus, the three questions are cut down to a single general 

question;

To what extent do you agree with the following statement:
It is highly likely that the enforcement o f  statutory regulations (such as planning, 
building and f ire  regulations) in the region o f  your s ite  m ay require the original b rie f  
to be m odified after the engagement o f  the detailed  designer.

8.2.2.5 Change of budget
Budget is one o f the most common constraints in carrying out the project. The exact 

amount o f money can be fixed only when the detailed design of the project is done. 

Some clients have flexible budget for the construction costs, while some set a fixed 

upper limit. In general, the budget control of the project varies project by project. 

Provided the budget can be flexibly adjusted, then there should be no problem. How

ever, if  the budget limit becomes more stringent during construction, the need to 

change the requirements in the brief will result and the vicious cycle o f rent-seeking 

behaviour will be triggered. Thus, the factor has to be considered. The question is 

phrased as follows:

To what extent do you agree with the following statement:
It is highly likely that you may fa ce  a more stringent budget constraint than originally  
foreseen that m ay cause you to change the original b r ie f  after the engagement o f  the 
detailed  designer.

8.2.2.6 Complexity of design
Design-inspired variations can yield impacts on the project in two aspects: (1) 

deficiencies in the completeness and coherence o f design information; (2) buildability 

o f the design [BEDC (1988), p.66]. Both o f them may raise the possibility o f change 

order during construction. Contractors often show grave complaints on poor design, 

such as ‘‘f id d ly  details, awkward positioning, im practical m aterial combination, diffi

cult injunctions' and so on [p.69]. The problem seems to stem from that fact that ‘[de 

signers] appeared not to be sufficiently aware o f  the likely dimensional tolerances and 

variations in appearance o f  the specified products' [p.69]. For instance, ‘[the] shape.
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size and colour o f  hand-made and stock bricks, required fo r  decorative uses, p roved  

less controllable... than the qualities o f  machine-made bricks and they p roved  difficult 

to accom m odate within the confines o f  the fram es and open ings’ [p. 69]. This is the 

case with the problem arising from special visual requirements.

These observations in practice can help us think out what factors may make design 

more likely to be unbecoming ex post?  Generally speaking, when some part of the 

design is an innovative attempt, its quality (including buildability) should be ap

praised not only by design drawings, but also by the actual outcome of the project. 

However, the outcome is the joint function of designer’s and contractor’s efforts. 

Once something goes wrong, who should take up the responsibility would arouse dis

putes.

From literature, several factors are mentioned as conceivable sources that may in

crease design variations. Time for design [BEDC,1988], advanced construction tech

nology [Molenaar and Songer, 1998], demanding visual requirement of building ap

pearance [Turner, 1997]. For these reasons, this factor is divided into four questions:

To what extent do you agree with the following statement:
1. It is highly likely that design variations would happen during construction in 

terms o f  the general characteristics o f  you r project.
2. The design o f  this pro ject was expected to be very complex.
2. The construction technology to be em ployed in you r p ro jec t was anticipated to be 

relatively advanced.
4. Roughly estim ate what (value) percen t o f  the pro jec t w ill contain the innovative 

elements that h aven ’t been built ever?

8.2.3 Degree of process specificity (DEGPS)
Costs of switching represent the potential additional costs that the client may incur 

when construction process is disrupted. The magnitude o f these costs is affected by 

the degree o f difficulties in replacing another competent designer and contractor in the 

event that the contractual relation breaks up. For most of the respondents may not 

have experiences in searching for replacement agents, the question should be designed 

in a more indirect way. It seems sensible to assume that the more easily for the client 

to find agents before tendering, the more easily to find replacement agents if  neces

sary. It is implied that the thickness of the market and specificity o f technology would
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be two determinants. There are four questions devised to capture these two dimen

sions.

To what extent do you agree with the following statement:
1. It is difficult to f in d  a designer competent to undertake the deta iled  design fo r  the 

project.
2. It m ight be difficult to f in d  a contractor competent to undertake you r project.
3. The contractor w ill need to have specific construction technology to undertake 

you r project.
4. The construction technology that you r pro jec t was perce ived  to need is not easily 

available from  the U K construction industry.

8.2.4 Partnering
The measurement of this variable is straightforward, asking for the client to tick 

whether the project in question has a partnering agreement at work. Hence, the ques

tion is as follows:

D id  you  use a partnering agreement in this project?
□  N o  Q  Yes, informal agreement
□  Yes, fo rm al agreement.

8.2.5 Scale of the client
This variable tries to show the total construction expenditure that the client spent in 

the last five years, assuming that this factor is a good proxy for predicting the client’s 

future construction demand. A quantitative measure is attempted as follows:

Your organisation s total expenditure on construction projects in the last f iv e  years?  
(p lea se fill in approx. number) _______________ (£m)

8.2.6 Complexity of specialisation (COMSP)
Before tackling the question as to what will be the appropriate proxy variables for 

COMSP, let’s briefly review what it is that this variable tries to capture. As claimed in 

chapter 5, measurement costs are one o f the tri-pillars in the explanatory framework. 

From chapter 6, we can realise that COMSP serves as the factor for distinguishing the 

relative competence of the three procurement routes in dealing with measurement 

problems. Put another way, when COMSP becomes trivial, there is no difference in 

measurement costs under three routes. This is the essence of COMSP. However, to 

get the practical measures, it is essential for us to answer what conditions will make
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the output o f the project equally easy to be inspected regardless o f the way designer, 

main contractor or subcontractors are organised. The approximate answers are sim

plicity and small scale. A project is said to be simple in the sense that the design of 

the building is commonplace, namely that the similar buildings have been constructed 

many times so that it will be considerably easy to find a qualified designer and con

tractor to undertake this project. Small-scale projects refer to projects with low con

struction costs. When the project is both simple and small-scale, the quality of design 

and construction is relatively easy to be defined in that there are lots o f similar cases 

for reference. Thus, the benefits o f single point of responsibility (i.e. design and build 

route) in reducing measurement costs will turn out less vital. When the scale of the 

project becomes larger, the more labour-only subcontractors and specialist trade con

tractors will involve during construction, the larger is the grey areas between the indi

vidual output of trade contractors or subcontractors, and the more difficult to delineate 

the liability o f designer, contractor and subcontractors. This inference can be demon

strated from another perspective. As observed in BEDC(1988): Uhe smaller the num

ber o f  subcontractors, the easier it was to achieve good performance’’ [p.8]. This im

plies that small number of autonomous participants can alleviate the degree of inter

ference from other parties. Stronger control on one’s own programme without need to 

co-ordinate with other subcontractors can enhance performance on the one hand, and 

reduce costs o f defect correction for the client on the other. This perspective is con

sistent with the general observation that "the increasing sophistication o f  buildings 

has led to a more complex set o f  building requirements and often to many subcon

tractors each having some design responsibilities, thus increasing problems o f  project 

coordination and the task o f  determining liability should anything go awry’’ 

[BEDC(1988),p.l9].

In principle, this variable can be measured in two ways. The first idea is that the unit 

scale o f subcontractors is an indicator for showing the complexity o f specialisation 

between subcontractors, so we want to know how many types and numbers o f traders 

are expected to involve in the project and divide it by the scale o f the project. The 

questions are formulated as follows
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1. On the basis o f your preliminary design, how many types o f principal trade con
tractors or subcontractors did you think would be involved in the production 
process according to the prevailing construction practice?
(please fill in number)

2. On the basis o f your preliminary design, what was your estimate o f the total 
number o f different principal trade contractors or subcontractors that would be 
involved in the production p rocess?_______________
(please fill in number)

However, it is found in the pilot study that this measure is subject to two problems: 

first, the number o f subcontractors or trade contractors is not an intrinsic characteris

tics of the project, but determined by managerial considerations, so it may not be able 

to fully reflect the theoretical meaning o f this variable; second, it is relatively hard for 

the client to provide an accurate estimate of this variable, which is evidenced by the 

high proportion of incomplete questionnaires due to this question. As a result, in the 

full-scale survey, the attempt of quantitative measure is given up and seman

tic-differential questions are instead used by asking:

To what extent do you agree with the following statement:
1. It might be difficult to clearly identify the liability o f subcontractors (or trade 

contractors) involved in this project due to complicated interfaces between their 
works.

2. It could be expected that the overlapped area o f responsibility between subcon
tractors (or trade contractors) might lead to serious difficulties in ensuring the 
quality standard o f this project.

3. This project involves the instalment o f complicated facility equipment, such as 
communication systems so that this project might be more likely to encounter dif
ficulty in getting over the interface problems among (subcontractors or trade con
tractors).

It is to be noted that, according to the finding in the pilot study, some respondents are 

likely to confuse interface problems themselves with the responsibility or risk that 

they bear under the procurement route used in their projects. For example, if  de- 

sign-build is used, the coordination of subcontractors contractually has nothing to do 

with the client since D&B contractor has to bear the legal liability o f delivering the 

project with promised quality. In this case, the client tends to answer the questions on 

the basis o f whether the interface problem will influence his/her interests rather than 

the severity o f that problem itself. Thus, in the full-scale survey, a detailed account of 

what this variable aims for is given in front of the question set.
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Question 2-28-2-32 are concerned with difficulties in clearly identifying the liabilities 
o f trade or subcontractors. Would you please answer the following questions inde
pendent o f  the procurement routes used and on the basis o f  the technological charac
teristics o f  your project only. That is, we are not asking whether it is your responsibil
ity to clearly identify the liability o f  traders, but how serious the problems are.

8.4 Summary of this chapter
The discussions in Sec.8.3 can be summarised in Fig.8-3. In designing the measure of 

variables, we try to find a practical way to rightly capture the theoretical implications 

of the six explanatory variables.

First o f all, regarding OPPCT, we use four dimensions to measure the same thing so 

as to minimise the possible errors, including: (1) willingness to pay for earlier com

pletion, (2) strategic importance o f earlier delivery, (3) benefit o f earlier delivery, (4) 

comparison of cost and benefit o f earlier completion.

Second, for purposes of encompassing all the important sources o f uncertainty, un

certainty should be viewed from six angles: (1) speed o f obsolescence of the original 

design, (2) uncertain ground condition, (3) volatility o f revenue from the project, (4) 

likelihood of budget being more stringent, (5) regulatory uncertainty, (6) complexity 

of design.

Third, degree of process specificity are assumed to be conditional on the four factors: 

(1) availability o f contractors, (2) availability of designers, (3) specificity o f technol

ogy and (4) availability of construction technology.

Forth, PARTR is a binary variable, labeled as 0 for the project without using partner

ing agreement and 1 for those using partnering agreement.

Fifth, the scale of the client is measured by the total expenditure in construction pro

jects in the last five years.

Last, complexity of specialization can be assessed in terms of different dimensions: (1) 

degree o f complexity o f interface problems, (2) difficulties in assuring quality due to 

overlapped responsibility and (3) involvement of complex facilities in the building.
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Fig. 8-3 Development of variable measurement
Stage IIIStage II

Willingness to pay for earlier completion

Strategic importance of earlier delivery
OPPCT

Benefit of earlier delivery
Sec.8.3.1

Comparison of costs and benefits of earlier completion

Complexity of design

Speed of obsolescence of original design

Uncertain ground condition
UNCER

Stringent budget
Sec.8.3.2

Volatility of revenue from project

Regulatory uncertainty

Availability of contractors

Availability of designersDEGPS

Sec.8.3.3 Specificity of technology

Availability of construction technology

Whether partnering agreement is usedPARTR

Sec.8.3.4

^  The total expenditure on construction in 5 yearsSCALC

Sec.8.3.5

Complicated interface problems

Difficulties in assuring quality due to 
overlapped responsibilityCOPMSP

Sec.8.3.6
Involvement of complex facilities in the building
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Chaper 9 The Analysis Of Empirical Results

9.1 Data collection
9.1.1 Source of data
Just as some of the empirical works in TCE reviewed in Chapter 7, the data required 

in this study needs to be collected by survey. The targeted respondents are the client’s 

in-house project managers who have been responsible for carrying out a new or refur

bishment project for commercial or industrial buildings in the year prior to the date of 

survey. The set o f such projects and clients was obtained from Glenigan’s database. 

This is one of the largest construction information companies in Europe. Last year 

about seventy percent of the British construction projects put out for tendering were 

recorded through Glenigan. In their database, we can find the brief description of the 

project, and correspondence address of the promoter (i.e., the client), architect, and 

quantity surveyor. Hence, we can choose the most appropriate persons to take part in 

the survey.

9.1.2 Basic information of the survey
The purpose of this chapter is to present the result o f testing the fitness o f transaction 

cost approach in explaining construction procurement behaviour with survey data. 

This survey collected 207 observations out o f a sample population o f 851, that is, a 

response rate of around 24.3%. Among them, 15 were incompletely answered and 

thus discarded

O f the complete observations, the proportions of the three main categories o f pro

curement routes are shown in Table 9-1. The traditional method still tops the ranking, 

having the lion’s share o f nearly 50%. The second largest share goes to design-build 

with the proportion o f 39%. In contrast, management system appears out of favour, 

being used in as few as 12% of the surveyed projects. Within each category, tradi

tional method, design-build and construction management system are polar forms that 

interest this study. Without surprise, there are different variants existing in practice. 

Except for accelerated tradition method (ATM), by which design and construction can 

proceed in parallel, other variants, including influenced design-build (IDE) (in which 

the client provides more than concept design) and design-manage (DM) (in which the 

designer also act as the role of construction manager in charge o f managing work 

package contractors), have fairly low frequency of being chosen. For increasing the
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number o f MC projects to run the logit model, DM, MC and CM are grouped together. 

But why not classify other hybrid routes into stereotypical forms as well? This ques

tion will be answered in the succeeding subsection.

Table 9-1 Proportion of procurement routes used in the sample projects

Main category Subcategory Number of 
response Proportion

Traditional TM 73 38.0%
47.9%system

ATM 19 94%

D & B  system DB 69 35.9% 38.5%
IDB 5 2^%

Management
System

DM 5 2^%

CM 18 94% 13.5%

MC 3 1.6%

192 100% 100%
TM: Traditional Met 
ATM: Accelerated 
DB: Design-Build 
IDB: Influenced De 
DM: Design-Manag 
CM: Construction N 
MC: Management C

rod
fraditionai Method

sign-Build
ement
lanagement
bntracting

9.1.3 The classification of procurement systems
This study assumes that there are three sub goals that the client pursues: earliest deliv

ery o f the project; low transaction costs from process specificity; and low measure

ment difficulty. To get the project completed quickly, the overlapping part of design 

and construction has to increase. To alleviate the severity of rent-seeing behaviour 

arising from process specificity, reducing the degree o f responsibility concentration 

will help. To the contrary, to lessen the difficulty in identifying liabilities of the cli

ent’s agents, the extent of responsibility concentration has to be raised. These three 

dimensions can be used as a tripod for formulating the construction organisation strat

egy, as summarized in Table 9-2.

As a result, as long as the hybrid systems are not different from the polar systems with 

respect to two dimensions -  the extent to which design and construction can be over

lapped and degree of responsibility concentration, the aggregation o f hybrid and polar 

systems will not degenerate the prediction power o f the model set out in Chapter 6.
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Table 9-2 A basic framework for construction organisation strategy

The client’s subgoals Organization Strategies

1. Earlier delivery of the project 1. Higher proportion o f design and 
construction being overlapped

2. Low process specificity 2. Lower degree o f responsibility 
concentration

3. Low measurement difficulties 3. Higher degree o f responsibility 
concentration

First o f all, accelerated traditional method differs from traditional method in its ability 

to overlap design and construction. Because the primary interest of this study is to ex

plore the selection of polar types of procurement systems, this system is excluded 

from the analysis. However, as far as the frequency o f this method being used, it de

serves some attention in the following studies.

Second, the influenced design-build is distinct from the pure form in respect of more 

design input from the client’s side. It was ruled out from samples owing to two con

siderations. One the one hand, this study is not able to distinguish the extent to which 

the client’s effort has been made to design and thus its effect on the degree of respon

sibility concentration; on the other, its frequency of being used is relatively trivial.

Finally, three variants o f management system can be grouped together because the 

only difference between design-manage and construction management (or manage

ment contracting) lies in who plays the role of management contractor. For design- 

manage, the designer takes this role, while for construction management, a profes

sional construction management firm is retained. This doesn’t affect the degree of re

sponsibility concentration[Curtis et. al., 1991]. Likewise, construction management 

and management contracting differ only in who has the direct contractual relation

ships with work package contractors -  the client or the management contractor 

[McKinney, 1983]. This change doesn’t affect who are responsible for construction 

works ( work package contractors are final undertakers of responsibility in both cases). 

As a result, in terms of three dimensions in Table 9-2, three variants o f management 

system don’t display obviously different characteristics, so it seems plausible to clas

sify them into the same group.
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9.1.4 Measures for reducing errors

9.1.4.1 Experience of the respondents
Though «-point rating scale is a popular way of measuring variables in most “soft” 

disciplines in the social sciences, such as sociology, politics and marketing, it is still 

subject to judgmental errors from the respondents. When you are asked to answer a

question like “ to what extent do you ag ree  “, you have to start exercising your

brain to search a benchmark from your knowledge base, mainly build up from your 

past experience. Therefore the background information about the experience of the 

respondents is important to the success o f a survey. According to Table 9-3, the peo

ple in charge o f management system projects are generally more experienced than 

D&B projects and traditional method projects in terms of minimum, maximum, aver

age and mode. For the whole samples, the average is about 17.7 years and the mode is 

12 years. From the distribution diagrams in Fig.9-3, we can find that most samples 

fall into the interval of 5 to 20 years.

Table 9-3 Descriptive Statistics of the years of experience of the respondents

Years Traditional
method

Design and 
Build

Management
System

Whole
samples

Minimum 0 1 5 0

Maximum 40 34 49 49

Average 16.5 17.4 22.6 17.7

Mode 10 12 20 12

If all respondents can answer the questions on the basis of the same benchmark point, 

that is, ranking relative to the same scale, the answers can be used for inter-project 

comparisons. However, this ideal condition is very hard to attain. To reduce the bias 

resulting from different benchmarks, this study tries to screen out the samples accord

ing to the respondents’ years o f experience in construction practice. But where is the 

cutoff point? A sensible point can be chosen with reference to the years of experience 

required in professional qualification in construction, like project manager, architect 

or quantity surveyor to be chartered professionals. Generally speaking, three years are 

thought o f as the minimum limit for novel practitioners to get a fuller picture of what 

is going on in practice. Another reason for supporting this discretion is that a high 

proportion (72%) o f incomplete questionnaires come from the respondents with ex
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periences of less than 3 years, implying practice experience does have something to 

do with the ability to complete questionnaires. It seems sensible to assume that this is 

a crucial factor in affecting the quality of the answers. Thus, from these two reasons, 

taking three years of experience as a cut-off point for controlling survey quality seems 

reasonable. Finally, therefore we take off ten samples, seven from traditional method 

projects and three from design-build projects.

Fig. 9-1 Distribution of years of experience of the respondents

(a) For traditional method projects

3  10

2 3 5 10 15 % % % 40

Years of experience

(b) For design-build projects
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(c) For management system projects
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9.1.4.2 Check whether the procurement route is chosen project by pro
ject

Another source o f errors comes from the client’s organisational inertia in choosing 

procurement routes. Some clients may have irrational preference for a certain type of 

procurement route. This kind o f case must be excluded from our samples. We found 

that there are six respondents giving the answer that they always use certain type of 

procurement route. O f them, five use traditional method and the remaining one uses 

design-build.

After samples from inexperienced respondents and irrational choice are taken off, the 

distribution of samples is shown in Table 9-4.

Table 9-4 Proportion of procurement routes used in the analysis

Main category Number of 
response Proportion

Traditional
system 61 40.1%

Design-build 65 42.8%

Management
System 26 17.1%

152 100%

9.2 The meaning, measure and descriptive statistics of ex
planatory variables

The empirical model o f this study contains six explanatory variables that are mainly 

derived from transaction cost reasoning. The description and measure o f each variable 

will be stated in the following subsections. Most variables are measured by asking 

respondents to answer questions on the following 10-point semantic differential scale:

Strongly Disagree

1 2 3

Strongly Agree

8 9 10

Moreover, all variables are normalised to standard normal deviates with mean 0 and 

variance 1 so that they can be compared in the same metric. For example, if  ten sam

ples of X variable measured by 10-point scale are collected as listed in Table 9-5, the
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sample mean (Xm) and standard deviation (Xsd) are 5.4 and 2.5, respectively. The 

normalized variable X„ can be computed by the formula

Xn = (X - Xm) / Xsd

, as shown in the third column of Table 9-5. Through this transformation, normal de

viates with zero mean and unit variance are derived.

9.2.1 OPPCT
This variable indicates the client’s willingness to tradeoff between earlier completion 

and higher cost, which is an indirect measure of opportunity cost o f time between two 

completion dates. Questions 2.1-2.4 are used to measure this variable. Taking the av

erage o f these four questions can help reduce measurement errors only if  there exists 

consistency between them. This can be tested by Cronback’s alpha. Thus, the next 

two subsections will first give a brief account of what this index is and present the re

sults.

Table 9-5 An example of a normalised variable

X Normalised X„

1 3 -0.94

2 5 -0.16

3 6 0.24

4 3 -0.94

5 8 1.02

6 8 1.02

7 1 -1.73

8 5 -0.16

9 6 0.24

10 9 1.41

Xm 5.4 m
XSd 2.5

9.2.1.1 A digression on Cron bach's a
To test whether each dimension of a measure is closely correlated with the “true 

value”, we need to do the reliability test. Cronbach’s a  is often used in empirical prac

tice. With reference to Table 9-6, it can be calculated as
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a  =
k - V

1 - Eq. 9-1

where
k = the number o f components in the scale 
a^i=variance of scores on item i across samples
a\=variance of total scores across samples where the total score for each respondent 
represents the sum of the individual component scores

Table 9-6 An illustration of the calculation of Cronbach’s alpha

Clientl Clientl Clientl 00 Row variance

Ql Ai,i A i,2 Ai,ioo
Q2 A2,1 A2,2 A2.100

OPPCT Q3 A3,i A3,2 A3,100

Q4 A4,1 A4,2 A4,100

Column sum C] C2 Cioo

Low alpha means that some components do not share equally in the common core and 

should be eliminated. The easiest way to find them is calculate the correlation of each 

component with the total score and to plot these correlations by decreasing order of 

magnitude. Items with correlation near zero would be eliminated. Further, items that 

produce a substantial or sudden drop in the component-to-total correlation would also 

be deleted [Churchill, 1995]. To make Eq.9-1 more explicit, let’s take the example of 

OPPCT in Table 9-5, where four questions are asked to capture the implications of 

OPPCT. Hence, Eq.9-1 can be transformed to

a  = Eq. 9-2

When alpha is greater than 0.7, the combination o f four questions can be said to be a 

reliable factor to measure OPPCT [Churchill, 1995].
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9.2.1.2 Analysis of the variable - OPPCT
Four questions display a lower alpha o f 0.48 than the generally acceptable level o f 0.7. 

After question 2.3* is excluded, the alpha rises to 0.78, so this variable is measured by 

the average o f 2.1, 2.2 and 2.4. Referring to Table 9-7, the maximum and minimum 

value of OPPCT is 1 and 10. The mean value is 4.1.

Table 9-7 Basic statistics and distribution of dependent variables

Min Max Average Distribution

OPPCT 10 4.1

40

20

— 100%
75%

- _ 50%
25%

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 9  10

Sem antic scale

UNCER 8.6 4.2

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10
Sem an tic sca le

DEGPS 8.7 4.1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 9  10

Sem an tic sca le

PARTR &28

Please refer to questionnaire in the appendix.
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100%

75%

50%

25%

0%
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9 .2 .2  UNCER
This variable aims i c  capture the .various sources o f uncertainty through questions 

2.5-2.13. Nine aspects o f uncertainly are taken into account by this variable, includ

ing possibility o f changing the original brief, uncertain ground conditions, volatility of 

revenue stream from the project, the influence o f statutory regulation, budget con

straints, design variations, complexity o f design, complexity o f construction technol

ogy and percentage o f innovative elements of the project. The average answer o f nine 

quest:Gias is used as a proxy o f the pioject uncertainty. It is to c. noted that Uh.'CTR is 

a variable differem from-OPPCT in the sense that the nine qucst'ous are indicative of 

nine different sources o f UNCER instead o f measuring the same thing from different 

ways, like OPPCT, so the consistericy o f measures is not conceme.1 hem

Of the samples, the value of UNCER ranges from 1 to 8.6 with mean value o f 4.2. 

The value that proj.ects niost frequently lake on is 5.

9 .2 .3  D E G P S
This is a si an dard variable in the empirical research following transaction cost logic, 

standing for degree o f  production technology availability. It is measured by the aver

age o f questions 2.14-2.17. Higher value indicates that construction technology em

ployed in the project under review is less easily obtained from th<" industt>.
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This variable has a distribution in the interval of 1 and 8 with mean value of 3.3. The 

value of 3 has the highest proportion of projects. Meanwhile, the four questions show 

high extent of consistency (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.81).

9.2.4 PARTR
PARTR represents whether the client uses a (formal or informal) partnering agree

ment in the project under survey. This is a dummy variable, 1 for partnering and 0 for 

non-partnering. The average o f this variable is 0.28, i.e., 28% o f projects used partner

ing. .

9.2.5 SCALC
This variable is measured in the unit of million pounds. For the basic statistics and 

distribution please refer to Table 9-7. The total construction expenditure in the last 

five years o f the client’s organization surveyed has a large variation, ranging from 0 

to £1500 million. The average size o f the client is about £160 million.

9.2.6 COMSP
This variable is concerned with the difficulties attendant with the growing number of 

subcontractors involving in the project in quality control and liabilities identification. 

The average of Questions 2.29-2.31 is used to represent this variable.

The value o f this variable ranges from 1 to 8.7 with the mean of 4.1. It shows a 

somewhat symmetrical distribution around the centre value of 4. Moreover, there is 

acceptable consistency between three questions (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.75)

9.3 The analysis of empirical results
9.3.1 The results
For convenience o f interpreting the estimated coefficients, all variables are normal

ized to the variate with mean o f 0 and variance of 1. The data from questionnaires are 

dealt with by Microsoft Excel first, and then an econometric software, LIMDEP is 

applied to run the Logit model. The estimation o f variables is exhibited in Table 9-8. 

In any one analysis there are two equations being run; the identity o f these equations 

depending upon the benchmark route being used in the analysis. Thus, there are two 

sets o f equations being run:
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I. Traditional method as the benchmark route

In

In

p
P

/  TM J

^M S

= + PlPARTR + p^OPPCT + PlUNCER + p^ DEGPS + SCALC +

COMSP Eq. 9-3

= P i + PlPARTR + PlOPPCT + PlUNCER + PlDEGPS  + ^ISCALS +

P ‘COAffiP Eq. 9-4

II. Design-build as the benchmark route

In

In

p̂
T M

P̂
D B

P db

= P i + PlPARTR + PlOPPCT + PlUNCER + P i DEGPS + (, I SCALC +

Pi COMSP Eq. 9-5

= P i + PlPARTR + PlOPPCT + PlUNCER + plD EG PS + PlSCALC +

PlCOMSP Eq. 9-6

The first two o f these equations represent a logarithmic value o f the ratio o f probabil

ity of design-build (DB) and management system (MS) being chosen relative to that 

of traditional method being chosen, respectively. The sign of the coefficients indicates 

the influence of each variable on the relative probability o f each pair o f procurement 

routes being chosen. A positive coefficient means the ratio on the left side o f the 

equations will change in the same direction as the variables. For example, if  is 

positive, the more serious is the interface problems between sub- or trade contractors, 

the more likely is DB to be chosen. Following this intuitive meaning o f the coeffi

cients, we are ready to analyse the results in Table 9-8.

Table 9-8 contains two sets o f results on the basis of different reference or benchmark 

procurement systems- traditional method and design-build are used in the left and 

right columns respectively. First, we examine the comparison o f traditional method 

relative to design-build. Apart from OPPCT, other five explanatory variables are sta

tistically significant. The coefficients o f PARTR, SCALC and COMSP are positive, 

meaning that the use of partnering agreement, high expenditure on construction pro

ject and more serious interface problems make design-build more preferable to tradi-
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tional method. Conversely, uncertainty and process specificity are disadvantageous 

factors to design-build.

Table 9-8 The estimation of coefficients in Eq.9-3~Eq.9-6

Variable Coefficient Order of desirability of Variable Coefficient Order of desirability of
(t statistic) procurement routes 

with respect to each 
variable.

(t statistic) procurement routes 
with respect to each 

variable.

Numerator: Design-build (DB) Numerator: Traditional Method (TM)

Reference: Traditional method (TM) Reference: Design-build (DB)

Constant -0.18
(-0.72)

Constant 0.18
(0.72)

PARTR 0.64*
(2.56) D B > T M PARTR -0.64*

(-2.56)
D B > T M

OPPCT 0.63
(0.85) OPPCT -0.63

(-0.85)

UNCER -0.73*
(-2.00) T M > D B UNCER 0.73*

(2.00) T M > D B

DEGPS -1.06*
(-2.84) T M > D B DEGPS 1.06*

(2.84) T M > D B

SCALC 0.58*
(2.29) D B > T M SCALC -0.58*

(-2.29) D B > T M

COMSP 0.66*
(2.56) D B > T M COMSP -0.66*

(-2.56) D B > T M

Numerator: Management System (MS) Numerator: Management system (MS)

Reference: Traditional method (TM) Reference: Design-build (DB)

Constant -4.17
(-1.54) Constant -3.99

(3.39)

PARTR -0.46
(-0.89) PARTR -1.10*

(-2.05) D B > M S

OPPCT 1.17**
(2.93) M S > T M OPPCT 1.8*

(2.8) M S > D B

UNCER 2.83*
(2.26) M S > T M UNCER 3.56*

(2.81)
M S > D B

DEGPS 1.38*
(1.99) M S > T M DEGPS 2.44*

(3.31) M S>DB

SCALC 0.16
(0.37)

SCALC -0.42
(-0.97) D B > M S

COMSP -1.31*
(-2.36) T M > M S COMSP -1.98*

(-3.39) D B > M S

* 5% level o f significance
** 1% level o f significance

Second, as the result shows, management system tends to be more preferable com

pared to traditional method when there is high OPPCT, uncertainty and process speci

ficity, while its advantages in these aspects are offset by interface problems.
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Third, we turn attention to the second column. The first pair o f comparison, traditional 

method vs. design-build, reports the same results as the first comparison in the left 

column. The result o f second pair, management system vs. design-build, shows that 

time value of the client, uncertainty and process specificity are three important factors 

making management system desirable relative to design-build. However, partnering 

and interface problems can raise the likelihood of design-build being chosen.

9.3.2 A summary
The logit model can demonstrate the statistical relation between the relative probabil

ity of each procurement route being chosen and the six explanatory variables. The 

positive coefficient means the higher value o f that variable will lead to the higher like

lihood o f numerator procurement route being used. In conjunction with the basic 

premise that all the clients are assumed to rational decision makers, the higher fre

quency of a procurement system being used signifies its advantage in efficiency under 

a given set o f conditions. Thus, the effect of dependent variables on the relative like

lihood o f each procurement system being chosen, as the sign o f coefficients shows, 

can be interpreted as the relative desirability of procurement systems in the form used 

in hypotheses. As a result, we can convert the results in Table 9-8, into the order of 

desirability of procurement systems, as shown in Table 9-9.

Table 9-9 A summary of empirical results

Explanatory
variables

Empirical corroborated order of procurement system desirability

OPPCT management contracting > design-build, traditional method.

UNCER management contracting > traditional method > design-build

DEGPS management contracting > traditional method > design-build

PARTR design-build > traditional method, management contracting

SCALC design-build > traditional method, management contracting

COMSP design-build > traditional method > management contracting

9.4 The fitness of model specification
This section is to examine the overall performance of Eq.9-3~Eq.9-6. There are two 

ways to do this. The first one is to test the equation against the null hypothesis that all
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coefficients are zero. According to chi-square (166.7), the significance level is higher 

than 99.9%, namely that we can comfortably reject the null hypothesis, accepting the 

specification of model used in this study.

The second way is to compare the degree to which projects actually using each pro

curement route are successfully classified. From Table 9-10, we can know that the 

percentage o f project actually using TM, DB and CM being correctly predicted are 

71.62%, 71.43% and 66.7%. The aggregate rate o f successful classification is around 

70.8%. This result, compared with other researches published in the applied economic 

journals is quite acceptable.

Table 9-10 The test of fitness of the model specification

Actual Predicted

0 1 2

0 71.62% 20.27% 8.11%

1 20.63% 71.43% 7.94%

2 16.67% 16.67% 66.67%

Rate of correct classification = 70.8%

9.5 A discussion
This chapter presents the empirical results of hypotheses testing. As a whole, the vari

ables out of transaction cost consideration, DEGPS and COMSP are successfully 

demonstrated as the key factors for differentiating the relative efficacy of three pure 

forms o f procurement systems. However, OPPCT only provides the explanatory 

power in separating management system and other two types o f routes. These three 

variables alone can classify 61% of projects into the right category. If the other three 

variables are included, the rate can be raised to nearly 71%. When we compare the 

prediction performance of any three variables in terms of rate o f correct classification, 

we find that OPPCT, DEGPS and COMSP are the best performers. This provides a 

justification for using these three factors as the mainstay o f the theoretical model in 

chapter 6.
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Chaper 10 Conclusions And Suggestions

10.1 Recapitulation of the theoretical innovation:

10.1.1 Conclusions from the theoretical model in Chapter 6
This study provides a rational foundation for interpreting the selection o f construction

procurement systems by means o f an extended transaction cost theory, in which, with 

revenue added into consideration, the traditional objective function o f transaction 

costs minimising is modified to be profit maximization. Procurement systems are re

garded as instruments for achieving the client’s postulated goal o f maximising a profit 

function, revenue net o f transaction costs given fixed production costs. A successful 

transaction cost explanation ought to consist of four parts: (1) identification and op

erationalisation o f relevant transaction attributes, (2) dimensionalisation of govern

ance structures, (3) alignment of governance structures with transaction attributes in 

an economising way and (4) empirical testing of predictions in (3).

10.1.1.1 Refining the concepts of construction transaction attributes
The theoretical foundation of transaction operationalisation is built on the rent-based 

argument, the tenet of which pinpoints that the presence of quasi-rent in the course of 

transaction is the motive for rent-seeking behaviour, and the real resource consump

tion attendant on unproductive actions for larger share o f gains from trade is the most 

consequential source o f transaction costs with comparative significance. It follows 

that the discovery of the association of sources o f quasi-rent with transaction attrib

utes can serve as a way of operationalising the concept o f transaction cost. After care

ful examination o f the nature o f construction procurement systems, we obtain two im

portant findings:

(1) Transaction costs resulting from traditional categories o f asset specificity, includ

ing site specificity, physical asset specificity and dedicated specificity, are less se

vere than in the case of manufacturing supply chains since most construction 

equipment is designed for general purposes and movable, making the magnitude 

o f quasi-rent much lower. The principal source o f quasi-rent in construction arises 

instead from potential losses from production disruption incurred by the client and 

the contractor. Generally speaking, the client is more vulnerable than the contrac

tor if  locked in the transaction since he/she has larger stakes in the project. In con-
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trast to producer’s quasi-rent caused by irreversibility of the sunk investment, the 

client would suffer the hold-up problem due to (a) postponed realization of ex

pected profits from the project and (b) value depreciation of the partially com

pleted project which is claimed by a replacement contractor as risk premium for 

making up for uncertainty about the construction quality o f the previous contrac

tor. Relative to unexpected halt in or delay to construction work, keeping produc

tion progressing as scheduled will serve the interests o f both the client and the 

contractor. When the potential losses o f both sides are unevenly distributed, how

ever the party with larger loss will be in the vulnerable position. In other words, 

the avoidance o f disruption is more important for that party. The difference of 

losses from two parties plays the same role as quasi-rent. The new specificity re

sulting from this reason is called process specificity with the emphasis that the 

sources of specificity are the results of mutual reliance in the production process.

(2) The role of quality rent, which often manifests its importance in service transac

tions, is demonstrated to be much weighty than that it is traditionally analysed to 

be in transaction cost economics because the inclusion of project design into gov

ernance structure will considerably alter the nature o f product quality. For the case 

where product quality is checked against the pre-specified criteria, costs of inspec

tion in exchange is the key concern. For cases where the producer is authorized to 

have discretion to change any quality attribute of the product, like shape, material, 

or colour, quality is not determined against a given but a moving yardstick, as 

product quality varies as design quality and design quality is affected by the de

gree o f details on product requirements that the buyer can provide before produc

tion. The rent generated by inferior quality is called quality rent. The inferiority 

o f quality may stem from (1) failure to meet product requirements (production 

quality) or (2) unsatisfied product design (design quality). As a result it will be 

useful to make a distinction o f two types of product quality: design quality and 

production quality.

Once the general perceived quality is not a sufficient index for reflecting the 

buyer’s satisfaction on quality, there exist grey areas where the dissonance of 

buyers and producers over quality cannot be verifiable by a third party, as the 

court will judge design quality by comparing the effort o f designer with the gen

eral standard instead of assessing design itself. This practice will make the
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mechanism for fairly settling disputes over design quality less efficacious. Com

bined with the general observation that cost is in proportion to quality, it would 

be tempting for the producer to downgrade quality so as to enlarge the expected 

profit. The likelihood of success in expropriating quality rent is conditional on 

two factors: (1) efficacy of court ordering, (2) severity o f asset specificity. Pro

viding the court can assess design quality with low cost, the attempt to expropri

ate quality rent by producing goods with low-production-cost design will be in

feasible, meaning quality rent is no more than measurement cost. If this is not the 

case, quality rent may take the form of design rent, which will complicate the 

transaction where the producer plays the role o f the designer as well.

Due to the presence of both process rent and quality rent in the construction transac

tion, the appraisal o f its efficiency should include transaction costs caused by these 

two sources, and the factors affecting their magnitude are the determinants that can 

differentiate the strong and weak points of procurement systems. We call this opera

tionalisation of TCE, so the degree of process specificity and o f quality measurement 

difficulties are just what we are searching for.

Table 10-1 An assessment of three stereotypical procurement systems

Elements of ob
jective function

Traditional
Method

Design and Build Management
System

High NPV of ex
pected revenue

— + + +

Low transaction 
costs due to proc
ess specificity

+ — + +

Low transaction 
costs due to meas
urement difficul
ties

+ + + —

++ The procurement system showing best performance in that criterion 
+ The procurement system showing second best performance in a criteria 
- The procurement system showing worst performance in that criterion
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In addition to costs, revenue should also be counted as a determinant o f efficiency 

since different procurement systems will have different delivery time, affecting the 

present value of the completed project to the client. Putting them together, we can 

formulate the efficiency of construction systems as maximisation o f revenue net of 

transaction costs (i.e. revenue -  transaction costs due to process specificity -  transac

tion costs due to measurement difficulties). We must now consider in what way pro

curement systems can serve this objective. Table 10-1 shows an examination o f the 

performance o f three stereotypical procurement systems in terms o f three components 

of objective function. It is evident that there is no perfect procurement system that 

performs equally well in all three aspects. One system that is advantageous in one cri

terion at the same time has weaknesses in another. The trade-off relation between 

these three criteria that each procurement system exhibits leads to one o f the most 

critical theoretical conclusions of this study, inconsistent trinity: the client faces an 

inconsistent trinity in choosing procurement systems^ implying there is no best pro

curement system fo r  all cases.

10.1.1.2 Dimensionalisation of procurement systems
The second stage of transaction cost explanation framework is to explore why a dif

ferent mode o f governance structure can generate outcomes o f differential efficiency. 

To unravel the reasons, the first thing is to point out what are the most important di

mensions characterising procurement systems. The fundamental difference of pro

curement systems can be viewed from three dimensions: degree to which design and 

construction can be overlapped; degree of responsibility concentration; and adaptabil

ity to design changes. A summary table is shown below, presenting an assessment of 

the relative advantage of procurement systems.

To interpret the effects of dimensions of procurement systems on the objective func

tion, a mapping relation between them needs to be built. From Fig. 10-1, we can see 

that degree to which design and construction can be overlapped influences how far the 

fast-tracking strategy can shorten the total duration of the project and thus increase the 

NPV o f net revenues. That is, the larger the proportion o f design and construction 

phases proceeding in parallel, the earlier the completion o f the project and higher net 

present value of revenue from the project.
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Table 10-2 A comparison of dimensions of three procurement systems

Types of procurement systems

Dimensions of pro
curement systems

Management
System

Traditional
Method

Design and Build

Degree to which de
sign and construction 
can be overlapped

High Low Medium

Degree of responsi
bility concentration Low Medium High

Adaptability to de
sign changes High Medium Low

The extent o f responsibility concentration affects whether it is easy to find the right 

one to blame if something goes wrong. If the price paid and quality of output can by 

this means be closely linked, the producer will take much care o f production process 

and strategically manipulating his information advantage on quality will be futile. 

Thus, transaction costs arising from measurement difficulties will be much lower.

Fig. 10-1 The linkage between attributes of procurement systems and elements of
the objective function

Dimensions of procure
ment systems

TC-relevant effects of 
each dimension

Effects of each dimension on 
the objective function

Degree to which design 
and construction can be 

overlapped

Degree of responsibility 
concentration

Adaptability to 
design changes

How far fast-tracking 
O  /  can be achieved

High NPV of revenue 
from the project

Low transaction costs from  
measurement difficulties

How easily the liability of 
agents can be identified

Low transaction costs 
from process specificity

How easily change 
orders can be made
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Adaptability to change orders is a decisive factor in affecting the extent that the client 

should keep “the option to change his mind” open. The cost of keeping options open 

is to take up the ensuing uncertainty about the final costs, while making up one’s 

mind at an early time may reduce ability to meet the need to change the original re

quirements at later stage. Whether a procurement system is flexible enough to cope 

with change orders will alter the relative desirability o f keeping options open because 

the severity of transaction costs arising from process specificity will vary with 

adaptability to change orders of procurement systems.

Fig. 10-2 Alignment of procurement systems with transaction attributes

Dimensions of 
procurement systems

Degree to which de
sign and construction 

can be overlapped

Adaptability to design 
changes

Degree of responsibility 
concentration

0>

O

High efficiency of 
construction process

Attributes of 
construction transactionsrequires

High NPV of revenue 
from the project

Value of opportunity 
cost of time

Low transaction costs 
from process specificity

Degree of process specificity

Low transaction 
costs from measure 

ment difficulties

Complexity of spe 
cialization between 

trades

10.1.1.3 Alignment of governance with procurement systems
At the last stage, the major task is to align the attributes of construction transactions 

with dimensions of procurement systems in an economising way. Put another way, the 

objective function plays the role o f linking up the dimensions of procurement systems 

and attributes of construction transactions, as shown in Fig. 10-2. The mapping needs 

to be interpreted in two ways. In pursuit o f efficiency, higher net present value of 

revenue from the project, and lower transaction costs from both process specificity 

and measurement difficulties are the goals to be achieved. To increase NPV of reve-
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nue, the phases of design and construction have to proceed in parallel to some extent 

to make the project delivered earlier (link on the left hand side). For the projects with 

high opportunity cost o f time (OPPCT), a slight delay will cause a large difference in 

NPV o f revenue (link on the right hand side). Combining them together, we can de

rive a conclusion that for a project where OPPCT is high, it is suitable to select the 

procurement system that can overlap the phases of design and construction. However, 

it is to be noted that high OPPCT also reduces the advantage o f an integrated route 

because it increases client vulnerability to hold up. This means that, relative to tradi

tional method, design-build’s advantage in generating higher NPV of revenues will be 

offset by its weak adaptability to design changes and make its relative desirability 

with respect to OPPCT indeterminate a priori. The same reasoning can be applied to 

the other two factors. Therefore, we can obtain the conditions in Fig. 10-3 to which 

three main types of procurement systems are best suited.

Fig. 10-3 Alignment of procurement systems with transaction attributes: results

H M LH M L

OPPCT

Process
specificity

Degree of
measurement
difficulties

Traditional
method

Design and 
Build

H M L

Management
System

10.1.2 Conclusions from empirical investigation

10.1.2.1 Formulation of hypotheses
Williamson’s theoretical analysis is to derive refutable hypotheses for empirical veri

fication. This is has been done in principle in Fig. 10-3. However, these theoretical 

hypotheses are still not operational enough to do the testing. We still need to seek out 

a complete list o f critical variables that may affect the magnitude o f transaction costs.
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The hypotheses are stated in the form that "'as X  variable is higher, procurem ent op

tion R w ill he more likely to be chosen than option Q, other facto rs  being eq u a l”. This 

relation is expressed as R  > Q.

H y p o th esis  1 : O pportunity c o s t s  o f tim e (O PP C T )

The higher is the opportunity cost o f time, the more desirable and therefore the more 

likely for the client to employ a fast-track strategy for shortening the total time. How

ever, higher opportunity cost o f time also leads to more serious process specificity 

problems, making an integrated route less desirable. The joint effect of these two 

forces leads to the order of management system > design and build , traditional 

method.

H y p o th esis  2 : U ncertainty (UNG ER )
The more uncertain factors are involved during design and construction, the more 

likely for the client to need to renegotiate with contractors after contract is signed, and 

the more likely for him/her to employ a flexible strategy. Thus, management system 

> traditional method > design and build.

H y p o th esis  3 : D e g r e e  o f p r o c e ss  sp ecific ity  (D E G P S )
The more costly to switch to a replacement contractor, were the project disrupted, the 

more desirable and therefore the more likely for the client to adopt a fragmented route. 

Thus, management system > traditional method > design and build

H y p o th esis  4 : Partnering a g r e e m e n t (PAR TR)
When a partnering agreement is used in the project, the more desirable, and therefore 

the more ideally for the client to adopt design and build. That is, design and build> 

traditional method> management system

H y p o th esis  5 : S c a le  o f th e  c lien t (SCA LC )
The more future works that the client can provide, the less threatening is the (quasi) 

rent-seeking behaviour and the more desirable is design-build. That is, design and 

build > traditional method > management system.
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H yp oth esis  6 : C om plexity  o f sp ec ia lisa tio n  (C O M SP)
When the degree of ambiguity of interface between autonomous subcontractors 

becomes severe, an more integrated procurement route will be more desirable because 

it is able to reduce measurement costs in identifying the liability o f defects of the 

project. Thus, design and build > traditional method > management system.

10.1.2.2 Empirical findings
Through empirical investigation, the following findings are obtained.

(1) The client’s willingness to pay for earlier completion is demonstrated as an im

portant consideration for the selection between fast-track and non-fast-track 

routes. There is a high frequency of fast-track routes being used in projects with 

high OPPCT. If the client is rational, it can be inferred that fast-track routes are 

the more efficient ones to deal with the projects with high OPPCT. However, 

higher OPPCT also leads to higher process specificity, weakening the desirability 

o f design-build relative to traditional method. The empirical result bears out this 

hypothesis, i.e. management system > design and build , traditional method.

(2) The combined effects of five principal sources o f uncertainty o f the project, in

cluding (1) speed o f obsolescence of original design, (2) uncertain site condition, 

(3) volatility o f revenue from project, (4) regulatory uncertainty and (5) design 

complexity of the project, are proved to be the key determinants to differentiate 

the relative desirability o f procurement systems. We found that the higher is the 

uncertainty, the less likely it is for the client to choose integrated procurement 

system. It follows that management system is most efficacious one to carry out 

the projects with high uncertainty, traditional method next, and design-build 

comes last. Thus, hypothesis 2 is proven to be valid.

(3) The costs o f switching to alternative contractor shows its statistic significance in 

affecting the relative probability of procurement routes being chosen. For the case 

where it is particularly costly to disrupt the project and resume it by other con

tractor, management system can provide the most efficient way to mitigate the 

contractor’s motive to take advantage o f the client’s vulnerability, and hence re

duce transaction costs. As this kind o f cost become non-trivial, the benefit o f us

ing management system will be more obvious. On the same reasoning, traditional
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method is more desirable than design and build. As the empirical results show, 

the conjecture of hypothesis 3 is completely corroborated.

(4) The use of partnering agreement can make the client more likely to use design 

and build. It means that partnering can help improve transaction atmosphere and 

cultivate trust by sharing information that may affect mutual interests. The data 

show that the projects with partnering agreement at work are more likely to use 

design and build than non-partnering projects. Though theoretically (hypothesis 

4), partnering should more effectively alleviate transational hazards in the context 

o f traditional method than management system, we fail to find this relation em

pirically. The right order appears to be: design and build> traditional method, 

management system.

(5) The scale of the client, in terms of construction expenditure, is only found to be a 

significant factor in interpreting the likelihood o f design-build being chosen rela

tive to traditional method and management system. That is, only the first part of 

hypothesis 5 is empirically valid. This means that frequent construction clients 

find it more desirable to use design and build than the infrequent client, other 

things being equal.

(6) The complexity o f specialisation o f sub- or trade contractors is shown to be a 

critical factor in explaining the condition under which disintegrating of a project 

into small contracts is not efficient. The results shows that, as the interface prob

lems appear more serious, it will be more beneficial to use the integrated route. 

Thus, the order o f desirability in hypothesis 6 is empirically robust.

10.2 The contributions of this study for ICE theorists

Williamson’s transaction cost theory mainly is devised to deal with the problem 

where the lump-sum investments provide continuous flow o f output, physical product 

or service with given quality. When the theory is applied to project-oriented mode of 

production like construction, the power of this theory is blunted due to the key ex

planatory variable -  asset specificity - failing to work well and the design factor set

ting in. Both of them cannot be squared with the basic premises o f mainstream TCE, 

posing obstacles to direct application o f TCE to construction. This difficulty can be 

overcome by proposing two three concepts: process specificity, design rent and qual

ity rent.
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10.2.1 Process specificity
In the standard analysis of TCE, asset-specific investment can pose transaction haz

ards because it is costly to switch the sunk investments to alternative uses. When the 

investment, in particular where it entails huge amount o f capital expenditures for 

physical facilities, equipment and machinery, is designed for specific purposes, the 

potential value loss arising from change o f production plan becomes the main source 

o f appropriable quasi rent, an inducement for rent-seeking behaviour. Thus, for the 

types o f specificity, like site, physical asset or dedicated specificity, the irreversibility 

and lock-in effects of lump-sum investments play a key role. According to this inter

pretation o f asset specificity, quasi-rent will not appear in the case where there is no 

lump-sum physical or human capital investment at the outset. However, in examining 

the production process of shipbuilding industry, Masten (1991) found that supplier’s 

strategic delay in delivering or installing intermediate goods would cost shipbuilding 

companies a lot. In this case, how harmful is the supplier’s strategic delay depends on 

the extent of losses due to disruption of production. If delay may cause loss o f reve

nue and market share as well as damage to reputation and competitiveness, the ac

companying opportunity costs will be high. In some cases such as integrated circuit 

production line, once production stops, all partially finished products will be wasted. 

This gives another source of quasi-rent. The supplier’s strategic action or move is to 

threaten delay to the progress o f the works and thus to completion o f the project 

unless the client agrees an extra payment. The client’s ultimate last-resort strategic 

response is to threaten to determine the contract and replace the original supplier by 

another firm, to complete the works. Dispute-resolution will normally be possible, so 

that this client sanction is rarely used. Indeed it is only a credible threat where the 

amount o f extra payment demanded is relatively large.

When the focus o f analysis is shifted to construction process, the reason that the main 

contractor can hold up the client is similar to Masten’s temporal specificity, namely 

that continuing construction is better than disruption. However, the sources of quasi 

rent are slightly different. Although opportunity costs o f delay may be the same, the 

client may be required to pay for quality uncertainty at handover to new contractor at 

a risk premium, and the difficulty in identifying liabilities o f the old and new contrac

tors may also be likely to arise. The extended meaning of asset specificity can make
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us rightly examine the potential transaction problems in construction and avoid mak

ing a conclusion that all construction transactions are characterised by low specificity 

and so low transaction costs.

Table 10-3 Comparison of three types of asset specificity

Categories of 
specificity

Example Two alternatives under 
comparison

Main sources of quasi
rent

Site specificity, 
physical asset 
specificity and 
dedicated 
specificity 
(Williamson)

The investment stays in the
original use
vs.
The investment switches to 
the second-best use

difference o f ex ante and 
ex post opportunity costs 
of the investment

Temporal
specificity

car assembly 
line;
shipbuilding
plant

keep production flow going
without disruption
vs.
Find the replacement supplier 
to take over the production

1. opportunity costs of 
delay

2. losses from discarded 
partially-finished 
products

Process
specificity Construction

Keep construction process going 
vs.
Find the replacement main contrac
tor to resume the construction proc
ess

1. Opportunity costs of delay
2. Risk premium required by 

the replacement main con
tractor

3. Costs o f identifying liabili
ties for defects

10.2.2 Design rent
In the standard setting in TCE, the product design is exogenous to the model, that is, 

trading parties are clearly aware o f what is to be transacted. Quality at most is a prob

lem of examining conformity to specification, and quality rent is indicative of cost 

savings from producing inferior products at lower costs than otherwise would arise. 

The cases in construction may be a bit more complicated due to different contractual 

arrangements. Conceptually, there are two modes o f specialization between designer 

and contractor (see FiglO-4):

(1) Mode I: separation of design and construction

The first mode is to devolve design and construction to two independent parties. The 

client first gives briefs to the designer for producing drawings and specifications and 

then requires the contractor to carry out construction on the basis of this blueprint.
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(2) Mode H: integration of design and construction

The second mode is to choose a single organisation for design and construction. The 

client first conveys his/her requirements to DB contractor and DB contractor then is 

required to put forth design and construction proposals that have to be reviewed and 

approved before being implemented on site.

Fig. 10-4 Two modes of specialisation between designer and contractor

( a ) H d e J

Briefs

Drawings and 
specifications

Client Designer Contractor
Physical
Facilities

▲

Inspection for conformance with design specification

(b) Mode II

Client

Briefing Proposal
Review 

Result of

Design-build Contractor

Inspection for 
fîtness for purpose 
on the basis of the 
approved design

t
Physical
Facilities

Along with the integrated arrangement of design and construction, the incentive struc

tures in the construction team will also be different. In mode-I, the client finds it rela

tively easier to ensure design quality that in mode-II on the ground o f two reasons. 

First, though the net rent advantage is on the designer’s side, the absolute value is not 

so large and this disadvantage can be counterbalanced by using the strategy of pay

ment retention and postponement. Second, rather than price, construction design mar

ket is a market competing for quality or more exactly, the caliber for design. For this 

kind of plastic transaction, the client has to rely upon the reputation effect to some 

extent. A successful project will give the designer a credit, which is beneficial to en

hance the market evaluation of the designer’s competence. Thus, not many designers 

tend to run the risk of getting records damaged thanks to refusal to make further 

modification for the client’s satisfaction. After all, the costs o f resolving disputes in
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court are not only legal fees but the bad name for favouring confrontation. Also, the 

payment mechanism and forms o f liability of designer give designer strong incentives 

to attempt to satisfy the client. Therefore, it seems quite sensible to say that the de

signer market in mode I can be disciplined to meet the client’s demands by reputation 

effect. Meanwhile, with full documents of design, the client can monitor the contrac

tor by checking the degree of conformity of the completed project with his/her docu

mented requirements. This is also the principal criterion for the court to resolve dis

agreements between the client and the contractor.

Table 10-4 Comparison of two modes of specialisation between design and con
struction

Mechanism for disciplining the 
designer

Mechanism for disciplining the 
contractor

Mode-I

(1) Reputation effect, rarely resort 
to legal system

(2) Designer’s net rent advantage is 
counterbalanced by payment re
tention or postponement.

Assessing conformity to require
ments by designer’s inspection, 
with arbitration or legal system to 
resolve disputes.

Mode-II Judging the quality o f design with 
reference to fitness for purpose

Assessing conformity to approved 
design plan by arbitration or legal 
system

In contrast, in mode-II, design and construction are carried out by the same party, so 

the DB contractor has much wider range o f options for manipulation. For instance, the 

contractor may propose a cost-saving design plan that can generally meet the func

tionality but lack aesthetic attraction and may shorten the economic life of the project. 

Contractually, the client has the right to disapprove any proposal that he/she is not 

happy with, whereas the legal system is not always on the client’s side since design 

quality in this case lacks an objective yardstick, forcing the court to make a judgment 

by taking the standard of fitness for purpose as benchmark. This legal practice will 

leave a large gray area that can be exploited by the contractor.

From the above discussion, a simple conclusion can be made that the presence o f de

sign rent is due to the differential efficacy of court ordering in resolving design dis

putes in mode-I and mode-II. Where the court cannot be fallen back on as an effective
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preemptive mechanism for dealing with opportunism and where reputation effect is 

not able to function well, the client will be vulnerable to the contractor’s strategic ma

nipulation of his/her active right to propose design plan. This is not going to be a 

problem for the transaction where mutual trading quality has been standardized like 

manufacturing industries. In construction, it is possible for design and construction to 

be put under the single organisation, so its ensuing transaction problem, the presence 

o f design rent, need to be taken into consideration. This is an element that is not dis

cussed in mainstream TCE.

10.2.3 Quality rent
Both design and quality rent are originated from measurement problems. The former 

is related with design quality, while the latter is associated with construction confor

mance quality. When design-build is used, quality rent, in conjunction with process 

specificity, will put the client in a particularly vulnerable position. But why is the use 

of this route so pervasive? The reason lies in its better ability to deal with confor

mance quality. There are two aspects of this notion: (i) inspection and (ii) identifica

tion o f project defects. It is assumed that the task o f inspection o f the completed pro

ject doesn’t change as procurement systems. The key difference results from the dif

ferential degree o f difficulties in identifying the liability o f project defects. If a project 

is divided and undertaken by different work package contractors, it would be a prob

lem for the client to enforce conformance quality. This possibility is likely to be taken 

advantage by work package contractors to cause type-II transaction costs. To deal 

with this case, single point of responsibility will be an effective measure to preempt 

this kind o f opportunism.

10.3 The contributions of this study for construction management theo
rists

10.3.1 Set out a complete framework for the application of TCE to con
struction

This study claims to be the first complete application o f transaction cost reasoning to 

the analysis of construction procurement systems. The only previous study following 

this line. Winch (1989) failed to examine the applicability o f basic premises in TCE. 

It attempts directly to apply Williamson’s analysis and its results of operationalising 

transactions without making efforts to examine the basic propositions that would af

fect the applicability of TCE to construction. The premises that don’t hold in applying
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to construction firms include (a) governance-independent revenue (b) irreversibility of 

lump-sum investment and continuous production, (c) exogenous design, and (d) fixed 

production costs\ Factoring the characteristics of construction into TCE framework is 

a very critical step to the successful application of TCE approach. This state of affairs 

makes it necessary to go back to the fundamentals to seek the right modifications. 

The author claims that this study has met this call and successfully found the way 

forward.

In principle, this reasoning framework can be extended to deal with other pivotal or

ganisational issues in construction, such as subcontracting and joint venture. The po

tential usefulness o f this approach in the analysis o f subcontracting has been demon

strated in Chau and Walker (1994). Developing construction organization theory 

along this line of inquiry will be a fruitful undertaking.

10.3.2 Place the role of the client at the central stage of analysis
As far as the current development o f construction management is concerned, the cli

ent is located at the periphery o f analysis. The role of the client is just like shadow, 

the recognizance o f its existence relying on the presence of sunlight instead of its own 

importance. Construction industry is dealt with as a service provider, trying to satisfy 

the client’s needs that have existed in his mind. This one-way thinking, neglecting the 

necessity o f taking account o f interaction between the client and construction indus

try , is liable to lead to conclusions with no awareness that other important forces may 

be left out o f analysis. This problem can be found in Winch (1989), where the con

tractor’s boundary is determined mainly on the basis o f contractor’s interests, ignoring 

the fact that the client has the initiative to choose the procurement route. A complete 

framework should contain a coevolutionary process in which two adjustment proc

esses proceed in parallel, as shown in Fig. 1-1.

(1) The client’s adjustment process: selection o f procurement routes (Fig. 10-5)

By any rule, the client, at the outset, has to choose a procurement system (or even in

vent a procurement system) to carry out an ongoing project. The appropriateness of

* Noted that this assim^tion was also required in our analysis o f procurement systems. However, in the 
analysis o f construction firms, whether it is desirable for the contractor to maintain an in-house design 
team involves the sharing of production costs (wage paid to hired designers) between projects. As a 
result, production costs will vary between market and hierarchy.
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this procurement system in handling the project at issue considerately depends on the 

attributes of the project. The final performance of the project is an indicator for testing 

whether the original pick is right or wrong. The experience of carrying out this project 

can be accumulated by the client’s organisation, his consultants or other participants. 

The accumulation o f this experience can gradually shape up principles for improving 

decision quality on the procurement system selection. Applying these principles, the 

client is able to select an appropriate procurement system in the context of different 

projects. Through loops of principle correction, the proportion of chosen procurement 

systems being consistent with transaction attributes will increase over time until 

equilibrium is approached.

Fig. 10-5 The client’s learning mechanism for procurement system selection

Chosen procurement system

Client’s selection of 
procurement systems

Characteristics 
of the project

Construction
process

Principles for procurement 
system selection

Client’s learning 
mechanism Performance of the project

(2) The contractor’s learning process: selection of organisation form (Fig. 10-6)

On the contractor side, the main organization issues are (A) whether to maintain a 

design department and (B) whether to retain in-house labour force or specialist trade 

workers (e.g., structural steelwork, concrete, and roofing). The range of organisation 

forms available to the contractor is constrained by the clients’ use o f procurement sys

tems. It follows that the contractor’s choice o f organisations has to be a response to 

the population o f the procurement systems chosen by the client. For example, when 

management system is widely and increasingly selected, there is no reason for the 

main contractor to expand the organisation boundary to subsume subcontractors or 

designers under the rubric o f hierarchy.

Whether the contractor has chosen a suitable organisation form has to be tested by the 

performance of the project and this experience can help the contractor formulate the
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heuristic principles for organising the construction team in undertaking the next pro

ject.

Fig. 10-6 The contractor’s learning mechanism for organisation selection
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Therefore, this study wants to convey an important message to people who are think

ing about contractor’s strategies that, in modeling the interaction relations between the 

client and the contractor, the client takes an active role in making the first move and 

may take into account the accompanying repercussion from the contractor in the next 

move so as to avoid backlash from the wrong decision. This is a two-way adjustment 

process. The constraints imposed by the client are decisive factors in affecting the 

contractor’s decision.

10.3.3 Provide a new paradigm for analyzing the construction process

The goal o f this study is an application o f Williamson’s transaction cost reasoning to 

the analysis o f construction process so as to rationalize the procurement system selec

tion behaviour. Its potential influence will go beyond the particular scope of this the

sis, and hopefully lay a foundation for prompting a paradigm shift for the way that the 

construction process should be examined. Conventionally in theoretical economics, 

the problems of construction procurement are treated as no more than those of select

ing an appropriate contract form (incentive and risk allocation). The client is sug

gested to choose contract on the basis of risk preference o f themselves and the con

tractor (e.g., McAffee and Mcmillan, 1987). The logic underlying this wisdom reflects 

the assumption of complete contracting, according to which contract is an effective 

tool to govern the transaction process so that contract itself becomes the decisive fac

tor for the success o f transactions. Then, it may be asked, why should contract be un-
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derstood as incomplete; and what are the implications for analysis? First o f all, the 

concept o f contract incompleteness can be best understood as a problem of determin

ing the optimal level of contract incompleteness. There are two forces at work: one 

force pushes forward the frontier that contract can contain as far as possible so as to 

alleviate the adverse impacts brought about by unforeseen events, while meanwhile 

the costs o f formulating a contract will be pushed upward as well. The optimal level 

o f incompleteness must be struck somewhere between two extremes: no contract at all 

and a perfect contract. Therefore choosing a contract with more or less incomplete

ness will best serve the interest of the decision maker, depending on the relative 

severity, in context o f two problems: cost o f information and cost o f incompleteness. 

It can be clearly sensed that the fact that it is costly to formulate a contract is a key to 

the understanding o f why the effectiveness of contract cannot be entirely relied upon. 

It may be of interest to see where these costs come from. This question can be ap

proached from the opposite side. Intuitively, a contract can be said to be complete 

only if it is able to accommodate all the information relating to the transaction in 

question and transform it into enforceable courses of actions that the trading parties 

agree to abide by so that the contract can provide clear rules for them to follow as the 

transaction unfolds. In this description, the process of drawing up a contract actually 

constitutes three parts:

(1) Formulation of contract:

This requires collecting relevant information, then turning that information into writ

ten clauses. The information required in a contract actually is a set o f information 

modules, consisting o f the pair of contingency description and its corresponding ac

tions. In classification, there are four categories o f information modules: (1) informa

tion that is available to the transactor, (2) information that is available to others and 

can be accessed by the transactor at a cost, (3) information that is unknown yet but 

can be obtained by way of research, (4) information that cannot be known anyway. 

The costs o f gaining and transforming each category o f information module into con

tract clauses that are desirable to one party will be different, generally increasing on 

this order, so the composition of information units o f each category becomes a critical 

factor for determining the costs of contract formulation.

(2) Negotiation:
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The first step aims to discover the desirable contract terms to the party owning the 

private information, while whether an agreement can be reached usually depends on 

the bargaining power. Due to the presence of information asymmetry, mutually bene

ficial terms may fail to be achieved and efforts may be devoted to unnecessary hag

gling.

(3) Enforcement:

The third element highlights the enforceability o f contract clauses. Only when the 

contract can be enforced by either private or public ordering systems if  disputes arise 

will it be effectively binding for maintaining transaction order. Thus, the content of a 

contract should go beyond “i f .., then..” and consider the costs of verifying “1/ 5” and 

^ t̂hens'\

Table 10-5 A Comparison o f Process Perspective and Contract Perspective

Points o f  difference Process perspective Contract perspective

The effectiveness o f  con

tract
Incomplete Complete

Nature o f  procurement sys
tems A type of governance A form of contract

Focus o f  analysis with re
spect to time The process in its entirety A point in time

Putting the above three elements together, there is little hope o f expecting the contract 

can be perfectly drafted and fnctionlessly implemented. It follows that the contract 

must be incomplete. Unfortunately, awareness o f this fact is not always shown in 

studies o f construction, while its full implications for theorizing haven’t been ac

corded apposite attention. Therefore, the perspective o f modeling construction process 

as contract still prevails up to the present. This contract perspective is marked off 

from the process perspective espoused in this study, by its unrealistic assumption of 

perfect contract effectiveness. Once it is not taken for granted that the contract is an 

agreement that can solve any problems likely to happen in the course o f transaction, 

the “black box” of the transaction process has to be unraveled. Now the place of time 

in the model will not be confined to the point o f decision making, but the whole proc

ess of transaction (as illuminated in Sec5.2.1): (1) look forward from the outset to
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predict what may happen; (2) then examine the dynamic process o f transaction; and (3) 

look backward to see whether the original decision should be modified. Through the 

examination of transaction process, we can come to realise that the nature of pro

curement systems should be rightly understood as an organisational matrix governing 

information and material flows in the construction process by way o f contractual ar

rangements between parties. The points of difference between the two perspectives 

are illustrated in Table 10-5.

10.4 Implications of this study
This study is an attempt to apply the transaction cost reasoning to give construction 

procurement behaviour a rational interpretation. The inference departs from the prem

ise that, in pursuit o f profit maximization, the client will choose a procurement route 

according to his/her available information. That is, the ex ante information efficiency 

is assumed. The profit o f a project is made up from three components: revenue, less 

transaction cost, less production cost. Following the tradition o f transaction cost eco

nomics, production costs are assumed to be invariant to institutional setting, so the 

focus of analysis is mainly on the role of revenue and transaction costs, especially the 

latter.

By way of the transaction cost reasoning, this study is intended to be a manifestation 

o f the implication o f incomplete contracting in construction procurement behaviour, 

which means that procurement system selection should be regarded as strategy of 

first-order importance in achieving the goal o f economising. The role o f contract and 

tendering system is relegated to second-order importance. This assertion will have 

profound repercussions on the basic thinking about several crucial issues that will be 

discussed in this chapter. Some implications proposed are in some sense conjectural 

and their actual influence awaits further investigations, while it seems quite safe to 

say that from a theoretical perspective, there is real need for paradigm shift in think

ing about the construction process.

10.4.1 Procurement route selection as strategy of first-order economis
ing

In the transaction cost economics, getting the selection o f governance structures right 

is regarded as strategy of first-order economising, implying that the way that a trans-
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action is governed has the greatest impact upon the efficiency of organisation. As ap

plied to construction procurement behaviour, we would like to highlight that the form 

of contract cannot replace the function o f procurement systems in three aspects: speed 

of completion, certainty on completion time and certainty on cost, as shown in Table 

10- 6 .

Table 10-6 Comparison of strategy of governance and strategy of contract 
in the context o f construction project

Points o f  considera

tions
Strategy o f  governance Strategy o f  contract

Earlier delivery of 
the project

Choose a fast-track route.
Include reward clauses into the 

contract

Reduce uncertainties 
in total payment to 
contractors and de
signer

Choose a procurement route 

according to the characteristics of 

the project and the client itself.

Use a fixed-cost contract.

Reduce uncertainties 
in the date of com
pletion

Choose a procurement route 

according to the characteristics of 

the project and the client itself.

Use the type o f contracts by 

which the date o f completion 

can be specified in advance.

First o f all, to advance the delivery of the project, it is natural to adopt a fast-track 

route to make design and construction overlap. Perhaps, it can be achieved by includ

ing bonus clauses into contract to encourage the contractor to shorten the total dura

tion. However, in some projects where the scope and quality o f projects cannot clearly 

be specified before contracting, the enforcement of contract would be troublesome if 

the status of completion is hard to verify. Thus, bonus clauses are likely to bring about 

deterioration o f construction quality on the one hand, and delay arising from disputes 

on the confirmation o f completion and claims for allowance o f extra time in conse

quence of client-generated changes.

The second function of contract in construction is to give the client a price 

commitment before the realization o f actual costs. Restricting the total final payments 

to a controllable range can alleviate financial uncertainty o f the client. Nonetheless, 

the fixed cost often means the fixed scope. Without clear delineation of scope, 

unexpected variations are likely to occur, raising a question about how to determine 

the price of added components o f the project. The efficiency o f ex post renegotiation
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price o f added components of the project. The efficiency o f ex post renegotiation on 

the share o f profit will be subject to many constraints. First, even if  the ex ante profit 

margin is considered as acceptable, this private information is unknown to the client. 

The split o f gains from trade depends on their relative bargaining power. For the pro

ject with high process specificity, the client is relatively vulnerable and renegotiation 

will lead to the possibility of the client being overcharged. Thus, whether the fixed- 

cost contract is efficacious is dependent on how likely is it for design to change.

Fig. 10-7 The logic of claiming procurement system selection as strategy
o f first-order economising
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guage limits the future

Information is costly
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Procurement systems selec
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Contract also serves the fimction o f fixing contractor’s commitment to completion. 

For assuring earlier completion, bonus clauses are often contained in the contract. To 

what extent this measure works depends on the costs o f verifying the status o f com

pletion. Accelerating the completion of the project may be traded off by the downgra- 

dation o f quality. Wherever attributes o f quality are hard to define in advance or 

costly to monitor, the quality rent will be present. Coupled with the manipulation of 

design rent, the implementation of bonus clauses may become the site of disputes. In 

contrast, choosing the procurement systems with the potential o f making design and
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construction overlap will be the most effective way o f achieving the goal o f earlier 

completion.

From this simple comparison of contract strategy and governance strategy, it can be 

realised that managerial actions on the basis of complete contracting are perilous in 

the sense that placing too much demand on the efficacy o f contract could lead to the 

worse repercussion than not doing so. A sensible sequence for determining construc

tion organisation strategy is to select a right procurement system and under this con

straint determine the right form of contract.

10.4.2 Implications for construction risk management
According to the mainstream perspectives on construction risk management, identifi

cation of risk sources should be followed by picking a suitable risk strategy. One 

category of instrument for controlling risks is to choose the right contract type so as to 

allocate or transfer risk to the parties who are willing and able to take it. It is generally 

believed that the lump-sum contract can completely transfer risks to the contractor. It 

follows that, if  a project is identified as highly risky and the client is risk averse, the 

best risk strategy should be the lump-sum contract. However, there are two potential 

pitfalls inherent in this line o f thinking: (1) unreal assumption o f complete contracting 

and (2) negligence o f hazards from behavioural uncertainty. A combined effect of 

these two factors leads to failure to recognize the relative importance of contract and 

procurement systems. The price that has to be paid for this misconception would pre

vent the realization o f the original intention.

As expounded in Chapter 4, decision makers are constrained both by physiological 

and language limits as well as ignorance of the future, so it is costly to collect, process 

and verify information. The presence of information costs makes it desirable to keep 

contract incomplete since the benefits o f increasing the completeness o f contract will 

be offset by the increased costs of information. Given the prevalence of incomplete 

contract and the assumption of opportunism, it will be no longer reliable to use the 

contract as instrument for allocating risks. This study proposes instead a hierarchical 

structure of strategy. First, the selection o f procurement systems is a decisive factor in 

attaining efficiency. The determination o f contract forms should be founded on the 

given procurement system. The tendering system is a mechanism for choosing the
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most suitable contractor. Thus, the decision making of tendering system will take care 

of itself, seeking a balance between competence of contractor and costs o f tendering.

10.4.3 Implications for the procurement route selection techniques
Through the examination of the most advanced techniques for procurement systems

selection, it is found that the MAUA is no better than bare-footed empiricism without 

any attempt to explore causality behind empirical facts. This is a sensible starting 

point, but definitely not the end. We shouldn’t underestimate the power of deductive 

methods, like economic approach, to advancement of our understanding of the nature 

of procurement route selection. In fact, without reference to the results o f economic 

analysis, there is no way to check whether the pure empiricism would lead clients 

astray. We are not promoting the mono-methodology or economic imperialism, but 

instead emphasize both ways of induction and deduction should be respected.

The major pitfalls o f applying the MAUA to procurement route selection lie in its re

liance upon the spurious association of procurement route with the attributes of the 

client’s preference, i.e. priority variables. Those documented variables, say in Love et 

al. (1998), can meet the basic premise o f the MAUA, that decision variables have to 

be attributes o f the consequence o f the decision, only when the construction contract 

is assumed to be complete. However, with the rise o f transaction cost economics, this 

line o f thinking has been demonstrated to be too unrealistic to be o f practical use. It 

follows that the advice on the procurement route selection according to the client’s 

assignment o f weights to priority variables deserves scepticism. A proposed alterna

tive is to employ three-step transaction cost reasoning fi*amework -  operationalisation 

of construction transaction, determination o f linking coefficients and choice o f the 

most efficient procurement route. There is no denying that this approach has its inher

ent difficulty in finding the reliable linking coefficients, but by no means is this in

surmountable. It is a way worthy of venturing.

10.4.4 Implications for the study of construction disputes
Construction disputes, no doubt, are a topic arousing general concerns. The current

research on this issue leaves out a very crucial explanatory variable: the divergence of 

ex ante expectations on the future and ex post realization. According to an assertion of 

this study, the mismatch of procurement systems with transaction attributes would
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give rise to the aggravating effect on the likelihood and extent o f disputes arising from 

rent-seeking behaviour. Unfortunately, this critical point is largely ignored by the ex

isting literature on construction claims and disputes. For example, in Diekmann and 

Girard (1995), they found 21 out o f 38 variables are relevant to the dispute perform

ance, including owner’s management and organization, contractor management and 

organization, project complexity, project size, financial planning and project scope 

definition. But no allowance is made for the effect o f the procurement route of choice. 

If the possibility o f misalignment o f procurement routes is not taken into account, we 

may miss one of the ultimate reasons causing disputes. Similarly, Mitropoulos and 

Howell (2001) attempts to analyse construction disputes from the perspective of 

transaction cost economics, while the importance of aligning the chosen procurement 

system with project attributes is still ignored. In response to this paper, Chang and Ive 

(2001) set out a transaction cost based framework for understanding construction dis

putes, on the basis o f which preventive strategies can be developed.

10.4.5 Implications for the philosophy of construction management
Efficiency is a welfare criterion of foremost importance in economics. For the whole

economy, a desired outcome is Pareto optimality, where nobody can be better off 

without sacrificing other’s interest. In mathematical terms, the equilibrium market 

price can bridge the equalization of the marginal rate o f substitution (MRS) and the 

marginal rate o f technical substitution (MRTS), channeling the scarce resources to 

their best uses. Whenever the outcome of markets falls short o f the conditions of per

fect competition, the practice is hypothesised to be inefficient. This kind o f judgment 

against the benchmark of frictionless world is discredited as nirvana approach. With 

the deficiency of our understanding to the nature o f hierarchy and market, there has 

arisen a comparative institution paradigm, asserting that the efficiency o f governance 

structures should be assessed on the basis o f the principle o f remediableness, namely 

that the existing governance structure can be said to be the most efficient one only if 

there is no welfare improvable alternative. As a result, before jumping to the conclu

sion that there emerges inefficiency in a project and a need to take some managerial 

actions, a very important step is to take stock of the relative advantage of procurement 

systems and choose the suitable one. This logic seems to have not been fully used by 

construction practitioners. Take the example of gap analysis. In Winch et al. (1996), it 

is asserted that information gap is the site of problems where management should in
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tervene. The rationale of doing so stems from the implicit premise that information 

gap must cause inefficiency. This reasoning has something in common with a once 

dominant view on the role o f government that market failure is a sufficient condition 

to introduce government intervention. The problem here is that we don’t know 

whether there is any alternative that would generate net gains. If not, according to the 

principle o f remediableness, this is efficient. As applied to construction projects, in

formation gaps are sources causing costs, while this cost is not necessary remediable. 

We have to always remember that managerial actions are always accompanied by 

costs, so the appraisal of these interventions should be founded on the cost-and- 

benefit analysis, instead of claiming that the information gap should be as narrow as 

possible,

10.5 Remarks on the limitations of this study

10.5.1 The assumption of ex ante efficiency
A central assumption made in this study is that the client will choose the most 

desirable procurement system so as to maximize the expected profit from the project. 

This is an assumption of ex ante efficiency, i.e., optimising the objective function on 

the basis of ex ante expectations on decision variables. It is to be noted that the client 

is assumed to make a choice by referring to his/her expectations on transaction 

attribute variables rather than the components in the profit function, like expected 

revenue or transaction costs. In other words, whether the client’s choice is 

commensurate with theoretical prediction heavily depends upon the efficacy o f the 

client’s learning mechanism as enunciated in Sec,5,4, There is no guarantee that the 

result o f equilibrium must reach the state where the client always makes the 

theoretical right choice, whereas this assumption is pervasively made in the most 

mainstream economics studies. It seems to me that the most convincing defence has to 

resort to ""sophisticated falsificationism'\ meaning that no theory should be rejected if 

no better alternative exists [Vroey, 1998], Under this doctrine, it can be considered as 

approximately true that the agent is assumed to behave as if  an objective function is 

maximized. O f course, taking this view run the risks o f ignoring the effects of in

completeness of the client’s learning mechanism. Though the empirical results o f this 

study are reasonably well in line with predictions, how serious the errors would be 

still deserves further attention. In what follows, two plans for testing the validity of 

the assumption of ex ante efficiency are sketched out.
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Plan I: Compare the performance of two contrasting groups of projects 

If we can collect two large enough groups o f samples, one group following TCE prin

ciples and another group inconsistent with TCE principles, the average performance 

o f the projects in two populations will give clues as to whether the assumption of ex 

ante efficiency is sensible. For the null hypothesis, the proposition that the procure

ment system is not chosen on the basis of efficiency principle, then except for random 

disturbances, we would not find systematic differences in the aspects such as cost 

overrun, disputes and time delay. This method can be used to double-check the as

sumption.

Plan II: Develop a complete model for the client’s learning mechanism 

The assumption o f efficiency as the only objective downplays the influence of dy

namic equilibrium process. In general, the client will try to improve the decision qual

ity in procurement system selection by way o f learning from the past experiences, 

other people’s experiences or consulting with guide books and experts, while how ef

fective is the learning mechanism and how important is the effect o f path dependence 

on the equilibrium outcomes of procurement system selection are still unknown. Pro

viding we have a well-developed model for answering these questions, we will be 

more confident about the possible outcomes of equilibrium.

10.5.2 Lack of better measures for variables
Another possible limitation may come from lack of objective measure for some key 

variables in this study. It has been a popular practice for the soft studies in the social 

science that measuring variables by way o f eliciting the respondents’ subjective 

evaluation can be accepted as a substitute method in dealing with the case where there 

is no alternative objective measure that can be employed. However, relative to objec

tive variables, such as price, unemployment, inflation rate, subjective variables must 

be subject to the influence of some uncontrollable factors, such as the respondent’s 

mood in answering the questions, understanding o f the questions and selection of 

benchmark in making comparisons. Technically, the errors resulting from these fac

tors can be minimized if  the rigorous standard procedure of survey is followed, while 

we still have to put at the top o f our research agenda the development of objective 

measures for variables that are very complicated but very critical to the analysis of
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construction, such as uncertainty, complexity or performance of a project. The poten

tial difficulty of this undertaking is well evidenced by its slow progress, while it is not 

hopeless. For example, a feasible way for representing the project risk is to estimate 

its cost variations relative to the average curve of the population (see Fig. 10-8). It can 

be estimated by

risk -
1 / 2

i = 0- - -T

where Cf and C,  ̂are the points on the cost accumulation curve of the compared pro

ject and benchmark curve.

Fig. 10-8 A measure of project risk
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This proposed index bears resemblance to the standard measure of financial risk, 

Sharpe’s beta, whereas there is one point of difference worth noting. Shape’s beta is 

derived by comparing the return of a portfolio with that from riskless bonds while the 

project risk is estimated by comparing with the average performance of the similar 

projects. That is, the benchmark is varying with the selection of the sample projects. 

To get over this, on the one hand, a methodology with solid theoretical foundation of 

statistical inference is called for; on the other, the need for a database designed to col

lect the detailed records of construction projects should be appreciated.

10.5.3 The effect of TC| on TC|,
In Sec.3.3.2, a novel distinction between TCi and TCn is proposed to explore the na

ture of transaction costs that a transaction incurs. In construction, TCi may not only 

take the form of tendering costs and measurement costs, but also costs for contract
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design. Contract is an instrument by which the range o f actions under different cir

cumstances that each party is allowed to take can be specified. A perfect contract 

must contain a complete list o f mapping between contingencies and actions and thus 

everything expected ex ante can be enforced ex post. However, the costs of contract 

design will increases as the completeness of a contract increases. In principle, the 

more contingencies a contract can govern, the fewer loopholes can be exploited and 

the less severe is the rent-seeking behaviour. Accordingly, there is likely to be a 

tradeoff relation between TCi and TCn. This tradeoff is relevant to the selection of 

procurement systems if a change in the degree of completeness of a contract has a dif

ferential effect on alternative procurement systems. Putting it more explicitly, the 

comparison o f procurement systems should be made under the condition of the same 

level o f completeness. When the increase in TCi (i.e., the degree o f completeness) can 

lead to more savings in TCn and the savings significantly vary as procurement sys

tems, the selection o f procurement systems and contract design has to be determined 

simultaneously. The problem as to whether the effect o f the tradeoff between TCi and 

TCii is significant enough to alter the relative efficacy o f procurement systems re

quires further investigation. It is too premature to take any position. However, we may 

find some interesting clues from the observation that standard forms of contract are 

more and more popularly used in practice. Perhaps, it is a good starting point to ex

plore why few clients or contractors are willing to spend resources in improving the 

completeness o f contracts.

10.6 Suggestions for policies

Rent-based arguments are characterized by their stress on the motivation o f exploiting 

other parties’ vulnerability and its accompanying consequences. To many, excluding 

good will out o f human nature is too simplified and gloomy a perspective. As Arrow 

(1974) claims, trust is the fabrication oil in the working o f an economy. Without it, 

many transactions will not take place. This also provides the rationale why partnering 

agreements can alleviate construction disputes and increase efficiency. Is there any 

inconsistency between these two views? The answer lies in the definition of trust. In 

fact, if  we examine the rationale of TCE carefully, the magnitude of transaction costs 

depends on a key variable: asset specificity k. Functionally,

TC =f(k) f t (k )> 0
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Fig. 10-9 The effects of trust on the selection of governance structures

(Williamson,1985)

AC

O  Hierarchy -preferred areaMarket -preferred area <C

This equation implies that, along with the interdependency of trading parties deepen

ing, the costs arising from rent-seeking behaviour will rise because o f appropriable 

rents becoming larger. That is, the larger is the bait, the more lucrative is the attempt 

to snap it up, and the more serious is the consequence. In this setting, observing the 

degree of asset specificity is equivalent to predicting the similar choice o f governance 

structures that will be observed. However, only when the trading relations are as

sumed to be constant across companies is this view true. A more general model is to 

introduce a variable s to denote the degree o f trading parties trust in each other, that is,

TC =f(s,k) fs(Syk)< 0 /k(s,k)<  0

This model implies that transaction hazards will be lower when trust prevails in the 

course of transaction. Accordingly, the measures you should take to protect your 

stakes in this transaction are chiefly dependent upon the expectation on the reliability 

of your trading partners. For a given degree o f asset specificity, the anticipation of 

low possibility of breach of promise will shift the selection o f governance structures 

to the more vulnerable one. Graphically, with reference to Fig. 10-9, higher expecta

tion on trust can move the curve of AG from AG(si) to AG(S2), shifting the joint 

curve of production costs and transaction costs up from AC+AG(si) to AC+AG(S2). 

We can examine the effect of trust from two ways: (1) the range suitable for the use of
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market expands from [0,ki] to [0 ,k2]; implying market is more vulnerable as hostility 

dominates. (2) At trust level o f Si, k=ki is a condition that makes market and hierar

chy efficiency-indifferent, while with higher trust level, say, S], market is more effi

cient than hierarchy. In a word, the function of trust can oppress the hazards arising 

from vulnerable governance structures being employed.

In recent years, to soften the confrontational atmosphere between the client and 

his/her agents, in particular contractors, partnering agreement is upheld as nearly 

panacea for malaise in construction. Borrowing Klein’s terminology, the use of part

nering agreements can help enlarge the range o f contract self-fulfilling. Use the case 

in Fig. 10-9 as an example. The effect o f making market suitable for the transactions 

with asset specificity in the interval of ki and k% is a manifestation o f trust at work, 

namely that trust makes vulnerable positions less dangerous than otherwise it would 

be. But we also want to emphasise that maintaining trust is more difficult than creat

ing it in the business world. Maybe it is too bold and too premature to make a final 

comment on the effects of partnering. At least, we can be sure about one thing: that 

the limitation of partnering will be sharpened gradually as it is widely employed 

without prudent assessment. And finally, we still need to go back to explore its eco

nomic principles and conduct a research with the purpose similar to that of this study.

10.7 Suggestions for further studies
10.7.1 Organisational studies in construction
Following the standard practice of TCE, this study also treats the construction transac

tion process as its unit o f analysis, restricting the focus o f analysis to the cases where 

the client selects the procurement system project by project, while the basic frame

work is in principle extendible to handle all construction organisation issues. On the 

one hand, we can attempt to enlarge the horizon and scope o f consideration to con

sider the project as a part of company operation strategy, paying more attention to the 

learning mechanism of the client’s organisation and construction firms and the effect 

of organisational competence on the choice o f procurement systems. On the other, we 

can apply the same line of reasoning to build up a transaction cost-based theory of 

subcontracting.
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10.7.2 Improve procurement system selection technique
This study in essence is positively oriented, i.e., towards providing a rational model to

explain and predict the empirical observations. However, once the theoretical hy

potheses are proven to be consistent with facts, the underlying reasoning can be trans

formed to normative principles o f procurement system selection.

As discussed in Sec.2.4, the multiple-attribute utility approach is a useful tool for aid

ing the selection of procurement systems. However, what factors should be consid

ered is a point o f contention. The current use o f this approach based on the premise of 

complete contracting is misleading. A possible remedy is to choose the decision fac

tors that are identified and demonstrated to be significant in this study. Now the prob

lem left is how to determine the linking coefficient matrix.

Based on the theory set out in this study, we can develop a transaction cost approach 

(TCA) in which construction procurement systems are considered as instruments for 

achieving the client’s goal - maximising the profits from the project. To pick a suit

able procurement system, a three-step scheme is suggested to be followed (see Fig. 10- 

11)

Fig. 10-10 The theoretical foundation of TCA in procurement system selection
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The first step is to operationalise the construction transaction, i.e., to find out the 

transaction attributes affect the differential efficacy o f procurement systems in carry

ing out projects of different attributes. Next, we have to identify the inherent charac-
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teristics of procurement systems that can demonstrate direct bearing on the perform

ance o f procurement systems in terms of the extent that the client’s objective can be 

satisfied. The last step is to single out the conditions to which each procurement sys

tem is most suited by aligning the transaction attributes with procurement systems.

Thus, to anticipate the next steps o f the argument: for projects with attributes such 

that the quality enforcement problem is likely to be more serious than the hold-up 

problem, a preference for an integrated procurement system is rational, on TCE 

grounds; for a project with attributes such that the hold-up problem is likely to be 

more serious than the quality enforcement problem a fragmented system is an appro

priate choice, whilst for projects with attributes such that the benefits o f earlier com

pletion outweigh either or both problem, a management system is appropriate.

Now, the project attribute that will make hold-up a severe problem is, above all others, 

the degree o f likelihood that the specification will have to be varied post-contract. 

Once the client steps outside the protection afforded by sticking to the specification 

explicitly embedded in the (incomplete) contract, their vulnerability to hold-up in

creases by an order of magnitude.

Likewise, the project attribute that will make quality enforcement a severe problem, 

above all others, is the degree to which the specification is unusual, innovative or 

complex.

Finally, the project attribute that will make achievement o f earlier completion a 

benefit sufficient to outweigh these other problems, is essentially the relative 

insensitivities o f total project rates of return to increases in construction cost and 

management cost compared to their sensitivity to a delay in the inflow of project 

revenues.

The above discussion can be summarised as three points: (1) high opportunity costs of 

time is an incentive for the client to use fast-track strategy, like management system; 

(2) high costs of switching to the replacement contractor in the course o f construction 

will form an incentive to decentralize the responsibility o f design and construction to 

different parties; (3) high costs o f identifying the liability o f subcontractors can give 

the single-responsibility system an advantage. Thus, theoretically, opportunity costs
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of time, degree o f difficulty in replacing the contractor and degree o f difficulty in 

identifying the liability of subcontractors (or trade contractors) are the tripod for de

termining the relative desirability o f procurement systems. Empirically, apart from 

these three variables, related variables that can aggravate or alleviate the severity of 

the effect caused by these three variables should be taken into account as well. The 

additional factors include uncertainty, the use o f partnering agreement, the scale of the 

client. Putting them together, the utility Uj that procurement system j  can deliver to 

the client in dealing with the project with attributes Ak can be expressed as

Uj = Eq. 10-1
k

where the linking coefficient Rjk is determined by the features o f procurement systems, 

indicating the extent that procurement system j  can satisfy the client’s objective in 

terms o f projects with the attributes Ak. Though apparently both of Eq. 10-1 and Eq.2- 

3 are o f a similar form, the multiplication of utility coefficients and the value o f at

tributes, the logic behind them is drastically distinct.

MAUA uses those factors that the client is likely to consider in selecting procurement 

system as priority variables {aj), the value o f which are given by the client’s subjec

tive evaluation or preference. However, the weighting factors (w,y) relating priority 

variables to procurement systems are generic and determined independently of the 

specific attributes of the project. In contrast, the TCA filters out the transaction attrib

utes Ak by operationalising construction transactions so as to identify the conditions 

that are most critical in differentiating the relative efficacy o f procurement systems. 

Next, it determines the linking coefficients Rjk with reference to the performance of 

procurement systems in terms o f project with the specific dimensions Ak. Finally, 

choosing the procurement system with highest utility index is in conformance with the 

spirit o f aligning the procurement system with transaction attributes. As a result, our 

proposed transaction-cost-based procurement system selection method is theoretically 

well founded, closely linked to Williamson’s transaction cost reasoning framework 

(Williamson, 1985,1996).

To be o f practical value, the TCA logic expressed in Eq.10-1 has to be transformed 

into a practical tool for aiding the client’s choice o f procurement systems. There are
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several possible ways of carrying out this transformation. One is to replace the origi

nal variables in the statistical approach with transaction attributes derived from trans

action cost reasoning as a means for predicting the expected performance of each pro

curement system in dealing with projects with certain set of attributes. Another possi

bility is to take frequency of each system being chosen in the past successful project 

as a guide for assessing the prospect that the new project in question turn out to be 

successful if  that system is adopted.

10.7.2.1 Transaction cost-based performance prediction method

As proposed in Molenaar and Songer (1998), the efficacy o f design and build can be 

assessed in five dimensions: (1) budget variance; (2) schedule variance; (3) confor

mance to expectations; (4) administrative burden; (5) overall user satisfaction. They 

try to regress these five explained variables with a few explanatory variables such as 

scope definition, schedule definition, budget definition, project complexity, owner 

experience and so on. Those variables with statistical significance become the ex

planatory variables o f the optimum regression model. Put formally,

S = V p + 8

where S is a 5x1 column matrix, standing for five performance criteria; V is a Ixn 

row matrix, denoting n explanatory variables; p  is a nx5 coefficient matrix; e  is a 5x1 

column matrix for random errors. In applying to the practical case, their proposal con

tains the following steps:

(1) Input the value o f V of a new project in question into the regression model ob

tained in their research.

(2) Convert five performance indicators into an overall score and compare the score 

of the new project with an average score of the projects surveyed in their study. 

This comparison will show w hether this new project if  carried out by design and 

build will be more likely to succeed than other projects.

Under this framework, the transaction cost approach can be easily accommodated by 

just changing the original explanatory variables with a set o f transaction attributes de

rived from transaction cost reasoning. However, there is a side o f contention in this 

method. To give the construction client a clear guide, the performance indicators have 

to be as simple as possible, i.e., as Molenaar and Songer(1998) suggests, a single in
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dex. But the problem is the justification of this conversion. No matter what method is 

used, simple summation, weighted average or something else, all o f them are disput

able. Moreover, this point is floating along with the addition and deletion of samples. 

It doesn’t mean that this benchmark has to be a constant, but it must display stability 

so that practical users can get a consistent guidance.

10.7.2.2 Transaction cost-based frequency-guided method
To avoid the dispute over the legitimacy of conversion system, we may take fre

quency-guided method. By this, we mean the client can take as the principle o f selec

tion the frequency o f each system being chosen in dealing with the profit for given set 

o f attributes. The basic idea is as follows. Suppose we can separate the past projects 

into two groups, success or failure, in some way and we possess data on project at

tributes and procurement system for a large sample o f past successful projects. We 

can proxy the utility index as the probability o f procurement system Ri being chosen, 

P(Ri), by assuming that the relative frequency of each procurement system being cho

sen among the successful projects reflects the probability that the project for given 

transaction attributes can be successfully delivered by this system. This means that, 

among all the systems able to successfully deliver the projects o f given attributes in 

the past, the most frequently chosen one will be the one making your project most 

likely to be successfully completed in the future. Thus, this method suggests choosing 

an appropriate system on the basis of frequency of each procurement appearing in the 

past successful projects and this is where its name comes from.

To link P(Ri) with transaction attributes, we have to assign a probability distribution 

to PiRi), say, a logistic function. That is, P{Ri) can be expressed as

+ Eq.10-2

, where a, X, |3/ are vectors for a constant, transaction attributes and coefficients. Ri, i=

0, 1, 2,  n represents n types o f alternative procurement systems. By taking the

transaction attributes o f the past m successful projects as input data, we can estimate 

by way o f statistical inference techniques, such as maximum likelihood method. 

Theoretically, pj play the role o f bridging transaction attributes, X , and the efficacy of
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procurement systems in carrying out the project with these attributes. This relation 

can be shown more explicitly by deriving the odd-ratio from Eq.10-2:

In = a + XB , Eq. 10-3
\ - P ( R , )

A positive coefficient of the transaction attribute, Xk, for procurement system i means 

that the higher is Xk , the more likely for procurement system i to be chosen and so its 

degree of desirability. It implies that procurement system i is relatively more capable 

o f dealing with the projects with this attribute. Thus, the coefficients indicate the con

ditions under which a procurement system is more advantageous.

Taking the transaction attributes of a new project as input to the set o f formulae with 

estimated coefficients Pj for each procurement system, we can find the procurement 

system most likely to have been chosen for similar past successful projects. The pro

curement system with highest probability is then the most appropriate procurement 

system for the new project.

Ideally, we need to select the successful projects (in the ex post sense) as our sample. 

The input data of this model would include: (1) the client’s actual (discrete) choice of 

procurement systems Ri and (2) the evaluation of transaction attributes of the project 

in question. To obtain reliable estimates of p ,̂ a large good-quality sample is required. 

In practice, in collecting these data, we have to get over two obstacles. One is the 

definition o f a successful project. The other is about the objective evaluation of the 

transaction attributes in a comparative basis across projects. First o f all, though it is 

generally agreed that cost, time and quality are the most important dimensions for 

measuring project performance, there is still much work to be done, to devise a 

benchmark system, with clear cutoff points to tell failed projects from successful ones. 

Second, most clients need a supporting tool in order to assess the transaction attributes 

o f a project. If there is no tool o f this sort on hand, we cannot be certain whether any 

collected data is based on the consistent criteria. However, a theoretically sound tool 

serving this purpose is still awaited.

For these two reasons, the TCA-based procurement system selection method is not 

ready to be applied in practice yet. More academic efforts are called for to investigate
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the fundamental issues of construction management, such as complexity, uncertainty 

and performance o f the project. This knowledge will be an essential foundation for 

many applied studies in the field of construction management, including but not con

fined to construction procurement system selection.

10.7.2.3 Comparison of three approaches
A comparison of four approaches is summarized in Table 10-7, which we interpret as 

showing that a TCA-based approach is not only theoretically well founded and but 

also potentially able to improve some weaknesses o f the current approaches. However, 

between the two possible application methods, their relative advantages are not clear. 

Performance prediction method uses performance measures as predicators aiming to 

show the possibility of the project in question being successfully delivered by way of 

a system. But how to justify the conversion of several performance indicators into an 

overall score is a problem.

In contrast, frequency-guided method can shrug off the worry as to the legitimacy of 

conversion system, but suffer the doubt as to how to draw a line between success and 

failure projects. Which one is better? There is no answer provided here. Our intention 

is to reveal the possible ways ahead and provoke thought so as to develop a theoreti

cally sound and at same time practically applicable procurement selection technique.

Though several variables, like time, flexibility and complexity, used by the MAUA 

are also taken as crucial by the TCA, the reason why they are subsumed is quite dif

ferent. Following the logic of multi-attribute utility approach, only the attributes of 

consequence o f a decision can be justified as decision variables. That is, those vari

ables relating to the appraisal of project implementation performance are what should 

be counted. However, the proposed variable in the literature displays a mixture o f fac

tors relating to the client’s requirement and project attributes. This has invalidated the 

aforementioned basic premise o f multi-attribute, weakening the credibility of the de

rived conclusion. In contrast, every step of the TCA is closely linked with the postu

lated goal o f profit maximisation, so the conclusion is relatively trustworthy.
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Table 10-7 A summary table for the comparison of three approaches

Strong points W eak points

M ultiple-attribute 
utility approach

A framework that can develop the 
selection technique for a wide range 
of procurement system alternatives

1. Eclectic selection o f priority vari
ables;

2. Spurious association o f priority 
variables and procurement systems;

3. Utility coefficients (w,y) rely on the 
experts’ opinions

4. The method able to assess the attrib
utes o f a new project on the compa
rable basis across project is yet to be 
developed.

Statistical
approach

Utility coefficients can be objectively 
estimated

1. Lack o f a rigorous theoretical foun
dation.

2. The method able to assess the attrib
utes o f a new project on the compa
rable basis across projects is yet to 
be developed.

■sCQ
2
AAA

W)

u
H

performance
prediction
method

1. Founded on a well- developed 
theory;

2. Able to consider a wide range of 
procurement system alternatives;

3. Utility coefficients can be objec
tively estimated

1. The system for converting multi
dimension performance indicators 
into a single index is disputable (e.g. 
client’s weight on each criterion is 
not considered)

2. Benchmark points are floating.
3. The method able to assess the attrib

utes of a new project on the compa
rable basis across projects is yet to 
be developed.

frequency-
guided
method

1. Founded on a well- developed 
theory;

2. Able to consider a wide range of  
procurement system alternatives;

3. Utility coefficients can be objec
tively estimated

1. The criteria for success or failure of 
a project are debatable;

2. The method able to assess the attrib
utes of a new project on the compa
rable basis across projects is yet to 
be developed.
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Appendix

Introduction to this questionnaire

1.

2 .

3.

4.

5.

This is a survey for investigating construction client procurement practices. The data collected by 
the questionnaire will be used to test a newly developed theory. Your answer will be extremely 
valuable to this study.
The preferable person to fill out this questionnaire is the in-house project manager or the person 
responsible for the project on the behalf of the client (from here on, your organisation is used to 
represent the client’s company or organisation).
The Glenigan database of industrial and commercial construction projects shows that you have re
cently carried out the following project, so would you please answer the questionnaire on the basis 
of the project with the site address

Swinging Bridge I
If you weren’t involved in the above project as Glenigan database shows, or the project was can
celled or postponed, would you instead choose a project that you are handling or have handled re
cently. If there are several projects proceeding in parallel, please choose the project with larger 
value scale.
Please would you give your answer by ticking the boxes, circling the numbers or by writing in the 
spaces provided.
For helping you complete this questionnaire, stages in RIBA s plan of work are listed as below. 
Would you please refer to the number of each stage (say, S2) in answering the questions, if appli
cable.

Table 1

Usual Terminology Stage

Briefing Stage (51) Inception
(52) Feasibility

Sketch Plans (53) Outline Proposals
(54) Scheme Design

Working Drawings

(55) Detail Design
(56) Production Information 
(ST) Bill of Quantities
(S8) Tender Action

Site Operations

(S9) Project Planning
(510) Operations on Site
(511) Completion
(512) Feedback

6. If you have any difficulty in completing the questionnaire, would you get in touch with 
Mr. Chen-Yu Chang 
Tel/Fax: 0208-4458145 
mobile: 07932-751648 
Email: ucftcvc@ucl.ac.uk
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Appendix

Section 1 : Basic Information

1-1. Information about surveyee

(A) Name of your organisation_____

(B) Name of person completing this questionnaire

(C) Position within firm ______________________

(D) Telephone number________________________

(E) Business address

\An easy way to fill out item 
(A)-(E) is to affix your card

(F) Years of experience in construction projects

(G) Date of completing this questionnaire (month/yr)

years

1-2 Name of this project

1-3. Scale of the project: £ million

1-4. Duration of construction (detailed design and construction): months

1-5. What category does the procurement method you used fall into?

n  Traditional method (design then tender)
□  Accelerated Traditional method (design and construction overlapped)
□  Design and Build (D&B) □  Influenced Design and Build
□  Design and Manage O  Management contracting
□  Construction Management
□  Others, please specify

1-6. Did you choose the procurement method of this project specifically to fit project circum
stances?
□  Yes □  No

1-7. Did you use a partnering agreement in this project?
□  No □  Yes, informal agreement
n  Yes, formal agreement.

1-8. Month and year in which detailed designer or D&B contractor was appointed (month/yr)
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Appendix

Section 2: Questions

Note: Please answer the following sets o f questions on the basis o f  the information 
that was available to you at the point o f  appointing detailed designer or D&B contrac
tor (Le, please try not to answer with benefit o f hindsight).

Question 2-l~2-4 are concerned with the importance of earlier completion of the project to 
your organisation.

To what extent do you agree with the following statement:

2-1 You are willing to pay a higher price in Strongly
exchange for earlier completion of this pro- Disagree
ject. 1 2  3

2-2 Getting the project completed as early Strongly
as possible, even with higher costs, would Disagree
do much good for the success o f this pro- 1 2  3
ject.

2-3 Earlier delivery o f the project will Strongly
greatly increase the positive benefits of this Disagree
project to your organisation. 1 2  3

2-4 The benefits o f getting the project com- Strongly
pleted earlier would by far outweigh the Disagree
extra costs o f achieving it. 1 2 3

Strongly 
Agree 

9 10

Strongly 
Agree 
9 10

Strongly 
Agree 

8 9 10

Strongly 
Agree 

8 9 10

Question 2-5-2-13 are concerned with the possible sources of uncertainty concerning events 
that might arise during construction that would then cause you to change the requirements 
in the original brief.

To what extent do you agree with the following statement:

2-5 It is highly likely that the original Strongly
brief of this project may need to be Disagree
changed to cope with changing external 1 2
market requirements after engagement o f 
the detailed désigné. ?

2-6 It is highly likely that this project may Strongly
encounter ground conditions that may Disagree

Strongly 
Agree 
9 10

Strongly
Agree
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Appendix
change the original brief after the en
gagement o f the detailed designer.

2-7 The revenue stream from the project, 
compared with other commercial or in
dustrial buildings in general, is highly 
likely to be revised during the construc
tion period.

Strongly 
Disagree 

1 2 3

9 10

Strongly 
Agree 
9 10

2-8 It is highly likely that the enforcement 
of statutory regulations (such as plan
ning, building and fire regulations) in the 
region o f your site may require the origi
nal brief to be modified after the engage
ment of the detailed designer.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10

2-9 It is highly likely that you may face a 
more stringent budget constraint than 
originally foreseen that may cause you to 
change the original brief after the en
gagement o f the detailed designer.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10

2-10. It is highly likely that design varia
tions would happen during construction 
in terms o f the general characteristics of  
your project.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10

2-11. The design of this project was ex
pected to be very complex.

Strongly
Disagree

1 2 3 7 8

Strongly 
Agree 

9 10

2-12 The construction technology to be Strongly
employed in your project was anticipated Disagree
to be relatively advanced. 1 2  3

Strongly 
Agree 

9 10

2-13. Roughly estimate what (value) per
cent o f the project will contain the inno
vative elements that haven't been built 
ever?

Percent of the value o f innovative elements 

0 1 6 11 16 21 25 31 36 >

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 41
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Question 2-14~2-17 are concerned with the extent to which your project posed unique or special 
requirements which only a limited number of designers or contractors might be able to meet.

To what extent do vou aaree with the foiiowina statement:

2-14 It is difficult to find a designer competent Strongly Strongly
to undertake the detailed design for the project. Disagree Agree

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2-15 It might be difficult to find a contractor Strongly Strongly
competent to undertake your project. Disagree Agree

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
2-16 The contractor will need to have specific Strongly Strongly
construction technology to undertake your pro Disagree Agree
ject. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2-17 The construction technology that your Strongly Strongly
project was perceived to need is not easily Disagree Agree
available from the UK construction industry. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Question 2-18 are concerned with total expenditure of your organisation on construction pro
jects in the last five years.

2-18 Your organisation’s iotal expenditure on construction projects in the last five years? (please fill 
in approx. number) (£m)

Question 2-19~2-21 are concerned with difficulties in clearly identifying the liabilities of trade or 
subcontractors. Would you please answer the following questions even i f  you didn’t use man- 
aeement contractins. Please provide your answer on the basis of expectations beforehand instead 
of observations after the procurement route has been chosen, namely on the basis of the avail
able information at the point of selecting detailed designer or D&B contractor.

To what extent do you agree with the following statement:

2-19 It might be difficult to clearly identify Strongly
the liability of subcontractors involved in this Disagree
project due to complicated interfaces between 1 2  3
their works.

6 7

Strongly 
Agree 

9 10
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2-20 It could be expected that the overlapped Strongly
area of responsibility between subcontractors Disagree
might lead to serious difficulties in ensuring 1 2  3
the quality standard o f this project.

Strongly 
Agree 

9 10

2-21 This project involves the instalment of 
complicated facility equipment, such as com
munication systems so that this project might 
be more likely to encounter dijficulty in get
ting over the interface problems among sub
contractors.

Strongly
Disagree
1 2 3

Strongly 
Agree 
9 10
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